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Abstract
This study examines the formation of brand loyalty and disloyalty behaviours among consumers
of short life-cycle technology products. Today, the life cycle of technology products have become
shortened due to rapid pace of innovation leading to introduction of new and innovative products
at shortened intervals. Such technological changes create a dynamic market, induce uncertainties
among the consumers in the usage leading to stress and anxiety and development of coping
strategies to deal with such situations. This study attempts at an understanding of the formation of
brand loyalty and brand disloyalty behaviours from the consumer’s lived consumption
experiences. The importance of loyalty and disloyalty have long been recognized in marketing, by
academic and practitioners alike and assumes even more salience in today’s highly dynamic and
competitive market environment.
This study adopts the qualitative approach based on a constructivist and interpretive
perspective using narrative strategy of inquiry through semi-structured and open-ended interviews
to bring forth the experiences and meanings emanating from the consumption narratives. A
theoretical framework was developed and employed to aid in the analysis of the empirical data.
Based on the lines of the theoretical framework, three different phases of consumption, preadoption, adoption and post-adoption were examined which brought forth rich details of
consumption experiences and outcomes during each consumption phase.
This study interestingly finds consumers to be more brand loyal than disloyal. This supports a
school of thought which endorses the existence of brand loyalty and contradicts another school of
thought which profess the decline of brand loyalty. The study also reveals the factors which cause
brand loyalty, brand disloyalty, divided brand loyalty and no brand loyalty tendencies in the
context of short life-cycle technology products providing insights to both practitioners and
academics. And more interestingly, this study finds short life-cycle products influencing the brand
disloyalty and divided brand loyalty tendencies significantly, if not most significantly. This is
important in view of today’s highly changed, dynamic and competitive marketplace and in the
context of short life-cycle technology products.

Keywords: adoption, brand disloyalty, brand loyalty, consumer behaviour, consumption
experience, consumption narratives, post-adoption, pre-adoption, short life-cycle
products
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Tiivistelmä
Tutkimuksessa tarkastellaan brändilojaaliuden ja -epälojaaliuden kehittymistä teknologiaintensiivisten kuluttajatuotteiden käyttäjien keskuudessa. Sellaisten tuotteiden käyttöikä on lyhentynyt uusien tuoteinnovaatioiden ja -ratkaisujen tullessa markkinoille yhä nopeammalla tahdilla.
Teknologiamuutokset johtavat dynaamisiin markkinoihin ja samalla kuluttajien huoli ja pyrkimykset hoitaa tuotteiden valinta- ja käyttötilanteita kasvavat. Tutkimuksessa pyritään ymmärtämään ja tulkitsemaan brändilojaaliuden ja -epälojaaliuden muodostumiseen liittyviä tekijöitä. Se
on yhä tärkeämpää paitsi tutkijoille, myös liiketoiminnan harjoittajille.
Tutkimukseen otetaan konstruktiivinen mutta tulkitseva ote, perustuen kuluttajien kertomiin
kokemuksiin, joita kerättiin sekä avoimilla että puoliavoimilla haastatteluilla. Hankittu narratiivinen tutkimusaineisto analysoitiin aiempien tutkimusten perusteella muodostetun teoreettisen
viitekehyksen avulla niin, että tuotteen valinta, hankinta ja käyttö jaettiin kolmeen periaatteelliseen vaiheeseen. Ne ovat käyttöön omaksumista edeltävä, käytön omaksumisen ja käyttöön
omaksumisen jälkeinen vaihe. Tutkimusaineistosta saatiin kehikon avulla analysoituna esille
rikas tuotteen valintaan ja käyttöön liittyvä kulutuskokemusten joukko koskien brändilojaaliutta
ja -epälojaaliutta.
Tutkimuksen mielenkiintoinen tulos on, että kuluttajien brändilojaalius on suurempi kuin
epälojaalius. Se vahvistaa näkemyksen, että brändilojaaliuden merkitys ei ole vähentynyt eikä
etenkään loppunut. Tutkimuksesta tulee silti esiin myös tekijöitä, jotka vaikuttavat lojaaliuden
ohella jakaantuneeseen lojaaliuteen tai lojaaliuden puuttumiseen lyhytikäisten kuluttajatuotteiden tapauksessa. Kaiken kaikkiaan tekijöiden jäsentäminen, näkyväksi tekeminen ja analysointi
tarjoavat kiinnostavia näkemyksiä tutkijoille, liiketoiminnan harjoittajille ja muille tahoille. Erityisesti jakaantuneeseen lojaaliuteen ja epälojaaliuteen vaikuttavat tekijät ovat tärkeitä lyhytikäisille teknologiaintensiivisille kuluttajatuotteille, joiden markkinat ovat erittäin dynaamiset ja kilpaillut.

Asiasanat: brändi, epälojaalius, kuluttajakäyttäytyminen, kulutuskokemukset, lojaalius,
lyhytikäiset kuluttajatuotteet, tuotteen omaksumisen vaiheet
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Definition of key terms
Pre-adoption
Pre-adoption may be defined as the activities, perceptions,
intentions, determinants, antecedents, beliefs and attitudes of users
prior to the actual acquisition or experience of a product or service.
This is similar to the pre-consumption experience, which involves
searching, planning, day-dreaming about and foreseeing or
imagining the experience and the purchasing experience, which
involves choosing the item, making payment and as well as the
packaging of the product, as well as the encounter with the service
and the environment (Caru & Cova 2008).
Adoption
Adoption is the decision to make full use of a new idea as the best
option available (Rogers & Shoemaker 1977). Similar to the core
consumption experience, which involves sensation, satiety,
satisfaction/dissatisfaction, irritation/flow and transformation
Post-adoption
The term post-adoption refers to “continuous and repeated usage”
(Ye & Potter 2011). Similar to the remembered consumption
experience and the nostalgia experience, used to re-live past
experiences through narratives or arguments with friends about the
past, all of which tends to culminate in a classification of memories
(Caru & Cova 2008) and outcomes.
Brand
Brand is a multidimensional construct whereby managers augment
products or services with values and this facilitates the process by
which consumers confidently recognize and appreciate these values
(De Chernatony & Riley 1998).
Brand loyalty
A positively biased emotive, evaluative, and/ or behavioural
response tendency towards a branded, labelled or graded alternative
or choice by an individual in his capacity as the user, the choice
maker, and/or purchasing agent (Sheth & Park 1974).
Disloyalty
The term disloyalty refers to customers with a low relative attitude
and no repeat purchasing (Rowley & Dawes 2000).
11

Consumer behaviour
The behaviour that consumers display in searching for, purchasing,
using, evaluating and disposing of the products and services that
they expect will satisfy their needs (Shiffman & Kanuk 2007).
Consumption experiences
Consumption experiences have been theorized as personal and
subjective experiences that people go through, ones that are often
laden with emotionality for the consumer, i.e. a hedonic search for
fantasy, feelings and fun (Caru & Cova 2008).
Technology product
Technology products are “products that are the result of turbulent
technology and which require substantial shifts in behaviour of at
least one member of the product usage channel. (Gardner et al.
2000).
Short life-cycle products
Short life-cycle products are characterized as products having
compressed life-cycles due to rapid growth, maturity and decline
phases (Chung et al. 2012, Kurawarwala & Matsuo 1998).
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Introduction

This chapter introduces the research phenomenon by providing the background and
discussing the motivations which led to this study. It also describes the research
gap, followed by the research objectives, research questions and how they will be
addressed. This introduction also describes the empirical context and finally
presents the structure of this thesis.
1.1

Background

This study aims at achieving an understanding of the formation of brand loyalty
and disloyalty behaviours among consumers of short life-cycle technology
products from their real lived experiences. Several studies have noted that rapid
innovation and development in science and technology, changing preferences in
consumer behaviour in seeking latest innovations, and intense competition amongst
manufacturers have led to short life-cycles for products and that these cycles are
characterised by rapid growth, steep decline and the absence of a maturity stage
(Aytac & Wu 2013, Goldman 1982, Hsueh 2011, Karakaya & Kerin 2007, Lebreton
& Tuma 2006, Partha Sarathi et al. 2014, Pizzano 2011, Wu et al. 2006, Zhao et al.
2014). Some examples of the industries which produce short life-cycle products
include fashion apparel (Mehrjoo & Pasek 2014), agricultural products and fresh
foods, software and electronic devices (Zhao et al. 2014), cellular phones,
electronic goods, personal computers, toys and LCD TVs (Partha Sarathi et al.
2014). Firms adopt the strategy of introducing products rapidly with incremental
(small changes) or radical (disruptive or breakthrough) product changes to gain
competitive advantages and enhance their profitability because the firms that enter
markets early and faster than their competitors are likely to be more successful
(Karakaya & Kerin 2007). The incremental form of innovation is dominant
compared to radical innovations. Incremental innovation refers to small changes in
a product which improve its performance, lower the costs and enhance its
effectiveness, thereby creating a desire for the product (Norman & Verganti 2014).
The process results in reducing the product life-cycle and speeding up the
obsolescence rate. As new and improved products are introduced into the market,
the product’s market potential decreases due to technological obsolescence
(Karakaya & Kerin 2007).
Faced with an inundation of new products, consumers are often spoilt for
choice in their selection. They experience various types of emotions, anxieties, and
17

even stress during consumption (Mick & Fournier 1998). This in turn induces
different evaluation criteria, as well as attitudinal and behavioural responses in
users (Lee et al. 2011). A volatile market composed of short life-cycle products is
a fertile ground for consumers to be lured into the competitor’s fold and marketers
are often challenged to find ways of retaining their customers and how to build
effective marketing strategies to develop, maintain and prevent erosion of their
loyal customer base (Choi et al. 2006).
It has long been accepted that a firm’s long-term success is determined by its
ability to expand and maintain a large and loyal customer base (Kandampully &
Duddy 1999) and that this is vital to ensuring profitable growth for every firm. It is
common knowledge that for survival and growth in today’s highly competitive
arena - littered with a large number of firms offering less differentiated products,
myriad choices and a customer base dispersed over a wide field – a loyal customer
base is highly important in providing a captive market for the firm’s products or
services. It is acknowledged that a loyal customer is less price sensitive
(Krishnamurthi & Raj 1991), less influenced by competitive offerings, provides
repeat business to firms and is more profitable, as maintaining an existing customer
costs only 1/5th of the investment needed to attract a new one (Slater & Narver
1994). Authors have shown that a consistent 5% point shift in customer retention
results in 25% to 100% profit increases (Reicheld 1996). The ripple effects of loyal
customers supporting a firm are felt not only on the balance sheet but also in the
morale of the employees. These effects also influence the reputation of the firm by
way of positive word-of-mouth and lead to reduced administrative, advertising and
marketing costs and thereby also enhance profitability. With such benefits accruing
from a loyal customer base, it is little wonder that firms expend their energy and
resources in cultivating their customer base. While gaining a loyal customer is not
easy, losing a customer to the competition is a worrisome matter. On one hand,
businesses focus their energy and resources in providing the best products and
services to retain their customers, on the other hand there are always customers
who decide to leave (Kumar & Bhagwat 2015).
Studies on customer loyalty abound and go back almost nine decades and
studies on brand switching can be traced to the 1950s1. Despite such a long tradition
of studies exploring loyalty and disloyalty from several perspectives and avenues,
1

The reference is based on an archived article which is a compilation of various reports by Breyer, F.
Ralph and published in the Journal of Marketing. Unfortunately, the publication date and volume is
unavailable in the database. However, the report appears in a publication called, Tide, dated July 18,
1953 under the title, “New data on how to block brand switching.”
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the brand loyalty and disloyalty of consumers continues to be an enigma and firms
continue to be challenged in their quest to retain loyal customers (Choi et al. 2006).
This study contributes to the rich trove of brand loyalty and disloyalty studies
by examining the formation of loyalty and disloyalty behaviour among consumers
of short life-cycle products, which are a perennial and pervasive part of our day-today lives.
1.2

Motivation for this study

The motivation to undertake this study resulted from two separate and interesting
phenomena observed during the course of my employment with a leading
manufacturer of personal computers.
The first phenomenon is related to observations in two different industries i.e.
personal computers and smartphones. The top firms in these two industries
constantly experience rapidly altering market share positions within a short period.
In the first example, in the worldwide PC market, Acer computers which held the
2nd position in the worldwide market for PCs dropped to 4th position and was
replaced by Dell during the second quarter of 2011. The decline of Acer from 2nd
to 4th position with a high drop rate of 23.2% has been attributed to a build-up of
inventory in its Europe Middle East & Africa region and the failure of its low-price,
high-volume business model (Gartner.com 2011). The elevation of Dell to 2nd
position was short-lived and it lost its position to Lenovo in the third quarter of
2011 and slid to 3rd position. In the second quarter of 2012, Acer made a comeback
to claim the 3rd position, while Dell again moved down to the 4th position. In the
third quarter of 2012, Dell regained 3rd position and Acer slid to 4th position. During
the same period, HP lost its 1st position to Lenovo which moved up from 2nd
position. In the fourth quarter of 2012, HP regained 1st positon while Lenovo fell
back to 2nd position. This see-saw battle between the top brands continues, and from
Table 1 one can see how the market share positions have fluctuated wildly and
rapidly over a short period of time between the years 2011 to 2013.
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Table 1.Worldwide market share position of top PC vendors on a quarterly basis.
position

q1 2011 q2 2011 q3 2011 q4 2011 q1 2012 q2 2012 q3 2012 q4 2012 q1 2013 q2 2013

1

HP

HP

HP

2

Acer

Dell

Lenovo Lenovo Lenovo Lenovo HP

Lenovo Lenovo HP

HP

HP

HP

Lenovo HP

HP

Lenovo

3

Dell

Lenovo

Dell

Dell

Dell

Acer

Dell

Dell

Dell

Dell

4

Lenovo

Acer

Acer

Asus

Acer

Dell

Acer

Acer

Acer

Acer

5

Toshiba Asus

Asus

Asus

Asus

Asus

Asus

Asus

Asus

Asus

6

Others

Others

Others

Others

Others

Others

Others

Others

Toshiba Others

Note: Data includes desk based PCs, mobile PCs, including mini notebooks, but not media tablets such
as the iPad.
Source: http://www.gartner.com/newsroom. A worldwide market share position of top PC vendors on a
quarterly basis

The second example belongs to the smartphone industry. In this industry, one of
the well-known instances has been the rise of Apple and the fall of Nokia. Nokia
which enjoyed a strong leadership position with a market share of 41% started
losing its dominance to Apple with the introduction of the iPhone. The Finnish
phone maker went from being 14 times the US firm’s (Apple’s) size to becoming
an 8th of the size (Gulf News 2010). Following closely on the heels of Apple were
two other dominant brands; Samsung and Blackberry. Soon Samsung surpassed
Nokia in market share and value. In the third quarter of 2011, Samsung garnered a
global market share of 20% while Apple, Nokia and Research in Motion (RIM),
the makers of Blackberry, slid to 14.5%, 14.2% and 10% respectively (Cnet.com
2011). However, the dominance of Samsung was short-lived when Apple regained
the lead globally in the last quarter of 2011 with a worldwide market share of 23.9%
(The Times of India 2012). This battle for market dominance continued and
Samsung emerged as the brand with the highest market share in smartphones
(Bgr.com 2013). Apple continues to be a serious challenger to Samsung’s
dominance while other new players have emerged. Blackberry is being wooed by
suitors (Reuters.com 2013a) and Nokia has ended up selling its phone business to
Microsoft (Reuters.com 2013b). Table 2 illustrates the top 5 smartphone vendors
by their unit shipments and their market share.
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Table 2.Top 5 smartphone vendors by shipments and their market share.
Vendor

2Q13

2Q13

2Q12

2Q12

Year-over-Year

Unit shipments

Market share

Unit shipments

Market share

change

Samsung

72.4

30.4%

50.3

32.2%

43.9%

Apple

31.2

13.1%

26.0

16.6%

20.0%

LG

12.1

5.1%

5.8

3.7%

108.6%

Lenovo

11.3

4.7%

4.9

3.1.%

130.6%

ZTE

10.1

4.2%

6.4

4.1%

57.8%

Others

100.8

42.4%

62.8

40.2%

60.5%

Total

237.9

100.0%

156.2

100.0%

52.3%

Source: IDC Worldwide Mobile Phone Tracker, July 25, 2013
Note: Data are preliminary and subject to change. Vendor shipments are branded shipments and
exclude OEM sales of all vendors.

Similar to the PC industry, the ongoing battle for supremacy in the smartphones
industry continues unabated even today.
The second phenomenon was observed in the service department of a
multinational computer firm. Every month, the customer service department would
present to the management the results of its customer satisfaction survey. The
results showed a steady increase in the customer satisfaction rate and the
management, while being pleased with such positive outcomes, assumed that the
increasing number of satisfied customers would translate into increased loyal
customers and help drive the sales up. However, despite a steady increase in the
number of satisfied customers, the sales and the brand’s market leadership position
did not correspondingly grow. The management continued to place its confidence
in the satisfaction surveys while the sales figures reflected a different picture. This
is not surprising considering that past studies have recognised that the higher the
market share, the higher the loyalty levels. The famous double jeopardy effect, a
construct originated by McPhee in 1963 and defined by Ehrenberg (Baldinger &
Rubinson 1996, Ehrenberg & Goodhardt 2002) implies that the loyalty level of a
brand is linked to its market share, “a smaller brand will always attract somewhat
less loyalty than a bigger brand.” Other researchers also conclude that higher
satisfaction is related to higher loyalty (Anderson et al. 1997, Brunner et al. 2008,
Edvardsson et al. 2000, Martensen 2007, Yu & Dean 2001). Indeed companies
recognise that brand loyalty is linked to the market share and therefore “most
companies tend to consider such customer satisfaction surveys as an indicator of
the health of the business” (Piha & Avlonitis 2015: p. 305).
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In the examples of the PC and smartphones industry above, a common theme
is the “short life-cycle” of the products produced by these industries. These two
unrelated phenomena from two different industries make one wonder about the role
of short life-cycle products in the loyalty and disloyalty behaviours of consumers.
In line with the double jeopardy phenomenon, researchers such as Mannering et al.
(1991) are of the view that brand loyalty is inextricably related to developing,
maintaining and protecting market share. Others have also pointed out that the
larger the number of loyal customers, the more stable the brand’s market share is
and an erosion in the market share is reflective of an increase in non-loyal
customers (Raj 1985). Juxtaposing this reasoning with the rapidly fluctuating
market share positions of the leading brands in the computer and smartphone
industry raises the question of whether such fluctuations also have a bearing on the
formation of the loyalty and disloyalty of the consumers of such products? Does it
imply that short life cycle products impact the loyalty and disloyalty behaviours of
the consumers? Interestingly, in seeking answers to such questions the literature
does not provide much support except for Raj (1985) who investigates the
relationship between a brand’s market share and the loyalty of its customer using
survey data of consumers for over 900 household product categories and finds
evidence of loyalty linked to the market share position. Although, Raj (1985) finds
evidence of loyalty linked to the brand market share, his study is concerned with
exploring how large share firms perform in the cultivation of loyal consumers. It
does not tell us how consumers develop their loyalty or disloyalty. The motivation
to seek answers for such ambiguities became the starting point for this research
journey.
1.3

Research gap

This study identifies several gaps in the literature pertaining to loyalty or disloyalty
behaviours relevant to technology products. The gaps are revealed in the literature
focussing on loyalty, disloyalty, technology adoption, technology paradoxes and
emerging short life-cycle products. These are discussed below.
Studies on brand loyalty have spanned over eight decades since the early works
of Copeland in 1923 (Kim et al. 2008)2. The focus on loyalty and disloyalty gained
2

Researchers appear to differ on the origin of brand loyalties studies in the past. One stream of
researchers consider the works of Copeland (1923) and Churchill (1942) as the beginning of brand
loyalty studies (Kabiraj & Shanmugan 2011, Lam 2007), while another stream claims that it was the
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ground as marketers faced the prospects of heated competition and developing
customer loyalty to enhance profitability became an important goal. While many
studies focused on understanding loyalty, researchers also realised the importance
of understanding what drives a customer away. It was not only necessary to know
what factors bind a customer but also why and how they are lost.
It has long been accepted that brand loyalty is a valuable asset that lends itself
to high market share, high returns on investment and ultimately high brand equity
(Buzzell et al. 1975, Kabiraj & Shanmugan 2011). Developing and sustaining brand
loyalty has been the mantra in marketing, both in theory and practice. It is important
because of the many benefits a firm accrues from a loyal customer base. A loyal
customer base provides various benefits such as repeat sales and referrals resulting
in increased revenues and growth in the market share. It also results in reduced
acquisition costs, as it costs only 1/5th as much to retain a current customer as
attracting a new one (Slater & Narver 1994). Loyal customers are willing to pay a
premium price as they are less price sensitive (Krishnamurthi & Raj 1991)
contributing to profitability. Positive word-of-mouth references bring in new
customers enabling firms to reduce acquisition costs in terms of marketing and
advertising expenses (Rundle-Thiele & Mackay 2001). A loyal customer base also
helps to increase employee retention and job satisfaction through familiarity and
providing better service to customers. Employee retention may also result from
better employee benefits due in part to increased revenues and profitability as a
result of loyal customers (Reicheld et al. 2000). Increased employee retention in
turns leads to a reduction in employee acquisition and training costs for new
employees. A satisfied, stable, informed and trained workforce adds to the
credibility and reputation of the firm as they tend to speak positively about the firm.
Customers are satisfied as they are assured of better service, competitive pricing
and preferential treatment. These benefits accruing from a base of loyal customers
is good for the various stakeholders in a firm including employees, owners,
suppliers, and shareholders (Reicheld et al. 2000). For developing and maintaining
a loyal customer base firms adopt various measures, such as designing and
implementing customer loyalty programs, which reward and incentivise customers
for their purchases and encourage repeat purchases (Lewis 2004), as well as to help
retain the customers and prevent defection. However, such loyalty programs have
been challenged in their stated objective of loyalty cultivation and creation of
series of articles in Advertising Age by Brown in 1952 which triggered an extensive stream of research
on brand loyalty (Cunningham 1956, Kabiraj & Shanmugan 2011, Lam 2007, McConnel 1968).
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customer assets (Shugan 2005) and it has been suggested that a better
understanding of the forces that influence loyalty can help companies develop
efforts towards prevention of their defection (Coyles & Gokey 2005).
While at one end of the spectrum, developing and maintaining a loyal customer
base has been a major focus of strategic marketing planning, at the other end of the
spectrum, firms experience a perennial loss of consumers to the competition. A
study conducted in 1952 (Banks & Holloway 1954) to examine how television
affects customer loyalty revealed that within a three month period, the average
brand lost almost half of its customers and gained a similar number of new
customers. Reicheld (1996) points out that U.S. corporations lose half of their
customers every five years. In the fast moving consumer goods sector, the annual
defection rates are reportedly an average of 15%, while in the US
telecommunications and internet firms the defection rate is between 22% and 40%
(Lees et al. 2007). Other studies show how 60% of brand defection occurs for
reasons that brand managers cannot influence (Bogomolova & Romaniuk 2009).
Although some of these studies do not provide the time period during which the
defection occurs, it shows that defection has been an age old phenomenon and
recent studies continue to confirm this unabated flow. For instance, in the mobile
industry 1/3rd of iPhone 6 users had defected from android phones in 2015 (Keach
2015). The mobile churn rate in the European and U.S. telecoms market has been
reported as increasing from 33.4% in 2005 to 38.6% in 2007 (Murphy 2008) and
in the Chinese banking industry a defection rate of 36.3% during the past 3 years
(Clemes et al. 2010)3 has been reported. In one of the recent reports, it has been
stated that credit card companies suffer the highest defection rates in all of the major
UK industries. They are reported to have a high churn rate of 45% due to their
inability to retain current customers, regain lost customers and obtain new
customers (Group 1 Software 2003). Payne (1994: p.30) had critically remarked
that not enough was being done to retain the customers. He observed that the,
“investment made in winning new customers is immediately transferred to the next
prospect, and little effort goes into keeping the new customer, improving their
relationship with the company and progressing them up the loyalty ladder.”
Ehrenberg (Dowling & Uncles 1997) conceptualised this as a, “leaky bucket
theory,” wherein firms engage in marketing activities to lure new customers to

3

The defection rates data is retrieved from trade and business journals and pertains mostly to the
telecommunications and financial sector firms. No pertinent data related to technology firms could be
found.
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replace the lost customers who have “leaked away.” The observation made by
Payne (1994: p.30) appears to be valid even today considering the high defection
rates. In today’s highly competitive market conditions building customer loyalty is
not only a challenge, but losing a loyal customer is also a worrisome situation being
faced by many firms.
In the loyalty literature, the formation of loyalty has been explored in several
contexts, such as with tourist loyalty (Campo & Yague 2008), online-game loyalty
(Joe & Chiu 2009), on-line store loyalty (Abbott et al. 2000) and sports fan loyalty
(Funk & James 2001), but there appears to be no discussion on technology products
and loyalty formation. Although studies have explored consumer responses to
product attributes, cognition and emotion, and how product attributes play a role in
the consumer acceptance of technology, as well as how products influence
behaviour (Lee et al. 2011), they stop short of going beyond this stage. We also find
that in the disloyalty literature many of the studies appear to devote their attention
more towards service oriented information systems rather than technology products
(Lee et al. 2003, Otto et al. 2003, Ye et al. 2008, Ye & Potter 2011). Some studies
have looked at defection in the telecommunications industry (Ranganathan et al.
2006, Wong 2011b) and some at other avenues such as online markets (Gupta et al.
2004) and organisational buyers (Heide & Weiss 1995). Some scattered research
pertaining to technology products appears, such as Arruda-Filho & Lennon (2011)
who analyse the consumption behaviours of iPhone users and the rejection of
technology by consumers (Swilley 2010), and Son & Han (2011) who explore postadoption behaviour in the context of new technology products, but not specifically
defection behaviours.
Even the literature on technology paradox, which has examined the emotional
reactions, behavioural coping mechanisms and paradoxes induced by technology
products (Mick & Fournier 1998), appears not to have examined the possibilities
of loyalty and disloyalty behaviours being induced by technology products. Thus,
one finds a serious gap in the loyalty, disloyalty and technology paradox literature
addressing the important concepts of brand loyalty and disloyalty. The gap is all
the more significant considering that technology products are ubiquitous and
pervasive and that the volatile nature of the market requires marketers to adopt new
means other than conventional marketing approaches (Kidiyoor 2010, Lee et al.
2011, Meldrum 1995, Mohr 2001). Mohr (2001) argues that conventional consumer
behaviour models are inadequate for understanding the customer behaviour of
technology buyers, because technology products are complex and evolve rapidly,
and furthermore, consumers behave differently when they buy technology
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products. Therefore, she suggests that marketers must go beyond demographics and
buying patterns, and capture how people really use technology day to day and how
they feel about it. Lee et al.(2011) suggest that one of the keys to success in such
volatile markets is to develop insights about the consumer behaviour, particularly
in response to the multiple functions of technology products. Considering this, one
would assume that researchers may have focused their attention on understanding
the formation of loyalty and disloyalty behaviours in the field of technology
products. Surprisingly, no study appears to exist.
Another gap has been pointed out in the paucity of studies combining the two
concepts of loyalty and disloyalty in one study. Researchers point out that past
studies have focused only on studying individual concepts of brand loyalty or
disloyalty4 in isolation, rather than studying them combined in one single study
(Lin et al. 2000, Nordman 2004, Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012). It has been argued
that by studying individual concepts separately, a rather one-sided understanding is
achieved, while studying both loyalty and disloyalty together could result in a more
balanced understanding of the factors affecting loyalty and disloyalty (Nordman
2004, Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012). This argument appears valid when one
considers past studies on satisfaction which have shown that even satisfied
customers tend to defect. For instance, Reicheld (1994) argues that not all satisfied
customers are loyal customers. Kuusik & Verblane (2009) reiterate Reicheld’s
(1994) claims that 60 to 80% of customers who defected were either satisfied or
very satisfied just prior to defection. Others (Mittal & Lassar 1998, Naumann et al.
2010) present the view that not all loyal customers are satisfied. Kwak et al. (2012)
point out that satisfaction has no direct effect on loyalty and Nordman (2004) finds
factors which impact both customer loyalty and disloyalty. With such evidence in
the literature, it lends credibility to the arguments of the authors belonging to the
combined loyalty and disloyalty streams that unipolar approaches limit the
understanding of consumer behaviour and a bipolar approach is more useful.
Jacoby & Kyner (1973) assert that a scientific inquiry requires all aspects of a
phenomenon, including its reverse, be studied in order to reach a comprehensive
understanding leading to calls for studies which combine both the constructs of
loyalty and disloyalty in one study (Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012). Despite such
4

The term disloyalty is used here to describe customers with a low relative attitude and no repeat
purchasing as adopted by (Rowley & Dawes 2000). Literature reveals the usage of different terms
namely; Churn, discontinuance, switching behaviour, disconsumption, reducing, stopping, cessation,
switching, dealing (Dodson et al. 1978, Hawes et al. 1976, Keaveney & Parthasarathy 2001).
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calls, a literature search reveals only a handful of studies which have combined
both loyalty and disloyalty under one study. Some noteworthy examples include:
Veloutsou & McAlonan (2012) on internet search engines; Choi et al.(2006) on
internet retail stores; Palihawadana(2004) on the corporate legal industry; Nordman
(2004)5 on the banking industry; Lin et al.(2000) on durable household appliances;
and McCarthy et al.(1992) on the automobiles market. However there appears a
lack of studies examining the loyalty or disloyalty behaviours among consumers of
technology products characterised by short life-cycles.
In UAE too, a gap in brand loyalty and disloyalty studies has been identified
prompting calls from researchers to expand the span of attributes that effect brand
loyalty and to study more products or services in order to understand the
relationships between product attributes and behaviours (Khraim 2011).
Considering that technology products are complex, and that consumers behave
differently when buying and consuming them, and that they induce behavioural and
attitudinal changes (Mick & Fournier 1998, Mohr 2001), and they have short lifecycles – which provide opportunities for customers to ignite their interest and
inclination in using new technologies and challenge the marketers constantly on
how to retain and prevent good customers leaving – it appears significant that a
study be undertaken to examine the formation of loyalty and disloyalty behaviour
of consumers in the context of technology products characterised by short lifecycles.
1.4

Objectives of this study and research questions

Today’s highly competitive and volatile market with its myriad choices and benefits
allows companies to lure and entice consumers into their fold. Firms which are able
to retain their customers and nurture loyal customers stand a better chance of
survival and growth. However, in a rapidly developing market with continuous
technological updates, new product developments, an array of product choices and
strong competition, this may pose a challenge. Past studies have pointed out that
previous consumer behaviour models are inadequate for understanding the
consumption behaviour of technology users because technology products are
complex and evolve rapidly (Mohr 2001). Studies also suggest that to understand
the behaviours of technology users, one must capture how people really use
5

Nordman (2004) also refers to other authors who have studied both loyalty and disloyalty together
such as Ganesh et al. (2000), Trubik & Smith (2000), Keaveney & Parthasarathy (2001).
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technology and how they feel about it (Lee et al. 2011). In other words, they exhort
researchers to examine lived consumption experiences in order to gain a better
understanding of the phenomenon.
Taking a cue from the past recommendations, this study aims at gaining an
understanding of the formation of brand loyalty and disloyalty behaviours among
consumers of technology-based short life-cycle products from their real lived
experiences. Towards this goal this study draws on various streams of literature
from technology pre-adoption, adoption, post-adoption, loyalty and disloyalty,
consumer behaviour and experiential consumption to bring forth nuances in:
decision making prior to adoption; consumption experiences during adoption and
the behavioural outcomes during post-adoption. Based upon the theoretical
knowledge available, a preliminary model on the formation of loyalty and
disloyalty behaviour is developed to aid the data analysis. The purpose of the study
is to develop an empirically grounded model of the formation of brand loyalty and
disloyalty behaviour among consumers of short life-cycle products based upon
their lived consumption experiences and to gain an understanding of the formation
of brand loyalty and disloyalty behaviour. In order to address the phenomenon this
study develops the following research questions:
1.

What factors and how they affect brand loyalty and disloyalty formation among
the consumers of short life-cycle products?
Subset to the main question are:
a) What factors impact the brand loyalty and disloyalty formation?
b) How the factors affect the brand loyalty and disloyalty formation?
c) How short life-cycle products affect the formation of loyalty and disloyalty
behaviours among consumers?

The answers to the research questions are sought and examined using loyalty
theory, empirical data gathered from consumers of short life-cycle products, and
the past studies from the streams of literature mentioned beforehand. Since the focal
phenomenon of this study is about the formation of brand loyalty and disloyalty
behaviour among the consumers of short life-cycle products, the product category
of personal computers6 was selected for the informants to recount their
consumption experiences.
6

It is relevant to mention that the study started off with a consideration of studying two product
categories, namely computers and smartphones. It was initially considered that juxtaposing two product
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1.5

Positioning and contribution of this study

This research mainly contributes to the loyalty and disloyalty literature by studying
the consumption experiences of consumers of short life-cycle technology products
from the consumer’s perspective. However, it also contributes to the combined
literature stream on pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption studies, and the
burgeoning literature on short life-cycle products. The study of the phenomenon
has been enriched by combining several perspectives from studies on loyalty,
disloyalty, the consumer decision-making process in consumer behaviour,
experiential consumption, and technology adoption. Figure 1 shows the various
literature streams used in this study. All these streams of literature are considered
important in order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon. As
the focus of this study is on the formation of brand loyalty and disloyalty
behaviours, it contributes mainly to the loyalty and disloyalty literature, therefore
the circle in Figure 1 representing loyalty and disloyalty is drawn bigger than the
other circles. Studies on technology (pre) adoption, adoption and post-adoption,
consumer behaviour and experiential consumption are also used to support the
development of an a priori model. In the current literature, product life cycle and
short life-cycle products offer little support for advancing the understanding of the
phenomenon of brand loyalty and disloyalty as there are no comparable studies.
However, short life-cycle products have been used as the context in this study.

categories, one an established category and another an emerging category would add to the richness of
the study. However, as the study progressed, the empirical data collected about the personal computers
appeared sufficient for studying the phenomenon, while the empirical data on smartphones appeared
less and inadequate due to sparse consumption experiences provided by the informants. It was then
decided to focus only on the established product category of personal computers. The reader may
however, find vestiges of references to smartphones intermittently in the thesis and more specifically in
the data collection section. These vestiges have been retained as part of the explanations.
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Fig. 1. Literature streams used in this study.

Contribution to combined brand loyalty and disloyalty literature
Although loyalty studies have a very rich and long research tradition and
technology products are an integral and pervasive part of our daily lives, and
technology adoption has been discussed widely, there is surprisingly no discussion
on technology products and loyalty, and more specifically on computers and
loyalty. In other words, no discussion appears for products with short life-cycles
and loyalty. A similar deficit exists in the disloyalty literature as well, where no
study appears to have examined disloyalty in the context of technology products
with short life-cycles. A deficit of studies on loyalty and disloyalty has been
acknowledged by (Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012) giving a clarion call to
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researchers to investigate the concept of disloyalty further. By attempting to study
the two concepts of brand loyalty and disloyalty together, this study contributes to
the sparse literature of bipolar studies on brand loyalty and disloyalty.
Contribution to technology adoption literature
This study also provides its contribution to the technology adoption literature by
distinctly distinguishing and integrating three phases of pre-adoption, adoption and
post-adoption in one single study, unlike most past studies which have examined
the concepts singly, or the scant few studies which have examined two concepts
together. In the innovation diffusion literature, adoption is one of the oldest and
most important concepts, with an immense number of studies focusing their
attention on it (Zenobia 2008). The magnitude of the interest can be gauged from
the findings of some older studies which reported around 2700 publications for the
period 1940 to 1974 (Rogers 1976) and over 4000 articles and books published on
the study of technology adoption (Cui et al. 2009). Research on new product
diffusion in the field of marketing has traditionally focused on “adoption” while
very little emphasis has been placed on “product use” (Shih & Venkatesh 2004,
Venkatesh et al. 1998). Shih & Venkatesh (2004) point out that diffusion processes
cannot merely be understood by studying adoption, but use-diffusion processes also
need to be examined. They propose a use-diffusion (UD) framework which
examines the characteristics, determinants and outcomes of use-diffusion, as well
as the classification of users into meaningful categories based on use and relevant
managerial insights. In this use-diffusion paradigm, the role of experience is
emphasised because experience leads to “cumulative knowledge and learning”
bearing an influence on the behaviour of the users (Shih & Venkatesh 2004).
Amongst so many studies in the adoption literature, Shih & Venkatesh (2004)
appear to provide a distinction for the term adoption for the first time. Although the
authors have not defined the term adoption, rather by introducing the element of
“use,” the authors appear to demarcate the term adoption into two parts, one is the
act of possessing the innovation and the other is the act of “use.” By focusing on
the “use” of an innovation, their study shows that “use’ is a separate element which
is worthy of consideration as a distinct phase rather than being subsumed under an
overarching term of adoption. Following Shih & Venkatesh (2004), other studies
examining “use” or “continued use” started to emerge (Chou et al. 2010, Lee et al.
2011, Son & Han 2011) although they too appear to be scant.
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A study by Zhou (2011) provides another distinction by demarcating a postadoption phase from the use-phase. During the post-adoption phase, users have
more direct knowledge which they have acquired from the usage experience. Based
on this they may decide to continue their use, transforming themselves into loyal
users or they may discontinue their use thus becoming disloyal users (Zhou 2011).
Some other authors have also distinguished a pre-adoption phase from the “use”
phase by exploring the antecedents leading to adoption (Chang & Zhu 2011).
However, such studies on pre-adoption also appear to be rather scant. Although
there are an abundance of studies on “adoption” and studies on “pre-adoption” and
“post-adoption” have appeared, there is no generalised definition for the terms and
the literature suffers from a lack of a clarity over the terms. Except for a few studies
which have distinguished between pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption, the
majority have followed the general terminology of adoption in their studies. Even
amongst the authors who have attempted to distinguish the phases, for example preadoption and post-adoption (as in Chang & Zhu (2011), the post-adoption phase is
combined with the use phase and there is no clear demarcation between them. Thus,
there appears an inter-mingling of pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption
terminologies in the literature which is confounding and perplexing. For the
phenomenon under research, this study divides the consumption experience into
three distinct phases i.e. pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption.
Contribution to the short life-cycle products literature
This study also contributes to the burgeoning literature on short life-cycle products.
Many studies over several years have acknowledged that product life-cycles are
getting shorter. Attention to this concept of short life cycle’s started to emerge
during the 1980s although they too appear to be limited (see chapter 2).
Theories and other studies used in this study
This study aimed to examine a holistic experience beginning from the pre-adoption
to post-adoption phase of consumption, and then towards an understanding of the
phenomenon. Two main theories, the theory of multi-dimensional brand loyalty
(Sheth & Park 1974) and the EBM consumer decision making process model
(Blackwell et al. 2001) have been used in this study to help develop an a priori
model while a constellation of other literatures helped to derive elements in forming
the adoption and post adoption phase of the a priori model. This study notes an
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absence of any comprehensive theory on brand disloyalty, although studies have
covered disloyalty from several angles including the reasons behind disloyalty and
its effects. After trawling the vast amount of literature on brand loyalty, the multidimensional theory of brand loyalty (Sheth & Park 1974) was found to provide a
suitable theoretical background along with the EBM model (Blackwell et. al. 2001)
for this study. The criteria for selecting the theories that matched the purpose is as
follows:
The theory should provide a strong base for analysing the loyalty behaviour
from the beginning of the consumption experience. This means that the theory
should be able to explain loyalty behaviours, not just limited to acts of repurchase
but also from non-consumption, or non-purchase acts and arising from
psychological reasons which may manifest even before acquisition and
consumption. The multi-dimensional theory of brand loyalty (Sheth & Park 1974)
considers brand loyalty as a multi-dimensional and a hypothetical construct richer
in meaning than most of the prior empirical research. Further the multi-dimensional
aspect involves distinct psychological processes. Moreover the theory considers
that consumers harbour loyalty even without having purchased or consumed a
product. Loyalties may exist at the emotive level and consumers may at an
opportune moment translate this latent loyalty into purchase decisions. This line of
reasoning by the theory is considered appropriate for this study when viewing the
consumption experience from the beginning, involving not only behavioural acts
of purchase, repurchase but also other experiences. This study considers that loyalty
does not manifest itself through acts of repurchase alone but also from
psychological processes and non-purchase acts.
The theory should be able to analyse the pre-adoption decision making process.
How, why and what makes a consumer make a purchase decision? The
phenomenon in this study needed to be examined in the context of technology
products among the consumers. Hence segments of one of the most comprehensive
consumer-decision making models in consumer behaviour, the EBM model
(Blackwell et al. 2001) was chosen as it is considered to provide a mature
framework amongst the extant theories and is process oriented (Hsu et al. 2012).
(Please see Chapter 3.7 Consumer behaviour, section 3.7.2 for more discussion).
In this study the role of consumption experience is considered important
towards the examination of the research phenomenon. The role of experience
amongst users is considered critical as experience leads to cumulative knowledge
and learning, and motivated learners exhibit more versatile behaviours than do
unmotivated learners (Shih & Venkatesh 2004). Exploring consumption behaviour
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as a conscious experience calls for a phenomenological approach, wherein
experience is acknowledged as a part of the psychological universe and addressed
as an object of study (Hirschman & Holbrook 1982). This requires an approach
where the phenomenologist accepts all the data related to the experience including:
senses, emotions, feelings, desires, fears, ecstasies, disappointments,
disillusionments – contributing towards the formation of the entire consumption
experience (Hirschman & Holbrook 1982). Experiences provide consumers with a
way to engage physically, mentally, emotionally, socially and spiritually in the
consumption of the product or service making the interaction meaningfully real.
Considering the salience of consumption activities in this study, it was deemed that
the experience be analysed in order to draw the various constellations of emotions
and feelings. Therefore, the literature was scanned to identify a suitable framework
to help develop the adoption phase for the analysis of the consumption experiences
so as to be able to elicit the myriad constellation of senses, emotions, feelings,
desires, fears, disappointments which may manifest from the experiences and
which may have a bearing towards the development of loyalty and disloyalty
formation. The search netted an experiential consumption framework (Lofman
1991) which imbibed elements from psychology and consumer behaviour theories
to examine experiential consumption. Experiential consumption is classified as
primarily hedonic, primarily instrumental, or some of the two (Lofman 1991). Thus
the framework developed by Lofman (1991) was used to develop the adoption
phase of the a priori model for analysing the consumption activities of the
consumers leading to the outcomes of loyalty and disloyalty behaviours during the
post-adoption phase. In sum, this study provides its contribution mainly to the arena
of brand loyalty and disloyalty literature, but also to the technology adoption
studies, and the growing field of short life-cycle products.
1.6

Empirical context of the study

As mentioned previously, the product category of personal computers was
considered suitable for the informants to recount their consumption experiences.
Many past studies have acknowledged personal computers as a part of the hightech or high-technology industry (Grinstein & Goldman 2006, Kim et al. 2011,
Mohr 2000, Shen 2004) displaying prominent traits involving frequent
technological advances, disruptive new product introductions by competitors and
short life-cycles (Bayus et al. 2003, Burruss & Kuettner 2003, Kim et al. 2011,
Shen 2004). A personal computer has been variously defined as a general purpose;
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single user machine that is microprocessor based and can be programmed in a highlevel language (Bayus et al. 2003) and as “a single user oriented computer with its
own resident operating system running mostly general purpose applications and
includes desktop, deskside, transportable, laptop, notebook, pen-based and handheld computers,” (Ozsomer & Cavusgil 2000: 14). The personal computer industry
provided a suitable example of a short life-cycle product for this study as it has all
the unique characteristics of a short life-cycle environment, such as faster
production and delivery, longer lead times from suppliers, declining component
costs over time and higher obsolescence costs (Kurawarwala & Matsuo 1996). A
typical product life-cycle for computers viewed from the perspective of both
manufacturers and users is usually a period of months. Computer manufacturers
tend to introduce newer models within few months while a selling window to a user
is around nine to twelve months (Shen 2004), during which time the products need
to be sold or else one faces the risk of price decline and swift obsolescence.
Typically the personal computer industry is characterised by rapid new product
introductions due to innovations and competition between the firms leading to short
life cycles which tends to expedite the obsolescence of functional products leading
to a rapid decline in prices and a short selling season. Short selling seasons are
typically characteristic of short life-cycle products. Examples of products with
short sales seasons include fashion apparel, electronic goods and personal
computers (Partha Sarathi et al. 2014). With a short selling season, products need
to be sold faster or else there is a danger of inventory build-up, obsolescence and
loss of profitability to the firms. Some of the well-known examples of inventory
stockpile in the personal computer industry and their resultant loss include that of
a $1 billion worth of inventory being sold off at a discount by IBM in 1998, the
write-off of $2.25 billion worth of inventory by Cisco in 2001 (Shen 2004) and a
recent instance of Acer computers saddled with an excess inventory of $150 million
resulting in great financial loss and a subsequent decline in its leadership position
(Taipei Times 2011).
An interesting phenomenon which pushes forward the rate of obsolescence and
reduces the short life-cycle in the personal computer industry is the tendency of
customers to either upgrade or buy a new model even while their older products are
fully functional as added features or improved performance entices customers to
buy a new product (Orbach & Fruchter 2014). Consumers also find a need for
improved performance due to the ever increasing functionalities of the software
which runs on personal computers such as the operating systems, applications and
games etc., which demand more processing power for better performance. In their
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study Orbach & Fruchter (2014) observe that some customers replace existing
models due to the availability of more advanced models on the market, some
customers base their decisions upon the difference in utility between models
already owned and the products newly available while some others make their
purchases periodically. Burruss & Kuettner (2003) in their study on forecasting for
short life-cycles, based on printer products, point out that the life-cycles of
consumer electronic products have a high demand spike during the introduction
phase followed by a downward levelling-off during the maturity phase and then a
steep end-of-life drop off caused by new product introductions. This reflects the
short life-cycle span for personal computing products. Personal computers being
an integral and pervasive part of our lives was therefore considered as an apt
example of short life-cycle product for this study. Even though new emerging
technologies are challenging the utility, personal computers continue to remain
relevant even today – as informed by industry reports which forecast that in 2016
the global computer hardware market is likely to have increased by 27.8% since
2011 (M2 Presswire 2012) when it hit its peak in worldwide shipments before
sliding down and hitting its nadir in 2013 (Deagon 2014).
In seeking informants for this study, I mainly looked at the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) by virtue of being a resident in the country where I expected to
find informants without much effort and because personal computers are
commonly used by many consumers. The criteria for selecting the UAE were
several. Firstly, by virtue of its number one position in the regional consumer
electronics market, the UAE is considered as the preferred launching ground for
new products and marketing initiatives by many international consumer electronic
firms (Dubai Chamber Economist 2010). This means that people in the UAE have
the first choice of the latest electronic products to buy and experience compared to
most people of other countries in the region. Further, the ease of buying consumer
electronics products is enhanced due to the low cost of such goods made possible
by the favourable taxation policy of the government. In such an environment, where
people have good purchasing power and a plethora of new products to choose from,
they are bound to be spoilt for choice in the selection of the brands, thereby bringing
into question their loyalty or disloyalty behaviour.
Secondly, the UAE offers a large expatriate population of over 88% belonging
to diverse nationalities from around the world (Dubai Chamber Economist 2010).
This afforded an opportunity, unlike that found in many countries, to explore
consumption experiences of consumers belonging to different nationalities and it
was expected to yield a rich and diverse consumption experience. Finally, the
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possibility of gaining access to consumers by virtue of my occupation in the
computer industry in which I had access to various IT retail outlets was a further
incentive for conducting the study in the UAE.
In one of the sparse and recent studies on consumer buyer behaviour in the
UAE, it was found that factors such as product quality, promotion and service
quality, as well as store environment were all influential in determining the
consumers” brand loyalty (Khraim 2011). The study revealed the propensity of the
UAE consumers to consider product quality as the most important factor
influencing their brand loyalty along with brand name, promotion and service
quality. However, the study was limited to the cosmetic buying populace in the
UAE and comprised of females only with almost 73% of them below 33 years of
age and with no details about the constitution of the nationalities. The findings of
the study showed that the UAE consumers, although price conscious, were more
quality conscious and were willing to pay more for a quality brand. Given this
finding, it would be interesting to understand the loyalty and disloyalty behaviour
of a heterogeneous populace comprising of various nationalities in the context of
short life-cycle products.
1.7

Structure of the study

The formation of loyalty and disloyalty behaviours is examined in this study from
the perspective of consumers of short life-cycle products. This study consists of
seven chapters.
Chapter 1
This chapter introduces the research phenomenon by providing the background,
discussing the motivations which led to this study, showing the research gap
followed by the research objectives, research questions and how they are addressed,
the positioning of this study and its contribution to the current body of research, the
empirical context and finally the structure of this thesis.
Chapter 2
This chapter discusses the concept of product life cycles, the concept of short lifecycle products and their impact on several fields, including traditional inventory
management, demand and sales forecasting, marketing, consumer behaviour and
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other emerging areas of interest. There is little doubt that short life-cycle products
are perennial and are here to stay, as can be evidenced from many industries
producing such products. It is relevant to mention that short life-cycle products, as
separate subject, have not been much emphasised in the literature, although studies
have accepted their prevalence. It is only in recent times that we find increased
attention in the academic literature to short life-cycle products and therefore this
study enables a contribution to this burgeoning stream of literature.
Chapter 3
This chapter provides an extensive coverage of the key concepts involved in this
study, such as brand loyalty, disloyalty, consumer behaviour, product pre-adoption,
adoption and post adoption. It commences with a literature review of brands, their
origin, and significance, and examines the concepts of brand loyalty and disloyalty.
The chapter then discusses the theories of consumer behaviour, decision-making
processes of consumers and multi-dimensional brand loyalty. It also examines
studies relevant to technology use including their (pre) adoption, post-adoption and
looks at experiential consumption studies. Based on the literature review an a priori
model (theoretical framework) is developed and presented which is used to analyse
the empirical data derived from the narratives of the informants, and finally a short
summary is presented.
Chapter 4
This chapter highlights the qualitative research approach chosen to address the
research phenomenon. As real lived consumption experiences are salient in this
study, narratives as a form of inquiry were considered appropriate to elicit the
consumption experiences of the informants. The study employed a chain and
referral technique to enlist informants and used semi-structured and open-ended
interviews as means of data collection to generate a series of narratives. The
narrative form of inquiry enabled free-flowing, detailed, rich descriptions about the
real-life consumption situations, showing different perspectives, thoughts,
emotions, sensitivities, nuances unique to each informant in their own words. For
analysing the data, this study used a well-known computation tool, NVIVO version
10, to help perform the tasks of data sorting, categorizing, coding, storing and
retrieving. The actual analysis was performed using the a priori model as an aid.
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Chapter 5
In this chapter, the empirical data in the form of narratives are examined using the
a priori model as an analysis tool. The analysis was performed at a granular level
revealing deep insights into the consumption behaviour of the informants grounded
in their day to day consumption experiences and perspectives. The analysis of the
data was carried out on the basis of the three distinct phases of pre-adoption,
adoption and post-adoption as in the a priori model. The pre-adoption phase
analysis revealed the motivations and the decision-making process of the
informants, while the analysis of the adoption phase, which was carried out based
upon theoretical elements derived from the literature, revealed deep insights into
consumption, and the analysis of the post-adoption brought forth the outcomes
leading towards loyalty and disloyalty formation. Based upon the analysis, the a
priori model was revised resulting in an empirical a posteriori model.
Chapter 6
This chapter discusses the insights gained from the analysis of the three phases of
consumption, i.e. the pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption phases. The
discussion is in the form of a story, in which the protagonist is engaged in a
consumption quest and goes through the various phases of consumption. To start
with, in the pre-adoption phase, the protagonist is in a state of equilibrium and when
this state of equilibrium is altered by a need, the protagonist embarks on a journey
of consumption to fulfil the need, wherein the motivations and the decision process
of the informants is revealed and discussed. In the adoption phase, the quest
culminates with a decision to adopt a brand. Once a brand is adopted, the
consumption experience commences, which throws up salient elements during
consumption and these are discussed in detail. In the post-adoption phase, the
consumption experience results in the manifestation of the outcomes of loyalty and
disloyalty formation in various shades. The insights derived are also discussed in
relation to studies in the literature.
Chapter 7
This chapter attempts to answer the research questions and presents the a posteriori
model based on the empirical data and analysis. This chapter also addresses the
research assessment criteria of credibility, transferability, dependability and
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conformability. Moving further, it discusses the theoretical and managerial
implications, limitations of the research and suggests avenues for future research.
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2

Short life-cycle products

This chapter commences with an examination of the concept of a product life-cycle,
followed by a discussion on short life-cycle products specific to technology
products. There is then a literature review of short life-cycle products and their
impact on inventory management, marketing, consumer behaviour and purchasing.
In this study, short life-cycle products are considered as a context and are discussed
here as they are a key concept in the phenomenon being studied.
2.1

A background-product life-cycle concept

For long, the concept of a product life-cycle has been universally accepted for its
appeal and wide application and has been one of the familiar concepts in marketing
(Cao & Folan 2012). In the beginning, when introduced by Dean in 1950, the
concept of a product life-cycle revolved around a need to understand when best to
apply and change marketing strategies, such as pricing, product manufacturing or
product discontinuance and the need to have a coherent framework which could
explain the phenomenon of success or failure of a product introduced into the
market (Cao & Folan 2012).
In an article published in the Harvard Business Review in 1950, Dean (1976)
suggests a guideline for the pricing problems related to new products. In this article
he suggests how a marketable invention, in the initial period of its introduction, is
usually protected by patent rights in a market which is unsure, unexplored and
where the product design is likely to change. This is followed by a period when the
product gains market acceptance and rapid growth in sales occurs. In the next
phase, the product is now a target for “competitive encroachment,” wherein new
firms enter the market and competition intensifies with innovations blurring the
difference between the original product and the substitutes. This description
became the basis for the emergence of the product life-cycle theory and by the end
of 1950s and throughout the 60s, the theory of the product life-cycle came into its
own with some influential papers emerging from the pens of high-profile authors
such as Forrester in 1958, Patton in 1959, Levitt in 1964, 1966, Cox in 1967, Polli
& Cook in 1969 (Cao & Folan 2012). The term product life-cycle assumed the
meaning of an almost biological evolution of a product with four stages of birth,
growth, maturity and death or decline (Dowling 1984, Levitt 1965), although the
analogy to the living organism has not been well accepted in the literature (Kevin
et al. 2004).
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The classic product life-cycle concept (as it has come to be known) is known
to typically comprise of four stages (in most successful products); market
development, market growth, market maturity and market decline (Levitt 1966).
However, later authors felt free to add and rename certain stages, for instance Kotler
& Armstrong (2014) add an intermediary stage called introduction after the market
development stage, making five distinct stages. Rink & Fox (1999) had argued for
a five stage product life-cycle by including the stage of “pre-commercialisation”
which they deemed appropriate for purposes of strategic planning.
In terms of explaining the product life-cycle concept, it is interesting to see
different viewpoints expressed by the “gurus of marketing” at varying intervals of
time. Levitt (1966) calls the first stage of the product life cycle the market
development stage, wherein a product is first brought into the market when there is
an unproven demand and often technically unproven. At this stage sales are low
and slow. While Kotler & Armstrong (2014) call the first stage product
development, wherein a new product idea is found and developed. As per this
statement the product has not yet entered the market but is in the process of
development, wherein there are no sales and the firm’s investment costs are high.
The second stage as per Levitt (1966) is the market growth stage, while Kotler &
Armstrong (2014) add an intermediary stage called introduction. In Levitt’s (1966:
19) market growth stage, which is also likened to a “take-off” stage, “the demand
begins to accelerate and the size of the total market expands.” On the other hand,
in Kotler & Armstrong’s (2014) introduction stage the product is “introduced” into
the market and firms incur heavy expenses while introducing the product by way
of advertisements and promotions, and reap no profits. Levitt’s (1966: 19) third
stage is called market maturity, when demand reaches a plateau but grows “only at
the replacement and new family- formation rate.” Kotler & Armstrong (2014) call
the third stage the growth stage, in which market acceptance of the product is rapid
and profits increase. Levitt’s (1966) fourth stage is called as the market decline
stage, wherein sales begin to decline as the appeal of the products diminishes and
consumers begin to lose interest. In Kotler & Armstrong’s (2014) fourth stage,
which is called maturity stage, the product has achieved acceptance by most
potential buyers and sales slowdown, profits either level off or decline as
investments in “defending” the product against competition might increase. The
fifth and final stage of Kotler & Armstrong’s (2014) explanation of the product lifecycle concept is the decline stage, wherein the sales fall off and profits drop.
The above is one example of the variations that occur in the explanation of the
product life-cycle concept found in the literature. The literature shows several other
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variations in the terms and stages, with researchers identifying different types of
product life-cycle patterns, such as 6 types of patterns put forward by Cox (1967)
for 258 drug samples in the ethical-drug industry, 11 types of patterns presented by
Swan & Rink (1982) which are determined partially by the demand conditions
generally out of a firm’s control and partially by the marketing efforts. However,
the most commonly referred product life-cycle pattern is the S-shaped curve which
finds favour with most authors and marketing books. Figure 2 is an example of a
generalised S-shaped curve of a typical product life-cycle depicting the unit sales
and unit margin trend of a product from the time of its introduction or development
in the market till the time of its market decline.

Fig. 2. A generalised product life-cycle pattern for sales and profits (Adapted from
Dhalla & Yuspeh (1976).

In the literature, the concept of product life cycle (PLC) is one of the dominant
discourses transcending and embracing various subjects (Taylor & Taylor 2012)
from traditional marketing to new product management, product introduction,
financial and industrial management. It even extends to areas such as economics,
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economy and reached management areas such as supply chain management,
inventory control and demand forecasting (see Table 3 for a breakdown of the
subject areas). The paragraph below describes the process by which the table was
derived.
A simple literature search with the subject “product life cycle” and without any
limitations or filters in eight popular databases such as EBSCO, Proquest, Emerald,
Springer, Elsevier and JSTOR throws up a combined result of 62254 records.
Another search with the keyword, “product life cycle” throws up a combined result
of 2793 records within the eight databases. Delving deeper, Cao & Folan (2012)
find 118 peer-reviewed papers with the keyword “product life cycle” and title
“product lifecycle” in EBSCO Business Source Premier Database for the period
1950-2009. A further analysis of a list of 150 peer reviewed articles in academic
journals (full document available) with the title “product life cycle” retrieved from
EBSCO Business Source Premier Database for the period 1950 to 2014 reveals a
wide range of subjects which the papers focussed on. A maximum share of 33% of
the publications were garnered by studies related to product management and new
product development, followed by 23% of studies related to marketing, including
consumer behaviour, as well as brand and organisational behaviour. 16% of studies
were related to financial management, including costing, cost analysis and cost
accounting. 8% related to industrial management including industrial design and
engineering. Management accounted for 7% of the publications. Table 3 shows a
breakdown of the 150 articles with their subject areas and their percentage share of
the contribution pertaining to the product life cycle concept.
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Table 3. Breakdown of articles based upon subject and percentage.
S.No.

Subject description

1.

Product management, New product

No. of articles

Percentage

50

33

introduction
2.

Marketing, Consumer behaviour, Organisational behaviour

34

23

3.

Financial management, Costing, Cost analysis, Cost accounting

16

11

4.

Industrial management, Industrial design, Industrial engineering

8

5

5.

Management

7

5

6.

Economics, Economy

7

5

7.

Models, Analysis

7

5

8.

Forecasting

5

3

9.

Manufacturing

5

3

10.

Engineering, High technology industries

4

3

11.

Environment, Ecology

3

2

12.

International, Trade, Law

3

2

13.

Knowledge management

1

1

Tracing the evolution of the product life cycle paradigm, Cao & Folan (2012)
consider the period from the 1950s to the mid-1970s as a period where not much
empirical investigation supported the theory and instead studies were more focused
on defending the theory from its detractors. They contend that the phase of
empiricism started from the late 1970s and continues in present times, even though
a low level of scepticism about the empirical results lingers. The middle of the
1980s saw the emergence of the product life-cycle concept which not just focused
on the four marketing stages of the classic product life-cycle, but examined the
complete real life of a product-starting from its conception, design, production,
sale, usage, service and removal from the market. Cao & Folan (2012) term this
differentiated concept as the engineering product life cycle (E-PLC) model, while
the traditional product life-cycle concept has been termed as marketing product
life-cycle (M-PLC) due to its origins and early application in the field of marketing.
They point out the emergence of the E-PLC concept from the 1980s and a gradual
decline of the M-PLC concept in terms of the research interest in the 1990s
considering the total available articles in the literature. They trace the origins of the
E-PLC concept with the development of life-cycle costing, accounting, the
development with the advent of Computer-Aided Design/ Manufacturing/
Engineering (CAD/CAM/CAE) tools. Even though there is no standard E-PLC
model available, the model involves the study of a complete life cycle of a product
starting from its birth to its death or from conception to end-of-life. The E-PLC is
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not just focused on “the product,” the physical product, but the entire value chain
which may include not just the original equipment manufacturers but also other
players such as the users, flow of information and other elements in the value chain
(Cao & Folan 2012).
While gaining acceptance and being considered as a core element of marketing
theory (Lau 2014), the theory of the product life cycle had its share of detractors
too. As Day (1981: 60) remarks, “the simplicity of the product life cycle makes it
vulnerable to criticism.” It is this simplicity of the theory which perhaps led to
several criticisms related to its empirical veracity and validity of the concept. Polli
& Cook (1969) argue that the concept has not been systematically tested for it to
be accepted as a basis for planning and consider it as an intermediate-term
forecasting model with an “inept biological analogy” which has not been utilised
primarily for forecasting, but rather for planning and policy formulation. Cox
(1967) points out that studies have not considered the problems associated with the
measurement of product life cycles which need to be addressed before the product
life cycles can be quantified. Dhalla & Yuspeh (1976) challenge the very concept
of the product life cycle, its existence and the interpretation of its aspects. They
point out several flaws in the theory, which include, a lack of clear definition of the
term “product” and a distinction between product class, product form and brand in
the product life cycle literature. They also discard the view comparing the product
life cycle to a life cycle of a living organism. They argue that unlike living
organisms, whose stages of birth, growth, maturity and death follow an
“immutable, and irreversible sequence,” the stages in various products may differ.
It is argued that some products may move straight from introduction to maturity
with hardly any growth stage, while some may rise to sudden heights of growth and
fade into oblivion with barely discernible stages of introduction and maturity while
some others may have a second birth or even a “reincarnation.”
Apart from its veracity and validity being brought into question, other
criticisms include following the recommendations put forward in the product life
cycle concept and their resultant consequences. These include withdrawing
advertising and marketing support to products which are experiencing declining
sales and therefore assumed to be in the decline stage (Dhalla & Yuspeh 1976). The
declining sales may be due to poor advertising, competition, or a lack of effort on
the part of the sales team and may not necessarily be due to the product life cycle
stage. However, when firms tend to adopt the recommendations of the PLC concept
by pulling out the resources devoted to products whose sales are declining, they
may in fact hasten their decline and needlessly consign them into oblivion (Lau
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2014). Other criticisms include the straight-jacketing of product life cycle patterns
into one common S-type pattern across industries or even products. In their
research, Cox (1967) identifies 6 types of product life cycle patterns or lengths,
while Swan & Rink (1982) show 11 various types of patterns. As Cao & Folan
(2012: 648) remark, “A product cannot be forced into the framework of the product
life cycle theory; the theory must adapt to the product.”
Despite the shortcomings and criticisms, the concept of the product life cycle
continues to be of interest to practitioners and academics alike, although changed
business environments and the rapid pace of product-oriented innovations, in
addition to the wide diffusion of high-technology products and applications may
have altered the traditional product life cycle concept (Cao & Folan 2012).
2.1.1 Short life-cycle products.
The notion that product life cycles are getting shorter has found wide acceptance in
theory, while empirical studies appear to be scant. The references to short product
life-cycles goes as far back as the mid-60s (Clifford 1965) and have been repeated
over the years by a number of researchers (Gan et al. 2015, Grantham 1997, Gupta
& Souder 1998, Helo 2004, Hsueh 2011, Hughes 1990, Klastorin & Tsai 2004,
Langerak et al. 1997, Lebreton & Tuma 2006, Meldrum 1995, Menon et al. 2002,
Mohr 2000, Qualls et al. 1981, Rosen et al. 1998, Sheth 1976, Soo & Doolan 2014).
Considering this, a thorough examination of the literature was performed to identify
the contributions relevant to short life-cycle products.
2.1.2 Short life-cycle products: An examination of the literature.
Studies related to short life-cycle products have started gaining ground recently,
although for a long time studies have acknowledged their existence, but with little
empirical evidence. In order to find academic literature related to short life-cycle
products, an extensive literature search was performed whose results are shown in
Figure 3. The process of searching for contributions on short life-cycle products is
described below.
As a first step, 9 popular databases such as EBSCO Business Source Complete,
EBSCO Academic Search Premier, Proquest Business Database, Emerald Journals,
ABIN/FORM Complete, Science Direct, JSTOR Arts & Sciences I & II and
Springer Link were selected in the literature database. By using the keywords “short
life cycle products” in the keyword field. A total of 135 records were netted, out of
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which 11 records listed under Science Direct were not retrievable and hence were
not included. 76 records were listed under EBSCO Host and Academic Premier
combined. 29 records were listed under Proquest and 19 records in Springer.
In the second step, each of the individual databases were accessed to retrieve
the articles. The first database accessed was EBSCO Host which included both
EBSCO Business Source Complete and Academic Search Premier Databases. The
search criteria included the keyword “short life cycle products” in the title field,
filtered for “peer reviewed” and “full text” articles in “all academic journals” with
the date field left blank and duplicates excluded. From the initial list of 76 records
shown in the literature database, the search with the specified criteria and filters in
the EBSCO Host database netted a result of 8 articles with the keywords “short life
cycle products” in the title for the period 1997 to 2013.
The second database accessed was Proquest using the same search criteria as
applied to the EBSCO Host. The search netted a result of 8 records for the period
1994 to 2014. The third database, Springer Link, provided 3 records, of which two
belonged to a book chapter and one appeared both in the EBSCO host and
ProQuest. The records from Springer Link were therefore not considered. A
comparison of eight results each from EBSCO Host and ProQuest revealed three
duplicates and hence were removed leading to a total of 13 articles with the
keywords “short life cycle product” in the title, with full text and peer reviewed in
all academic journals for the period 1994 to 2014.
Considering the paucity of articles, the search was widened to include other
publications such as the business journals and dissertations with the keyword “short
life cycle products” in the title in EBSCO Host and ProQuest databases. This
extended search revealed 21 more articles from business journals and dissertations
with words such as “shortening of the PLC, “shorter product life cycle,” “short
lived products,” “very short life cycle,” “short life cycle technology products,”
“product life cycles with short-term demand” in the title of the articles. Thus, a total
of 34 articles were identified from the period 1981 to 2015 which included the
keywords, “short life cycle products” with also some articles with their variations
in the title. Figure 3 shows the number of articles with the keywords “short life
cycle products” in the title published per year from the period 1981 to 2015.
This analysis shows that the interest amongst the academic researchers on the
subject of short life-cycle products appeared to be low until the end of 1990s with
isolated contributions appearing over stretched intervals of time. It appears to gain
momentum from the early 2000s when researchers began to examine various areas
in relation to short product life-cycle products such as marketing activities,
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forecasting and inventory management, manufacturing and supply decisions,
supply chain coordination, sales forecasting and pricing decisions.

Fig. 3. Number of articles published per year with keywords “short life-cycle products”
in the title for the period 1981 to 2015.

As evident, one of the shortcomings observed in the product life-cycle literature is
the paucity of empirical studies examining the shortening of the product life-cycle.
Similar to the concept of product life-cycle, the concept of short life-cycles has also
been accepted as “given” by many writers who tacitly accept the assumption that
the life-cycles of products are getting shorter. This assumption, although not
supported by much empirical evidence appears to be founded on a bedrock of
visibly rapid technological changes and consumer preferences being experienced
in the marketplace.
Amongst the scant empirical evidence in the literature, one of the studies
examining the shortening of the product life-cycle has been provided by Qualls et
al. (1981) who analysed the changes in the length of introductory and growth stages
of household appliance, and found evidence of the shortening of the product lifecycle in the introductory and growth stages. In their study, Qualls et al. (1981) also
acknowledge the evidence provided by Young in 1964, but they cast doubts on the
validity of the results as the study was based on production data rather than on sales
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data. Qualls et al. (1981) concede that the explanation for the shortening of product
life-cycles is “complex and unknown” and they attribute reasons for it such as
favourable consumer attitudes towards innovations, technological improvements in
communication and distribution, differences in the characteristics of products and
the varying levels of diffusion across products. In the extant literature, some of the
reasons cited by Qualls et al. (1981) for the shortening of life-cycle periods, such
as fast changing consumer preferences, rapid rates of innovation and development
in science and technology, as well as the rapid pace of new product introduction,
intense competition, and the rapid adoption of new technologies continue to be
echoed by other writers (Aytac & Wu 2011, Aytac & Wu 2013, David Wu et al.
2006, Franza & Gaimon 1998, Kurawarwala & Matsuo 1998, Kurawarwala &
Matsuo 1996, Parlar & Weng 1997, Pizzano 2011, Yin 2005, Zhao et al. 2014).
Another empirical study by Chung & Wang (2004) on the level of IT adoption
/ supply chain integration in northern Taiwanese firms finds that the IT industry has
shorter product life cycles ranging from 6 to 12 months compared to the traditional
manufacturing industry. They point out that this short life-cycle generates
uncertainty and results in deterring firms from further investing in IT infrastructure.
While the authors find evidence of short life-cycles, what is not clear from their
study is whether they are referring to hardware or software products. However,
since most of the previous examples are more descriptive than empirical, the
findings by Chung & Wang (2004) can be considered to be more valid. It is indeed
interesting to note that despite very scant empirical evidence there is unanimity
amongst researchers, as well as writers in academic and business journals that
product life-cycles are indeed getting shorter. This study adheres to that notion.
Another shortcoming observed in the literature is the lack of definition for the
term short life-cycle products. While the term has been widely used, there appears
to be no generalised definition either in the academic or technical literature and
many appear to mention it in the passing. One of the probable explanations for a
lack of definition could be due to the early stages of interest in this phenomenon,
which is only beginning to draw attention from researchers due to the various
challenges being posed by such products. Although, the lack of a generalizable
definition is apparent, quite a few authors have provided the characteristics of short
life-cycle products and the causes which lead to the shortening of the life-cycles.
Typically, the short life-cycle product markets are characterised by frequent entry
and exit of products (Calantone et al. 2010), where the product life-cycle is
compressed due to rapid growth, maturity and decline phases (Chung et al. 2012,
Kurawarwala & Matsuo 1998), with some products having a compressed life-cycle
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ranging from 3 and 6 months as in the case of fashion and seasonal products (Patil
et al. 2010), less than 2 years in the case of micro-processors, which is a key
component for personal computers (Li & Huh 2012), and not more than 6 months
in the case of the clothing-textile sector (Berbain et al. 2011). Short life-cycle
products have a longer procurement lead time (when being manufactured) (Patil et
al. 2010) and a narrow sales window within which firms need to sell their products
before the next wave of new products ushers in and renders the existing inventory
obsolete (Franza & Gaimon 1998, Gan et al. 2015) whereby the rate of
obsolescence for such goods is higher and faster.
Short life-cycle products have been adopted as a business strategy by firms to
gain competitive advantages, and to reap the first mover benefits by introducing
the products faster into the market with innovative features incrementally at
shortened intervals of time than the competition and therefore gain greater market
share and profitability (Weng & McClurg 2003). Support and criticism for adopting
short life-cycle products as a strategy has emanated from several quarters. Gupta &
Souder (1998) argue that the only way to survive in a dynamic environment is to
introduce new products, which are valued by customers in quick succession, even
if the life cycle is short. They opine that firms would lose their competitive edge if
they remain passive and let others take advantage of emerging opportunities. Bayus
et al. (2003) find that new product introductions influence firm value, profit rate
and firm size although they do not influence profit-rate persistence. Klastorin &
Tsai (2004) advise firms not to arbitrarily shorten product life-cycles for the sake
of competition and suggest that early movers do not necessarily earn the greatest
profit. Irrespective of such debates, the pervasiveness of products with short lifecycles are quite common across various industries such as the semi-conductor
industry (Weng & McClurg 2003), personal computers, consumer electronics,
software packages, apparel goods (Parlar & Weng 1997), fashion and seasonal
products (Patil et al. 2010), movie and game products (Chung et al. 2012), toys,
cellular phones (Partha Sarathi et al. 2014), agricultural products such as flowers,
fruits and vegetables and fresh food industry products such as seafood, milk, bread
etc.(Zhao et al. 2014).
In the deteriorating inventory field literature, short life-cycle products have
been classified into two categories, one with a natural short market life and the
other with an induced short life (Li et al. 2010). The first category comprises of
products such as flowers, fruits, vegetables, film where products become decayed,
damaged, and evaporative or expired through time. These products have a short
natural life wherein the natural attributes will change, lose their useable and
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economic value. The second category includes products such as computer chips,
mobile phones, fashion and seasonal goods that lose value partially or fully due to
new technology or emergence of alternates. These have a short market life-cycle
wherein the product loses its economic value due to changes in consumer
preferences, upgrades or alternates after a period of popularity (Li et al. 2010). In
this study short life-cycle product refers to the second category of induced short
life-cycles.
2.1.3

Short life cycle products and inventory management

One of the most pronounced relational effects of short life-cycle products
experienced by supply chain managers in high-technology firms is the increasingly
daunting task of accurately forecasting the demand for products with short lifecycles (Nagashima et al. 2015). The challenge is accentuated by factors such as the
high volatility of demand, fickle consumer behaviour and longer lead times for
production, causing researchers and practitioners to question the efficacy of
employing traditional forecast methods to short life-cycle products (Ali et al. 2013,
Aytac & Wu 2013, Zhao et al. 2014), with some suggesting that “no supply chain
model is a panacea” and asking enterprises to adapt to the fast changing operating
environment (Zhao et al. 2014).
The short life-cycle span limits the availability of historical data for any new
product (Kurawarwala & Matsuo 1996) for use in the traditional forecasting
methods and makes the exercise difficult and complicated. When forecasting
accuracy cannot be achieved, inventory planners resort to increasing the level of
sales and safety stock, resulting in an increase in the inventory level and
consequently an increase in the financial liability of the firms (Berbain et al. 2011).
Inventory of short life-cycle products at hand is akin to stocking fresh fish, the
earlier and faster you sell, the better the profitability. As time elapses, the stock
becomes stale, starts smelling bad like the metaphorical fish, and finds few or no
buyers and eventually has to be liquidated at much reduced prices, causing great
financial loss to the business. Some examples of demand overestimation where
firms have lost millions and even billions are well known in the computer industry
and include instances like Cisco writing off inventory worth $ 2 billion in one of
the largest inventory write-offs in history. While the reasons for the write-off have
been attributed to a breakdown in Cisco’s supply chain system, the role of demand
forecasters cannot be dismissed easily and entirely (Kaihla 2002). Another recent
example has that been of Acer computers, which reported having an excess
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inventory of over $150 million resulting in its loss of market share position from
number 2 to 4; the exit of its CEO; laying off its employees and a drop in its market
value (Taipei Times 2011). On the one hand, having an excess inventory is a bane
and on the other inventory stock-outs could result in customer unhappiness due to
non-availability and they may defect to another brand causing loss of business to
the incumbent brand. Customers exposed to stock outs are less likely to return to
the same store. The magnitude of this could be as high as over 50% in the most
extreme cases (Fitzsimons 2000) resulting in severe revenue loss.
The rapid introduction of new products, cyclical demand and the short lifecycle of the products also ends up providing a very narrow time window for sales
(Li & Huh 2012). Products, if unsold, result in excess inventory and the danger of
obsolescence forces firms to reduce prices in order to sell the inventory in hand.
Rapid rates of obsolescence is an occurrence which is commonly experienced in
high-tech industries (Souiden et al. 2011). The introduction of new technology can
quickly make an existing technology obsolete, even though it may still be
functional (Meldrum 1995) imposing an urgency on the firms to sell their products
faster before a new product enters the market. Once, a new product enters the
market a consumer may be reluctant to buy an older technology product when a
new one is available.
Faced with such daunting situations of demand and sales and finding that the
traditional forecast models do not adequately serve the purpose of accurate
forecasting (Aytac & Wu 2013), academics and practitioners devoted their attention
to finding and suggesting solutions and approaches for effective demand
forecasting, pricing mechanisms, production and inventory management and
appropriate supply chain strategies. For instance, Ali et al. (2013) propose a
logistic-based approach related to inventory shortage problems and time decay
functions, Chung & Wee (2011) develop an integrated production inventory model
with short life-cycles, Chung et al. (2012) present a sales forecast model for short
life-cycle movie and game products, Gan et al. (2015) develop a price optimisation
model for new and remanufactured short life-cycle products. Partha Sarathi et al.
(2014) develop an integrated coordination mechanism to improve supply chain
profit and performance between the supplier and the buyer. In the business world,
leading manufacturers of consumer electronic goods have built their own
comprehensive demand planning systems, integrating various streams of data,
competitive intelligence and forecasting capabilities to deliver accurate forecasts
(Pizzano 2011). The interest provoked by short life-cycle products appears to
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transcend to other fields including marketing, as well as purchasing and consumer
behaviour.
2.1.4 Short life cycle products and their impact on several areas
Apart from challenges in the supply chain and inventory management area,
researchers have also explored the impact of short life-cycle products in different
fields such as product innovation management, marketing, consumer behaviour, the
environment and reverse manufacturing.
In the product innovation management literature and more specifically new
product introduction in a short life-cycle product market, Calantone et al. (2010)
investigate the effect of new entrant and existing competition on new product sales
performance. Their results suggest that incumbent products tend to enjoy an early
advantage benefit. They also find that the competition for the new product may not
necessarily come from the same category of products. Competition may come from
related but different categories, which implies the role of variety seeking
behaviours in choice decisions related to short life-cycle products. Enz (2003) also
finds evidence of early mover advantage in his thesis on DRAM industry
characterised by short life-cycle products. Mehrjoo & Pasek (2014) investigate the
impact of product variety and lead time on the supply chain performance in the
context of the fast fashion apparel industry and demonstrate that ignoring the
effects of product variety on lead time can result in poor decisions leading
companies to offer product varieties higher than economically feasible even though
increasing the variety leads to higher revenue up to a certain level.
Similarly, researchers’ interest in marketing high-tech products started
emerging from the late 1970s onwards with the realisation that marketing high-tech
product is not the same as for other products and that one of their characteristics
was having short life-cycles. It has been commonly stated that the marketing of
high-technology products such as computers, telecommunications, or consumer
electronics is often characterised by a high degree of market, technological and
competitive uncertainty and that shorter product life-cycles, require a different
“marketing tool kit” than the traditional marketing approach being employed in the
conventional industries (Mohr 2000).
Moriarty & Kosnik (1989) distinguish the difference in high-tech marketing
with two dimensions. The first dimension is market uncertainty, which relates to
the ambiguity about the type and extent of customer needs and not knowing what
the customers want from the technology. The second dimension is technological
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uncertainty, which is not knowing whether the technology can meet the customer
needs. They provide 5 potential sources of technological uncertainty which
includes, lack of information about the products” performance, lack of established
delivery track record by the supplier, the ability of a supplier to provide prompt and
efficient service, unanticipated side-effects from the use of the technology, and
lastly anxiety concerning product obsolescence. In their explanation, Moriarty &
Kosnik (1989) refer to examples mostly from the computer industry in its nascent
stage. The relevancy of the dimensional sources in today’s times when considering
that the computer industry has matured over the decades is something which could
be a point of debate. However, the dimensions of market and technological
uncertainty provided by them seems to find support from later writers and
researchers (Dovleac & Balasescu 2013, Gardner et al. 2000, Hills & Sarin 2003,
Kidiyoor 2010, Meldrum 1995, Mohr 2000, Mohr & Shooshtari 2003, Sarin et al.
2003, Souiden et al. 2011, Yadav et al. 2006).
In the field of purchasing, Strebel et al.(2004) show that the rapid pace of
technological advancements complicates the purchase process in the short-term by
rendering search information obsolete and in the long run by forcing the consumers
to accept the constant changing of choice criteria, consideration sets, and the
viability of chosen products. They suggest that emotional barriers may lead to
purchase postponement or non-purchase decisions. They explore the negative
emotions of frustration during the purchase process. Frustration with the hightechnology purchase process is represented by two dimensions; processing
frustration and pace frustration. Consumers experience processing frustration when
faced with the complexity, ambiguity and the abundance of information available,
while pace frustration is experienced over the unavailability of desired information
such as timing of price decreases due to technological innovations or the
introduction of superior products. Their study demonstrates that the probability of
making a purchase is significantly lower when consumers are frustrated with the
pace of technological change.
In the psychology literature, or more specifically technology paradox literature,
new technological products generate stress and anxiety in consumers who adopt
coping strategies to deal with the resultant psychological and behavioural
responses. Studies on coping behaviours received greater attention from marketing
and consumer researchers in the past (Cui et al. 2009). Mick & Fournier (1998)
focused on the paradoxes of technology innovations and the related coping
strategies. They examined a series of avoidance and confrontation coping strategies
and assessed their role in the pre-adoption stage as well as the post-adoption stage.
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For instance, pre-acquisition avoidance strategies include ignoring, refusal, and
delay. Pre-acquisition confrontation strategies include pre-test or trial, buying
heuristics, extended decision making, extended warranty and maintenance
contracts (Cui et al. 2009).
While at one end, customers are being challenged by such products, at the
organisational end, marketers are challenged due to the complexity and
competitiveness of the environment. With the pace of new innovations, new
product introductions has accelerated, as has the unprecedented level of
uncertainty. Firms have to dispense old and reliable practices in order to remain
competitive. Uncertainty is caused by the constant flow of new product
introductions and product updates, which implies that success in the marketplace
may last only for a short period of time. Once competitors introduce new versions
of their products the competitive balance may shift again. Increasing product
variety and shortening product life-cycles are moving many firms towards more
unpredictability and instability (Grantham 1997).
Marketing strategies and tactics tend to be unique as short life-cycle product
markets have frequent entries and rapid market exits (Kurawarwala & Matsuo
1996). One of the aspects for success for short life-cycle products is the timing of
their entry, which is influenced by the entry of other similar product in the
marketplace. For instance, Apple accessory makers time the introduction of their
product to coincide with the introduction of any new Apple product. This requires
no brilliant mind to decipher the effect of correct timing, but in the case of Apple,
it becomes a guessing game. Apple is famous (or infamous) for keeping the launch
date of its products a closely held secret. Its close-to-chest strategy of keeping the
launch dates secret leaves many vendors – supplying Apple accessories – at a
disadvantage. Many vendors who supply Apple accessories and do not work closely
with Apple, or do not have a partner relationship with Apple, may only lay their
hands on the products after the product is launched in the market. This means that
they may start manufacturing the accessories only after Apple officially launches
its products. This obviously results in losing the early bird advantage. Normally
sales of Apple products are at a peak when they are launched and they taper off
within a few weeks’ time. If a vendor is able to supply the accessories along with
the launch of new Apple products, one can expect good sales and profits. But for
many vendors – without the benefit of prototypes – their production of accessories
may become flawed due to design issues, causing customer rejection and resulting
in stockpiling of unsaleable items causing huge losses. Since the accessories are
specific to the models, their longevity is also directly linked to the models
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introduced. As long as the brand keeps the models alive, the accessories can be sold
reasonably well. Once the brand decides to end the life of the model, the dependent
accessories also see a decline in their sales. This short frame of opportunity afforded
by the launch of new products is beneficial to the early movers while the laggards
tend to lose substantially. Calantone et al. (2010 p. 352) echo the point when they
state that, “The importance of decision making resulting in the correct entry time
cannot be underestimated in short product life-cycles where the competitive
environment can determine the potential for success within a short window of
opportunity.”
Parlar & Weng (1997) observe that attracting and retaining customers in a
world with shorter life-cycle products has its own implications. Firms may, in order
to secure repeat businesses end up satisfying the demands of a customer which
could even be at a loss. For example, in order to sell the inventory in hand before
it gets obsolete, organisations and firms may sell them at heavy discounts,
sometimes at their cost price and sometimes even below the cost price so that the
inventory does not get stock piled resulting in more losses. A stock-piling of
inventory has its other disadvantages. Organisations saddled with high inventory
will be reluctant to invest in newer products. Liquidity of money becomes a
problem as money is held up in the form of non-moving inventory. Customers get
disenchanted when they continue to see the older versions of the products and do
not see the “latest” range of offerings from the vendors. Soon they turn their
attention to other vendors who may carry the latest products.
The impact of short life-cycle products is also found in mediating the impulsive
consumption behaviours of individuals (Chang et al. 2014). Environmental impact
is another area which has been investigated recently in the context of mobile
phones. Electronic waste or e-waste is one of the fastest growing waste streams in
the world. Soo & Doolan (2014) in their study on accessing the waste produced
from the recycling of mobile phones find exponential growth. They attribute this
growth to the short life-cycles of products such as desktop computers, laptop
computers and mobile phones.
It is indeed interesting to note that the impact of short product life-cycles
transcends the traditional domain of inventory management and demand
forecasting to affect other areas including marketing, consumer behaviour and even
the environment. Yet, there appears to be no such study which has examined the
impact of such products on the behavioural or attitudinal formation of consumers.
In today’s highly competitive environment, and with the various challenges posed
by the short life-cycle products to the businesses and consumers, understanding the
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formation of loyalty and disloyalty behaviour in their context assumes greater
importance. This study attempts to bridge this gap.
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3

Brands, loyalty, disloyalty, consumer
behaviour and technology adoption

The focal phenomenon being researched in this study is the formation of brand
loyalty and disloyalty behaviours among the consumers of short life-cycle
products. This chapter reviews the relevant literature based on the topic, synthesises
and presents a priori model in order to carry out the research.
3.1

Origins of brand

In some of the non-academic articles, the origin of branding is traced five thousand
years back which emerged in the form of potters’ marks on potteries in China, India
and Greece, besides other practices of branding, such as the branding of livestock,
branding on gold and silverware products, etc. (Insider.com 2006). Irrespective of
the various practices, the idea of branding resulted from a need for honesty,
identification, differentiation, quality assurance and responsibility. The emergence
of brands in the economic world started in the 1900s at the peak of industrialisation
(Power & Hauge 2008). With greater economies of scale being achieved in
production and more quantities being produced, firms now had to seek more buyers
and new markets transcending distances. This foray into other markets and
geographic locations necessitated the need for higher levels of product
standardisation and easily recognizable marks of quality and identity to
differentiate a firm’s products from others (Power & Hauge 2008). Historically,
brands struggled for consumer acceptance against the strong relationships between
the consumers and retailers. Long before brands appeared on the scene, consumers
had developed loyalty towards the retailers who offered them better credit terms,
an assortment of goods at a convenient locations and even terms of barter. It was
only towards the turn of the twentieth century that brands, supported by
advertisements, gained strength and credibility and their dominance has continued
to persist for more than hundred years now (Webster 2000). Today, brands have
become ubiquitous and pervade every part of our lives. Every product or service
which we consume represents one brand or the other. Such is the pervasiveness of
brands “that the experience of landscape has become increasingly an experience of
a “brands cape,” (Power & Hauge 2008).
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What is a brand?

One of the earliest definitions of brand was provided by Copeland (1923: 286)
who defined it simply “as a means of identifying the product of an individual
manufacturer or merchandiser purveyed by an individual wholesaler or
retailer.” This simplicity could be attributed to the uncomplicated and
relatively straightforward market situation in the 1900s where it was just
differentiation, unlike today’s markets which are highly competitive and
where brands have acquired multiple meanings varying over time (Diamond
et al. 2009).
Literature reveals an array of definitions and interpretations. Brands have been
defined, as an intangible concept, as a promise, as a totality of perceptions, or as a
shortcut to certain attributes, benefits, beliefs and values that differentiate product,
and that reduce complexity and simplify the decision making process (Kotler &
Pfoertsch 2006). They have been identified as marketing tools created for the
purposes of competitive differentiation and creative value for the customers
(Chernev et al. 2011), who attach meaning to a good (Muniz 1997) and has different
personality dimensions (Aaker & Fournier 1995). They have also been identified
as a trademark or brand identifying a product and its source (Levitt 1966). Brands
have been perceived to represent clusters of functional values and emotions which
promise unique experiences (Vallaster & de Chernatony 2005). As per the
American Marketing Association (AMA), a brand is a name, term, symbol, or
design, or a combination of them, intended to identify the goods and services of
one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of the
competition. This definition proposed in 1960 has been accepted and strictly
adhered to by one stream of scholars while others have criticised it as being too
focused on the product, and being mechanical and limiting with no reference to the
brand managers who formulate the strategies and vision and the connotations in the
minds of the consumers (De Chernatony & Riley 1998). With such differences in
the definition, researchers point to the lack of an established terminology in the
marketing research, making it difficult and hazardous to compare, synthesise and
accumulate the findings (De Chernatony & Riley 1998, Diamond et al. 2009, Power
& Hauge 2008). Attempting to bridge this gap de Chernatony & Riley (1998)
performed an extensive content analysis of the literature which revealed twelve
main themes categorizing the various definitions in the literature. Based on the
analysis and synthesis of the twelve themes, de Chernatony and Riley (1998: 427)
proposed the following definition, “A brand is a multidimensional construct
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whereby managers augment products or services with values and this facilitates the
process by which consumers confidently recognise and appreciate these values.”
This definition finds support as it encompasses both the tangible and intangible
spectrums highlighted as deficiencies in previous definitions by authors and which
most agree should be a part of a definition (Power & Hauge 2008).
Significance of brands
Brands serve several valuable functions such as being labels for the products and
services of a firm and simplifying choices for customers with an assurance of
quality and reduced risk. Such values accrued by these various benefits are often
termed brand equity (Keller & Lehmann 2006, Meyers-Levy 1989). Moreover,
firms with extremely memorable brand names (e.g., Coca-Cola, McDonalds) often
regard the names as their most valuable asset because these labels provide
immediate recognition and often acceptance of new products that may be
introduced under the brand name (Meyers-Levy 1989). Brands are marketing tools
created for the purposes of competitive differentiation and creative value for the
customers (Chernev et al. 2011). The value of brands encompasses customers who
benefit in a number of ways. It helps reduce search costs and risks for consumers
in the buying process. Brands are perceived to be credible, trustworthy and reliable
which minimises purchase decision risks and helps create meaningful associations
related to one’s self identity and/or social status enabling a customer to express
his/her individualism or belonging (Chernev et al. 2011, Nam et al. 2011, Wilke &
Zaichkowsky 1999). Brands thus reflect the complete experience that customers
have with products. Brands are an asset in the financial sense resulting in enormous
economic importance to the firm (Fischer & Volckner 2010, Keller & Lehmann
2006). In the twenty-first century brands are gaining greater recognition as
organisational assets than ever before. In 1980 almost the entire value of an average
Standard and Poor’s 500 company consisted of tangible assets, thirty years later
intangible assets accounted for almost 60% of the company’s value and from this
almost 30% of the intangible value has been attributed to the brand (Simon 2011),
making brands one of the most valuable assets. Unlike tangible (physical) assets,
brands as intangible assets may not be easily emulated and this represents a
sustainable competitive advantage to organisations, thereby raising barriers of entry
and driving a brand wealth advantage (Christodoulides & de Chernatony 2010).
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3.2

Brand loyalty

Early works on brand loyalty can been traced to Copeland in 1923 and Churchill in
1942 (Kabiraj & Shanmugan 2011, Lam 2007, Mellens et al. 1996). Copeland
(1923) discusses the various characteristics of merchandise and how the branding
and packaging of the merchandise could affect the attitudes of the buyers by which
they approach such merchandises. He defines the attitudes as being brand
recognition, brand preference and brand insistence. While one stream of
researchers consider Copeland’s study as a forerunner on brand loyalty (Kabiraj &
Shanmugan 2011, Lam 2007, Mellens et al. 1996) another stream of researchers
consider the works of Brown in 1952 & Cunningham in 1956 as the trigger for an
extensive stream of research on brand loyalty (Cunningham 1956, Frank 1967,
Kabiraj & Shanmugan 2011, Lam 2007, McConnel 1968, Sheth 1967). Sheth
(1967) in his review on consumer behaviour points out that interest in repeat brand
purchases soon began after the World War II and lists several authors who were
amongst the first to measure repeat purchases of a brand, such as Womer in 1944,
Churchill in 1942, Barton in 1946, Patterson & McNally in 1947 (See Sheth 1967
for a detailed review).
3.2.1 Brand loyalty definitions
Marketing literature has a plethora of brand loyalty definitions but lacks an
established and universal definition of brand loyalty (De Chernatony & Riley 1998,
Rundle-Thiele & Mackay 2001, Salegna & Fazel 2011). In the following
paragraphs, some of the definitions are reviewed.
Apart from the earliest term of “brand insistence” provided by Copeland (1923)
in explaining brand loyalty, Brown in 1952 defines brand loyalty as a deliberate
prior tendency to purchase a brand, often resulting from past usage experience
(Bhattacharya 1997). Cunningham defines brand loyalty in terms of the proportion
of purchases a household devotes to the brand it purchased most often (Frank
1967). Tucker (1964) defines brand loyalty as a biased choice behaviour with
respect to branded merchandise. Lipstein (1968) defines brand loyalty as the
percentage of people who purchase a particular brand, purchase it again on the
immediately succeeding occasion.
For a long time studies in the 1950s and 1960s had conceptualised brand
loyalty mostly on the basis of past purchase, repeat purchase probabilities and
choice based behaviour (Day 1969, Frank 1967, Sheth & Park 1974, Tucker 1964).
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However with studies finding evidence of customers becoming brand loyal even
though there was no difference between the products except the brand names,
researchers began to accept that “brand loyalty is a “real” and reliable phenomenon,
a phenomenon the understanding of which is a challenge to both managers and
researchers alike” (Frank 1967: 29, 33) thus prompting suggestion for more
research in understanding the processes underlying the brand loyalty phenomenon.
Prompted by criticisms and calls for improvement (Cunningham 1956, Farley
1964, Frank 1967, Tucker 1964) about the prevailing concept of brand loyalty and
its definitions, Day (1969) engaged in the task of exploring the suggested
improvements and criticisms. His empirical study found support with a notion of a
two-dimensional brand loyalty concept including both behavioural and attitudinal
components compared to a purely behavioural component. This resulted in a twodimensional concept of brand loyalty which not only found acceptance with Jacoby
(1971) but also resulted in introducing an additional component of “intentional
selection” implying rejection of competing brands. However, criticisms continued.
Jacoby & Kyner (1973) argued that the plethora of brand loyalty definitions had
resulted in inconclusive, ambiguous and contradictory findings with no significant
contribution to the understanding of brand loyalty, making it difficult and
hazardous to compare, synthesise and accumulate the findings. They argued about
a lack of “conceptual definitions” although “operational” definitions of brand
loyalty abounded. As an improvement of the prevailing definitions, they then
presented a “conceptual & standardised” definition of brand loyalty adaptable by
researchers. Their definition is expressed by a set of six necessary and collectively
sufficient conditions. These are that brand loyalty is (1) the biased (i.e., nonrandom), (2) behavioural response (i.e. purchase), (3) expressed over time, (4) by
some decision-making unit, (5) with respect to one or more alternative brands out
of a set of such brands, and (6) is a function of psychological (decision-making,
evaluative) processes. This definition is discussed briefly below:
Biased, behavioural response: This means that the observable behavioural
purchase is non-random or biased in favour of a particular brand, implying a
systematic tendency to buy a certain brand or group of brands entailing actual
purchases and not mere verbal preferences expressed for purchase (Mellens et al.
1996).
Expressed over time: This implies that not only should one consider the number
of times a specific brand is purchased during that period, but also the purchase
pattern over successive purchase occasions (Mellens et al. 1996).
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Decision making unit: This implies that the decision maker need not be an
actual purchaser as brand loyalty is defined by a purchase and may be an individual,
a household member or an organisation. For example, this may include purchase
decisions taken in a household where other members may also play a role in the
decision making (Mellens et al. 1996).
With respect to one or more alternative brands out of a set of such brands: This
implies preferential behaviour towards one or more alternates in a competitive
arena containing competing alternatives (Lichtle & Plichon 2008). If there are no
choices available, and the purchase has to happen for just one brand, then brand
loyalty cannot exist. This condition also implies that a consumer becomes loyal to
more than one brand indicating multi-brand loyalty (Mellens et al. 1996).
A function of psychological (decision-making, evaluative) processes: Several
psychological processes such as decision making and evaluation play a role in the
formation of brand loyalty. Consumers form beliefs based upon the information
acquired and processed, for example advertising campaigns which provide inputs
for a consumer to evaluate and select a particular brand. Over time, a consumer
may develop a commitment towards the brand and form a loyalty.
This definition, however was challenged by Tarpey (1974, 1975) wherein he
points out the shortcomings of conceptualisation, methodology and the decisionmaking process. He criticises that it is not conceptually defined as promised and
instead delivers an operational definition which does not throw light on the
causative factor. In his rejoinder to Tarpey’s (1974) criticism Jacoby (1975: 484)
puts forward a strong defence and asserts that "a conceptual definition of brand
loyalty has been presented which, at the very least, is heuristic". Other authors also
provide criticism to the notion of brand loyalty related to the measure of repeat
purchase behaviour. Newman & Werbel (1978) argue that the measure of repeat
purchase is not a sufficient measure of brand loyalty, since the measure does not
reflect whether there was any attachment felt to the brand or not, if the attachment
was there, how strong it was and whether there was any resistance to other brands
while selecting a particular brand. Instead they propose that the brand loyalty
measure should include three kinds of information: the brand purchase behaviour,
the amount of brand deliberation and brand attraction, thus supporting the inclusion
of attitudinal dimension to the definitions proposed by Day (1969) and Jacoby &
Kyner (1973).
Continuing on this journey of definitions, Oliver (1999) defines loyalty “as a
deeply held commitment to rebuy a preferred product or service consistently in the
future, thereby causing repetitive same-brand or same brand set purchasing, despite
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situational influences and marketing efforts to having to cause switching
behaviour.” This definition reflects the notion of resistance and persistence,
wherein a customer resists the marketing influences or persuasions aimed at pulling
away the customer and persists with a repetitive purchase behaviour of the
preferred brand or brand set. As per this definition, a loyal customer is someone
who despite pulls from the competition maintains a strong attitude-reflecting
resistance, persistence-favouring the preferred choice and remains “true” to the
brand. Palumbo & Herbig (2000) explain brand loyalty as the ability to make a
consumer seek repeatedly and buy one brand, even when there are tempting offers
from others in the form of discounts or promotions. Odin (2001) characterise brand
loyalty as a repurchase of the same brand under conditions of strong perceived
differences between brands and strong involvement. Lichtle & Plichon (2008: 127)
perceive loyalty “as an individual, biased, constant, persistent and coherent
response over time.” In this perspective, customers resist a competitor’s lures and
enticements, and are not bound to one brand as in the traditional one brand
adherence and are likely to have multiple loyalties. Further, they define multiple
loyalties as back and forth or simultaneous purchases or loyalty to several sets
within a brand. Having multiple loyalty does not imply disloyalty. Their definition
also does not consider repetitive buying as a determination of loyalty but the
persistence, consistency, coherence and tendency of the relationship over time and
the consumers’ resistance to brands that do not belong to the loyalty set.
With such diversities, researchers have often critiqued that brand loyalty is the
most misunderstood concept abounding with confusion (Bennett & Rundel-Thiele
2005, Jacoby & Kyner 1973, Lam 2007, Li & Petrick 2008, McAlexander et al.
2002, Russell-Bennett et al. 2007). Despite such opinions, Jacoby and Kyner’s
(1973) definition has been one of the most widely cited definitions of brand loyalty
in the literature, even though other interesting definitions can be found such as in
Sheth & Park’s (1974) theory of multi-dimensional brand loyalty. It is surprising to
note that despite a comprehensive definition, it has received scant attention
amongst the researchers.
Sheth & Park (1974: 449) point out several deficiencies in the empirical
research on brand loyalty in marketing and consumer psychology including
different and conflicting conceptual definitions of brand loyalty, over-simplified
measurement approaches based on relative purchase frequency or stochastic
process and an absence of a distinct theory with a lack of due attention in consumer
psychology. In their attempt to improve this deficiency, they synthesise past
empirical studies, relevant knowledge from psychology and theoretical thinking in
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marketing to develop a comprehensive theory of multi-dimensional brand loyalty.
They assert that brand loyalty is a “hypothetical construct much richer in meaning
than what has been proposed” with the emphasis placed on operational
measurements than on theoretical constructs. In their view brand loyalty is a
multidimensional construct which cannot be determined solely by measurements
of frequency and repeated purchase behaviour but also involving psychological
processes entailing univariate measurements. They view brand loyalty as “a
positively biased emotive, evaluative, and/ or behavioural response tendency
towards a branded, labelled or graded alternative or choice by an individual in his
capacity as the user, the choice maker, and/or purchasing agent. One of the most
evident differences between their definition and those of the others, is the clear
departure on an emphasis of repeat purchase, which was one of the most important
components in prior brand loyalty definitions. In their view they have “liberated
the construct of brand loyalty from the restrictions imposed by repeated overt
behaviour” (Sheth & Park 1974: 450). A main premise of their definition is that
brand loyalty does not occur only at the behavioural level (acts of repurchase) but
may also occur at emotive or evaluative levels. It means that consumers may be
loyal to a brand even though they may not have bought it, they may or may not
have experienced it, or owned it. Brand loyalty may be formed from imitative
behaviour or peer influence, information gained from others and consumption
experience necessarily not involving any purchasing acts.
Another distinction in their definition is the emphasis on the roles adopted by
a consumer. Is the consumer being loyal to the brand as a user, as a decision-maker,
as a buyer, or as all three? None of the previous definitions have considered this
viewpoint (except to some extent the definition of Jacoby & Kyner 1973). This
distinction assumes importance because one can be loyal to a brand as a user, as a
purchaser, as a decision-maker or as all three. Finally, their definition shows several
types of brand loyalty with several dimensions, such as behavioural brand loyalty,
behavioural evaluative brand loyalty, behavioural evaluative emotive brand loyalty,
evaluative brand loyalty, emotive brand loyalty, behavioural emotive brand loyalty
and evaluative emotive brand loyalty, although it is not necessary that the
dimensions prevail in every situation of brand loyalty.
The definition of brand loyalty provided by Sheth & Park (1974) appears to be
most comprehensive as claimed by the authors and the most suitable fit for this
study as the focus is on understanding the formation of brand loyalty and disloyalty
behaviours from the consumption experiences of the consumers and therefore for
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the purposes of this study, the definition of brand loyalty by Sheth & Park (1974)
is being adopted.
3.3

Theory of multi-dimensional brand loyalty

Sheth & Park (1974: 449) propose a comprehensive multidimensional theory of
brand loyalty amalgamating “past empirical evidences, theoretical thinking in
marketing and a considerable body of knowledge in social psychology.” The
authors attach a far deeper meaning to brand loyalty than that which had been
proposed in the past studies of brand loyalty, which had looked at brand loyalty
“more in terms of operational measurements and repetitive purchase behaviours.”
They view brand loyalty as a “multidimensional construct” determined by several
distinct psychological processes and entailing multivariate measurements. It has
been argued that univariate measurement in terms of frequency and pattern of
repeat purchase behaviour are insufficient to explain the brand loyalty construct
and such measurements cannot represent the brand loyalty which may exist as in
the case of “once-in-a-lifetime consumer decisions for mobility and housing
products.” Synthesizing past studies and empirical evidences, they define brand
loyalty as “a positively biased emotive, evaluative and/or behavioural response
tendency toward a branded, labelled or graded alternative or choice by an individual
in his capacity as the user, the choice maker, and/or the purchasing agent.”
Their definition has connotations of positive emotions, evaluations,
behavioural response (not necessitated by a purchase action) towards a brand, label,
alternative or choice by an individual in the myriad roles he performs as that of a
user, a purchaser or a choice maker or even a combination of the three. This
definition also means that the consumer may harbour the loyalty tendencies even
without consuming the product or service. The tendencies are likely to be present
prior to adoption and consumption of the products or services while performing
any or all three roles of a user, a choice maker and/or a purchasing agent. This
definition does not limit brand loyalty to only repetitive purchase (behavioural)
actions but encompasses the consumption experiences as well, which may result in
forming behavioural and attitudinal responses towards a brand. In their view,
consumers engaging in repetitive buying behaviour may have no cognitive or
attitudinal tendency towards the brand and may instead be driven by other
tendencies such as fear, affect, respect, compliance, etc. to engage in repetitive
purchase acts. They argue that brand loyalty can exist at the emotive or evaluative
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(non-behavioural) level for products or services which consumers – even though
having positive evaluative or emotive tendencies – may never buy.
Sheth & Park’s (1974) definition of brand loyalty as a positively biased
tendency consists of three dimensions, not all of which may be present in different
situations where brand loyalty prevails. 1) Emotive tendency refers to the affective
(like-dislike), fear, respect or compliance tendency, 2) evaluative tendency refers to
a positively biased evaluation based on a set of criteria defining the brands utility
such as durability, performance, prestige, etc., 3) behavioural tendency refers to the
procurement, purchase and consumption activities in a systematic, biased way. This
tendency is learned primarily from past purchase and consumption experiences or
generalisations of similar tendencies towards other brands. Sheth & Park (1974)
further propose that the dimensionality of brand loyalty is dependent upon the
product class and consumer and may be as simple as any one of the three
dimensions or as complex as all the three dimensions and suggest seven different
types of brand loyalty based upon the combinations of the dimensions.
Behavioural brand loyalty: In this type of loyalty, the consumer performs
repetitive purchase actions out of habit or “inertia” without any evaluative or
cognitive tendencies and is also described as “spurious loyalty” by Day (1969).
Behavioural-evaluative brand loyalty: A two dimensional loyalty formed out
of the evaluative process in which the consequences following a purchase of the
brand strengthen or weaken future behavioural tendencies and behaviours. Other
information sources such as commercial, social, or the neutral forces also
strengthen or weaken the behavioural-evaluative brand loyalty.
Behavioural-emotive brand loyalty: Also a two dimensional brand loyalty
representing a systematic and biased response tendency and a concomitant emotive
tendency towards the brand. This type of loyalty manifests out of emotive
tendencies such as fear, compliance or affective responses. Examples such as a wife
buying a particular brand because the husband likes it or vice versa may reflect the
affective or compliance tendency. Sheth & Park (1974) theorise that this loyalty
manifests out of contiguous conditioning and possibly from communications from
informational sources.
Behavioural-evaluative-emotive brand loyalty: Consisting of the three
dimensions of behavioural, evaluative and emotive tendencies, this complex
loyalty represents functional aspects such as utilitarianism, knowledge, and is egodefensive and value expressive arising largely out of reinforcement and learning of
repetitive buying or consumption experiences and possibly from informational
sources.
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Evaluative brand loyalty: A one dimensional loyalty arising from positive
evaluations based solely on the utilitarian function of the brand. It lacks in both
emotive and behavioural tendencies.
Evaluative-emotive brand loyalty: A loyalty prevalent amongst informants for
products or services which are beyond their reach but may aspire for them.
Informants may not have experienced the product or service as buyers or users but
may have positive evaluative and emotive tendencies developed from
informational sources or generalisations.
Emotive loyalty: Bereft of any evaluation or experience, informants may form
strong emotive tendency towards a brand. This type of loyalty manifests only from
informational sources or generalisations. A redrawn version of the model of
multidimensional brand loyalty (Sheth & Park 1974) is shown in Figure 4 depicting
the various elements in the model.
Brand loyalty
Product
purchase cycle

Product differential
variable

Behavioural
Evaluative

Tendencies
Emotive

Behavioural
Evaluative
Emotive

Brand loyalty
(Emotive, Evaluative
or behavioural)

Evaluative

Behavioural

Evaluative
Emotive

Behavioural

Behavioural
Emotive
Evaluative
Emotive
Purchasing agent

Choice maker

User

All three

Consumer roles

Fig. 4. A redrawn version of model of multidimensional brand loyalty (Sheth & Park
1974).
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3.4

Brand loyalty and technology products

During the past five decades and more, the extant literature on consumer adoption
and diffusion of innovations has explored various facets, such as the characteristics
of new products affecting consumer decisions to adopt or not to adopt; consumer
demographics and psychographics to profile different groups of consumers;
consumer decision making, in addition to the different stages of the adoption
process (Cui et al. 2009) yielding numerous managerial insights useful for hightech firms (Kim & Huarng 2011). Such is the richness of studies related to the
adoption and diffusion of innovations that as early as from 1940 to 1974, Rogers
(1976) identifies around 2700 publications about diffusion research including 1800
empirical research and 900 other writings. Another study cites over 4000 articles
and books published towards the study of technology adoption (Cui et al. 2009). In
the technology adoption literature one of the most widely accepted technology
adoption models has been that of Davis (1985) who in his thesis proposes the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). Based on the theory of reasoned action by
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) TAM suggests that when a new technology is introduced
to potential users, beliefs about its perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use
are the essential elements in determining consumers’ attitudes towards using the
technology. Consumer attitudes in turn affect purchase intention. TAM has found
wide acceptance amongst the researchers and it has been modified and expanded
to include other constructs over the course of years. Studies on information
technology have found empirical support for TAM in different contexts such as
internet shopping and handheld communication devices (Cui et al. 2009). Having
initially proposed the model in 1985, the model has been enhanced with several
versions of TAM adding variables such as compatibility, complexity, and relative
advantage based on earlier studies, while others continued to expand and develop
TAM 1 into a new model called TAM 2 (Venkatesh & Davis 2000) which explains
perceived usefulness in terms of subjective norm, voluntariness, and image (social
influence) job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability and perceived ease
of use (instrumental cognitive processes). Further, Venkatesh & Bala (2008) expand
on TAM 2 and propose TAM 3 based on an organisational point of view. Moving
away from the organisational perspectives which has been explored widely, Chen
& Mort (2007) suggest a Consumer Acceptance Evaluation model exploring the
household end-user domain. More recently Venkatesh et al. (2012) extend their
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology Theory (UTAUT)
(Venkatesh et al. 2003) to the consumer context from an organisational context and
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present a UTAUT2. However these studies looked more at the adoption intention,
and the technology use decision but stopped short of exploring the usage experience
leading to calls for consumer behaviour research to address strategic behaviour of
consumers and post-adoption behaviours in the context of high-tech marketing
needs (Kim & Huarng 2011)
Given the rapid technological advancements, technology products have
become all pervasive. Gardner et al. (2000: 1056) define high- technology products
as “products that are the result of turbulent technology and which require
substantial shifts in behaviour of at least one member of the product usage
channel.” While proposing this definition, Gardner et al. (2000) distinguish
between low technology and high technology products. Low technology products
employ familiar and accepted technology whose usage is not complicated and
easily understood, while high technology products use turbulent technology
needing significant changes in the manner of their usage. While Gardner et al.
(2000) do not explicitly indicate what these low and high technology products are
and provide the differentiation between high and low technology products, other
researchers embrace the two terms under a rubric of technology products citing
examples of mobile phones, netbook computers, PDA’s, GPS devices, high-tech
TV’s, e-readers (Lee et al. 2011). For the purpose of this study no distinction
between high and low technology products is being made and the term “technology
products” is considered to represent computing products such as desktop
computers, notebooks, hand-held devices such as iPads and PDA’s.
Technology products tend to have short life-cycles (Gardner et al. 2000, Ryan
& Riggs 1996) with noteworthy changes in the technology designs, functions or
services providing products with various qualities whereby consumers evaluate the
functions of the products in their own way leading to different behavioural and
attitudinal responses (Lee et al. 2011).Traditionally, marketing research on
technology products has addressed the attributes pertaining to performance
functions such as price, or brand quality; outcomes of product attributes such as
preference persistence, purchase intention, brand choice (Lee et al. 2011) providing
little attention to the psychological processes between product attributes and
consumer behaviour and generating little understanding.
However, in recent years, researchers appear to pay more attention to diverse
and unique perspectives such as Risselada et al. (2014) who examine the effects of
social influence and direct marketing on the adoption of technology products.
Paulino (2014) who investigates the influence of technological risk on technology
adoption, Baik et al.(2014) investigate the impact of mobile technology on different
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stages of consumer purchase decision, Orehova et al.(2013) present attributes that
contribute to the hedonic quality of slow technology. Olschewski et al.(2013)
propose an extension of the TAM for assessing the effect of social influence and
technology readiness on collaboration technology adoption. Ziamou et al.(2012)
examine consumers’ coping mechanisms and learning process when using
technological innovations. Lee et al.(2012) examine the impact of cultural
differences on mobile phone adoption patterns. Lee et al.(2011) investigate how
high-technology product attributes influence consumer responses and find that
high-technology product attributes elicit a consumer’s cognitive and affective states
resulting in an approach-avoidance behaviour. Their study reveals that product
attributes such as innovativeness of technology, visual appeal, prototypicality and
self-expression have a major influence through attitude (cognitive) and pleasure
(affective). Cui et al. (2009) show the coping strategies consumers adopt when
facing dilemmas of retaining their existing products and/or upgradation or selection
of a new product. They show that consumers tend to develop procrastinating
behaviours such as refusal, delay, extended decision-making or a pre-test as part of
their coping strategies towards replacement or adoption of a new product. Another
study by Johnson et al. (2006) show that loyalty intentions arise due to perceived
value at the beginning of the consumption life cycle and over a period of time,
affective attitudes and relationship with the brand mediating the effects of value on
intention. Bhattacherjee & Premkumar (2004) examine how the users initial
attitudes and beliefs of IT usage change over a period of time and propose a
temporal model of belief and attitude change drawing upon expectationdisconfirmation theory and prior TAM research. Mick & Fournier (1998) in their
longitudinal study reveal the paradoxes of technology which have influences on
emotional reactions and coping strategies of consumers. Their research shows how
technology paradoxes evoke feelings ranging from envy, foolishness, cautiousness,
frustration, stress, fear betrayal and defeat.
Thus one sees how studies on technology products have transcended from the
traditional explorations of characteristics, performance, attitudes and choice, to
other psychological, social, cultural and behavioural aspects, embracing diverse
and unique perspectives. As shown by these studies, the intention to adopt or not to
adopt is not just mediated by product attributes such as ease of use, perceived
usefulness, compatibility or complexity, but also a range of psychological, social
and cultural influences which play a role in the adoption decisions. The findings
from these studies appear to lend weight to Sheth & Park’s (1974) brand loyalty
theory based on the premise that brand loyalty is not reflected by acts of purchase
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and repeat purchases alone but also as a function of several emotive, evaluative and
behavioural responses which need not arise only from the acts of purchase, but also
from acts of consumption and non-consumption such as various sorts of imitative
behaviour.
In the experiential consumption literature, it is recognised that experiences play
an important role in determining consumer satisfaction and loyalty (Schmitt 1999),
and in marketing research affective responses have been shown to providing
favourable customer satisfaction judgements and word-of-mouth behaviours
(Westbrook 1987), but traditional marketing focuses mostly on persuading the
customer to buy, neglecting what happens post-purchase and fails to deliver the
brand promise causing dissatisfaction and disloyalty behaviours (Schmitt 1999). In
recent times, studies (Park & Ryoo 2013) have emphasised post-adoption
behaviours as an important area of research in understanding consumers’
continuance or discontinuance intentions. However, adoption studies have
traditionally focussed on initial adoption decisions and continued usage is
considered as an extension of initial adoption behaviour (Karahanna et al. 1999,
Park & Ryoo 2013). Considering that past studies have emphasised the role of
psychological motivations arising from the consumption experiences during
adoption and after initial adoption has born an influence upon future continuance
intentions, it has been suggested to consider post-adoption usage as an independent
issue rather than as a continuum of the initial adoption stage (Park & Ryoo 2013).
Evidently, the extant literature on technology adoption, despite exploring the
antecedents of adoption, formation of beliefs and attitudes during post adoption,
role of experience etc., has stopped short of extending research in examining brand
loyalty and disloyalty behaviours during the different phases of pre-adoption,
adoption and post-adoption. The studies show a large tapestry of important and
valuable perspectives in enhancing our understanding, but they only examine
fragmented aspects and provide us a scattered view of the consumption experiences
and outcomes as in a jigsaw puzzle.
3.5

Factors influencing brand loyalty in previous studies

Consumers form brand loyalty for many reasons. Extant studies on brand loyalty
suggest that satisfaction plays a key role (Dick & Basu 1994, Fornell 1992, Kuikka
& Laukkanen 2012, Nam et al. 2011, Oliver 1999, Salari & Motiee 2015, Thakur
2014), even though a satisfied customer need not be loyal but a loyal customer is a
satisfied customer (Jung & Yoon 2012, Reicheld 1996). Trust & commitment are
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significant predictors of brand loyalty (Morgan & Hunt 1994), while perceived
quality, brand awareness and willingness to pay more form constructs of brand
loyalty leading to brand equity (Khan & Mahmood 2012). Product involvement is
considered to influence the decision making process and brand loyalty. A customer
with high-involvement is likely to engage in a broader search for information about
product attributes and use internal cues in the purchase decision thus exhibiting
greater brand loyalty towards a product (Bruwer & Buller 2012, Dick & Basu
1994). However, involvement need not significantly demonstrate the predictive
ability of brand loyalty (Bruwer & Buller 2012). Low involvement with products
is shown to manifest in inertia, which is an absence of active searching and
evaluation of alternates (Wernerfelt 1991). Inertia also induces loyalty but is
considered as spurious (Dick & Basu 1994) and not “true loyalty.” In Wernerfelt’s
(1991) cost-based definition of brand loyalty, consumers may be committed to a
brand due to favourable attitudes resulting from past purchases. Price has
frequently been of importance in purchase decisions and brand loyal customers are
commonly argued to be less price sensitive (Krishnamurthy & Raj 1991) meaning
that brand loyal customers are willing to pay more for a brand of their choice and
in a reversal of roles, brand loyalty is also shown to have an influence on price
(Diaz & Cataluna 2011). Brand personality dimensions such as sincerity,
excitement, competency and sophistication (Venkatesan et al. 2011), service
quality, product quality and satisfaction have all been shown to influence brand
loyalty (Sutanto et al. 2014). Having a brand relationship appears as a mediating
variable between trust, satisfaction and loyalty, while perceived quality has a
positive relationship with brand loyalty (Veloutsou 2015). Other influences
emanate from brand awareness, advertising attitudes, and distribution intensity
(Nguyen 2011). Others propose brand love as a construct which could contribute
to an increased understanding of brand loyalty (Carrol & Ahuvia 2006, Batra et al.
2012) Brand love is defined as the degree of passionate emotional attachment a
satisfied consumer has for a particular trade name. Brand love includes passion for
the brand, attachment to the brand, positive evaluation of the brand, positive
emotions in response to the brand, and declarations of love for the brand. Superior
brand experiences were found to influence customer loyalty through affective
commitment (Iglesias et al. 2011). Dick & Basu (1994) suggest several affective,
conative and situational antecedents to loyalty including: emotions, moods,
primary affect and satisfaction as affective antecedents; switching costs, sunk costs,
and expectations as conative antecedents; subjective norms which stipulate a
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behaviour motivated by people’s beliefs on what needs to be done and not done; in
addition to situational factors such as price deals, and promotions.
Moving away from singular loyalty, Felix (2014) finds tangible benefits, family
tradition and preferred freedom as motivations for multi-brand loyalty. In the
technology arena, loyalty is shown to be influenced by usability among mobile
phone users (Lee et al.2015); overall satisfaction, relationship, product reliability,
trustworthiness and image in telecommunications (Kuusik 2007); satisfaction in
mobile banking (Thakur 2014); performance, speed, mobility and accessibility in
high-speed broadband internet services (Suradi et al. 2008); while connection
quality is shown to have a strong influence on behavioural loyalty in mobile internet
services (Vlachos & Vrechopoulos 2008); and emotional relationship, satisfaction
and brand relationship has a positive influence on loyalty towards internet search
engines (Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012). Table 4 summarises several recent studies
in several contexts showing factors related to brand loyalty.
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Table 4. Several recent studies showing factors contributing to brand loyalty.
Author

Year

Context

Factors related to brand loyalty

Salari & Motiee

2015

Iranian service firms

Satisfaction influences brand attitude and

Lee et al.

2015

Mobile phone users

brand attitude influences brand loyalty.
Usability is a distal determinant of brand
loyalty, exerting its influence indirectly
through the mediators of satisfaction and
trust.
Veloutsou,C

2015

General consumers

Brand relationship acts as a mediating
variable in the link between trust,
satisfaction and loyalty.

Sutanto et al.

2014

Retail industry

Service quality, product quality and
satisfaction has partial and simultaneous
influence on brand loyalty.

Thakur, R

2014

Mobile banking

Satisfaction has a positive effect on

Khan & Mahmood

2012

Mineral water

Perceived quality, brand awareness and

Kuikka

2012

Chocolate market

customer loyalty.
willingness to pay more form the constructs.
& Laukkanen
Veloutsou

Brand satisfaction, brand value and brand
equity.

2012

& McAlonan

Internet search

Emotional relationship, satisfaction and

engine

brand relationship.

Bayraktar et al.

2012

Mobile phone brands. Image, customer expectations, perceived

Venkatesan et al.

2011

Apparel.

quality and perceived value.
Brand personality dimensions such as
sincerity, excitement, competency and
sophistication.
Diaz & Cataluna

2011

General consumers.

Brand loyalty influences price.

Nguyen et al.

2011

Female

Perceived quality has a positive relationship

shampoo users.

with brand loyalty.

Suradi et al.

2008

High Speed

Network performance; speed, mobility and

Broadband

accessibility.

internet services
Vlachos &

2008

Vrechopoulos

Mobile

Connection quality has strong positive

internet services

influence on behavioural loyalty.
Overall satisfaction, relationship, reliability

Kuusik

2007

Telecommunications

Sivadas et al.

2000

Retail

of products, trustworthiness, image.
Satisfaction influences relative attitude but
has no direct effect on store loyalty.
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3.6

Brand disloyalty

Similar to the multitude of definitions prevalent in loyalty and brand loyalty
literature, the term disloyalty too does not appear to have a common or clear
definition (Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012) and the usage of different terminologies
widely prevails. The literature reveals the usage of terms such as; churn,
discontinuance, switching, disconsumption, reducing, stopping, cessation, dealing,
defection, lapsed, disloyalty and losing (Gursoy & Tugba 2010, Hawes et al. 1976,
Keaveney & Parthasarathy 2001, McDonald & Stavros 2011, Shi et al. 2011,
Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012, Wong 2011a, Wright & Riebe 2010).
Several authors have provided definitions for the terms used in the literature.
Keaveney & Parthasarathy (2001) explain churn as a movement of customers in
and out of the marketplace, discontinuance as where consumers try a service but
subsequently decide to stop using the service category. Kuusik & Varblane (2009)
define churn as the decision by the customer to switch to another company or
service provider. Switching has been described as a push and pull act, when a
customer gets pushed to another competitor and vice versa gets pulled into the fold
of a competitor by an attractive offering (Naumann et al. 2010). Lam et al. (2010)
conceptualise switching behaviour as both the social mobility of customers
between brands and as a form of functional utility maximisation, for example,
receiving lower fees, better interest rates, discounts, bargains, etc. Keaveney &
Parthasarathy (2001) define customer switching where customers continue to use
the service but switch from one service provider to another, as in the case of internet
services, where a customer continues to use the internet service but switches
between different service providers. Rowley & Dawes (2000) term the state of “no
loyalty” as “disloyalty” and propose different categories – disengaged, disturbed,
disenchanted and disruptive – reflecting their intensity from sublime to severe. In
the social sciences literature disloyalty is shown as having a cross-connection with
dishonesty, which can be seen as the will to be disloyal (Falkenberg 1988). This
conveys a much stronger definition of disloyalty resulting from a breach of promise
(supposed to be binding for future) and tinged with dishonesty. Hunt & Morgan
(1994) define defection simply as the propensity to leave. Wright & Riebe (2010)
define defection as a change in the main brand purchased over two consecutive
fixed time periods excluding market exit, repertoire shuffling, product upgrades
and product downgrades.
Unlike the social sciences, marketing takes a lenient view wherein a disloyal
customer is someone who could be using multiple products or services rather than
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patronizing the same product or service (Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012).
Bogomolova (2010) defines lapsed customers as those who used to buy a brand but
have stopped doing so. Such lapsed customers have been referred to as “lost
customers, former users, switchers or defectors.” Further, customer defection has
been segmented under two different markets; repertoire and subscription. In a
“repertoire” market, customers buy from a portfolio of brands ranging typically
between 3 to 4, exhibiting divided loyalty, while in a subscription market,
customers tend to apportion a large part of their requirements largely to one brand
exhibiting sole brand loyalty (Romaniuk & Sharp 2003). Examples of subscription
markets include banking firms, while repertoire markets include packaged goods.
A key differentiator between subscription and repertoire markets is characterised
by the manner of switching which takes place. In a subscription market, switching
to another brand results in the cessation of using the previous brand and any future
probabilities of using the previous brand are significantly reduced, which appears
as a clear act of defection. While in a repertoire market, a customer may constantly
shuffle between the repertoires of choices he has without affecting the probabilities
of future purchases of the brands he had used displaying divided loyalty tendencies
(Romaniuk & Sharp 2003).
Loss of customers or defection has been an age old phenomenon which does
not appear to abate despite firms trying to deliver their best. Reicheld (1996) argues
that despite continuous and high rate of defections, firms have not learnt from such
defections leading to negative effects on the cash flow and profitability. He puts
forward various reasons for such apathy, such as the lack of understanding on the
causal relationship between loyalty and cash flow, the feeling of unpleasantness in
studying failures closely, difficulty in uncovering the root causes of defection,
defining who the customers are and the identification of customers who are
valuable and not valuable, defining defection itself, challenges in training people
to understand the lessons from defection and putting them into practice and
difficulty in conceptualizing and implementing strategic systems for analysis to
enable prompt and effective decisions by managers.
However, it is not that organisations have failed to realise the benefits of
retaining customers and preventing their defection. Numerous publications have
eulogised the claims that the lifetime value of a loyal customer could be
astronomically high, considering the repeat purchases and purchases by referrals
provided by the loyal customer (Heskett et al. 2008), and that the cost of acquiring
a new customer is six times more than retaining an existing customer (Kuusik &
Varblane 2009), and that by reducing customer defections by 5% per year
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profitability could be doubled (Reicheld 1996). Firms realise the benefits they can
accrue by retaining profitable customers and spend millions in their attempt to hold
onto them and make them spend more (Coyles & Gokey 2005). Firms realise that
they require strategies to build a loyal customer base (Rowley 2010) as loyalty
breeds retention (Trasorras et al. 2009), and they actively engage in retention
schemes such as loyalty cards (Rowley 2010), or rewards programs. Customer
retention has been an important topic since the mid-1990s (Ang & Buttle 2006) and
loyalty programs have become widespread in many industries such as travel, hotel,
retail and financial services with high participation rates among consumers (Zhang
& Breugelmans 2012). However, their effectiveness, in terms of the contribution
and the value these programs provide to the firms, has been questioned (Dowling
& Uncles 1997) with some supporting the programs (Thompson & Chmura 2015)
and some suggesting that loyalty programs have become more of a cost of doing
business rather than offering any competitive benefit (Hilgeman 2014). Further,
some even write them off as a thing of the past (Thelen 2010). Some firms have
even gone beyond the stages of retention and examined reclaiming the lost
customers. Kumar & Bhagwat (2015) find that customers who defected in the first
place, when wooed back with win-back schemes stayed longer and were more
profitable. One may thus conclude that firms very much understand and realise the
consequences of losing customers to the competition and the importance of
understanding why they defect is assuming greater than ever importance.
3.6.1 Reasons for defection
Understanding the reasons for defection is essential for practitioners to help
mitigate the loss of consumers and in taking remedial action in good time.
Bogomolova (2010) categorises three main reasons for defection in the service
industry.
Push away reasons: Customers defect due to “push-away” reasons caused by
negative qualities of the brands resulting from service related issues such as poor
recovery of complaints, or poor service overall; they may be dissatisfied with
monetary terms and conditions, poor quality of offerings or limited range of
services, location inconveniences, operational business hours or rigidity in meeting
customer specific requirements.
Pull away reasons: Defection is caused by pull-away reasons by the
competitors on the strength of their positive offerings such as offering better
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monetary incentives, or additional services, or by bundling offers or providing
better quality.
Beyond controllable reasons: Defection is caused due to reasons beyond the
control of any brands such as changes in personal life, changes of address,
marriage, divorce, death, sale of business, etc.
Other studies find that consumers switch brands either due to extrinsic or
intrinsic motives such as their brand relationships (Sahay & Sharma 2010); their
dissatisfaction with pricing (Wong 2011a); their level of knowledge regarding
alternatives (Capraro et al. 2003); their perceived lack of interest and time (Hawes
et al. 1976); their use and perceptions of the technological substitutes, perceived
ease of use, including the relative advantage and perceived security of the substitute
(Ye et al. 2008); the introduction of a new brand as an attractive alternative to the
incumbent brand; socio-psychological attributes and functional utility
maximisation (Lam et al. 2010); satiation with product attributes; variety-seeking
drive with product category-level characteristics in different product contexts
(Michaelidou & Dibb 2009). In the services literature, Roos & Gustafsson (2007)
confirm the role of situational, reactional, and influential triggers, which make a
customer sensitive to switching. Chiu et al. (2005) divide customers in the banking
industry into three segments: loyal customers, dissatisfied switchers who switch
because of unsatisfactory experiences, and satisfied switchers who switch for
reasons other than dissatisfaction meaning even though they are not dissatisfied
they still switch. Oliva & Oliver (1995) suggest that consumers using high
involvement products may appear satisfied despite deteriorating quality and at
some unexpected moment will switch over to the competitor. Likewise dissatisfied
customers may respond favourably only if product improvements and performance
increments are noticeably substantial. Switching is also caused by satiation with
the product attributes. Hoyer & Ridgway (1984) develop a framework which
distinguishes between the internal and external motives for brand switching and
theorizes the role of product class by examining specific variables. The framework
proposes that brand switching is driven by variety seeking and is affected by
product category-level characteristics including involvement, perceived risk,
loyalty, brand similarity perceptions.
Trijp et al. (1996) examine the effect of specific product category-level
characteristics on brand switching in grocery purchases including purchase
frequency and strength of preference. Constructs such as involvement, loyalty and
perceived risk have also been found to affect consumer choice (Kapferer et al.
1993). The social identity theory suggests that brand switching serves socio80

psychological purposes besides functional utility maximisation. This theory states
that people derive their identity from their affiliations with social groups. They
value such membership and distinguish themselves from those who do not share
such affiliations, forming an in-group and an out-group. Social mobility refers to a
person’s attempt to leave or dissociate oneself from the group. Moving from a
lower-status group to a higher-status one is an example (Lam et al. 2010). Jensen
& Hansen (2006) find that brand switches caused by external factors are more likely
to happen in circumstances of low involvement purchasing and in situations where
perceived differences among brands are small. Keaveney (1995) in her study on
service industries identifies more than 800 critical behaviours of service firms that
cause customers to switch services. The reasons are classified into eight major
categories, namely, pricing; inconvenience; core service failure; service encounter
failure; response to service failure; competition; ethical problems and involuntary
switching. Givon & Horsky (1990) develop a two-state first-order Markov model
that incorporates purchase reinforcement and advertising effects. Bansal (2005)
proposes the push-pull-mooring (PPM) migration model, a unifying framework in
the context of services for understanding consumers’ switching behaviour. His
study emphasises the role of “mooring” or intervening variables which act to
facilitate or hamper the switching decisions.
3.6.2 Brand disloyalty and technology
Studies in the past have looked at switching behaviour and their reasons in various
contexts and through various lenses. Models have been developed to explain the
switching behaviour and customers have been segmented into various disloyal
types. Triggers for switching have been examined. Reasons for switching have been
explored and marketing studies have focused on the relationship between brandswitching patterns and explanatory variables. While studies in the past have
dwelled upon switching behaviours in general, examining disloyalty behaviour in
technology products is salient for a number of reasons such as the extreme
competitiveness of the market; the abundance of technology options available to
the consumer; the low differentiation of products between one competitor and
another in addition to the rapid proliferation of new and innovative products at
shortened intervals.
The technological environment provides a fertile ground for investigators to
examine the switching behaviour of users from one technological brand to another.
However, it appears that the lion’s share of such investigations in the technological
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field have been devoted primarily to service oriented and information systems
rather than technological products. For example, Ye et al. (2008) appear to be the
first researchers to examine the technology user’s post-adoption switching
behaviour in the context of web browsers (Ye & Potter 2011). Lee et al. (2003)
empirically examine the dynamics of consumer switching behaviour across internet
portal web sites. Wong (2011b) proposes the concept of “rate plan optimisation” as
a strategy for reducing churn in the wireless telecommunications industry. Lee et
al. (2001) examine the moderating role of switching costs in the customer
satisfaction-loyalty link in the context of the mobile phone service. Ranganathan et
al. (2006) examine the switching behaviour of mobile users who have a choice of
service providers without any obligations to stay. Heide & Weiss (1995) examine
how the characteristics of high-technology markets affect the decision-making
process and switching behaviour of organisational buyers. Otto et al.(2003)
examine the web switching behaviour of users when faced with long download
times and Gupta et al. (2004) study the switching behaviour of users from
traditional to online markets.
Disloyalty studies related to technology products appear very scant such as
Arruda-Filho & Lennon (2011) who analyse the consumption behaviour of iPhone
users adopting the new product and its subsequent upgrades; and Swilley (2010)
who examines the consumer rejection of technology using the technology
acceptance model in the context of a wallet phone technology. Other studies in the
realm of adoption and post adoption literature have taken different stances in
examining the post adoption behaviour of users but have stopped short of
examining switching behaviours. For example, Son & Han’s (2011) study focuses
on post-adoption behaviour and investigates how technology readiness, which is a
propensity towards adopting and using new technologies, affects the continued use
intention, usage patterns and the repurchase intention through consumer
satisfaction. Thus one may surmise a paucity of studies examining post-adoption
switching behaviour in the context of technological products and the resultant
outcomes towards disloyalty.
Considering the wide diversity of nomenclatures available in the disloyalty
literature, this study subsumes terms such as switching, defection, churn,
discontinuance, cessation under the broad term “disloyalty.” Dick & Basu (1994)
identify “no loyalty” as a separate concept and Rowley & Dawes (2000) suggest
that by focusing more directly on this concept a more complete set of scenarios
associated with absence of loyalty can be identified. For the purposes of this study,
the term disloyalty refers to customers with a low relative attitude and no repeat
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purchasing as adopted by Rowley & Dawes (2000) and no loyalty is being
considered as a separate concept as suggested by Dick & Basu (1994).
3.7

Consumer behaviour

This section provides a brief background about the extant consumer behaviour
definitions, consumer behaviour models, the importance and evolution of consumer
behaviour studies and their present day relevance.
Consumer behaviour involves a wide gamut of processes and decisions that
consumers go through in recognizing and fulfilling their needs, including: finding,
collecting, and interpreting information and plans, implementing those plans,
engaging in acts related to making purchase decisions (to acquire or not to acquire,
which one to acquire and which not), and engaging in acquisition, consumption and
post purchase behaviour including disposal or continuance. In studying human
behaviours, social scientists have typically relied on two basic approaches. One is
concerned with the behaviour of single informants, known as micro behaviour, and
the other is concerned with the aggregate behaviour of the masses, known as macro
behaviour (Glock & Nicosia 1964). The micro behaviour approach has been
referred to as the study of consumer behaviour while the macro behaviour approach
has been referred to as the study of consumption behaviour. Understanding micro
behaviour is synonymous with consumer behaviour, which focuses on the decision
processes of an individual consuming unit (micro behaviour) and involves studying
the acts of choice, the consumer’s investment of resources in goods or services,
pursuits of leisure, or decisions with respect to saving and assets (Glock & Nicosia
1964), and the acquisition, consumption, disposition or disposal of goods or
services (Jacoby 1978). The term consumer behaviour describes two different kinds
of consuming entities: the personal consumer and the organisational consumer. The
personal consumer buys goods and services for his or her own use, for the use of
the household, or as a gift. The second category of consumer is called the
organisational consumer and includes profit and not-for-profit businesses, as well
as government agencies, institutions, etc. who buy products in order to run their
organisations or businesses (Shiffman & Kanuk 2007).
Like other concepts in literature which have varied definitions, consumer
behaviour too has been defined in various ways. Glock & Nicosia (1964) define
consumer behaviour as the decision processes of the informants, his or her act of
choice either at a given time or over a period of time which involves the investment
of money and personal labour in goods, services, and leisure pursuits; or decisions
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related to savings and assets; or the purchase of ideas. Jacoby (1978) defines
consumer behaviour as the acquisition, consumption, and disposition of goods,
services, time and ideas by decision making units. Arndt (1976) defines consumer
behaviour as the mental and physical acts of informants or organised group of
informants concerned with ultimate consumption that relate to acquiring, using,
and in some cases, disposing of economic goods and services both from the public
and private sectors. Shiffman & Kanuk (2007) define consumer behaviour as the
behaviour that consumers display in searching for, purchasing, using, evaluating
and disposing of the products and services that they expect will satisfy their needs.
Consumer behaviour focuses on how informants make decisions to spend their
available resources on consumption-related items. In essence the study of consumer
behaviour entails how, why, and what a customer does when making a purchase
decision, in the acquisition, consumption, disposal, discontinuance, continuance or
post-consumption processes influenced by internal and external factors traversing
diverse disciplines such as economics, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and
social psychology (Kumra 2007).
Consumer behaviour studies over the years have adopted different
perspectives, starting from an emphasis on rational choice, where the consumer
decides to spend his money on goods providing consumers with tangible benefits
befitting their tastes and then the relative price to motivation behaviour studies
between 1940s to 1950s, which attempted to uncover underlying motivations to
understand “why” and “why not” a consumer buys a product (Fullerton 2013), to
the information processing model (also called as the decision-making perspective)
approach during the 1970s and early 1980s, which regarded the consumer as a
logical thinker who solves problems to make purchasing decisions (Mowen 1988),
and further to the experiential view during the 1980s where consumers are seen as
being led by different shades of emotional responses, sensory pleasures, symbolic
meanings, and hedonic responses in their consumption decisions (Hirschman &
Holbrook 1982). Figure 5 shows the transition phases of the consumer behaviour
perspectives over time.
Rational
perspective

Motivation
perspective

Information
processing

Fig. 5. Transitional phases of consumer behaviour perspectives.
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3.7.1 Decision-making process of consumers
Often we find consumers choosing one product over another when both deliver the
same benefits to meet the same needs. Many times, a loyal customer suddenly
switches over to another brand. Many others remain loyal to the same brand despite
enticements from competing brands. Such behaviours of consumers have intrigued
researchers and practitioners alike. In the past, various consumer decision models
were developed that attempted to describe the processes consumers undergo before,
during and after making a purchase. Amongst consumer behaviour theories, two
types of cognitive models are discerned; analytical models and prescriptive models
(Bray 2008). Analytical models provide a framework of the key elements, identify
the influencing factors and inform the broad relationship between factors in
consumer decision making. Due to their grandiose scope they are also known as
the “grand models” wherein they follow the traditional classification steps of
problem recognition, information search, alternative evaluation, choice and
outcome evaluation as stages in the decision making process (Bray 2008). The
prescriptive models provide guidelines or frameworks to organise how consumer
behaviour is structured and include the order in which the elements appear and
prescribe the effect that should be observed given certain causal factors. The most
widely referenced and used prescriptive models are the theory of reasoned action
by Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) and the theory of planned behaviour by Ajzen (1985)
(in Bray 2008). Within the analytical models three of the most popular models are
the Nicosia model (1968), the Howard-Sheth model of buyer behaviour (1969) and
the EKB model presented by Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1968). The EKB model
is also known as the consumer decision model and amongst the three models, the
EKB model is considered as the most comprehensive behavioural model with the
strength of a mature framework and ease in analysing core problems. It is
considered as process oriented and dynamic making it easier for researchers to
confirm the relationship between variables, benefitting hypothesis development
and result interpretations (Hsu et al. 2012).
3.7.2 The EBM model
One of the most comprehensive consumer decision process models, the EKB model
has undergone several revisions over the years with the latest version being the
Blackwell, Miniard and Engel (EBM) model in 2001. It is considered a fairly
thorough consumer behaviour model and involves six phases to explain a
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customer’s decision process: problem recognition, information search, evaluation
of alternatives, the purchase decision, and finally purchase and post-purchase
evaluation. The decisions are influenced by internal and external stimuli. Internal
stimuli are invoked and processed along with memories of previous experiences,
and external stimuli include environmental influences, such as culture, social class,
personal influence, family and situation. Individual differences include consumer
resources, motivation and involvement, knowledge, attitudes, personality values
and lifestyle. The latest EBM model (Blackwell et al. 2001) includes two post
evaluation outcomes of the disinvestment process i.e. satisfaction and
dissatisfaction. Figure 6 is a simplified version of the EBM model showing the
elements in the consumer decision process.

Need recognition

Search

Pre-purchase evaluation
of alternatives

Dissatisfaction

Disinvestment

Post-consumption
evaluation

Consumption

Purchase

Satisfaction

Fig. 6. A redrawn version of the consumer decision process (EBM) model (Blackwell et
al. 2001).

In the EBM model, the process commences from the recognition of a need when a
consumer acknowledges or realises an imparity between the actual and desired
states of a need, and that these are sufficiently strong enough to stimulate a search.
The process of need recognition is driven by the interaction between stimuli inputs
from internal and/or external variables. Upon identification of the need, an
information search for alternatives begins wherein the consumer either banks on
the repository of experiences in his memory and/or through external sources to aid
him in narrowing down a set of criteria. The criteria assist the consumer to evaluate
and compare the available alternatives and purchase is effected upon the chosen
alternative. Purchase is followed by the consumption activities and post
consumption evaluation resulting in either satisfaction or dissatisfaction, and
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serving as a feedback for future searches and belief formation. Disinvestment is the
final stage in the consumption process wherein the product purchased is
discontinued or disposed of at some post consumption point.
The EBM model has had its share of appreciation and criticism from various
quarters. The model has been critiqued for having been cast in the mould of the
traditional rational approach of carefully weighing and evaluating the utilisation or
functional product attributes to arrive at a satisfactory decision (Erasmus et al.
2001). Rational approach are based on economic or objective criteria such as price,
size, and/or capacity. Other criticisms include a generalisation of the decisionmaking process and a concern about the details included in consumer-decision
making as well as limitations due to positivistic approach (Erasmus et al. 2001).
On the positive side, the model has been appreciated for its ease of understanding
and inclusion of human processes like memory, information processing and for
having considered the negative and positive consumption outcomes.
In consideration of this study the EBM model appears as a suitable fit to
commence the examination of how a consumer undergoes the process of need
recognition, how one evaluates and executes the purchase decision during the preadoption phase before moving further to the consumption activities during the
adoption phase and the resultant outcomes in the form of loyalty or disloyalty
behaviours during the post-adoption phase.
3.7.3 Consumer behaviour studies and relevance in other domains
It has been suggested that consumer behaviour studies should not be just with an
emphasis on the traditional view of consumer behaviour but encompass a broad
spectrum of domains which are inseparable and an integral part of consumer
behaviours in today’s times. Many of such studies have interesting viewpoints
related to multiplicity of domains relevant to the present world.
Bell (1968) provides a critique of Tucker’s (1967) economist’s view of
consumers as “puppets” tied to the strings of market forces and maximizing
motives, where their behaviour consists solely of sliding up and down indifference
curves, advancing or retreating from one utility level to another. Bell exhorts the
economists to consider consumers not merely as puppets but as people who also go
the market to buy the things they have chosen. The consumer is not mere statistics
but real and involved in day to day activities.
Hirschman & Holbrook (1982), who are prominent proponents of experiential
studies, observe that the traditional theories of consumer behaviour based on
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rational perspectives have largely ignored the multisensory “afferent” and
“efferent” consumer response while measuring semantic rather than emotive and
imaginal reactions to products. They argue that in modern times consumers’
behaviours cannot be easily reasoned. No longer is the motivation for the purchase
of a product based only upon its functions but it is also based on “consumer
symbolism” i.e. the implication that the product symbolises. However, this line of
thought was not entirely new at the time of its inception. Already as far back as the
1950s, Levy (1959) noted that people buy products not only for what they can do,
but also for what they mean, yet studies related to “symbolism” received scant
attention compared to “motivation studies” (Hirschman & Holbrook 1982). They,
therefore argue for a hedonic viewpoint complementing the traditional economic
utilitarian viewpoint. Hedonic consumption represents the multisensory, fantasy
and emotive aspects of product use. Consumer behaviour, in their view, can be
explained by examining the experiential aspects with broadened dimensions
encompassing consumer fantasies and feelings such as fun, anguish, and arousal,
with sensory stimulation and enjoyment rather than just the value and utilitarian
benefits.
Past empirical research demonstrates that emotions are related to consumption
behaviour. Emotions have been shown to supplement attitudes in predicting
consumption behaviour. Emotions are feelings linked to a specific behaviour. They
are richer and complex, and they come in varying shades such as positive, negative
and mixed and could better represent the complexity of consumption experiences
than an attitude construct (Laverie et al. 1993). Havlena & Holbrook (1986) view
the consumption experiences as varying in their mix of utilitarian and hedonic,
tangible and intangible, or objective and subjective components. Additionally, since
subjective-and intangible-hedonic benefits exists in most forms of consumption,
they suggest the necessity of studying the nature of emotional reactions in order to
better understand brand choices and other aspects of consumer behaviour. Similar
calls have emerged from various fields and past researchers have also risen up to
the challenge. In marketing, Lowrey (1991), in attempting to understand
consumers’ reasons for purchasing particular products and their reasons for
postponing purchase decisions or resisting other product purchases, exhorted
researchers to adopt a newer approach towards the study of consumer
innovativeness. In social science, Richins (2001) exhorts researchers to look at
consumer behaviour not just as related to economic performance but as social
science, which is the study of society, human relationships and human behaviour
in all its social and cultural aspects. She argues that previous studies have focused
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more on the individual instead of looking at consumers in social systems and as
being involved in social relationships. She urges researchers should look at the
macro picture involving society rather than a microscopic view at the individual
level. She raises very interesting questions on how the consumption of goods and
services brings people closer, makes people drift apart, or how consumption makes
people happy or unhappy, and how consumption effects children and family
functioning and how consumption patterns affect marketing activities on society.
In technology adoption, Koufaris (2002) amalgamates constructs from the
Technology Acceptance Model, consumer behaviour and psychology towards
building an integrated framework of online consumer behaviour in which he
examines how emotional and cognitive responses influence the decision to
repurchase. Strebel et al. (2004) in their study on high-technology durable goods,
explore the role of consumer frustration in the decision making process. They
observe that the two dimensions of frustration: processing frustration and
frustration with the pace of technology have a significant effect on consumer choice
behaviour. Argabright (2002) in his doctoral thesis examines the effect of
technological stress on consumer behaviour. Pavlou (2003) proposes a
comprehensive model for better understanding of online consumer behaviour by
incorporating the two important elements of the Technology Adoption Model; trust
and risk. In the brand choice literature, Ballantyne et al. (2006) argue that marketers
must go beyond functional appeal into the realms of emotional and symbolic
attachment for consumers to develop trust and have an enduring relationship with
brands. Martin & Morich (2011) based on the domain of automaticity argue that
advertising and marketing methods can have powerful effects on the behaviour of
consumers. Research in the domain of automaticity proposes that majority of
human behaviour either begins as an unconscious process or occurs completely
outside of conscious awareness. These automatic processes include behavioural
mimicry, trait and stereotype activation, habits, and non-conscious goal pursuits
which impact attitudes, beliefs and goals. They then propose a new model called
the Martin-Morich model of consumer behaviour which incorporates both
conscious and unconscious mental processes consumers engage in while making
consumption decisions in their day to day lives.
Thus, one sees a fervent call from researchers to transcend the traditional
frontiers of the consumer decision processes and to look at other domains, to
examine emotional and symbolic attachments, to explore the nuances of feelings
elicited during the consumption, and to examine how post consumption leads to
positive, negative or other outcomes.
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3.7.4 The role of emotions in the consumption experience
It has been argued that the traditional information processing approach has looked
at a tiny subset of emotions and feelings in the consumption experience, namely,
like or dislike of a particular brand (attitude) or its rank relative to other brands
(preference) ignoring other emotions such as love, hate, fear, joy, boredom, anxiety,
pride, anger, disgust, sadness, sympathy, lust, ecstasy, greed, guilt, elation, shame,
and awe (Hirschman & Holbrook 1982). Varying emotional components are known
to manifest to a lesser or greater degree in almost all consuming situations
necessitating the need to study the nature of emotional reactions in order to better
understand branch choices and other aspects of consumer behaviour (Havlena &
Holbrook 1986).
While many technology studies in the past have focused on cognition
(perception, belief), relatively few studies have incorporated both cognition and
affect (feelings, emotions) comprehensively. Recognizing this gap Kulviwat et al.
(2007) developed an integrated model of Consumer Acceptance of Technology
(CAT) integrating two unrelated models; the TAM model and the pleasure, arousal
and dominance paradigm of affect (PAD) to understand technology adoption.
Holbrook & Gardner (1998) observe that the mainstream research has focused
more on the selection that determines what people consume than on the duration,
which is also an important aspect in determining continuance consumption or
rejection. As pointed out by Straub (2009) the consumption of technological
products with their ever changing landscape results in a continuous cycle of
acceptance, usage and rejection, providing a rich fare of consumption experience
which needs to be explored.
3.8

Pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption

This section reviews various studies in the field of technology pre-adoption,
adoption and post-adoption.
3.8.1 Pre-adoption
The term pre-adoption does not appear widely in many of the adoption studies. A
literature search on technology adoption reveals only six studies which had
specifically used the term “Pre-adoption” in their title (Chang & Zhu 2011, Chou
et al. 2010, Hinnant & O'Looney 2003, Karahanna et al. 1999, Kuttainen 2005).
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Karahanna et al. (1999) appear to be the first ones to have used the term preadoption and is the most cited. In their study they observe the lack of empirical
studies which distinguish between the individual’s pre-adoption and post-adoption
beliefs and attitudes. It is argued that the distinction between the two phases of preadoption and post-adoption is crucial to understanding and managing the process
of adoption over time. The adoption process is viewed through the temporal
dimensions of 1) the activities which lead to the initial adoption and can be
understood as pre-adoption 2) the continued usage of the product as post-adoption.
In their study, one can discern different descriptions describing pre-adoption such
as “antecedents of adoption,” “intentions to adopt,” “and end-user perceptions prior
to adoption.” In Kuttainen (2005: 2) the term “pre-adoption” is simply clarified as
a stage “before the actual experience of service/product use occurs.” Inspired by
Karahanna et al. (1999), Chou et al. (2010) use the terms “determinants” and
“antecedents of user acceptance” to describe the pre-adoption phase. Chang & Zhu
(2011) use, “antecedents of user adoption” to refer to pre-adopters in their study of
a theoretical model to predict the adoption intention of pre-adopters and postadopters on social networking sites. Based on the scant pre-adoption literature, preadoption could be defined as the activities, perceptions, intentions, determinants,
antecedents, beliefs and attitudes of users prior to the actual acquisition and
experience of product or service use.
3.8.2 Adoption
In adoption and diffusion related literature, Rogers’ (1976) seminal work on
innovation diffusion has been one of the widely referred amongst researchers. The
initial work published in 1962 with subsequent revisions in 1971, 1983, 1995, 2003
provides an understanding of how and how not innovation infiltrates a population.
The popularity of the study has been so extensive that it has been a source of
influence for numerous other theories of adoption and diffusion (Straub 2009). The
strength of the innovation diffusion theory is in the broad foundation it provides in
understanding the factors that influence the choices an individual makes about an
innovation. It is considered as the basis for understanding adoption (Straub 2009).
In this theory of innovation diffusion, consumers are segregated into five categories
of innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards. Five
factors determining the rate of adoption of innovations are also identified such as:
relative advantage, compatibility, trial ability, observability, and complexity.
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In the innovation diffusion theory, the adoption and diffusion process go hand
in hand and are inseparable. Individuals’ adoptions form the basis of diffusion
across a population over time. The innovation diffusion theory suggests that the
pattern of information technology acceptance termed as adoption within a network
of users is shaped via a process of communication and social influence, where later
adopters are influenced by earlier adopters. The pattern of the cumulative adoption
frequency of an innovation over time forms an S-shaped curve which explains the
behaviour of adopters and is referred to as the diffusion model. The other major
component of innovation research has been the adoption decision in addition to the
diffusion process. An individual’s decision relating to the adoption or rejection of
an innovation is one of the most studied areas of innovation research, and the most
widely cited innovation-decision model is that of Roger’s classical diffusion model
(Rogers 1991). The model employs concepts from learning theory, post-purchase
dissonance and general decision-making processes to postulate four steps:
Knowledge – the individual is exposed to the innovation by personal contact or
social interaction; Persuasion – the individual forms a favourable or unfavourable
attitude toward the innovation; Decision – the innovation is adopted or rejected;
Confirmation – the individual seeks reinforcement regarding the decision, with four
possible outcomes. If adopted, the innovation may be used further or discontinued
at a later point in time. If rejected, further consideration may result in continued
rejection or later adoption (Black 1983).
In the sociology literature, researchers have studied how innovation may be
driven by social contagion- where adoption behaviour is a function of exposure to
the knowledge, attitude or behaviour of others concerning the innovation.
According to sociological research, new product adoption is a process of imitation,
wherein human behaviours depend strongly on the social environment and social
contacts play an influential role by providing and validating information about
innovations. Consumers base decisions on social cues (e.g. the behaviour of
others). Social networks generate trust, reduce uncertainty, and mitigate
information ambiguity. Social contagion arises when proximate people use one
another to manage the uncertainty of prospective adoption (Hinz et al. 2014).
An interesting study by Mick & Fournier (1998) spanning technology, paradox,
postmodernism, as well as clinical and social psychology reveals the paradoxes of
technological products and their influence on the emotional reactions and
behavioural coping strategies of the users. Their study is interesting as it links
technological paradoxes to the coping strategies of the users for the first time. Their
study reveals how users faced with various technological paradoxes adopt various
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coping strategies during the pre-acquisition stage. These avoidance strategies range
from ignoring, refusing or delaying; to confrontative strategies such as pre-testing,
extended decision making, extended warranty/maintenance contract; to
consumption avoidance strategies such as neglect, abandonment, distancing and
consumption confrontative strategies such as accommodation, partnering and
mastering. The eight paradoxes of technology enunciated in their study are:
engaging/disengaging;
assimilation/isolation;
fulfilling/creating
needs;
efficiency/inefficiency; competence/incompetence; new/obsolete; freedom/
enslavement; and control/chaos. Such paradoxes are likely to provoke conflict or
uncertainty, stimulating stress and anxiety resulting in coping strategies being
adopted by users.
With the advancement of technology and the rapid proliferation of
technological products, researchers refined and modified the earlier models of
adoption to evolve more relevant models for technological product adoption.
Drawing on the Technology Acceptance Model developed in the organisational
context, Venkatesh & Bala (2008) propose Technology Acceptance Model 3
(refining their earlier TAM’s), which is an integrated model of the determinants of
the individual level of IT adoption and use. Likewise, Chen & Mort (2007) propose
a consumers’ technology adoption model which considers the motivators and
inhibitors for explaining the adoption of technology by informants. Kulviwat et al.
(2007) propose a Consumer Acceptance of Technology (CAT) model which
combines two diverse models: TAM and the Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance
(PAD) model to enable better prediction of technology adoption decisions.
Despite an abundance of studies on adoption and an assumption that adoption
studies may have reached a maturity level, researchers continue to find gaps
inviting further exploration. Zenobia (2008) points out that despite theories
explaining how life experiences or events cause beliefs about technology to change
over time, studies have been scarce. Straub (2009) points to the pre-dominance of
adoption studies within a mandated work environment and neglect on voluntary
adoption. He also suggests additional research on the effects of continual cycles of
adoption which has been likened to a Sisyphusian task- an analogy referring to the
eternal task of pushing a boulder up a mountain entrusted to Sisyphus, only to have
it come rolling down again- wherein average informants face a cycle of continual
technology adoption and implementation resulting in a new adoption cycle each
time.
In spite of such abundant adoption studies, the term “adoption” does not appear
to have a clear definition. Various authors have provided their conceptualisation
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and interpretation of the term “adoption.” Antonelli (2006) defines adoption as “a
result of a complex process of decision-making.” Straub (2009) elaborates on
technology adoption as “a complex, inherently social, developmental process
where informants construct unique (but malleable) perceptions of technology that
influence adoption process.” Rogers & Shoemaker (1977) define adoption as “the
decision to make full use of a new idea as the best course of action available.” It
has been argued that, the operationalisation of the term “adoption” in most studies
has only been one of purchase/non purchase or use/non-use and suggested that the
correct operationalisation extends past the initial decision and necessitates adding
the temporal dimension of usage (Black 1983). In line with this reasoning, this
study considers the “dimension of usage” (Black 1983) and the definition offered
by Rogers & Shoemaker (1977) as appropriate and suitable.
In the literature, it is a lack of distinction between the pre-adoption, adoption
and post adoption which appears stark. The line of distinction which separates the
phase of decision making, the phase of actual usage and the phase of post-usage is
often blurred. There is often an intermingling of the stages of adoption and postadoption. The phase of decision-making before the act of usage has been termed
pre-adoption only by a few authors and even then too not explicitly. Many
researchers have investigated the antecedents, the factors which lead to adoption
but did not term such a stage as pre-adoption. Similarly one finds that the usage
phase has also been termed as post-adoption. These intermingling and confounding
definitions only add to the confusion in the definition of the terms pre-adoption,
adoption and post-adoption.
3.8.3 Post-adoption
In marketing, the research tradition has been more towards the initial adoption and
diffusion processes (Black 1983) while post-purchase behavioural intention is
deemed as an important indicator of whether consumers can sustain a long-term
relationship with firms. The traditional indicators used to measure post-purchase
behavioural intention include: a repurchase intention, positive word-of-mouth, and
satisfaction. It has been argued that the long-term survival and growth of brands
depends upon continuous, sustained adoption and usage of the products or services
(Huh & Kim 2008, Son & Han 2011) and it has been pointed out that usage
behaviour plays a critical role in bridging the first and subsequent adoptions. While
a consumer may initially adopt a product or service, the ensuing experience
resulting from the usage of the offerings from the brand affects the intention to
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continue usage of the product and subsequent adoption of the same brand. This is
supported by past studies which have shown the role of emotions and feelings,
emanating from the consumption experience, into continuance or discontinuance
decisions (Mano & Oliver 1993, Phillips & Baumgartner 2002). Understanding the
importance of post-adoption behaviour, researchers in recent times have given their
attention to exploring various perspectives in the technology adoption field, such
as Ye & Potter (2011) who, in their seminal study of post-adoption behaviour,
examine the role that habit plays in switching between technology products. Chea
& Lou (2008) in their study on e-service find that satisfaction is a significant
predictor of three post-adoption behaviours – continuance, complaint and
recommendation. Negative affectivity was found to significantly influence
complaint oriented behaviour while positive affectivity did not appear to influence
recommendational behaviour. This shows that customers perceive their negative
experiences with greater intensity and if not resolved they engage in complaints
while positive affectivity is assumed as “given”. Wang et al. (2010b) also find
satisfaction to be an important predictor of post-behavioural intentions in their
empirical study on the post-adoption behaviour of online communities. Satisfaction
was found to affect positive word of mouth more than continuous adoption
intention. Liao et al. (2009) synthesised six constructs from technology adoption
models such as TAM, the Expectation-Confirmation Model (ECM) and Cognitive
Model (COG), to propose a new Technology Continuance Theory (TCT) model
with the objective of comparing the models across various stages of information
system continuance.
Considering the nascent stage of studies examining post-adoption behaviours,
one finds that the term post-adoption, like the other concepts of pre-adoption and
adoption has been loosely and variously defined. For instance, post-adoption
represents “continued use” (Chou et al. 2010, Son & Han 2011, Ye & Potter 2011)
and “continuous and repeated usage to Zhou (2011), while Wang et al. (2010a) refer
to it as continuous adoption” and Huh & Kim (2008) describe the post-adoption
behaviour as “the subsequent adoption behaviour after the first-time adoption.”
Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee (1998) term it simply as “continued adoption or
discontinuance.”
In sum, it is clear that past studies have examined mainly what is termed as
“adoption” while the emergence of pre-adoption and post-adoption studies appears
recent. Even within these emergent streams there appears to be less attention
devoted to the context of technology products with a major emphasis placed on
technology services. Moreover, such studies are still grappling with a general and
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common definition with each author describing each stage in the manner befitting
their study. However, despite such shortcomings, the salience of examining postadoption behaviours cannot be undermined. Finally, in agreement with Ye & Potter
(2011), this study adopts the term “continuous and repeated usage” to define the
post-adoption stage.
3.9

A priori model: a model of brand loyalty and disloyalty
formation

This section explains how the a priori model was developed as a tool for the
analysis of the data.
Since the objective of this study is to gather an understanding of the formation
of loyalty and disloyalty behaviour among the consumers of short life-cycle
technology products from the consumers’ perspective, it was considered that a
tentative theoretical model be developed to aid an analysis which could reveal the
nuances and elements contained within the narratives of consumption experiences,
and help in answering the research questions and lead to a better understanding of
the phenomenon.
The study amalgamates several perspectives from technology pre-adoption,
adoption, post-adoption, consumer behaviour, and experiential consumption to
develop an a priori model segmented under three distinct phases of pre-adoption,
adoption and post-adoption. In the current literature, product life-cycle and short
life-cycle products offer little support for advancing the understanding of the
phenomenon of brand loyalty and disloyalty, as there are no comparable studies.
However, short life-cycle products have been used as the context in this study.
3.9.1 The pre adoption phase
In the EBM model (Blackwell et al. 2001) four processes: problem or need
recognition, information search, alternatives evaluation and purchase decision,
explain a customer’s decision process, while two other processes, namely, purchase
and post-consumption evaluation explain consumption activities and outcomes. In
this study, under the pre-adoption phase, the focus is on understanding what occurs
prior to an acquisition or adoption by a consumer and therefore the processes of
“need recognition,” “search” and “purchase decision” termed as “brand decision”
are considered as relevant processes to be examined during the pre-adoption phase.
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In consumer and purchasing behaviour studies recognition of a need is the
starting point of the consumption experience. When a consumer recognises a need,
he or she starts seeking information for fulfilment from either internal or external
sources and engages in searching or information seeking behaviour and makes
comparisons (Lin & Chen 2006). In this situation there is an implicit assumption
that the recognition of a need is a conscious process, but past studies have
questioned this assumption when consumers act impulsively or unconsciously
(Martin & Morich 2011). A good example would be the instinctive behaviour of
reaching out for a cigarette even though one may not have any immediate craving
for it. This means that consumers harbour both conscious and unconscious needs.
In line with this thought, this study considers “need recognition” as one of the
elements in the pre-adoption phase which includes both conscious and unconscious
needs.
The second element in the EBM model is that of information search. One of
the problems recognised in the information seeking literature is a lack of a
consistent definition of what behaviours constitute a consumer information search.
Studies in the past have highlighted informational sources such as advertisements,
interpersonal contacts and interpersonal communication as a major source of
market information frequently resorted to than mass media sources (Kiel & Layton
1981). Consumer behaviour studies have also acknowledged the role of consumers’
past information as an important variable that intervenes between a decision
maker’s perceptions and brand selection. Knowledge of a consumer’s past
information is assumed to help marketers influence brand choices (Woodruff 1972).
In this study, the term “knowledge” is used in place of “search” or “information
search” whereby consumers become exposed to the brands for decision making.
Under the brand knowledge literature, the term knowledge implies personal
meaning about a brand stored in the consumer memory and inclusive of the
descriptive and evaluative brand-related information (Keller 2003). In the product
knowledge literature a consumer’s product knowledge is based on memories or
known knowledge from other consumers’ awareness or understanding of the
product, or the confidence about the product (Lin & Chen 2006). In the innovation
diffusion literature, and more specifically in Rogers’ (1995) diffusion of
innovations theory, knowledge forms the first of the five decision making stages of
innovation adoption. In this theory, the decision to adopt an innovation starts with
the knowledge gained by the individual about the existence of an innovation and
seeks answers to questions such as, “What?” “How?” and “Why?” These questions
form three types of knowledge; awareness-knowledge, how-to-knowledge, and
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principles-knowledge (Sahin 2006). Based on this, it may be argued that knowledge
is derived not only from consumers engaging in an information search but also from
personal meaning, descriptive, evaluative information from the memory of self or
others, in addition to awareness, exposure, understanding and confidence in the
product or the brand. Knowledge embraces a broader gambit than an information
search alone. Hence this study considers the term “knowledge” in place of
information search as one of the elements in the pre-adoption phase. It seems
logical to suggest that consumers’ decisions are based on knowledge about the
brand or product, and that their selection is based on whichever brand best fits their
knowledge of the product (Chi 1983) or brand. The more information consumers
have, the better informed their knowledge will be, enabling them to find the best
fit.
Emotive, evaluative and behavioural tendencies
Traditional consumer decision models have been critiqued for being too rational in
their approach. Some of the objections are centred around the fact that consumers
always do not resort to extensive, active, cognitive laden, realistic and goal directed
decision-making behaviour when making purchase decisions for high value,
complex, high-risk consumer products. It has, therefore been suggested that a
subjectivist approach be used in order to include the influence of emotional and
non-rational aspects of consumer behaviour (Erasmus et al. 2001). Brand loyalty
studies too have informed that it is not just information processing but other
elements such as emotive, behavioural, and evaluative tendencies which have a
bearing on the decision making (Sheth & Park 1974).
In their theory of multidimensional brand loyalty, Sheth & Park (1974: 449)
state that brand loyalty is not only limited to the behavioural acts of purchasing and
repeat purchasing but shown to manifest even at a non-behavioural level, emotive
or evaluative levels. Brand loyalty may manifest even without making a purchase,
through imitative behaviour, not necessarily through behavioural acts though
behavioural acts cannot be ignored. Their theory also expands on the role of a
consumer encompassing the multiple hats one wears as a “user,” “decision-maker,”
“purchasing agent” or even “all three.” In voluntary purchase situations, when an
individual buys for his own consumption, a consumer may inevitably end up
assuming any one of these roles. Consumption experiences being salient in this
study, it is important that the experiences be examined not only for the behavioural
aspects of loyalty but also for the non-behavioural aspects such as emotive and
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evaluative aspects to gain the understanding of the phenomenon. Hence this study
considers tendencies such as emotive, evaluative and behavioural tendencies in the
pre-adoption phase of the a priori model as elements which need to be examined.
Coping strategies
Based on past psychological work previous studies have argued about the
prevalence of conflict and ambivalence in the postmodern technological societies
which, precipitated by the technology paradoxes, lead to anxiety and stress (Mick
& Fournier 1998) With a certain inevitability and the prevalence of paradoxes,
consumers have little choice but to accept and cope with such anxieties and stress
by developing mechanisms such as avoidance or confrontation. Based upon this,
Mick & Fournier (1998) describe the role of behavioural coping strategies during
the pre-acquisition and the consumption stage. During the pre-acquisition stage,
they identify coping strategies such as “ignore,” “refuse,” “delay,” “pretest,”
“buying heuristics,” “extended decision making,” manifesting in consumers when
facing pre-acquisition technology paradoxical situations. Assimilating a wide body
of literature spanning technology, paradox, post-modernism and clinical social
psychology, they develop a theoretically and empirically grounded conceptual
framework synthesizing the concepts of paradox, emotions and coping strategies
within the domain of technological consumer products. Their lengthy and repeated
phenomenological interviews conducted with the informants reveals the
perspectives, meanings and behaviours informants bear in buying and owning
technology products. Within a vast reservoir of technology literature available,
technological perspectives have been found to vary on a number of dimensions.
Opinions have been united and divergent. While researchers commonly agree that
technology is both elemental to both modernity and postmodernity, there are
different schools of thoughts which surface. One school argues that technology
provides freedom, control and efficiency, while another school perceives
technology dimly as inducing incompetence, encouraging dependence and pushing
species “towards the brink of obliteration” (Mick & Fournier 1998: 125). That
technology is paradoxical is clarified by claims that the technologies which create
feelings of intelligence and efficacy can also precipitate feelings of stupidity and
ineptitude (Mick & Fournier 1998). An apt example would be that of a simple
calculator, a tool on which we have become so dependent that even if we were to
perform a series of simple addition or multiplication steps, we instinctively reach
out for the calculator to perform the calculation. While the calculator may provide
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the output efficiently, it may also result in feelings of ineptitude and sometimes
stupidity. Imagine a situation if no calculator was available and we had to perform
those simple arithmetic steps. Owing to our dependence on such tools the internal
abilities to calculate rapidly and accurately may have weakened which may produce
feelings of inefficiency when trying to calculate manually and may lead to a feeling
of stupidity when failing to achieve the correct answer. Paradox has been defined
as a phenomenon or occurrence which exhibits some contradiction or conflict with
preconceived notions of what is reasonable or possible (OED Online Paradox
2015). A paradox maintains that “something is both X and not X at the same time”
in which the importance of opposing conditions shift due to situational factors
moving between contrary feelings or opinions (Mick & Fournier 1998: 125). In line
with the above, this study considers examining the coping mechanism or strategies
adopted by consumers during the pre-adoption phase.
Persuasion
In the technology adoption literature, persuasion refers to influence exerted by
the nature of communication channels, either interpersonal or mass media, aiding
the rate of adoption whereby informants gather and synthesise information about
the brand or product and form perceptions and attitudes about the brand. Persuasion
results in consumers forming a favourable or unfavourable attitude towards the
innovation (Rogers 1995). By amalgamating the various perspectives in this study,
it is considered that it is not only the nature of the communication channels which
persuades the consumer towards adoption but also other salient elements of
emotive, evaluative and behavioural tendencies, coping strategies or mechanisms
developed by the consumers which persuade an individual’s brand adoption
decision. Hence in the pre-adoption phase, the elements of emotive, evaluative,
behavioural tendencies and coping strategies are included as persuasion elements.
Brand decision
In Rogers’ (1995) innovation diffusion theory, the decision stage involves the
decision process when an individual chooses to adopt or reject an innovation. A
parallel is drawn with the choice of a brand in this study when a consumer decides
to adopt or reject a brand. In the decision stage, a consumer chooses to select or
reject a brand. If a brand is selected then the brand is adopted and the process moves
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forward to the implementation stage or adoption and if it is rejected then there is
likely to be a feedback loop to the pre-adoption phase.
3.9.2 The adoption phase
The adoption phase in this study refers to “full use under the best course of options
available” while rejection means, “non-adoption” (Rogers & Shoemaker 1977,
Black 1983). In this study, this definition considers the dimension of usage or the
consumption experience and the outputs emanating from such consumption. In this
phase, the consumer engages in the consumption activities, undergoes consumption
experiences giving rise to consumption outcomes. This phase includes the two
elements of “purchase acquisition” and “consumption experience” from the EBM
model (Blackwell et al. 2001).
Implementation stage
Under the adoption phase, is the implementation stage and as per the diffusion of
innovations theory an innovation is put into use during the implementation stage.
The theory suggests that various outcomes, experiences, tendencies and
uncertainties may arise from such implementations. Having acquired the brand, the
consumption of the brand begins. Three decades ago, marketers and researchers
begin to appreciate the consumption experience under the ambit of fantasies,
feelings and having fun. Consumers were no longer viewed as being driven simply
by rational and calculative thoughts but also as real human beings responding
emotionally to the consumption experience, deriving fun, excitement and hedonic
benefits (Holbrook 2001).
It has been argued that the traditional information processing has looked at only
a tiny subset of emotions and feelings in the consumption experience, namely liking
or disliking a particular brand (attitude) or its rank relative to other brands
(preference) while ignoring other emotions such as love, hate, fear, joy, boredom,
anxiety, pride, anger, disgust, sadness, sympathy, lust, ecstasy, greed, guilt, elation,
shame, and awe (Holbrook & Hirschman 1982). Varying emotional components
are known to manifest to a lesser or greater degree in almost all consumption
situations necessitating the need to study the nature of emotional reactions in order
to better understand branch choices and other aspects of consumer behaviour
(Havlena & Holbrook 1986). Given the prevalence of subjective-intangiblehedonic elements in the consumption experience, it is considered important to study
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the nature of experiential outputs in order to understand brand choices, usage and
other aspects of consumer behaviour (Havlena & Holbrook 1986). Thus, in the a
priori model, the resultant consumption experience is segmented under the
adoption phase. To aid the analysis of the consumption experiences and to reveal
the various experiential outputs, experiential consumption literature was trawled
and a study by Lofman (1991) was identified. Lofman’s (1991) study which was
based on previous experiential studies provided the elements which enabled the
analysis of the adoption phase to reveal the nuances in the consumption activities
(Please refer to section 4.4 for more details).
3.9.3 The post-adoption phase
This section looks at the post-adoption outcomes which emanate from the
consumption activities during the adoption phase. These outcomes may result in
various behavioural and attitudinal outcomes.
Confirmation stage
In the confirmation stage of the diffusion of innovations theory (Rogers 1995), an
individual seeks reinforcement for the decision made and whether it meets with his
requirements and whether he is satisfied or not satisfied, or whether the product or
the brand delivers on par, beyond or below expectations, and so on. Attitude
formation comes to the fore in the confirmation stage and depending upon the
outcomes and the attitudes formed, continuance or discontinuance occurs during
this stage. In post-adoption behaviours, continuance or confirmation may include
satisfaction, neutrality or intentions to make recommendations. Outcomes may
assume different forms such as acceptance, attachment (derived from the
psychological literature) leading to brand loyalty. Disconfirmation may result in
“rejection.” In the innovation diffusion literature, when an individual rejects an
innovation, he or she “rejects” the innovation to adopt a better innovation thus
replacing it. In the disloyalty literature, when an individual rejects a brand, he or
she is likely to defect to another brand or discontinue the brand leading to various
disloyalty formations. Some of these outcomes are even likely to cause the cycle
of consumption to be repeated again.
Thus drawing theoretically from brand loyalty, disloyalty, technology
adoption, consumer behaviour and experiential consumption research, this study
develops an a priori framework (Figure 7) to aid the data analysis in order to find
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The above a priori model shows three consumption phases including pre-adoption,
adoption and post-adoption. The pre-adoption phase comprises of two stages; initial
and decision stages. In the initial stage, several elements such as needs, emotive,
evaluative and emotional tendencies, as well as coping strategies have been
considered to be examined prior to a brand decision. In the quest for fulfilling a
need, the consumer searches, gathers knowledge, is persuaded by elements of
emotive, evaluative, behavioural and coping strategies to arrive at a brand decision.
If a brand decision is reached and a brand is acquired, the phase enters the
implementation stage during the adoption phase where the consumer undergoes a
consumption experience and consumption outcomes are derived. These
consumption outcomes may result in forming positive outcomes, such as
acceptance or attachment to the brand, or negative outcomes such as rejection or
defection during the post-adoption phase leading to loyalty or disloyalty
behaviours. If no brand decision is reached the process loops back to the need
recognition phase.
3.10 Summary
Undoubtedly, technology products are ubiquitous and pervade our day to day lives.
From computers to smartphones, to tablets and mobile phones our lives are
constantly influenced. Their presence or absence in day to day life has myriad
effects in our workplace and on our personal lives. Today consumers are far more
exposed to their benefits, utilities, advantages and disadvantages than a few decades
ago. The Internet explosion has also served its cause by furthering the
pervasiveness and expanding their role in the spread of technology. With an ever
increasing consumer base which is eager and willing to exploit the benefits offered
by such technologies, firms vie very hard for a share in this extremely competitive
environment for customers for their sustainability, growth and expansion.
Businesses are dependent on customers, and the larger the customer base, the
greater a firm’s chances of survival, growth and expansion. However, customers
and consumers in today’s world have endless choice and are inundated with
enticements. They are influenced by a constant flow of information which can make
them decisive or indecisive in their choices. Their loyalties are in question and they
exhibit various characteristics. They are the innovators and the laggards, they are
either die hard loyalists, disenchanted, disruptive or non-loyalists. Firms are
constantly adapting and innovating in the belief that consumers are more prone to
accept newer and newer technological products. They leverage innovation to not
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only retain existing consumers, but also to lure other consumers who are using
competing technological products. Still firms keep losing customers. The potential
loss from such disloyalty is manifold. Firms not only lose the share of the wallet of
the existing customer but the efforts and expense spent on gaining new customers
is also enormous. Human behaviour continues to perplex and challenge us.
Innumerable studies have attempted to understand human behaviour, models have
been developed to explain behaviours, studies have looked at various dimensions
and constructs which influence human behaviour, antecedents and factors have
been identified, refined and expanded, but still no single study or approach could
be considered as a panacea for the challenges being faced by marketers, scholars,
and academics alike. Indeed, understanding consumer behaviour has been a subject
of intense interest and investigation for many score years.
The challenge becomes more accentuated in this highly evolving and rapidly
changing technological environment which sees newer product introductions,
newer technologies, newer features, and newer benefits appearing in a more rapid
manner than with traditional consumer goods. The struggle to retain and attract
other customers to the fold is constant and unceasing. In this attempt, firms may
gain or may lose but the endeavour is continuous. It is no wonder that some have
even lamented the death of loyalty, while others believe that loyalty still exists.
Loyalty and disloyalty are at two extreme ends of a continuum. Both have been
studied in the past extensively. However, loyalty studies have received a larger
share of attention than disloyalty studies have. In the loyalty and disloyalty
literature while most studies have either focused on one end of the continuum or
the other, very few studies have looked at both the ends together. A deeper look
reveals that most studies do not take the complete picture into account and study
only parts of the phenomenon. Studies in the technology field have focused more
on the adoption and diffusion of technologies. Within the technology field, studies
of information systems and services have received a far greater share of attention
than technological products. Studies in the technological field have looked at the
antecedents, factors of pre-adoption, usage behaviour during adoption and postadoption stage, as well as psychological states such as stress, frustration, fatigue
and emotions emanating from the consumption and non-consumption of such
technology products, yet the behaviour of consumers continue to perplex and
challenge researchers. In attempting to understand the phenomenon, this study
veers towards the viewpoint of focusing on the configuration of experiences that a
consumer gains by the act of consuming. Such experiences may elicit various forms
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of affective emotions and mental events which may have a direct or an indirect
bearing on the propensities of loyalty or disloyalty behaviour towards the brands.
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4

Research methodology

Methodology refers to the strategy or plan of action that links methods to outcomes
and governs our choice and use of methods (Creswell 2003). In other words,
methodology is a strategy of inquiry that guides a set or procedures to address the
research phenomenon (Petty et al. 2012a). This chapter addresses the chosen
research methodology and is divided into various sections. Figure 8 shows the
research design employed in this study. Research design refers to the research
approach, the research paradigm, the procedures and methods for collecting and
analysing the data.
Section 4.1 explains the criteria governing the selection of a qualitative
approach over a quantitative approach. Section 4.2 describes the research paradigm
that underpins this research. Section 4.3 discusses the research strategy of inquiry,
empirical data and collection method and section 4.4 explains the data analysis
tools and techniques employed.
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Fig. 8. Research design of this study.

4.1

Qualitative research approach
“If humans are studied in a symbolically reduced, statistically aggregated
fashion, there is a danger that conclusions— although arithmetically precise—
may fail to fit reality” (Berg 2001: 7).

Quantitative and qualitative research approaches are often positioned at two
different ends of a spectrum. While quantitative research deals with numbers,
qualitative research deals with meanings generated through language (Dey 2005),
action, narratives and text. The aim of qualitative research is to understand and
represent the experiences and/or actions, beliefs, emotions and values of people,
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whereby the researcher attempts to develop an understanding of the phenomena
based on the perspective of the subjects (Goodman 2011: 7).
In this study the research phenomenon addresses the formation of loyalty and
disloyalty behaviour among the consumers of short life-cycle products. To do this
it was considered essential to elicit free flowing, detailed, rich data about
consumers’ real life consumption experiences bringing forth individually unique
sensitivities, nuances, emotions and feelings to reveal deep insights, interpretations,
complexities, meanings, recurrent/cross-cutting themes and detailed consumption
descriptions grounded in the perspectives and personal accounts of the consumers.
Between qualitative and quantitative research approaches, a qualitative
approach was considered as the best fit to address the research phenomenon. The
qualitative approach enables the researcher to reveal, describe, interpret and
understand the consumption experiences in order to answer the research questions
and the phenomena being studied. Unlike quantitative methods, qualitative
methods produce data which are freely defined by the subject, recorded as spoken
or as it happens in the form of notes or recordings (Dey 2005) providing a “clear
contrast with the more fixed character of quantitative research which poses
precisely structured questions to generate a more numeric result; that is,
straightforward question and answer research” (Chandler & Owen 2002: 3).
Qualitative procedures provide a means of accessing unquantifiable facts, and
allow researchers to share in the understandings and perception of others and
explore how people structure and give meaning to their daily lives, making sense
of themselves and others. Guba & Lincoln (1994: 106) enunciate this very aptly
when they state, “Human behaviour cannot be understood without reference to the
meanings and purposes attached by human actors to their activities. Qualitative data
can provide rich insight into human behaviour.”
Interestingly, despite exhortations to get close to customers, listening to their
voices and learning from their experiences, much of the marketing and consumer
behaviour studies in the past have been dominated by traditional science methods
within a positivistic paradigm which is “ill equipped to an understanding of
subjective experience, meaning and intersubjective interaction” (Fossey et al.
2002: 718). One can explain this by looking at an example of firms taking recourse
to customer satisfaction surveys to measure or determine the number of satisfied
customers they produce and in turn assume their loyalty to the brand. Instead of
elucidating responses they end up estimating responses.
Consider the following questions being asked in a customer survey: 1) How
likely are you to continue buying the company’s products or services? 2) How
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likely are you to provide enthusiastic referrals for the company? 3) How long have
you been a customer of the company? 4) Overall, how satisfied are you with the
company?
Such broad questions often measured through numeric scales or a set of
preferences on a scale of 1 to 10 (extremely likely, neutral, not at all likely), very/
very much/ likely/ not likely/dislike/almost/ never/ very/ least, etc., tend to obscure
many subjective thoughts, experiences, meanings, emotions, which a customer may
have encountered or experienced during the course of his consumption but is unable
to articulate due to the rigidity of the survey instrument. A customer may have had
a terrible experience with a service provider, but when a survey instrument of this
type is presented, any outpourings he or she may want to share may not emerge,
the touch points at which one may have experienced different situations remains
unrevealed, and as a result the management is presented with realities cloaked in
partial darkness.
This example in no way disparages the conventional satisfaction surveys,
which within the positivistic paradigm are able to provide valuable objective
insights about the consumption behaviour of the consumers. However, as past
studies have stressed, consumption behaviours are best studied subjectively, in
flesh and blood, rather than objectively, in numbers and figures. When individuals
recount their experiences verbally, they produce commentary about their
experiences which is unique, they explain what it means to them and how they
construe their meanings. Based upon these verbal enunciations or commentary,
researchers identify themes which are then woven together to construct
representations which may have strategic consequences for firms.
Let us consider an instance from the research data to understand how a
subjective elicitation is different from answers derived in an objective manner. In
the example below from the data, an informant is describing the reasons behind a
purchase of a computer,
“Recently I bought another laptop for my daughter and it is Dell. So I changed
brands. One of the reason is that I hate HP and second reason is that always
Dell- while I was doing masters at Wollongong University, we did a case study
on Michael Dell, so it was an interesting case study. Then I felt I have two
options, one is Toshiba I have, I am comfortable with Toshiba and then should
I go for Toshiba or should I go for some other brand, so why not now Dell ?”
(Prem).
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The above narration is a purchase background of a computer. But if the
informant were to be presented a survey instrument, as below, which only elicits
the responses objectively, it is likely that one may end up losing valuable insights
from the narrative.
Q1) How likely are you to continue buying the company’s products or services?
(On a scale of 1 to 10: Extremely likely- neutral- not likely at all).
Ans. 10
Q2) How likely are you to provide enthusiastic referrals for the company? (On
a scale of 1 to 10: Extremely likely- neutral- not likely at all).
Ans.10
Q3) Overall, how satisfied are you with the company? (On a scale of 1 to 10:
Extremely satisfied- neutral- extremely dissatisfied).
Ans. 10.
Q4) how long have you been a customer of the company?
Ans. One to under three years.
When viewed in the context of the survey approach, the response elicited does not
show a rich and deeper insight into the consumption experience of the informant.
We know from the narrative that the informant has been a customer for a period of
one to three years, he is not likely to continue buying the company’s products, he
is not all likely to recommend the company’s products and he is extremely
dissatisfied with the company. But what we do not know are the reasons why the
situation is like this. Was he a loyal customer of the brand? How many times did
he buy the brand’s products and at what intervals? Did he buy for himself or others?
Is he a user or a decision maker? What went wrong at which point of time, and due
to what reasons? What were the causes? Is the issue related to product, service,
administration, management, or something else? So many questions, yet so few
answers and many of them remain obscure.
Now let us consider the brief narrative mentioned before from the viewpoint
of a qualitative approach. When scrutinised, we come to know that the customer
had purchased products from the same brand twice earlier including for his
daughter and son. He develops a strong hatred for the brand because of a severe
service failure and defects to a competing brand. He is quite comfortable with the
other brand but would still like to go for a third brand because of the options
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available in the market. For the management, there may be many facts to digest
such as; the loss of a repeat customer forever resulting in a loss of revenue; the need
for strengthening service delivery; the need for training of service personnel; the
need for implementation of recovery effort processes; the negative fallout by way
of negative word of mouth references; the various hats a customer dons such as that
of a user, decision maker, purchasing agent or all three combined.
Clearly such insights and revelations have not surfaced from the survey
instrument. Undoubtedly, Berg’s (2001) statement about estimation measures
(while) being precise but not fitting into the reality that exists makes clear the
distinction between the elucidation and estimation measures and justifies the
reasons for employing a qualitative approach in this journey.
4.2

Research paradigm

The term “paradigm” within the context of research, describes the worldview used
by researchers to shape and organise theoretical reflection and empirical research
to generate knowledge. It is a set of assumptions, research strategies and criteria
for rigor that are shared by the researcher’s community (Fossey et al. 2002).
For several decades, theory construction and verification in marketing has been
dominated by the so-called mainstream research conducted within the positivist
paradigm and has been critiqued as being “production oriented” (Marsden & Littler
1996: 646) and ill equipped to develop an understanding of the subjective
experience, meaning or intersubjective interaction (Fossey et al. 2002). Two very
different paradigms, or theoretical frameworks, positivism/post-positivism and
interpretivism (also referred to as constructivism or naturalistic) underpin
quantitative and qualitative research respectively (Petty et al. 2012b). While
positivistic approaches tend to be objective, impassive and detached from
consumers, constructionist or interpretivist approaches attempt to study consumers
in their natural setting. Instead of consumers coming to the marketer, the marketer
goes to the consumer.
The qualitative research approach and the nature of the phenomenon being
examined in this study enables the use of the interpretivist/constructivist research
paradigm for looking at the consumption behaviours of consumers in their natural
setting in order to understand how they make sense of their consumption
experiences leading to the formation of loyalty and disloyalty behaviours.
Marketing behaviour must be understood from the viewpoint of the participant
rather than from that of the detached external observer. Such understanding can
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only be attained by direct, give-and-take interaction with the members of the
population in question (Arndt 1985). Consumers are viewed in terms of the
interpretations they place upon products and what it means to them. Viewing
consumers as agents of their own behaviour, makes the meanings which consumers
give to products or brands a necessary part of understanding the rules, meanings
and choice criteria that guide their purchasing and consumption behaviour.
Interpretivism assumes that people seek understanding of the world in which
they live where meaning (present) in objects or social situations has to be created
or constructed by people (Petty et al. 2012b). People develop their own subjective
meanings of their experiences; meanings are varied and multiple. Ontologically,
reality is socially constructed. Because of this assumption, the social world cannot
be researched in the same way as the natural world. Knowledge of this reality
(epistemology) involves understanding the multiple views of people in a particular
situation (Petty et al. 2012b). In this study, consumers not only recount their own
consumption experience but share the myriad roles they play at different intervals
of time in different situations. Their consumption experiences are grounded in their
national, cultural and societal settings. These experiences are varied and subjective,
perceived and interpreted from their own personal viewpoint influenced by their
background, experience of the self and others.
The flexibility of the research paradigm allows a broad research question and
subset questions to be answered enabling capture of the rich descriptions and
enunciations of the informants to better develop an understanding of the brand
loyalty and disloyalty phenomena. Typical of the flexibility afforded by this
paradigm, the study has evolved as it progressed, involving an iterative process of
data collection, data analysis, chasing leads and following abductive reasoning.
Focusing on issues from the data has been a recurrent theme in this study enabling
deeper insights gleaned from the different voices and perspectives of the
consumption experiences. It is acknowledged that the researcher’s own experience
and subjectivity may have a bearing on the interpretations contributing to the
reflexivity in the research process (Petty et al. 2012b). In keeping with the spirit of
the paradigm, it is acknowledged that the knowledge generated is co-created by the
individuals and the researcher. This knowledge cannot be assumed to be
generalised since the contextual setting has its own specific distinctions which may
be different to other contextual settings.
The overall positioning of this study is that of interpretivism which uses a
subjective epistemology anticipating multiple, diverse interpretations of reality
rather than revealing an overarching “truth.” It is also associated with a
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constructivist effort to gather a range of in-depth accounts with the aim of building
a detailed picture of how the phenomenon of the formation of brand loyalty and
disloyalty behaviour is realised by the consumers based upon their personal
experience (Bunniss & Kelly 2010).
4.3

Strategy of inquiry

“In a qualitative approach, a researcher often makes knowledge claims based on
the constructivist and interpretivist perspectives and uses strategies of inquiry such
as narratives, phenomenologies, ethnographies, grounded theory studies, or case
studies through which open data and emerging data are collected with the primary
intent of developing themes from the data” (Creswell 2003: 18).This study employs
the narrative strategy to inquire into and describe the consumer’s real life, lived
consumption experiences in relation to the formation of loyalty and disloyalty
behaviours. Using a semi-structured and open ended form of questioning the study
elicits rich lived consumption descriptions grounded in real-life situations.
Although some of the interviews turned out to be short, the cumulative depth of
experience acquired by piecing together the descriptions of all the informants
enabled a rich analytical output.
4.3.1 Narratives
Perusing through the abundant source of publications on and about narratives, one
cannot but be perplexed by the semantic problems prevalent when different
disciplines use the same set of words with different meanings, or a different set of
words when talking about the same thing. An example could be that of the term
“narrative” and “narrative inquiry” which appears to have been used
interchangeably to mean the same thing. Clandinin & Rosiek (2007: 4) make it
explicit when they observe about the “interweaving of narrative views of
phenomena and narrative inquiry” and call for a need to distinguish and use the
terms carefully. In the paragraphs below, both the terms are discussed. Narratives
are ubiquitous and ever present. They exist in every age, every place, every society,
within every human being, every culture, in the infinite forms of myths, legends,
fables, tales, history, drama, comedy, tragedy, conversation, news item and so on.
Their studies abound in diverse disciplines such as Literary theory, Sociology, Law,
Cultural Studies, Gender Studies, Medicine, Anthropology, Management and
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Organisational studies, Marketing, Consumer Behaviour, History, Museum Studies
and New Media theory (Hazel 2007).
Bruner (1991) defines narrative as a conventional form (which is ubiquitous
and familiar), transmitted culturally and constrained by each individual’s level of
mastery and by his conglomerate of prosthetic devices, colleagues, and mentors.
Meanwhile, White (1980: 5) states, “Narrative is simply there like life
itself…international, trans historical, transcultural.” Bruner (1991: 4) argues that
people “organise their experience and the memory of human happenings in the
form of narrative-stories, excuses, myths, reasons for doing and not doing.”
Polkinghorne (1991: 136) defines narrative as the “cognitive process that gives
meaning to temporal events by identifying them as parts of a plot.” He observes
that a human’s construction of experience results from the interaction of cognitive
organizing processes with external cues, internal sensations and cognitive
memories and processes of consciousness which interpret and give meaning to cues
as elements or parts of a structure. The contents of the experience are not indistinct
and unstructured but appear as a meaningful world.
It has been argued that due to the multiplicity and interdisciplinary nature of
narrative studies there are no paradigmatic definitions of what a narrative is and no
definitive theory (Hazel 2007). Simply stated, narratives are stories (and
storytelling) which make our experiences meaningful and help make sense of our
lives (Shankar et al. 2001). Stories, story-telling or listening to stories is an integral
part of every human life. Throughout our lives, stories are inextricably woven into
the fabric of our lives. We recite and listen to stories, and stories are ingrained in
the daily events of our lives. They reside in the past and form a part of our future.
Stories make our lives and us intelligible to ourselves and others (Shankar et al.
2001). However, not every story is or can be a narrative. Pentland (1999), following
Jerome Bruner (an American psychologist with contributions in cognitive and
educational psychology) and Roland Gerald Barthes (a French philosopher and
literary theorist), identifies various qualifying features of a narrative, such as:
Narratives must describe a progression or sequence of events. Event sequence
is a part of the deep structure of a story. There should a clear beginning, middle,
and end representing time and sequence, even though the events may not be
presented in sequence, but may be understood to happen in sequence. Events need
not be narrated in the order they happened but can be recombined in an infinite
number of ways. For instance, when informants narrate the stories behind a
purchase, they may interject their narration with some past memories or fleeting
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thoughts. There could be a back and forth movement of explanations which may
not have happened in sequence but presented and understood sequentially.
Narratives must contain the presence of a focal actor or actors. Narratives have
either protagonists or antagonists or both. The objects and characters in the story
are also a part of the fabula – the deep structure of the story. These actors form a
bond tying the events together in the narrative. For instance, an individual may
narrate a story where he is the protagonist (an actor) buying a computer for himself
or for his family. In the entire consumption story the focus would be on the actor
playing out the role of a consumer.
Narratives also require the presence of an identifiable voice which tells a story
about something and reflects either a specific point of view or even multiple points
of view. The protagonist or the actor is the identifiable voice who recounts the
experiences and in the process reflects his viewpoints and the viewpoints of others.
Narratives carry meaning and values imbibed with standards against which the
actions of characters can be judged and it is this sense of moral context that
distinguishes historical narratives from mere annals or chronicles.
Bell & Bell (2002) point out that narratives have a temporal thread wherein
current events are understood as arising out of the past happenings and pointing
towards future outcomes. Narratives are therefore useful in understanding
consumer behaviour as the current behaviour and attitudes may have arisen out of
past consumption experiences providing an indication as to future outcomes.
Narratives involve working with people’s consciously told stories which
provide a window into people’s beliefs and experiences and allow researchers to
present an experience holistically in all its complexity and richness. Narratives
elicit those hidden thoughts, emotions, experiences and assumptions which
otherwise may have been submerged in the litany of structured questionnaires when
consumers are asked to provide their evaluation of a consumption experience.
Narratives add value to the research approach by allowing a researcher to
understand an experience rather than just looking at outcomes and disregarding the
experiences of the individual. After all, people’s lives do matter. Through patterns
emerging from narratives, researchers can gain deeper understanding of consumer
behaviour by focusing on the way consumers recount their histories, looking at
what they emphasize and leave out, their roles as heroes, villains, or victims in the
plot; their self-talk; the way they talk about others. Narratives can be viewed as a
way of describing one’s relationships with others and the reasons behind them
(Stern et al. 1998). In the context of understanding loyalty and disloyalty
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behaviours, narratives can shed deeper insights into understanding how and why
consumers form or sever their relationships with brands.
4.3.2 Narratives in marketing
Narratives in marketing, branding and consumption literature have been explored
by researchers and scholars in the past. Hirschman (1989) engages in a compelling
interpretation of six theories of consumer behaviour in terms of the heroic quest
narrative structure, while Aaker & Fournier (1995) advocate viewing brand
personality with a narrative perspective. Adaval & Wyerjr (1998) explore the role
of narratives in consumer judgement and decision making. Shankar & Goulding
(2001) propose narrative interpretations of consumer experiences and marketing
related phenomena. Hopkinson & Hogarth-Scott (2001) exhort for an extension of
the use of the story as a useful contribution to marketing knowledge. Stern et al.
(1998) employ narrative analysis to study marketing relationships, while Autio
(2004) looks at the construction of consumer identity through narratives. Twitchell
(2004) dwells on how brands came to become narratives. Escalas (2004) explores
how the brands become meaningful to the consumer based on the consumers’
narrative constructions. Ahuvia (2005) extends on the past research of Belk (1988)
to show how consumers use the things they love to construct a sense of self in the
face of identity conflicts. Schembri et al. (2010) interpret consumer narratives on
how brand consumption contributes to the construction of the self. Wattanasuwan
(2012) explores “narrative” as a qualitative research method to gain consumer
insights. Makkonen et al. (2012) employ a narrative approach for an understanding
of the various types of business network processes. Wong et al. (2012) investigate
the nature of the boundaries between the extended self and possessions (including
potentially extended possessions) in the context of gift giving. Woodside &
Megehee (2010) show how to use iconic story symbols for decoding tourismrelated narratives. Padgett & Allen (1997) adapt a narrative understanding approach
in their study on service brand image. Schembri et al. (2010) interpret consumer
narratives to understand how brand consumption contributes to the construction of
the self.
Despite such proponents extolling the role of narratives in eliciting consumer
experiences, understandings and motivations, there appears to be lack of studies
employing narratives to examine loyalty or disloyalty behaviours of consumers,
although there is common agreement about the effective role of narratives in
deriving deeper and greater meaning regarding consumption practices and
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motivations. Narrative, in a general sense refers to “stories” and the
conceptualisation refers to written, oral, and visual representations of a story and
subsumes other forms of story such as drama, mime, songs, dance, etc. (Padgett &
Allen 1997). In this study, the conceptualisation of narrative is confined to the oral
representations of a story and is mainly used as a form of data collection which are
analysed and interpreted to understand how consumers form their loyalty and
disloyalty behaviours. The employment of narratives in this study in eliciting
consumption experiences towards building an understanding of the research
phenomenon appears to be a good fit.
4.3.3 Narrative inquiry
Narrative inquiry as a methodology is considered as a 20th century development
with its intellectual roots in humanities and narratology. “Narrative inquiry, the
study of experience as story, then is first and foremost a way of thinking about
experience. Narrative inquiry as a methodology entails a view of the phenomenon.
To use narrative inquiry methodology is to adopt a particular view of experience as
a phenomenon under study” (Clandinin 2007: 6). Narrative inquiry, also referred to
as narrative analysis in literature, is growing in popularity as a research
methodology in social sciences where the transparency of interactions between
researcher and informants, with rich contextual descriptions help to shape and
structure the research (Trahar 2013).
In all the three major paradigms (positivism/post-positivism, critical and
interpretive/social constructivist) inquiry is directed towards some form of
explanation serving different purposes. For instance, in positivism/post-positivism
the aims and purpose of inquiry purpose are prediction and control, whereas in an
interpretivist/social constructivist paradigm the aim of inquiry is concerned with
“narrative descriptions and explanations with the purpose of a deep understanding
of a social phenomenon” (Lincoln & Lynham 2011: 5). People give shape to their
lives by the lived in stories of who they and others are as they interpret their past
in terms of these stories. “Story is a portal through which a person enters the world
and by which they share their experience of the world” (Clandinin & Rosiek 2007).
If narratives are stories, then narrative inquiry explores the stories people live and
tell in human sciences. “Narrative is a way of knowing while narrative inquiry is a
methodological response to the positivist paradigm” (Clandinin & Rosiek 2007: 4).
Narrative inquiry methodology facilitates this study to gather the narratives or
the consumption stories of the informants about the temporal phases of
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consumptions including their assumptions, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, the range of
roles they play in decision making, the chain of causation leading to acquisition
and consumption activities, the sense of what constitutes a climax or an ending,
how their experience is shaped individually and socially, interpreted and made
meaningful to them and others. Adopting a narrative inquiry enables a view of the
consumption experiences of informants in this study of loyalty and disloyalty
phenomena.
An innocuous act of consumption, an ordinary lived experience of
consumption when examined through narratives depicts the experience in a full and
rich description of how that experience was constituted, shaped, expressed,
enacted, and how it culminated and was revived and perhaps ended up transforming
themselves and others. Seeing, hearing and describing the story of consumption
requires telling and retelling on the part of the inquirer. An inquirer has to be
sensitive in understanding how far he needs to probe into the stories. What should
he probe? What spheres of experience should be included or excluded? To what
depths of consumption should his inquiries delve? How much is enough? It is in
these processes of inquiry that both the inquirer and the respondent become part of
one process where the narrative is constructed and reconstructed through the
inquiry (Connelly & Clandinin 1990).
4.3.4 Identifying the informants
Since this study seeks to understand brand loyalty and disloyalty behaviour among
consumers of short life-cycle products, informants having personal consumption
experience of PCs and Smartphones (please also see section 1.4, footnote 6 ) were
considered for selection through purposive sampling employing a technique called
chain and referral (Streeton et al. 2004).
For my study environment, I looked mainly at the UAE as it presented quite
interesting features in terms of its market positioning, diverse multinational
population segmentation, and dynamic consumer electronic market (See section
1.6 ). While the majority of the informants were enlisted from the UAE, I had also
enlisted three informants from India in order to increase the sample size and also
due to my limited presence in the UAE because of my frequent business trips to
India during the data collection phase. In the initial stages of my research and before
the data collection began, I was quite optimistic about finding an adequate number
of informants as the study was about the consumer experiences of technology
products such as computers and smartphones which is very commonplace in
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today’s world. However, during the data collection phase, it dawned upon me that
it was not as simple as I had assumed.
In the beginning, I decided to take the conventional approach of enlisting the
informants in a natural marketplace setting as they engage in purchase activities
and where one could have an opportunity of meeting and interview UAE nationals.
I gained permission from a popular store selling computers to conduct interviews
with the UAE nationals visiting their store. The store was busy with customers
browsing and buying computers of different brands. As I waited, I observed that
most of the customers appeared in a hurry. They were busy comparing prices and
configurations of the brands, negotiating, closing the deal or simply walking out to
another store if it did not meet their requirements. After some time, I came across
a UAE national who did not appear to be in a hurry and was relaxed and appeared
friendly. I ventured out to him first by striking a polite conversation and at an
opportune moment broached the subject of an interview. At the mention of
interview, he seemed excited for a fleeting moment, but upon hearing the topic of
my research, he became reticent and point blank refused to be interviewed. I
thanked him for his time and wondered about his refusal for the interview. Maybe
it was the setting of the store, where different brands were being sold, and he did
not want to comment about the brands or he did not feel confident of giving
interviews, or perhaps he was averse to overshooting the car parking time lest he
incurred a parking fine. Whatever may have been his reason, it made me realise my
naivety in assuming the ease of selecting informants even for such a commonplace
subject of consumption. I realised that in this type of store setting one may not be
able to get customers who could devote their time for interviews. I then switched
my attention to the employees in the stores and explained to them about my study,
the purpose of the interview and the confidentiality aspect. By virtue of being
consumers of personal computers and smartphones they qualified for this purposive
sampling and in this manner the first batch of three informants, who were sales
people, were selected in the IT shopping mall.
A second batch of six informants was drawn from a pool of doctoral students
in Dubai. I received the email addresses of the students through their student
coordinator and in October of 2012, I sent email invitations to sixteen doctoral
students introducing myself, my subject of research and a request for them to
participate as an informant (Appendix 1). I received positive responses from six
persons. Some did not respond while a few declined politely citing a variety of
reasons.
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A third batch of fourteen informants were selected from one leading
telecommunications company in Dubai. Upon my request, one of the informants
who worked for the company (which has a multinational and multicultural
workforce) agreed to contact his colleagues in the company. An email request was
sent by him to his colleagues requesting for participation. Fourteen informants
belonging to different nationalities, position, age and gender agreed to participate
in the study. In this manner a total of fourteen informants could be reached. A final
lot of three informants were selected while I was on my travels to India. These
informants were selected at various locations including an electronics store at a
local mall, a property development company and an IT company in the city of
Bangalore, in the state of Karnataka, in South India.
While identifying the informants, I had often wondered about the number of
informants to select. Sampling has been an important concern for researchers and
more specifically in qualitative studies, it is a contentious issue with diverse
opinions and frameworks available (O'Reilly & Parker 2012). How many
informants should I recruit and how much data is enough? These were some of the
perplexing questions I faced in a manner similar to many other researchers and I
turned to the literature to seek the answers wherein Corbin & Strauss (Corbin &
Strauss 2008) suggest researchers to continue collecting and analysing data until,
“theoretical saturation” takes place. The originally coined term of ‘theoretical
saturation’ developed for the grounded theorists approach meant that one continues
until ‘all categories are accounted for, their variabilities explained, relationships
tested and validated in order for a theory to emerge’ (O'Reilly & Parker 2012). But
the question, “How many informants?” still remained unanswered.
It has been posited that in qualitative studies the selection of informants cannot
follow the quantitative sampling procedures as the purpose is not to estimate but to
elucidate what customers think (Arnould & Epp 2006), not to count views but to
explore the range of views and representations (O'Reilly & Parker 2012) and not to
produce a representative sample but to reflect diversity and therefore an adequate
sample size which is able to sufficiently answer the research questions should be
considered (Rosaline 2008). Since this study revolved around eliciting the
consumption experiences of the informants, it fitted in with the above expressed
notions. However, the question still persisted as to how many informants would
form an adequate sample size? Finding an answer to this question became
confounding with authors suggesting that in qualitative studies specifying the
number of people at the beginning of the research may be difficult and therefore a
chosen procedure such as snowballing or theoretical sampling may be followed
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until a saturation point is reached (Dawson 2002).But in the literature, even the
term “saturation” appears to have its own ambiguities with various forms such as
“theoretical saturation”, “data saturation”, “thematic saturation” or just “saturation”
(O'Reilly & Parker 2012). On further examination, it became clear that the term
“data saturation” differs from the term “theoretical saturation.” Data saturation
means that one continues collecting data until no more new information is
generated, the researcher finds repetition occurring and there are no other surprises
(O'Reilly & Parker 2012) while theoretical saturation (which was pioneered within
grounded theory), means that categories are fully accounted for, the variability
between them are explained, the relationships between them tested and validated
for a theory to emerge (O'Reilly & Parker 2012).
It became clear from such explanations that in qualitative studies it is not the
numbers which count but the depth and breadth of information elicited which
determines whether saturation has been reached. Moreover, since generalizability
of the findings is not a goal in qualitative studies, a large sample size is not
necessary and by that reasoning even a sample size of 6 to 10 interviews is
considered adequate (Schembri et al. 2010). Following this logic, and considering
that the goal is to elicit data which is rich in diversity and information from
informants who best represent the research topic (O'Reilly & Parker 2012), I
decided to err on the side of caution and continued with the enlistment until I had
saturated all means of enlistment through the chain and referral method and ended
up enlisting a total of 26 informants. The 26 informants formed a cross-section of
expatriate and the UAE nationals and included people from the Western and Arab
countries and the Asian subcontinent. In total 11 nationalities formed the sample
size which included nationals from the U.S.A, Egypt, Philippines, India, Pakistan,
South Africa, Jordan, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Syria, and the UAE All of these
informants (except three in India) are residents in the UAE, meaning they are
legally permitted to reside in the UAE Both male and female genders were
represented. The informants were in an age range of 24 to 50 years. All of them
were employed in different occupations such as engineering, sales, management,
administration, and creative arts. Some of them were employed with a leading
telecom company in the UAE, while some were with established computer retail
firms, a few were self-employed, while some were employed with leading
construction companies. All of them had had consumption experience of using
personal computers and smartphones in the past and present. In order to protect the
identity of the informants this study uses pseudonyms. Each informant underwent
a face-to-face interview except one which was conducted over Skype. One of the
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interviews failed to get recorded and has been excluded. The details about the
informants is shown in Appendix 2. Owing to the nature of the study, a wide crosssection of informants with a multi-cultural and multi-national background is
assumed to provide a multifaceted, richer and more diverse set of consumption
experiences. Table 5 shows the data about the informants.
Table 5. Data about the informants.
Number of informants selected

26

Number of nationalities

11

Age of informants

Between 24 to 50

Occupation

Diverse

Criteria of selection

Personal computer consumption experience

Location of interviews

The UAE and India

Consumer stories elicited by interview represent the most common texts in analyses
of consumer myths (Kniazeva & Belk 2007) and in the general consumer
researchers’ attempts to understand the phenomenon by studying meanings
attached to consumption experiences and how those meanings cohere and form
patterns (Spiggle 1994). This study attempts to understand the meanings consumers
attach to their consumption experience and how these experiences cohere and form
patterns in terms of loyalty and disloyalty behaviours.
Moen (2006) states that a unit must be an integrated whole, a living part of the
whole which cannot be broken down further and must be capable of development
and must possess the inherent properties and potential for being transformed into
something different from its original form. He suggests that narratives are dynamic
and cannot be broken down into elements and thus enable study of the informants
and their experience within social, cultural and institutional settings.
If one considers this argument in the context of consumer behaviour, then the
consumption experiences of the informants become the unit of analysis in which
the individual elements form a part of the integrated consumption experience as a
whole and are dynamic which possess the potential for being transformed from
their present state to a future state, and thus enable the study of the consumption
behaviours within the social, cultural and institutional settings of the informants.
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4.3.5 Collection of the data
In qualitative studies and more specifically in narrative inquiry, a number of data
collection methods are possible as the researcher and the practitioner
collaboratively work together and these may include sources such as field notes,
interview transcripts, storytelling and journal records (Connelly & Clandinin
1990). For the purposes of this study a semi-structured and open ended form of
interviewing was considered most suitable to derive the consumption experiences
of the informants.
Unlike in structured interviews which are a questionnaire type approach
yielding a fairly superficial level of response, semi-structured interviews involve a
broad area for exploration where the researcher largely follows the direction of the
participant and involves a few pre-determined areas of interest utilising some
possible prompts to help guide the conversation (Petty et al. 2012b). Semistructured interviews are a “useful means of eliciting information where the
researcher is keen to secure the informants view of the world” (Abernethy et al.
1999: 5) and in this study this view is formed from the informant’s experiences of
consumption. In this research, the informants narrated their experiences orally
reflecting upon their experiences and were duly recorded after seeking their
permission. Table 6 shows the interview details.
Table 6. Interview details.
Number of interviews held

26, (25 recorded, One failed to record).

Type of interview

Semi-structured, open-ended.

Mode of interview

Almost all of them face-to-face, except one over the
Internet via Skype video chat.

Place of interview

At locations convenient to the informants, such as
in an office, shopping mall or public park.

Duration

Between 4 to 43 minutes.

Arrangement

Pre-arranged.

For the process of interviews to commence, certain necessary steps were performed
prior to the actual interview process. In line with ethical standards, the informants
were requested to participate in the interviews by email and was followed up by
telephone communication. An appointed time and convenient place were agreed
upon by email and telephone. Before the commencement of the interview, each of
the participants was provided with a brief description of the subject of the study
and the purpose of the interview. Anonymity and confidentiality of their identity
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was emphasized and assured. Verbal consent for recording the conversation was
taken. The recording commenced only after the informants acquiesced. None of the
informants expressed any verbal or written objection to recording the interviews.
The data for this study consisted of the voice recordings of the informants and notes
of my daily experiences.
Researchers point out that interviews are complex phenomena and “are very
hard to do well” (Smith et al. 2005). The statement echoes the experiences I
underwent when interviewing the informants. One of my assumptions at the
beginning of the interview phase, i.e. that we would have lengthy sessions with the
informants and get to hear a long story did not actually turn out to be so. The time
span for most of the interviews did not even exceed an hour. The interviews lasted
from as short as four minutes thirty seconds to as long as forty three minutes and
seventeen seconds. Quite a few interviews generated micro narratives resulting in
the need for a larger sample size to gather adequate narratives.
The other assumption I had harboured was that it would be relatively easy to
find informants for the interviews. I had held the belief that people nurtured on
stories throughout their lives would be eager to share their stories to anyone willing
to lend an ear. However, finding informants to narrate their stories was a challenge
as people were not forthcoming or willing to spend time sharing their experiences.
However, those who did share their stories, dwelt at length upon their core user
experiences.
I began the interviews in October 2012, and completed them in December 2012
over a period of three months. In all 26 interviews were conducted at locations
naturally convenient to the informants such as in retail shopping malls, public parks
and office locations. One interview was conducted by Skype chat. One interview
failed to be recorded and has been excluded. Many informants especially the ones
in the telecommunications company and where the interviews were held in their
office conference room came into the room at pre-determined intervals with some
trepidation. In order to put them at ease, I indulged in general banter at the outset
and once I felt that they were at ease, I broached the subject of my interview,
explaining the confidentiality and anonymity rules and then asking their permission
to record. All the informants readily acquiesced. However, I realized that the
informants were becoming conscious of the recording in the beginning as could be
gauged by their fleeting glances towards the recording device. As the interviews
progressed and the informants continued with their narration, they seemed to forget
about this intruding device and became completely at ease. I used open ended
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questions and the informants were encouraged to describe their consumption
experience of using personal computers and smartphones.
The interviews started with an open ended question “Would you like to share
with us your experiences of using computers and smartphones?” Some of the
informants waned eloquently about their past and present experiences; while some
others gave cryptic answers and I had to gently nudge them to elicit more details
about their experience. As I continued with the interviews both short and long, it
became clear that the narrative form of inquiry was able to elicit the experiences of
the informants in a more elaborate manner than what could have been possible
through a standard survey method. Mishler (1986) is of the view that the standard
approach to interviewing is demonstrably inappropriate and inadequate to the study
of the central questions in social and behaviour sciences, namely, how informants
perceive, organise, give meaning to, and express their understandings of
themselves, their experiences, and their worlds.
The interviews took the shape of a conversation rather than a mere question
and answer session. Once the informants became at ease, they became active
agents. Intermittently, with a few of the informants, the topic needed to be clarified
and sometimes the meaning of the question was explained which in itself became
a mutually shared experience in the co-production of the narratives through a
dialogue exchange between me and the informant. This appears in conformity with
Mishler’s (1986) views of mutually developed and co-created stories. For example
when I asked one of the informants whether technology had an influential role to
play in the loyalty motivations of consumers, his reply was muddled in the litany
of sentences and to have a better grasp of his answer, I had to rephrase my question
resulting in a clearer reply. In between I also used skeletal questions and they were
not necessarily “non-directive” or neutral. As per Mishler (1986), these variations
are both acceptable and desirable in that they assist in developing a full account of
the topic, with both interviewer and informant helping each other understand and
providing assistance in the development of the story. Often such situations lead to
the question of bias and validity and questions such as to what extent each
interviewer influences each interviewee, may arise. Mishler (1986) opines that the
issue is neither the validity of a single variable nor the truth of any particular piece
of information, but it is whether the interpretation of the narrative can successfully
stand up to the threat of a plausible interpretation from another conceptual point of
view. As per this argument, the critical issue is not the determination of one singular
and absolute “truth” but the assessment of the relative plausibility of an
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interpretation when compared with other specific and plausible alternative
interpretations.
The interview process was stopped when repetition started to emerge (the
phenomenon of data saturation) and no new surprises or information appeared to
emerge. Overall the interviewing process took three months to conclude. In the
interim, while the interview process was ongoing, I commenced the task of
transcribing the interviews verbatim. The process of transcription proved iterative
and laborious. The first three transcriptions were completed in November 2012 and
the last one was completed in January 2013.
When transcribing the interviews, a conscious attempt was made to retain the
original utterances of the informants. Even though all the informants spoke in
English, considering their diversity, the manner in which they spoke English
differed from individual to individual and consisted of many grammatical
subtleties, loaded with many crutch words such as “ahs,” “umms,” “you know” etc.
One informant spoke in his native language “Hindi” which I myself translated as I
have studied Hindi throughout my school and college years and was brought up
speaking the language as a native. While I tried to retain the original flavour, for
the sake of clarity and avoiding unnecessary aberrations, I have attempted to prune
the texts without losing their essence when using them as quotations for supporting
the revelations.
In line with ethical clearance requirements, the transcripts were emailed to
sixteen informants for verification of accuracy. The remaining could not be sent as
no email address was provided by the informants (mostly from the
telecommunications company). Out of the sixteen informants to whom the
transcripts were mailed, five responded confirming the accuracy of the transcript
while pointing out minor spelling errors which were duly corrected. The others
preferred not to respond and it was construed as their tacit approval as I had
indicated in my email that should they chose not to respond, or no response is
received it may be construed as their tacit approval. No follow up questions were
sent since the clarifications were sought and received during the interview process
itself except for one minor clarification which was sought and clarified face to face
with an informant later on.
4.3.6 Some aspects of the research data
The data consisting of the voice recordings of the narratives from the informants
filled seventy nine pages with one point five inch spacing and a Times New Roman
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twelve size font. The word count came to thirty-five thousand four hundred and
fifteen words. The average age of the informants was thirty years and consisted of
four females and twenty one males.
Each of the interviews was transcribed verbatim by me into a word document.
The names of the brands are the original brand names while the names of the
informants are pseudonyms. The pseudonyms and the real names of the informants
have been have been saved as an excel file on my computer under a directory called
“interviews.” Other sources of data collection included my daily notes. Thus the
data includes the recorded interviews, the transcribed text of the interviews and my
notes.
4.4

Data analysis tools and techniques

The method of analysis adopted for this study involved an abductive approach and
was structured around a theoretically developed a priori model which included the
contextual elements of consumption from the pre-adoption to the post- adoption
phase.
Traditionally qualitative and quantitative studies have relied on deduction or
induction, the two most common types of logical conclusion. The first method,
deduction, utilises a top-down process of knowledge acquisition whereby
hypothesis or propositions derived logically are tested and verified against
observations. The second method, induction, uses a bottom-up process of
knowledge acquisition whereby observations of the world form the basis for the
emergence of patterns. In simpler terms, deduction involves collecting and using
empirical data to test, verify, confirm or reject a prior hypothesis, while induction
involves collecting and using empirical data to build knowledge and theories
(Ormston et al. 2013).
While deduction and induction happen to be the most common approaches
relied upon by researchers, a third mode of inference called “abduction” was
developed and introduced by Charles S. Peirce towards the late nineteenth century
(Bryant & Charmaz 2007). The acceptance and adoption of this third type of
inference took several decades before becoming a buzzword across various fields
of research (Bryant & Charmaz 2007). As Blaikie (2004) explains, “The logic of
abduction is used to discover why people do what they do by uncovering largely
tacit, mutual knowledge and the symbolic meanings, motives, and rules that
provide the orientations for their actions and abduction is associated with
interpretivism.” The logic of abduction involves moving back and forth between
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the empirical and theoretical world, which entails discovering observations or
surprises in the empirical world needing explanation (Bryant & Charmaz 2007) and
involves employing theoretical tools such as concepts, frameworks and models for
understanding a phenomenon (Tahtinen 2001).
In the early stages of the research, the study relied on the induction approach
and started with the collection of empirical data. However, it soon became apparent
that in the absence of a comparable study on the focal phenomenon of brand loyalty
and disloyalty formation in the context of short life-cycle products, comparing and
analysing the data would be problematic (and this was actually the case) even
though an overwhelming amount of literature existed in different domains from
which this study drew upon from. With this realisation, the study then veered
towards the abductive approach and involved developing a tentative model of brand
loyalty and disloyalty by borrowing concepts from multi theoretical domains such
as brand loyalty, disloyalty, experiential consumption and technology adoption
studies to aid the analysis.
It has been pointed out that such a multi-theoretical approach enriches the study
with diverse analytic viewpoints and provides different views of the empirical
world which is “neither partial nor one sided” (Tahtinen 2001). It has also been
pointed out that in abductive studies there are no advance theorizing or priori
hypothesis (Salo 2006) and that the reasoning starts from the empirical world
(Komulainen 2010). In this study no prior hypothesis was developed before the
data collection however, a tentative framework was developed to serve as a
guideline for the analysis of the empirical data.
As the study progressed further, it became evident that even the tentative model
was not robust enough to provide an appropriate analysis of the adoption phase of
consumption. The study then returned to the theoretical domain to find concepts
which could help explain or analyse the consumption data during the adoption
phase. This led to an identification of a study by Lofman (1991) which provided
the basis for coding and analysis of the adoption phase in this study and a template
of pre-determined codes was thus developed to aid the organisation, analysis and
interpretation of the consumption data during the adoption phase (this is explained
in succeeding pages). While the a priori model was used as a starting point, it was
enhanced and modified during the research process based upon the findings from
the data to result in an a posteriori model of brand loyalty and disloyalty formation.
The constant interplay between the theoretical and empirical world being a
recurring theme in this process of knowledge building, is in line with abductive
reasoning (Leppaniemi 2008).
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The process of coding commenced with the first level of coding – also known
as initial coding or open coding – whose purpose is to reduce the qualitative data
to a manageable level (Hahn 2008)) and entailed revisiting the texts, sorting and
organizing the data. The process of coding is a cerebral process of sifting through
the data to gain the necessary insights to answer the research questions (Hahn 2008)
and is an iterative and reflexive process even though it is presented as a step-by
step procedure in this thesis for the sake of brevity and clarity.
Since this study started off with the study of the consumption experiences in
the context of two product codes i.e. computers and smartphones, all chunks of data
relevant to the two product codes were first sorted, gathered, labelled and saved
under files labelled “Computers” and “Smartphones” using the Microsoft Word
software. The next step involved identifying all texts relevant to the three different
phases of consumption i.e. pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption for both the
product codes. This task was commenced using the traditional paper based
approach and highlighter pens (green for pre-adoption texts, orange for adoption
texts and blue for pre-adoption texts) to distinguish the three phases of
consumption. The process involved multiple readings of the transcripts to identify
the texts relevant to the three different phases as the narratives were interspersed
with past memories, present moments and anticipated futures as informants
reflected upon their experiences, choices, relationships, possessions and their
meanings while living, telling and retelling their consumption stories. The
narratives comprised of instances, explanations, stories of how and why they
adopted a brand, what experiences they underwent while consuming the brands and
how they developed their preferences or non-preferences. Each narrative contained
within itself stories not just about one specific cycle of consumption but multiple
cycles of consumptions occurring at varying intervals of time. Each narrative
revealed the repetitive phases of pre-adoption, adoption and post adoption as
exemplified in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9. Cycle of consumption.

This intermingling and interweaving of stories presented itself as a tedious task
where it was necessary to separate strands of narration belonging to each phase
carefully. It was at this stage that the futility of following the traditional paper based
approach in performing the tasks of sorting, slicing, and categorising appeared
stark. It became clear that by following a pen and paper approach not only would
the task become onerous and difficult to manage but also result in wastage of time
and resources. It was then decided to use NVIVO version 10 (NV10) (http://helpnv10.qsrinternational.com) a software tool for the analysis of data. The purpose of
using the NV10 software was mainly to aid in the manual tasks of data organisation
such as sorting, categorising, storing, and retrieving. This study mainly made use
of the data organisation features rather than the analytic features of the software as
the analysis performed by computational tools are unable to derive the subjectivity
inherent in the consumption experiences as “It involves an understanding of the
process and the ability to draw knowledge from outside the text (literature,
reflections and so on) which is beyond the scope of any program” (Shankar &
Goulding 2001: 12). A computational tool may not become a substitute for human
engagement which involves a detailed level of analysis requiring interpretation of
nuanced statements and the generation of meaningful outputs (Arnould & Epp
2006).
Thus, having started with the traditional paper based approach, this study
veered towards using the NV10 computational tool to aid in the task of data
organisation and coding. Being a first time user of the NV10 software, I taught
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myself how to use the software by going through the YouTube videos and other
sources from the Internet. After gaining a working knowledge of the software, the
process of importing the data from the word processing files was commenced. Each
of the transcripts was first “readied” by marking the questions asked by the
researcher under heading 2 in the transcript document. This ensured that the
software was able to distinguish between questions and answers. Once every
transcript was marked and saved, all the transcript files were imported into NV10
by using the options External Data->Documents and saved into a folder labelled
“Interviews” in NV10. After importing all the transcript files into NV10, the
process of organizing and coding the data was commenced. This process enabled
the focus and the organisation of data exemplifying concepts, codes and themes
(Hahn 2008).
The first level of coding (re) commenced with the creation of two top level
nodes labelled “computers” and “smartphones” in NV10 wherein all relevant data
pertaining to the two product codes were sorted and gathered into these two nodes.
A node is a collection of references about a specific theme, place, person or other
area of interest. Having sorted the texts into the two top-level nodes, the texts were
revisited for the identification, sorting and fitting of the texts respectively into the
three sub-nodes of “pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption” under the top level
node “computers.” There were also fuzzy areas which did not appear to fit in any
of the three sub-nodes and were accordingly grouped under a sub-node called
miscellaneous for later reference. These have been excluded from the analysis of
the data as they appeared irrelevant later on. Other exclusions involved texts where
informants did not have any brand recollection. In some instances the informant
happens to indicate the usage of many brands but dwelt upon a specific brand. In
such cases, only the texts related to the recollected brand are taken into
consideration. For instance, an informant says, “I have been mostly using
computers for office work, and for Facebook, Yahoo and the brands that I have used
are Acer, HP and Vaio, only those three. Vaio is my personal, HP and Acer are from
the office. I also used Toshiba, I bought for my roommate” (Larry). While three
brands are mentioned, the consumption experience of only one brand is considered
for which the informant is able to recollect and provide the consumption details.
Thus, the iterative reading enabled the separation and grouping of the texts relevant
to each phase of “pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption.” Having sorted and
grouped all relevant data under the three sub-nodes, attention was turned towards
codification of the data.
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To start with, the texts in the pre-adoption phase were scrutinized and coded
according to the meanings inferred from the sentences. For instance, the statement
“… you know I realised that it is a bit bulky and you know my job demand that I
carry a computer. It was 8 years ago that I started first using a laptop… switched
over to a laptop” (Lucky), conveyed the need for a portable computer in view of
the job compulsions, hence this text was coded as “need for portability.” In this
manner, the coding process produced a long list of initial codes for the pre-adoption
phase as shown in Appendix 3 (partially shown). Likewise, the process was
performed for the other two phases; adoption and post adoption which too resulted
in an initial long list of codes. The completion of this task for all the three phases
brought to an end the first level coding process and the beginning of the second
level of coding.
The purpose of second level coding is to create codes from groups of first level
codes (Hahn 2008). Second level coding brings to order the free-form disorder of
the first level coding wherein similarities between each individual codes are found
and codes are created by grouping such similar first level codes (Hahn 2008). Some
of the codes are fitted or subsumed into existing codes or some are renamed. This
way many of the first level codes are reduced to second level codes. For instance,
a first level code named “offer” was subsumed under another first level code
“price.” Similarly first level codes “quality” and “after sales-service” were
subsumed under a new code labelled “perceived performance.” This process of
moving back and forth between the first level codes was iterative and involved
comparison between the codes, finding similarities, grouping or subsuming in
existing codes or creating new codes with the subsumed first level codes. The
thought process which went into the coding is similar to some of the questions
raised by Hahn (2008) such as whether the first level code fits into an existing code.
If a new code is to be created, what should it be called? Is there a similarity between
the codes? Does the data necessitate the creation of a new code? This process of
second level coding continued for each of the three different phases of consumption
resulting in a smaller list of codes and their sub codes.
In the third level coding process, a process of data reduction which involved
an iterative process of reading, shuffling of codes, inferring the meanings and
fitting the second level codes into the appropriate theoretical elements from the a
priori model, multiple second level codes were grouped under a third level code.
For instance, various second level codes such as “perceived performance,”
“specifications,” “perceived brand image,” “price” and “alternates” were fitted into
a third level code called “Evaluative tendencies” as in the a priori model. Hahn
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(2008) states that third level codes should be broad enough to embrace multiple
second level codes. It may be pertinent to mention that while the process of coding
as mentioned here appears very straightforward and simple, in reality it was
laborious, time consuming and involved going back and forth between the data
innumerable times, reassigning the codes, experimenting and applying other ways
for coding (such as content analysis) in order to find the perfect fit to reduce the
data into meaningful themes.
In this manner, three levels of coding were performed to reduce the data into
meaningful pieces from the chunks of disorder. It is important to mention that for
both pre-adoption and post-adoption phases, the third level coding was based
primarily upon the theoretically developed codes as in the a priori model while the
coding for the adoption phase was based upon theoretically derived codes. Figure
10 shows the three levels of coding process employed in this study.

Fig. 10. Three level coding process employed.

The difference between developed and derived codes is made explicit here. In the
theoretically developed codes, the elements of pre-adoption were developed from
various streams of literature and formed the level 3 codes, while in the theoretically
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derived codes, codes developed by Lofman (1991) were adapted for the adoption
phase. Two approaches were considered for the data codification of the adoption
phase. The first approach involved deriving the codes inductively from the texts.
The second approach involved deriving codes from previous studies. This second
approach was considered logical as reinventing new codes appeared senseless since
a rich source of codes already existed in the consumption experience literature7.
Why go and excavate another mine when there is already a treasure-trove in front
of you? Of course, when doing so, one has to keep an open mind to recognise and
accept the emergence of any new ideas in the text and accordingly, modify and
refine the codes. Also it is important that one should not impose the codes upon the
data arbitrarily but rather ensure that the codes reflect the data (Dey 2005). This
second approach finds acceptance by researchers who conform to the view that
codes or concepts may come from the research literature, previous studies, etc.
(Gibbs 2007).
Following this train of thought, I decided to derive the codes from previous
experiential consumption studies to form the basis for analysing the consumption
experiences during the adoption phase. A literature search in the field of
consumption experience revealed a study by Lofman (1991) who conducts an
exploratory study to uncover elements in experiential consumption. His study uses
an open ended approach to elicit the feelings, perceptions and desired states relating
to the experiential domain. The study revealed various elements of experiential
consumption which were similar to an earlier study by Hirschman & Holbrook
(1986) wherein they had proposed the Thought-Emotion-Activity-Value (TEAV)
model. In turn the TEAV model encompassed consumption elements implicit in the
Cognition-Affect-Behaviour-Satisfaction (CABS) model which was a combination
of behaviour models from Engel, Kollat & Blackwell (1968); Howard & Sheth
(1969) and Nicosia (1966). The elements of experiential consumption derived
empirically are similar to the theoretically developed constructs in the TEAV model
(Lofman 1991).
Being one of the most recent studies which appeared to follow the rich lineage
of experiential studies, it made logical sense to adapt the six empirically derived
7

Literature on consumption experience has had its share of differing views on its origins. One school
of thought considers the consumption experience phenomena as a recent 21st century breakthrough
concept (Frow & Payne 2007) while another school of thought considers the works of Hirschman &
Holbrook in the eighties as pioneering or breakthrough contribution in the field of experiential
consumption. However, Holbrook (2006) himself acknowledges how others had preceded him and
reveals that what he had assumed as a ground-breaking concept had already been explored as early as
1957.
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codes (setting, sensation, thought,; feeling, activity, evaluation) from Lofman’s
(1991) study for the adoption phase. By examining the adoption data on the lines
of the experiential elements uncovered in Lofman’s (1991) study, it was expected
that deeper consumption insights could be gathered. Thus each phase of
consumption produced its own list of codes. A final list of categories is shown in
Appendix 4.
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5

Data analysis

As clarified in the previous chapter, the analysis of the data has been structured
around the a priori model developed theoretically from the literature. In this process
of analysis, the contextual elements of need recognition, search and exposure to
brands, the evaluative, behavioural and emotive tendencies leading to brand
decision and the experiential elements during consumption and their outcomes,
leading to the brand loyalty and disloyalty tendencies are revealed. The analysis is
supported by extracts from the narratives of the informants and carried out for all
the three phases: pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption as described in the
ensuing sections. In this chapter only the findings from the analysis are discussed
while reflections on previous research results are considered in the discussion
chapter.
5.1

Analysis of pre-adoption phase

The analysis of the pre-adoption phase attempts to reveal insights related to needs
motivation, consumer search leading to exposure to brands, the salience of the
tendencies towards brand decision and the subsequent adoption decision. The
analysis proceeds along the lines of the elements in the a priori model.
5.1.1 Need recognition
Based on the analysis of data in the present study, the informants were found to be
driven both by utilitarian and experiential needs. Utilitarian needs appeared to be
more important than experiential needs. Utilitarian needs represent the brand or the
product’s functions to solve or prevent problems. Some of these functions include
the design, features, memory, speed, operating system, installed software, warranty,
reliability, durability, portability or any economic benefits offered by the brand or
the seller. Utilitarian needs are considered low level motivators where consumers
focus on the extrinsic qualities of the product.
Experiential needs represent consumers’ needs for novelty, variety and sensory
gratification. Experiential needs represent high level motivators whereby
consumers are driven by their intrinsic needs. Experiential needs appeared less
important to the informants in this study.
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Utilitarian needs
Utilitarian needs were found to be motivated by workplace, newness or change,
educational and relocation requirements.
Needs motivated by workplace mandates emerged foremost in this study.
Workplace needs were involuntary and did not necessarily have the informants
playing a role in the decision making for the adoption of the products or brand
choice. However, the consumption of such products or brands appeared to motivate
their decision to adopt a brand for their personal use and even removed any
requirement for personal purchase. Informants stated how the computers provided
to them by their organisations served their purpose both at the office and at home.
Since they are allowed to use the systems at home too, they no longer felt any need
to buy another system for their personal use, “I didn’t chose HP, it was the company
which chose HP. It’s a good choice because I am really happy with it. I use it at
home as well as in the office.”(Abdul).
Mandated adoption worked both ways, by aiding in adoption and avoidance as
well, “…And secondly I have got a computer from my office, so why should I buy a
new one?”(Khan).
Informants also talk about how the introduction of a new product with new
features or new configurations affected their needs. The need for newness or change
manifests itself in two different ways. For some, the need for newness or change is
related to the utilitarian aspects of the brand or the product and for others it is related
to their experiential orientation (this is discussed separately under the experiential
needs section),“…So after that a model came onto the market, it was the Dell
latitude series, like people used to say that it is very professional...something for
the business use... something like using 8 -10 hours in a day machine you can keep
using the machine continuously, you are not gonna have the heat up problem or
you don’t need to restart or you don’t need to shut down your computer…” (Aleem).
The need for change or newness emerges as another important influence.
Informants were enticed by the “latest” and actively sought them out, they were
tired of the old and “bulky” and needed something sleek and portable. Seeking a
change from a bulky desktop to a portable laptop, upgrading the outdated
configuration to the latest configuration, being swayed by a brand offering cheaper
price and good quality, wanting the latest are instances where informants seek
changes or new things at the product characteristic level.
The needs which arose due to educational and relocation reasons were
voluntary in nature than the mandates imposed by the organisation or workplace
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environments. In the fulfilment of the needs necessitated by their educational
environments, one aspect which came to light in this study was that informants
were driven by the monetary benefits which was met either by branded or
unbranded assembled computers, whichever was less priced. Likewise, when an
informant reported relocating from the country of his study, to his country of
domicile, he found technical problems associated with the change of voltage
between his country of study and country of domicile necessitating a need to
replace his existing desktop machine.
Experiential needs
Experiential needs represents the consumers’ needs for novelty, variety and sensory
gratification. Three types of experiential needs are found to emerge in this study;
fun, newness or change and self-gratification, although the informants were found
to be mainly driven by their utilitarian needs.
The first need for fun was derived through the usage of free games software,
or through playing games on a computer or alternatively through free
communication software. “Yes, so far I have been pretty satisfied with HP laptops
which I owned for both entertainment functions and also it fits my needs actually.”
(Cheryl).
The second need for newness or change appears to be driven by a variety
seeking orientation. The intrinsic nature of exploratory behaviour is kindled when
new products hit the market creating excitement and a thrill akin to arousal, “…see
it’s my fantasy that I don’t use the same. I love trying and experiencing
it.”(Sanjana).
Self-gratification is the third experiential need which emerged. An informant
wanted to possess an inexpensive computer than the branded ones available in the
market. He decided to assemble the computer himself. A successful assembling of
the computer provided the informant with satisfaction. Very soon he started
assembling computers for his friends. Satisfaction now turned into selfgratification as he was able to display his technical prowess by providing freely
assembled computers to his friends, “So the second one I thought to buy and
assemble myself so that I would gain some experience as the first time I was to
assemble one and secondly it is cheaper. So I bought the parts from Bur Dubai, and
I assembled it myself. And that gives me a bit of satisfaction because it’s my own
kind of assembly and I used it for a couple of years. After that I did some
upgradation of some of the parts for the same PC. And then I started assembling
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them for my friends. Of course for free, I did not charge anything because my
friends said why not assemble for us. So I assembled 4-5 computers myself and
gave them to my friends,” (Prem).
The sub elements forming part of the utilitarian and experiential needs which
emerge in this study are depicted in Table 7.
Table 7. Sub-elements of need recognition.
Element

Sub-elements

Need recognition

Utilitarian needs

Description
Needs mandated by workplace requirements appear
foremost.
Newness or change appears less significant than
workplace requirements and relates to utilitarian
functions more than any intrinsic desire.
Educational and relocation needs also emerge in this
study but are the least referred to.

Experiential needs

Three types of experiential needs are experienced by
the informants. Fun, newness or change and selfgratification. The need for newness or change arises
out of intrinsic desires or variety seeking tendencies
unlike the newness or change in the utilitarian needs
which arises out of a desire for the functional benefits

5.1.2 Search and Exposure to brands
This section uncovers the ways the informants search and are exposed to the brands
of their choice in their decision making. Considering the ubiquitousness and the
pervasive nature of technology products, the informants appeared to be well
exposed to different brands. Most of the informants were able to recognise the
brand names from their prior exposure and recall them from memory except a few,
perhaps because of the lapsed time interval.
Since the informants appeared well aware of the different brand names, it is no
longer a question of how an informant was exposed to “a brand” but how they were
exposed to “a brand of preference” from amongst the competing ones. It was found
that the informants were exposed to a brand of preference mainly through word-ofmouth, or at the workplace, or via secondary brand knowledge, past usage or by
reading trade publications.
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Word-of-mouth
Word-of-mouth emerges as one of the most important ways in which the informants
were exposed to the brand of preference. Interaction is primarily verbal and faceto-face and by this means informants sought product or brand information prior to
any purchase decision from their colleagues, friends, family sources and perceived
experts such as salesmen in the field, “My first computer was HP and I bought it
because a few of my friends told it’s a good one. It’s my friend’s reference.”
(Sanjana).
“Not really ... my son intervened... my son became more adolescent and when
he grew up, he knew more, his understanding became very good...so therefore he
suggested that let us go for HP. Then we went for HP.”(Lucky).
Workplace
The workplace environment appears as another source of exposure to the brand of
preference for the informant. Mandated usage of products leads to exposure and
usage experience and this in turn informs their personal decision making, “When I
went into the private sector, office work so to say, I come from oil and gas and
military background, so we didn’t have, a need for those, in those days we just used
bits of piece of paper, tracking, and these things were kept at large. My first
experience was on a laptop T42,” (Franklin).
The importance associated with a brand or a product when used by their
colleagues, superiors or managers is another source of exposure at the workplace.
Sameh was employed at a junior level in a company where he was given a desktop
computer for official work, which was considerably bulky and immobile. Seeing
the managers holding a laptop evoked feelings of envy and aspiration in Sameh
leading him to seek information about laptop computers and discover the existence
of different brands and affordable laptops in the process, “…when I moved to
another job which also gave me a PC but I used to see that managers were holding
a laptop so it was like to me I considered laptop for a very long time to be very
expensive until I realised that it was actually not the case and there are different
brands and there are affordable laptops…” (Sameh).
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Secondary brand knowledge
Informants have been found to rely on secondary brand knowledge to form
associations with a brand. Secondary brand knowledge is derived by associating or
connecting a brand with another entity or even a brand when they feel that they
don’t possess the knowledge to choose the appropriate brand. The informants
derive this knowledge based upon their memory recall or cues which are internal.
For instance, an informant bases his brand selection from the knowledge about
the brand’s top leadership and the business model followed by them, “Michael’s
influence and the business model they have, which things I have done my masters
in quality management and masters in process administration. So I have gone
through these cases, so it came to my mind the model of eliminating the middle
players and they go directly to the customers and of course Dell had a good brand
name, people are comfortable with Dell, ”(Prem).
This knowledge of the direct business to consumer model created a positive
and favourable judgement of the brand in the mind of the informant. The
elimination of the “middle players” created an impression of cost and supply
efficiency. By eliminating the middle players, the brand is able to reduce the cost
of ownership to the customer and increase the supply efficiency by delivering the
product directly to the consumer.
The influence of top leadership was in the form of Dell’s founder, Michael
Dell. “Michael’s influence” is reflective of the innovative and bold leadership being
provided. Innovative and bold is exemplified by the direct business to customer
model. In an industry where an indirect business model is being followed by almost
all brands, this was an innovative and bold approach which no one had attempted
before.
Another informant was informed by the association with the parent brand,
“Then all of a sudden, HP and Compaq were something similar. They were cobranded or something like that. I don’t know exactly. So Compaq was like HP type
only, a pretty much lower price than HP. We can see the same features, the same
type of experience when using HP and with a lower price with a lesser weight,”
(Sanjana).
In 2002, Compaq which was a leading brand in the market was acquired by
HP. The merger of Compaq with HP was viewed with universal scepticism and
predicted to fail. For a few years, the marriage struggled to survive and doomsayers
appeared vindicated about the predictions. However, a management change
brought in an about turn in the fortunes of the merger and it became one of the most
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successful mergers ever. While most of the Compaq business products were
rebranded as HP products, the Compaq brand name remained on some of the lowend consumer products. Sanjana’s exposure to the brand was based upon the
association formed between HP and Compaq.
Past usage and trade publications
Past usage and exposure from trade publications are the last two sources of
exposure revealed from the data. The informants were exposed to brands from their
previous acquisition and consumption experiences. With each cycle of acquisition
and consumption, consumers undergo the process of needs identification,
information seeking, exposure to brands, adoption, consumption and postconsumption processes. Due to this cycle of past usages, the informants were
exposed to different brands and their experience guided their future brand
decisions, “I know about HP brand because already I used one. People wanted to
know what the new technology is and what the upgradation of the speed is and what
the configuration of new technology is,” (Rais).
Although informants talk about past usage as means of exposure, their salience
appears low as compared to means such as word-of-mouth, workplace and
secondary brand knowledge. Trade periodicals also emerge as a means of exposure
but their salience too appears very low as compared to the other means. The means
by which informants search and are exposed to the brand of their choice during the
pre-adoption phase is shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Sub-elements of brand exposure during the pre-adoption phase among the
informants.
Element

Sub-elements

Brand exposure

Word-of-mouth

Description
Appears as the most important source of brand exposure.
Consists mostly of verbal and face-to-face interaction with
colleagues, friends, family and perceived experts.

Workplace

Mandated usage at workplace and usages by colleagues.

Secondary brand

Association or connection of a brand with another brand or an

knowledge

entity to reinforce confidence in a brand in the absence of

Past usage

Stems from past consumption. Does not appear to be very

knowledge or information to choose the appropriate brand.
significant in brand adoption decisions during the pre-adoption
phase.
Trade publications

Appears as the lowest source of exposure.

5.1.3 Tendencies
Short life-cycle products are the result of technological changes or innovation
which require and produce shifts in behaviour. Products such as computers,
smartphones and tablets provide consumers with noteworthy technology-driven
functions, designs and qualities such as convergence (for example, the combined
functions of a telephone, camera, recorder, computers, etc. converging into a tablet
device) resulting in the manifestation of behavioural, evaluative or emotive
tendencies in the consumers.
Evaluative tendencies
Evaluative tendencies refer to the evaluation of the brand according to a set of
criteria relevant to defining the brands utility to the consumer. In making a brand
decision, evaluative tendencies appear more important than emotive or behavioural
tendencies. Informants evaluated the brand based on criterions of price, perceived
brand image, specifications, perceived performance and alternates.
Price
Price appeared to be the most important consideration in the evaluation of the
brands among the informants. Most of the informants approached the purchase of
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a brand with the notion of its pricing in relation to other brands. All things being
equal, the informants leaned towards the brand which had either the lowest price
and/or had added inducements of “offers” or “deals” accompanying such brands or
products, “... and the price, the price. It was a very good deal. At that time I got this
free camera, free scanner, I mean four five items free. So it was a very good deal
for me. It was around 1200 pounds. It was expensive but still it was a good deal at
that time. I used it for more than 3 years,” (Iman).
Almost all the informants approached the market without any pre-conceived
preference for any brand but with pre-determined “specifications” or
“configurations.” Their search stopped at a brand which offered them the “lowest”
price or an “offer” or a “deal” matching their pre-determined specifications,
“Mainly I was looking at the specifications and a friend helped me to select the
specifications. He knew about computers. He was in the office and he was saying
many things about computers. So I took his help. When I selected Fujitsu Siemens,
it was actually the price. I think I paid something like AED 2000. It was during a
Gitex, so it was good offer and he recommended it,” (Lucky).
Price was also the consideration for switching from a branded to a non-branded
or assembled computer as the cost of maintaining a branded computer was
comparatively higher than that of an assembled computer. However, this situation
is reminiscent of the early days of the industry when the proliferation and
pervasiveness of the computer was still in its nascent stage and the price difference
between the branded and non-branded was significant, “That time what I found is
that with a brand when you go, you need to able to get the part and if there is a
problem, you need to go to the agent of the brand and it is expensive. Basically if
you take the parts and assemble it yourself, it is cheaper and if you go for a branded
one, there is a huge difference in the cost. So for the second one I thought to buy
and assemble a computer myself so that I would gain some experience as the first
time I was to assemble one and secondly it is cheaper,” (Prem).
One informant talked about his preference for a brand but was thwarted in his
intentions to purchase because of his unfavourable economic position as a student.
However, once the informant perceived that the prices had become “affordable”
arising from a change in his status from being a student to an employee and having
access to better financial resources, he leant towards the brand he aspired for, “Now
Apple used to be expensive. As students we couldn’t afford them, then Apple started
offering reasonable prices, I started earning, so I said let me try an Apple,” (King).
Price, as a strong motivator for influencing brand choice decisions, appears
common across all the nationalities of the informants.
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Perceived brand image
Brand image as perceived by the informants, was reflective of the brand
associations held in the memory of the informants and emerged as a robust second
motivator in their purchase decision during the pre-adoption phase. Short life-cycle
products are synonymous with high-technology and high-involvement.
Considering that all the competing brands had almost equal breadth and depth of
exposure, it was interesting to see how the informants were influenced in their
decision in selecting different brands.
Informants used words such as “mainstream brands,” “main computer,” “firstchoice” when describing the reasons for their preference amongst other brands. In
the perception of the informants, “mainstream brands,” “main computer” or “firstchoice brands,” represented the popularity or the leadership position enjoyed by the
brands in those markets, country or region. Elements of the mainstream brands, as
perceived by the informants, included trust, good service support, good service
infrastructure, recurring marketing campaigns and introduction of innovative
products, “…HP was my first notebook and because like, I think people back home,
I am talking about specifically my country, like they they…I think there only two
about two mainstream brands, HP and Dell, talk to them and they will say don’t
trust anybody else, just go for HP or Dell because it is very good and they have lot
of service centres there and they are running some kind of promotions to get more
customers and from the first day they were introducing desktops before and now
they are introducing laptops and different information technology products as well.
So I think these are the two mainstream brands at the moment,” (Aleem).
In this study, informants relate brand image to the country of origin, the
manufacturer’s track record, the history and leadership of the brand, the quality of
the products, innovations and the worldwide reputation of the brand, “…Personally
I use Apple, well not just because Apple is American, I look at the quality and the
brand name, if you know the history of Apple, they always have pretty good
products, leading innovations, good leadership, and so forth. The quality is there.
I believe if you decide to buy an Apple product, you know you are getting a good
product that’s reliable, innovative and comes with a good branding background as
well, Apple is known worldwide nowadays…”(Franklin).
Franklin’s assessment of Apple is reflective of the image of a heritage brand
with core values of innovation, reliability and a good lineage. For some informants,
the brand image is positively associated with the image of their top leadership.
Lucky has read about “Steve” and develops a liking for the “Apple” brand. The
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personality of Steve Jobs and his leadership perhaps serves as an inspiration to
Lucky and transcends to the brand and the products he represents, “Yes...Yes. I was
liking Apple because of the name and I have read about Steve. So I was liking
it.”(Lucky).
Brand image is also linked to the business model followed by a firm.
Informants considered a brand in a positive manner when they perceived that the
business model followed by a firm provided them with tangible benefits, “…I
bought a Dell for my daughter. The reason I told you now, Michael Dell’s influence
and the business model they have which things I have done my Masters in quality
management and Masters in process administration…” (Prem).
A brand’s positive image was also associated with longevity or the durability
of its products, “I went for Sony again, because I know Sony is a good brand, it
wouldn’t be outdated,” (King).
Brand image appeared as an evaluative criteria across all nationalities and not
specific to any one nationality or region wherein informants looked at the brand
image as an assurance regarding their investment and in mitigating any financial
risks. However, it appears that the mere popularity of brands in a region or country
is no guarantee for sustained adoption in other regions or country. Informants may
or may not be swayed by the popularity of the brands which were popular in their
earlier country or region. However, brands, whose edifices have been built on
strong foundations of leadership, innovation and quality and are able to transcend
the national and regional boundaries, evoked strong support from the informants.
Table 9 depicts the elements related to brand image as perceived by the informants.
Table 9. Sub-elements of brand image as perceived by informants.
Sub-elements in the formation of brand image

Description

Brand association

Related to positive perception of the parent brand,

Leadership

Personality of top management, business model.

Market leadership

Trust, good service, innovative products, marketing

Heritage

History, good products, leading innovations, good

brand image

campaigns.
leadership.
Longevity and reliability

Product quality
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Specifications
The specifications of the product emerged as the third dominant evaluative criterion
influencing the purchase decisions. Specifications are expressed in different terms
by the informants. They used words such as the “best model,” “many features,”
“the latest,” “looking for intel inside,” or “multimedia” when describing the
specifications. Some informants only looked at the specifications and were not
bothered about the brand name. As long as they got the specification they were
looking for, they were fine, “…I am a kind of person who doesn’t look at a brand.
As long as I am getting what I want, I am satisfied…” (Merwin).
Perceived performance
The informants developed their perceptions about the performance of the brands or
their products primarily from word-of-mouth and from market sources.
Performance is perceived from the professional image of the model, the speed of
the processor, the durability or by the sustainability,“…So after that a model came
onto the market, it was Dell latitude series, like people used to say that it is very
professional...something for the business use... something like using 8 -10 hours in
a day machine you can keep using the machine continuously, you are not gonna
have the heat up problem or you don’t need to restart or you don’t need to shut
down your computer.” (Aleem).
Surprisingly, after-sales service or support does not appear as a very important
influence upon the purchase decision process. Most of the informants did not make
any reference to after-sales service support except for a very few “…and they were
offering an after sales service, they pick up and drop, if there was a problem they
take it, repair it and send it back to you. That was one of the reasons I thought of
buying … so it was a good….” (Prem). This revelation is interesting considering
that the informants tended to invest considerable money and effort in the purchase
of such products and yet did not appear to be much concerned about the after-sales
service and support in their purchase decision.
This situation may be particular to the UAE market where the cost of consumer
electronics is considerably cheaper than in other countries. Since the UAE taxation
rates on consumer electronic goods are very low, the cost of such goods also tends
to be lower. It is cheaper to buy a new product than to have it repaired. This
propensity perhaps dictates the reason why consumers are not duly worried about
the after-sales service. This assumption finds support with an informant who says,
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“…I bought it in 2007 and it worked till 2011. But even now it can be repaired, but
I don’t know how much it would cost me to repair it and I don’t want to go for it.
And after all it is an old machine, and new machine is a new machine and here you
can afford a new one…” (Khan).
To the contrary consumers in countries such as India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and
the Philippines are conscious about the availability of spare-parts or after-sales
service in their country. In such countries the cost of acquisition of computers is
much higher, is not easily affordable and one tends to rely on after-sales service to
have them repaired and reused. If a problem occurs, then it is the after-sales service
and support which comes to the fore and the product is made workable again. Until
the product has outlived its existence or has become so obsolete that one longer can
get the spare parts or derive any more benefits from it, products are repaired as
repairing them is cheaper than buying a new one. Even then, products are not
thrown away or discarded. They are “sold” to scrap dealers and the residual value
is realised.
Alternates
Alternates refers to the purchase of alternate brands in place of a preferred choice.
The informants ended up buying alternates because known brands were not
available in their country, “Well, my first computer I bought it when I went to
university because I studied information technology and basically back in Syria we
didn’t really have certain brands, you go to a market and they assemble –like you
tell them I want this motherboard, this hard drive, these set of RAM and thus…”
(Abdul)
Summary
In summary, during the pre-adoption phase, the evaluative tendencies of the
informants based on the elements of price, perceived brand image, specifications,
perceived performance and the availability of alternates appear to be important
during the process of their purchase decision. Price is the most important criteria
followed by the brand image, technical specifications and the perceived
performance of the brands. Informants selected an alternative brand as a
compromise and it emerged as having the lowest evaluation consideration. The
elements of the evaluative tendencies which emerged in this study are shown in
Table 10.
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Table 10. Sub-elements of evaluative tendencies among informants during the preadoption phase.
Element
Evaluative tendency

Sub-elements
Price
Perceived brand image
Specifications
Perceived performance
Alternates

The revelation that price emerged as the most important evaluative criteria is
interesting in the context of the UAE considering that an earlier study (Khraim
2011) found product quality to be the most important factor of brand loyalty in the
context of cosmetic products, although these are two unrelated product categories.
Behavioural tendencies
Behavioural tendencies refers to the positively biased responses towards the brand
with respect to its procurement and consumption activities. It is acknowledged that
consumers not only develop behavioural tendencies from their own purchase and
consumption experiences, but also develop behavioural tendencies from other
informational sources. This study finds social influence, past usage experience and
variety seeking tendencies having an effect on the pre-adoption behaviours of the
informants.
Social influence
In this study the informants’ adoption of technological products is not only
dependent upon the user’s beliefs but also on social influence, which predicts the
behaviour towards the adoption of technology products. Individual perceptions are
likely to be formed from the opinions, information and behaviours of salient and
socially relevant others, that is the people whose opinions can influence the
opinions and behaviours of others. In this study, the salient and socially relevant
people consist of friends, colleagues, family members, and sales experts. Social
influence emerges as the most important source of behavioural influence for the
informants.
The elements of social influence include: “peer influence,” “word-of-mouth,”
“involuntariness,” “trend,” and “change in status.”
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In a field littered with high value products, strong brand names, less
differentiation between products and the prices, consumers undergo stress when
making a purchase decision. Which brand should I select? Which specification is
appropriate? How can I be sure about the performance of the machine? Is this the
right price for this product? Is the same product available at a cheaper price
elsewhere? Is there any other better configuration or brand than this one? These are
some of the questions which cross the minds of consumers when they want to make
a purchase decision.
Despite the experience of using the technology products for many years, in this
study the informants – although well aware of the technical attributes of the
products, well exposed and experienced with them – were found wanting in their
final purchase decision and needed guidance from their friends, peers, opinion
leaders and perceived experts in the field. This is contrary to the belief that as
consumers pass through various levels of exposure and information acquisitions,
their levels of uncertainty declines. On the contrary informants were found to be
standing at the crossroads of decision making unsure of which way to go. They
needed a “nudge” in the right direction which was provided by their friends, family
members, colleagues, managers, salespeople and from the nameless “other people,”
or in one informant’s words “lots of people.”
Word-of-mouth references from peers, friends, and family appear to have an
important influence in the decision making of the informants. The word-of-mouth
references provided by the referents based on usage experience or expert
knowledge enabled the informants to make an informed decision in this voluntary
adoption scenario, “…In fact I got some feedback. One is where it is made. And I
got feedback from other people who have used it. I got the feedback from others
who bought Toshiba that this is a reliable one…” (Prashant).
Involuntary adoption and usage of brands due to organisational mandates was
found to be another influence on the adoption behaviour of the informants.
Mandates by organisations or the required needs of a job often necessitate adoption.
In situations where organisational mandates are issued, the informants hardly
played any role in the decision making or choice of a brand. However, such
mandated and involuntary usage of products has an effect on their subsequent
voluntary adoption decisions, wherein the informants either tend to acquire positive
and favourable responses towards a particular brand or negative or unfavourable
response. Such adoptions may also result in obliterating the need for any new
adoption if the informants are more than satisfied with their products, “…Company
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has given me elite book and it is good and it has got a status and I take it and
therefore I did not buy another one…” (Khan).
The informants also tend to adopt technology products based on “gift” giving.
In a similar way to organisational mandates, informants do not have a role in the
purchase decision in these cases. This is also an involuntary form of adoption.
However, the difference lies between enforced adoption and tacit adoption. In
organisational mandates, an individual has no choice but to comply with the
mandates and these may be considered enforced adoption or involuntariness in the
informants. The choice of brand or specification is thrust upon the users and it has
to be acceded to. In the case of receiving “gifts” the individual is free to either
accept or reject the gift but social etiquettes dictate a gift is accepted in all
graciousness when presented. Whether the individual likes the gift or not, whether
one decides to use the gift or not is up to the individual, but in all consideration, the
gift has been tacitly adopted by the receiver, “…Well, it was a gift actually, I didn’t
choose actually, it was a gift,” (Merwin).
Other social influences which played a role in the adoption decision were
induced by a change in status. In this instance, an informant from being a student
morphs into becoming an employee, whereupon he becomes financially
independent and acquires the freedom to make his own decisions. He decides to
buy the very best brand which in his perception is Sony. This perception is based
on his previous experiences with Sony products, “Then I realised the
circumstances, and then I said let me now, then I started working, I started having
money, I could afford things, I said you know what, let me get the best of the best.
For me the best of the best was Sony. I was a fan of Sony. Sony TV, everything Sony.
So I end up getting a Sony,” (King).
Another informant was influenced by the prevailing trends in society when
laptops were introduced. Notebook or laptop computers afforded the flexibility of
being mobile, even though they were more expensive than the desktop computers
and were mostly beyond the reach of the masses. Being in possession of a laptop
was considered significant as informants perceived it as enhancing their status and
importance. The manifestation of “self-expression” dictated the behaviour of the
informant, “Then of course, the trend came for laptops, so we all were passionate
to have a laptop. The first laptop which I bought was an Acer,” (Prem).
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Past usage experience
In this study, past usage experience whether by oneself or by close family member’s
results in either a positive or negative influence upon the purchase decisions. Some
of the informants recounted how their positive past experience resulted in the
continuation of the same generic brand and negative past experience resulted in
switching over from a generic brand to another known brand. Past experiences of
close family were also found to influence the decision making. An enjoyable
experience by one informant’s wife resulted in the husband buying a product
bearing the same brand name. The promise of pleasure is a powerful motivator and
evoked the motivation to experience the enjoyment not only from that product but
also from other products bearing the same brand name, “…Well actually the first
Apple product that I bought was ... I bought my wife an iPhone actually...and she
enjoyed it and then I bought the iPad. So it was before I bought a smartphone or a
PC...” (Peter).
Variety seeking
Intrinsic variety seeking tendencies and sensory gratification through product
attributes emerged as another behavioural tendency influencing the decision
making. The informants reported how beauty, design and sleekness influenced their
decision. They also engaged in exploratory behaviour and self-gratification.
Gratification can be achieved through any combination of visual, auditory,
gustatory, tactile, olfactory, thermal, equilibratory, and/or sensory experiences.
Here, the informants appeared to seek gratification through the visual elements of
the products, “…I bought actually the Apple iPad. You know the finishing, the
beauty of the machine and plus the MAC…” (Aleem).
“…I liked HP because of the sleekness and the design and it looks more like a
designed laptop. Besides the technical features I actually liked the design of the
laptop,” (Cheryl).
Rais’s tendency to explore new technologies, new configuration, performance,
and the availability of updated products and the boredom of having already used a
brand resulted in the acquisition of another brand, “…I know about HP brand
because already I used one. People wanted to know what the new technology is,
what the upgraded speed is and the new configuration. So when the technology is
getting updated, people are very enthusiastic to buy…So for a change, I got a
Dell …” (Rais).
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Behaviourally, the informants tended to be influenced more by social forces
than past usage or variety seeking tendencies. Table 11 shows the various subelements of the behavioural tendencies.
Table 11. Sub-elements of behavioural tendencies among informants during the preadoption phase
Element

Sub-elements 1

Behavioural tendency

Social influence

Sub-elements 2
Peer influence
Word-of-mouth
Involuntariness
Trend
Change in status

Past usage experience
Variety seeking

Emotive tendencies
During the pre-adoption phase, hatred emerged as a strong emotion which results
in total abhorrence and avoidance of a brand and moderate attachment to a brand
also surfaced.
Moderate attachment
King is particularly attached to the Sony brand. When King was a student and
economically dependent, he was fine with any other brand. When he became
economically independent, he decided to go for the best brand. In his view, Sony
with its made in Japan tag represents the best for which he is willing to pay a
premium. He reverts to his brand as it provides him with a sense of quality, security
and comfort, and he is willing to pay a premium for the brand especially when he
had a recent bad experience. This behaviour of King is reflective of a moderate
attachment to a brand wherein one engages in repeat purchase and a willingness to
pay a premium price for it although he may not actively promote it.
Hatred
Hatred was generated from an informant’s negative consumption experience. Prem
bought two computers of the same brand for his school going children. His
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purchase of two laptops belonging to the same brand reflected a strong relationship
in terms of trust, commitment, and social benefits with the brand. Trust implies the
confidence that a firm is dependable and can be relied upon while commitment
implies a willingness to maintain a relationship with the brand. Social benefits are
a perception of a “one-to-one” connection through the personalisation and
customisation of services. However, with a strong negative experience each of
these relationship qualities are adversely affected in this episode, “…because my
son and daughters they were growing and in high school they had to use laptops
for their projects. So I bought HP for my son, now since the two names always
comes in front of the market, the names of Toshiba and HP, I thought I must go for
my son HP, so I took one and after three or four months, it had some problems, it
started restarting due to heat, some issue was there , I had actually bought two, the
first one had a problem with the screen , I didn’t see anything, so I went to HP and
they took my laptop, there is a service station closer to the airport and they took
almost one –one and half months to repair .... “
“The most agonizing part is when you call them there is no proper response
every time, so it was the worst service I have found from such a brand. I was really
upset and my son had a project to do and I had to visit them a couple of times and
they did not even give a replacement and if they had given a replacement I would
have been very happy and I would have stayed with HP but they did not give a
replacement and they always were telling me next week, next week, next week, it
took almost one and half months to repair it. I took it back. In the meantime, before
this problem had happened, I got another one for my daughter. We had two HPs…”
(Prem).
From the above extracts one can discern a series of episodic failures which
transform a faithful attitude and positive behaviour towards the brand to a hatred
of the brand.
The first instance triggering the deterioration in the relationship is the failure
of the newly purchased product. It is generally perceived that products belonging
to a reputed brand are synonymous with quality and expected to be trouble free.
However, when the computer fails within three to four months of purchase,
disbelief sets in. The informant is willing to accept this as a matter of fact, failures
do happen and that is why one has the warranty support and service, “…and after
three or four months, it gave some problems, it started restarting due to heat, some
issue was there … , I don’t see anything, so it was an issue …”(Prem).
The scene now shifts to the service centre. The second instance of long delays
in the repair combined with a lack of proper response from the service team causes
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an agonizing experience;“…there is a service station closer to the airport and they
took almost one –one and half months to repair that and .... The most agonizing
part is when you call them there is no proper response every time, so it was a worst
service I have found from such a brand…”(Prem).
Prem perceives this as a lack of commitment from the brand and an
unwillingness to maintain a relationship. Had the service team been prompt in
responding to his calls, provided him with timely updates on the repair status, set
his expectations from the beginning as to the expected repair time, perhaps Prem’s
reaction may have been different. Their apathy signifies to him an unwillingness
by the brand to commit themselves to the relationship. Customers who are
committed to high-relationship quality might feel offended if they consider
themselves victims of service failure episodes. “I end up investing in your products,
but when I need your help for a fault resulting from your inadequacy, you don’t
even bother to respond properly,” implicit in the thought is that the organisation
“owes” the customer more and when faced with this type of scenario, such
customers feel betrayed.
The firm could have mitigated the chances of this strong relationship changing
into bitter and dissatisfied one by offering appeasement measures such as an
apology and compensation by way of a replacement of the faulty product, which
would be akin to a derivation of social benefit vide a perception of personalisation
of a service. It is generally the norm in the computer industry that products found
to be defective are not replaced with new ones but simply repaired. The gesture of
replacing the defective computer would have amounted to a personalised solution
or remedy to not only address his complaint but assuaging his “ego” as a highrelationship quality customer. But this was not to be. Prem’s sense of betrayal
deepens and great disappointment sets in. Adding fuel to the fire was the failure of
the second product from the same brand which he had bought for his daughter. This
was the final straw which broke the camel’s back. Prem declares how fed up he has
become with the brand and vows never to go for the brand again and refuses to look
at the brand when he goes shopping for computers, “…But then because of this
incident I am fed up with them and I thought I will never ever go for HP because
that was a very bad experience, the service was very poor, the response was very
poor. I don’t know whether it is only in this part of the world or everywhere. Anyway
that gave me the image of HP. Even when I go to buy laptops, I never look at HP,”
This piece of narration reveals how a series of episodic failure results in the
perception of betrayal which becomes difficult to forget and transforms the highrelationship quality into a hate- relationship. Thus this study finds two elements of
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emotive tendencies surfacing during the pre-adoption phase and these are depicted
in Table 12.
Table 12. Sub-elements of emotive tendencies among informants during the preadoption phase.
Element

Sub-elements

Emotive

Hatred

Description
A strong negative emotion results in total
abhorrence and avoidance of a brand.

Moderate attachment

Engaging in repeat purchase behaviour,
willingness to pay a premium.

5.2

Summary of the pre-adoption phase

In summary, during the pre-adoption phase, an informant embarks on a journey of
consumption primarily driven by utilitarian needs, relying more on the social
references (word-of-mouth) for guidance. His evaluative tendencies with price
being the foremost of the consideration and behavioural tendency informed by
social influence guides him towards a brand decision. Emotive tendencies appear
less although when they do occur they are formidable. The key elements in the preadoption phase leading to a brand choice decision are shown in Figure 11. While
Figure 12 provides a comprehensive view of the factors influencing brand decision
in this study.

Pre-adoption phase
Initial stage
Need recognition
Utilitarian

Search
Social references

Evaluation
Evaluative
tendencies

Fig. 11. Key elements leading to a brand decision in the pre-adoption phase.
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Fig. 12. Factors influencing brand decision during the pre-adoption phase.

5.3

Analysis of the adoption phase

The act of consumption or usage elicits various types of experiences which may
range from the mundane to the extra-ordinary. Researchers and practitioners are
increasingly acknowledging the importance of consumer experiences for achieving
satisfaction and loyalty. Indeed, there is far more to consumer experiences than
brand choice and purchase behaviour. It is known that consumers do not just buy
products, but they buy the lifestyle, the experience, the emotions and the stories
which the products embody or signify (Hackley & Tiwsakul 2006). The
experiences during consumption are key determinants of customer satisfaction and
brand loyalty.
The analysis of the adoption phase follows a coding scheme derived from the
literature to gain a deeper insight of the consumer’s experiences. Six top level codes
representing the elements of experiential consumption were derived and
operationalised from a previous study (Lofman 1991) and chunks of data reflecting
the elements were fitted accordingly. The six high level codes were expanded to
include second and third low-level codes when the data revealed positive, negative
or mixed attributes, experiences and evaluations. Table 13 depicts the top and
second level codes in the adoption phase.
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Table 13. Top level codes derived from literature and low level codes developed from
the data in the adoption phase.
Derived top level codes

First low level codes

Second low level codes

Attributes

Concrete attributes

Benefits

Functional benefits

Setting
Sensation
Thought

Abstract attributes
Psychosocial benefits
Associations
Feelings

Emotions

Positive
Negative

Moods
Physiological feelings
Activity

Coping activity
Mental activity

Evaluation

Positive
Mixed
Negative

The analysis of the adoption phase is thus based on the experiential elements
derived from the literature to reveal insights into the consumption of short lifecycle products.
5.3.1 Setting
Setting refers to the time and place of the experience and includes tangibles and
intangibles, inanimate and animate objects. The informants mainly describe their
consumption activities at home and at the workplace. Intangibles such as services
from Internet service providers, the prevailing market environment and industry
maturity levels were found to influence the usage behaviour, “…used it for about
4-5 years but I don’t think I have used it enough because the programs were not
that sophisticated like windows, In 1992 it was windows 3, windows 95 came in
1995.Then only the PCs became very popular, I felt that I have not used the
computer enough…” (Prem).
The setting does not appear to be of significance in the consumption
experiences of the informants.
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5.3.2 Sensation
It is known that sensation or sensory stimulations are experienced upon
consumption of brands. Sensory stimulations occur through sight, sound, smell,
touch and taste. Consumption experiences of short life-cycle products did not seem
to generate many sensory experiences except for one brand which was able to
stimulate the senses through sight and touch stimuli, “…and the finishing of that
Apple iPad which is sleek, like light in weight and the gorilla glass and plus ... it is
beautiful, something different...” (Aleem).
Other than one brand, no other brand was able to generate sensory stimulation.
Moreover informants also appeared not to express much about the sensory
stimulations. Therefore the importance of sensory stimulation appears low.
5.3.3 Thought
“Thought encompasses not only cognitive processing regarding the market offering
itself, but also imaginal processing as reflected in associations made during
consumption,” (Lofman 1991: 730). Cognitive processing implies mental processes
of perception, memory, judgment and reasoning in contrast to emotional and
volitional processes. This would mean images, associations, and words reflecting
what one thinks and feels when recalling experiences in using or consuming the
market offering. Thought refers to attributes, benefits and associations during
consumption. Several elements of thought appear important in this study. These are
discussed below:
Attributes
Attributes relate to how various aspects of the market offerings are perceived by
the informants. It includes both abstract and concrete attributes. Abstract attributes
relate to the nonphysical qualities of the market offerings such as “good quality,”
“good service,” “reliable,” and “durable,” while concrete attributes relate to the
physical elements and quality or sensory description such as a product being
“hard,” or “thick.” Attributes appear to be most important element in “Thought.”
Informants perceive the abstract attributes variously. Some perceive it positively,
some negatively while one has mixed views. Positive abstract attributes are
considered salient by most of the informants. Informants talk about how they found
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a product to be really good, nice, faster, or good quality, “…it was really good. Dell
is fine and I think it’s a good one in the market” (Bassem).
Negative abstract attributes were mostly the result of poor service deliverables
and operating system issues, or related to hardware issue and the non-availability
of spare parts. Informants also experienced a combination of both positive and
negative abstract attributes indicating that attributes may be weighed by both
utilitarian and hedonic values, “…Its fine, except that the sound system is not good,
not that good in a camera, I have not taken into consideration when I bought it, I
was thinking about i7, I like i7, that’s all...” (Larry).
One informant accounts for concrete attribute when he talks about how the
casing was heavy duty, “…I would say Dell was good from the quality of the case.
We can say that it is a heavy duty case…specially the cases, it’s not like nowaday
cases. It was really thick and it looks like the business laptops. Well I would say
that at that time it was good,” (Merwin).
Benefits
Benefits refer to how the market offerings may satisfy or fail to satisfy a consumer’s
personal needs and desires. These include both functional and psychosocial
benefits. Functional benefits relate to physiological or maintenance needs.
Functional benefits are derived when consumers use their system for emails,
communication, downloading of free software, doing documentation and even for
entertainment, “…You communicate easily, you talk to people, you gather
information, and you sort out your jobs…” (Ilyas). Psychosocial benefits relate to
psychological or social needs relating to self-esteem, status or self-actualisation
which may be satisfied or not satisfied by the consumption. “It has got status,”
“People talk about it when I am using it” are examples of psychosocial benefits.
Psychosocial benefits were experienced by the informants by way of having a
superior configuration or the latest configuration and boasting about it within their
circle of friends, “…if you got I think 56 mb of RAM in your computer you have the
best system in your community or like in your friend circle… I used to discuss with
my friends look I got something very cool…” (Aleem).
In the instance above, the informant is reminiscing about the yester years when
the industry was in the nascent stage, computers were a novelty and in developing
countries such as India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, they could only be afforded by a few.
While the informant experiences a feeling of pride for having superior or latest
configuration in those days, informants in the present day experienced psychosocial
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benefits by possessing a brand which enhanced their status, and which give them
a sense of prestige, “…Yes it has prestige value, but I am not caring about that. But
I noticed that people in the office two guys are having it. I have my own... others
using pcs given by the company, so others come and talk about it, they appreciate
it…” (Lucky). This shows that superior configurations or specifications may no
longer satiate psychological or social needs in the present times while brands which
are able to enhance the status or produce psychosocial benefits are looked upon
favourably.
Association
“During my school days,” or “it takes me down the memory lane” are instances of
associational imagery. None of the informants accounted for any association in
their narratives. Hence association appears to have no salience in the consumption
experience of the informants in this study.
In sum, among the elements of “Thought” positive abstract attributes such as
performance and quality appear more important to the informants in their
consumption experience than functional benefits. Table 14 shows the elements of
“Thought” that occurred in the consumption activities of the informants in this
study.
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Table 14. Elements of Thought in the consumption activities among informants during
the adoption phase.
Element

Sub-element1

Sub-element 2

Description

Thought

Attributes

Abstract attributes

Refers to mon-physical qualities of market
offerings, such as “good service, good quality.”
Positive abstract attributes appear very salient.
Negative and mixed abstract attributes were also
experienced by informants.

Concrete attributes Refers to the physical elements and quality or
sensory description such as “hard,” or “thick. Does
not appear to be highly salient.
Benefits

Benefits refer to how the market offerings may
satisfy or fail to satisfy a consumer’s personal
needs and desires.
Functional benefits Refers to physiological or maintenance needs
which may be satisfied or not satisfied by
consumption activities. Functional benefits appear
to be experienced almost on a par with
psychosocial benefits.
Psychosocial

Relates to psychological or social needs relating to

benefits

self-esteem, status or self-actualisation and
appears almost on a par with functional benefits.

Association

Relates to the associational imagery which
consumers form linking the consumed market
offering to other market offerings, objects, symbols,
peoples, places, or events beyond the consumption
experience itself. Appears to have no salience in
this study.

5.3.4 Feeling
Feeling refers to affective responses in consumption and includes emotions, moods
and physiological feelings – both organically related such as hot, hungry, thirsty
and organically derived, such as, stimulated, relaxed, excited and satiated.
Among the elements of “Feeling,” informants experience emotions more than
mood affects or physiological feelings. In emotions, positive emotion appears to be
more important than negative. Informants describe varied shades of positive
emotions resulting from the consumption such as “Love,” “Awesomeness,”
“Amazement,” “Joy,” “Desire,” “Enjoyment,” and “Happiness.”
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Amazement was experienced when an operating system was found to be
extremely robust in comparison to a previous one, “…And I realised, its big
difference. It never crashed, if I want to restart, it hardly takes five seconds, ten
seconds at the max, its smooth, never crashes, no need to install any anti-virus,
never had any issue…” (King). Joy was experienced when an operating system
afforded an avenue to download free communication software and games, “In
Windows you can find anything you want for free,” (Iman). Informants who
expressed “love,” “amazement,” “joy,” “enjoyment,” and “happiness” appeared to
have a stronger bond with their brands than those who expressed “awesomeness”
and “desire.”
A much larger range of negative emotions was experienced by the informants
including: “Anxiety,” “Disappointment,” “Fed up,” “Unhappiness,” “Dislike,”
“Sadness,” “Uneasiness,” “Upset,” “Agony,” “Hate,” and “Frustration.”
Disappointment emerged as the most commonly felt negative emotion. Informants
were disappointed on different accounts; for example they felt disappointed when
they found it very difficult to download free software, or when they were not
provided with a replacement for a defective machine; and when a brand they
perceived as superior quality failed within a short time, “…Later as I used it, it died
on me in a year’s” time. Made in Japan, it died on me! It used to get overheated…”
(King).
The emotion “hate” appears salient within the negative emotions. All other
emotions appear less salient. Informants experience a strong feeling of hatred under
two different situations. In one situation, hatred results from a series of service
failure events, apathy on the part of service personnel and failure of the brand to
remedy the situation. In another situation hatred developed due to the slow
performance of the system resulting due to inadequate service from an internet
service provider. While the brand is not responsible for the frustrating experience,
it becomes the victim or the fall guy for the hatred experienced by the informant,
“…I hated it, and I ended up breaking it because every time it would be slowing
down. I was thinking it was something with the computer, but those days it was
Etisalat. So it used to be problems with dial up or stuff like that. I used to be
frustrated, you know something wrong with the computer…” (King).
Emotions are experienced more than mood or physiological feelings. Mood is
represented by the comfort and discomfort level experienced by the informants.
Physiological feelings appear to be organically derived. Peter finds himself satiated
with the features and usage of the product. The more he masters and knows about
the systems and its limitations, the more he feels underwhelmed and wants a more
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powerful system. His hunger for a more advanced machine increases. This is
typical in the case of computers where the performance of a high configuration
machine deteriorates with the increase in the software products being used, “…once
you become more knowledgeable on a PC and you realise what it can do and
eventually the model you have kind of out lived its usefulness and you want
something a bit more powerful…” (Peter). Like our daily behaviours which are
heavily influenced by physiological feelings such as hunger, thirst, rest,
consumption behaviours are also likely to be influenced by organically derived
feelings such as satiation leading to variety seeking tendencies.
Table 15 shows the elements of feeling and their salience in the consumption
activities of informants during the adoption phase.
Table 15. Elements of Feeling in the consumption activities among informants during
the adoption phase.
Element

Sub-element

Description

Feeling

Emotions

Positive emotions are accounted for in most of the consumption
experiences. Positive emotions such as enjoyment, desire, joy,
amazement, love and happiness are described. Informants
appear to experience more positive emotions than negative
emotions. The negative emotions which are described are wide
ranging, such as, disappointment, hate, being fed-up, anxiety,
unhappiness, dislike, sadness, being upset, agony and frustration.

Mood

Refers to the comfort and discomfort level experienced during

Physiological feelings

Organically derived feeling such as satiation are described. Has

consumption. Has lower salience than emotions.
even lower salience than moods.

5.3.5 Activity
Activity relates to the behaviourally related events which occur during
consumption. Two types of activities were found to occur within the informants;
mental activity and coping activity. Mental activity refers to the internal dialogue
or when informants talk to themselves internally and appears of little relevance
here, “…After that I said I don’t want Compaq I really go for a branded name like
Sony.” (King).
Informants were found to engage in coping activities during consumption such
as abandonment. Coping activities appear salient compared to the mental
soliloquies. Abandonment is a form of consumption avoidance strategy and is
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classified as a coping strategy. Abandonment may occur, for instance, when a
malfunctioning technological possession is left unrepaired. In this study, instances
of abandonment are found to occur due to hardware obsolescence, software
unavailability and poor service delivery, “…so it was working fine, so he was telling
me compare this and see. So I tried to do that, I had a computer guy, he tried XP
but he couldn’t find the drivers, so the computer is still with me, it is working at
home but I am not using it. My wife uses it sometimes to watch a movies. So I had
the problems like that...” (Lucky).
5.3.6 Evaluation
Evaluation or experiential output refers to the overall appraisal of the market
offering in the context of a particular consumption experience. The informants’
responses were varied and include positive, negative and mixed evaluative outputs.
Positive evaluation appears the most salient followed by mixed and negative
evaluation. Informants described “how happy” they were with the performance of
the machine, and how it “worked very well” even though some functionalities were
disturbed, and how they found it “to be the best” compared to other brands, “…it
worked very well although my daughter used to sit on it, the buttons got removed
but yet it continued working…” (Khan). Mixed evaluations were also provided by
the informants. Both good and bad views form a part of the evaluation, “…my
experience with Lenovo has been so far so good and I am still using it, good
customer support again the shortcomings are there but I can live with it. I have
been using it for four years now…” (Abhilash). For some the brand is good but the
operating system is a failure, “Very good... it was very good. The operating system
wasn’t that good, you know millennium, it was a failed operating system,” (Iman).
And for some even though the brand is appreciated by others, is a source of hedonic
value, they are least affected by it, “…so others come and talk about it, they
appreciate it, but I don’t care about it…” (Lucky).
In line with the positive emotions experienced by the informants, the
evaluations (experiential output) tend to be positive which means the informants
are generally pleased, happy and satisfied with the experience. However, they also
experienced mixed outcomes to a greater extent. Negative evaluations are less
described by the informants. Table 16 shows the elements of activity and
evaluations experienced by the informants during consumption in the adoption
phase.
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Table 16. Elements of activity and evaluation experienced during consumption in the
adoption phase.
Element

Sub-element

Activity

Coping activity

Description
Abandonment as a form of coping activity is described by the
informants. Appears more relevant than mental activity.

Mental activity

Refers to the internal dialogues or soliloquies by informants. Does
not appear to have any relevance in this study.

Evaluation

Positive
Mixed

Informants tend to evaluate their experience more positively.
Brands positive qualities and their shortcomings are experienced
together leading to mixed evaluations from informants to a greater
extent.

Negative

Negative evaluations appear less.

Based upon the theoretically derived categories and the data, various experiential
elements are identified during the adoption phase. The informants perceived
abstract attributes to be the most salient in the consumption than concrete attributes.
They perceived accruing functional benefits more than psychosocial benefits.
Association finds no salience in their consumption activities and appears
insignificant. Feeling comprises emotions, moods and physiological feelings. The
informants experienced more positive emotions than negative emotions in the
consumption. However, the shades of negative emotions are much wider than
positive emotions. Moods and physiological feelings were also elicited during
consumption but appear to be of much lesser significance. The informants were
found to engage in forms of coping behaviour as they engaged in abandonment. In
their overall evaluation, informants evaluated the consumption experience
positively. Mixed or ambivalent evaluations were also found to be strongly
generated. Negative evaluations were the least generated.
5.4

Summary of the adoption phase

In summary, during the adoption phase, informants experience more of abstract
attributes such as “good quality,” “good service,” “reliability,” “durability” which
generates feelings of positive emotions such as “love,” “awe,” “amazement,” “joy,”
“happiness” and “enjoyment” while among the negative emotions,
‘disappointment’ appears as a commonly expressed emotion. “Hate” appears as a
very strong emotion which results in the severance of the bond between the
consumer and the brand.
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Informants who expressed love with the brand ended up either buying more
products of the brand or expressed their intention to acquire the brand for a different
product category. This shows both behavioural and attitudinal loyalty representing
“true loyalty” (Dick & Basu 1994). Among the informants who expressed
“amazement,” there were conflicting versions, one considered himself a loyal
follower of the brand, while the other did not, even though the product and the
brand amazed him. Informants who experienced “joy” form a loyal bond to the
operating system8 rather than the brand, while those who experience “enjoyment”
confirm staying with the brand. Among those who expressed happiness, one
considers himself a loyal follower of the brand, while another given a choice to
have a second brand would go for a different brand, while another informant was
just happy and does not profess to have any loyalty. This shows that strong
emotions of “Love” and “enjoyment” and “happiness” induce stronger brand
loyalty while other emotions such as joy, amazement, may induce different
attitudinal and behavioural responses in different individuals and not necessarily
loyalty. In contrast, negative emotions appear to influence brand disloyalty more
than positive emotions tend to influence loyalty. Informants who expressed, “hate,”
“disappointment,” “being fed up,” “agony,” “dislike” or “unhappiness” invariably
switched over to other brands and did not revert to the brand again. This shows that
negative emotions have a greater influence on disloyalty intentions and behaviour
than positive emotions have on loyalty intentions and behaviour. This is similar to
the findings of Chea & Lou (2008) wherein they found that negative affectivity
significantly influences complaint behaviour while positive affect did not appear to
influence recommendation behaviour. This shows that customers perceive their
negative experiences with greater intensity and if not resolved suitably they engage
in complaints while positive affectivity is assumed as “given”.
In general, if one looks at the adoption phase, informants are found to be
satisfied and happy with their consumption experiences. Figure 13 shows the
overall view of the consumption elements elicited in this study. The elements which
are marked in dark grey are found to be most salient in the consumption experience.
The light grey coloured elements are found to influence various attitudinal and
behavioural outcomes. For example, feelings of hatred, disappointment, agony,
dislike, disappointment were found to contribute to brand disloyal behaviours.

8

In this study, software and hardware platforms are considered as forming a part of the personal
computer environment and are not considered separately.
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Fig. 13. Key elements in consumption experience during the adoption phase.
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5.5

Analysis of the post-adoption phase

Much of the research in product diffusion, information systems marketing, preadoption and adoption literature have focused on uncovering factors influencing
technology adoption while relatively few studies have examined behaviours postadoption.
But the long-term survival of any company is dependent upon continued
adoption and usage of its products and services by the consumers. A decision to
continue patronizing the brand or service is the most sought after outcome by
marketers while a decision to defect is the least desired. Loyalty and disloyalty
form two ends of a continuum. Loyalty, at one end is an important concept which
has been described and conceptualised in various ways, such as with repeat
purchases, preference and commitment, and as the willingness of an individual to
continue to invest in the brand, or as a psychological attachment or multi-faceted
behavioural construct that includes aspects like retention, positive word-of-mouth
and repurchase frequency. Loyalty provides its benefits to the firms by ensuring
continuous repurchases, brand advocacy leading to reduced operational costs and
increased profitability. Not surprisingly loyalty is the holy grail of marketers.
At the opposite end of the continuum is an equally important concept,
disloyalty, a recipient of much lesser attention from the researchers than its more
favoured opponent. Disloyalty, suffers from a lack of clear conceptualisation and
definition in the pages of literature. It has been suggested that disloyalty includes
polygamous consumption of more than one brand rather than one brand; that
disloyalty is a separate concept and does not mean no loyalty (Dick & Basu 1994,
Rowley & Dawes 2000). While there may be ambiguity in the conceptualisation of
the disloyalty concept, there is general agreement that understanding the reasons
behind disloyalty and being able to manage disloyalty would help in the retention
of consumers and help prevent the fallouts due to the loss of consumers.
To aid the analysis, the texts related to the post-adoption experience of the
informants were grouped under the overarching category of post-adoption. Iterative
readings of the texts produced several lower level codes which were grouped under
four top level codes namely, brand loyalty tendencies, disloyalty tendencies,
divided loyalty tendencies and no loyalty tendencies. These are discussed below:
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5.5.1 Brand loyalty tendencies
Informants display varied shades of brand loyalty tendencies during the postadoption phase ranging from acceptance, to attraction and attachment.
Acceptance
Acceptance in the behavioural and therapy literature has been conceptualised as an
alternative to experiential avoidance and involves maintaining a status quo with an
active awareness that in doing so, avoidance of any psychological harm occurs
(Hayes et al. 2006). Let us consider an example from the data below;
Question: “If you were to change over to another computer, would you still go
for HP?”
Answer: “Yes, I will… Yes, so far I have been pretty satisfied with HP laptops
which I owned for both entertainment functions and also it fits my needs
actually.” (Cheryl).
In this example, the informant is clear about her position and exhibits no ambiguity
in the choice of the brand. The affirmation is based on the functional or utilitarian
benefits derived out of the past and current usage. In this case the informants are
satisfied with what is being delivered to them in terms of the utilitarian benefits and
would rather maintain the status quo by continuing the relationship with the brand
than enter into uncharted waters with a different brand. In this way they avoid
anxiety and apprehensions.
Attraction
The concept of attraction has emanated from social psychology where it is
considered as a binding force fostering voluntarism in the relationship (Mortensen
2012). In this study the informants were found attracted to a brand due to its
innovative offerings and evinced intentions of future acquisition. However,
acquisition is mediated by other factors such as affordability. The concept of
attraction appears similar to emotive loyalty (Sheth & Park 1974) wherein a
consumer has strong emotive tendencies towards a brand without any prior
acquisition experience or evaluation. For instance, an informant was attracted to
the Apple brand but cannot acquire it because of the unaffordable price. “Ah, the
whole market is changed these days, so I would like, I have seen a lot of Apple
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related products which caught my eye, so Apple could be one of the options, a
MacBook could be one of the options to go ahead with, again the price factor is
something which I consider very seriously, so if everything does come into some
very good deal then I wouldn’t mind switching to Apple,” (Abhilash).
Attachment
Attachment has been defined as an emotion-laden target-specific bond between a
person and a specific object that varies in strength (Park et al. 2006). While research
in psychology concentrates on an informant’s connections or attachment to other
informants, marketing extends the definition beyond the person to person
relationship context to objects, places, sports teams, celebrities, etc. In the context
of marketing, attachment has been redefined as a strength of the cognitive and
emotional bond connecting the brand with the self (Park et al. 2006). Based on past
conceptualisation, brand attachment strength and behavioural characteristics, this
study finds informants harbouring three types of attachment; strong, moderate and
low.
Strong attachment
In marketing, strong attachments are characterised by resistance to the lure of new
offerings and their perceived superiority. Customers who are strongly attached
support the brand even during adversities such as product recalls or marketplace
failures (Park et al. 2006). They are willing to make sacrifices of scarce resources
of time, money and energy to support and continue their relationship with the brand
such as paying a high premium for the product and advocating the cause of the
brand. Two informants displayed strong attachment tendencies with their brands.
King was in a strong relationship with one brand but switches over to a new
brand due to a frustrating experience. His relationship with the new brand starts out
in a rather shaky manner. His dislike for the operating system with the new brand
results from pre-conceived notions and the perceived effort required to learn
something new. He avoids the new operating system by installing his preferred
operating system (Windows) in the new hardware system (Apple), an incompatible
cocktail which was unlikely to merge well. Very soon, he sells it off and waits for
a new version to be released. In the interim, he has to use his wife’s system with
the operating system originally disliked by him. As he uses it, he is surprised and
amazed by the performance, “... And I realised, its big difference. It never crashed,
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if I want to restart, it hardly takes five seconds, ten seconds at the max, its smooth,
never crashes, no need to install any anti-virus, never had any issue…”(King).
This interim experience extends into a continuous usage for a four year period
and the bond becomes so strong that King cannot be lured away with other
enticements. He is willing to sacrifice resources for the sake of continuing the
relationship with the brand. He spends his financial resources to acquire more
products of the same brand and expresses his strong attachment to the brand.
However, apart from resisting competitive lures, another psychological force
consisting of negative emotions is working to make this bond stronger. That is, the
dislike of the old operating system, “…Yeah. If you were to give me a brand new
laptop, top of the line, 20,000 Dhs. for free, I would not take it. That’s how I am
against windows now. I realised windows are really slow. I use Windows here,
sometimes I have to restart my computer or I have to do something. It’s
annoying…” (King). This attitude and behaviour King displays is reflective of
brand love as conceptualised by Batra et al. (2012).
Saud too displays strong attachment to the brand and is willing to venture and
spend his energy recommending the brand to people who are looking to buy. With
Saud, the attachment to the brand has occurred due to the consistent good
performance of the brand resulting in repeat purchases, thereby pledging his loyalty
to the brand and becoming an advocate of the brand, “So and like my experience
with Dell is really satisfactory, so even and like what I did, I upgraded but I still
bought a Dell…And if anyone asks me and when I ask them what will you do with
your laptop, my first priority is to convince them to buy a Dell. Again it is their
decision but I try to convince them by telling them my examples that buy Dell,”
(Saud).
In both these instances, the formation of a strong attachment occurs when the
brands are able to create a sense of efficacy based upon the product performance
attributes that consistently and reliably enable task performance. Strong level
attachment can be considered similar to the concept of hard-core loyalty.
Moderate attachment
Moderate attachment is reflected by behavioural characteristics such as repeat
purchase behaviour, paying a premium price for the brands products and engaging
in a moderate degree of willingness to sacrifice personal resources (Park et al.
2006). A moderate level of attachment is also characterised by a strong brand
attitude, “…At this point I would say that I would prefer if I had an option over
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another system comparable, one of the androids or the Samsung, I would have to
stick with Apple just because of the experience I have had with it and I know that
it’s a good product. It’s the value and the name is known...” (Franklin)
“…I kinda follow that example of mine that if you buy cheap product at a cheap
price then you are not getting yourself a good quality product. But if you spend a
little bit more money so to say, you get what you pay for…”(Franklin)
Franklin displays a moderate level of attachment with a strong attitude and
willingness to pay a premium for the brand considering the value he derives from
the brand.
Low attachment
Low brand attachment may occur due to favourable brand attitudes resulting from
the product attributes as perceived by the informants (Park et al. 2006), “…I think
I would prefer HP, because it was from my office before…Why, because that was
cool.”(Larry).
Larry is particularly into songs and music and is not satisfied with his current
brand. However he recalls the earlier brand he used which he finds to be “cool.”
Automatic retrieval of brand connections could be explained by evaluation-based
mechanisms which may exist at the low level of brand attachment. Such consumers
with a low level of brand attachment may not engage in brand supporting
behaviours such as brand advocacy or spending resources to maintain a relationship
with the brand but still they do form a level of attachment. The three types of brand
attachments formed by the informants are briefly summarised in Table 17.
Table 17. Three types of brand attachment formed among the informants.
Levels of brand attachment
Low attachment

Description
Favourable brand attitude but no brand supporting
behaviour by engaging in brand advocacy.

Moderate attachment

Strong brand attitude by way of repeat purchase

Strong attachment

Strong brand attitude. Refusal to enticements from

behaviour and willingness to pay a premium.
competition and a strong repeat purchase
behaviour.
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Mooring
In migration studies, mooring refers to intervening variables which either facilitate
or inhibit migration (Bansal 2005). The term “mooring” includes all personal,
social and cultural values that moderate the decision to migrate or not to migrate
and has been adopted in studies of service switching behaviour. The mooring
variables identified in the service literature include switching costs, subjective
norms, past experience, attitudes and variety-seeking tendencies which either
inhibit or facilitate switching (Bansal 2005). In this study we find technology
assuming a paradoxical role of inhibiting consumers from switching over to other
brands and forming stronger bonds with the same brand.
Cloud computing, one of the recent technological advancements, enables
synchronisation and connectivity of different devices making it convenient and
easy for users to manage their workplace and personal activities in their daily lives.
This convenience afforded by brands deters users from switching over to other
brands easily. A changeover to another brand entails bringing in and adopting to
many changes such as changes of devices or operating system, in addition to
transfer of data, un-learning of the old and re-learning of the new, considerable
investment of time and money resources etc. Even though, an individual may be
inclined or attracted by competitive market offerings, the thought of switching over
is pushed backwards when the efforts which would go into adopting the new brand
are considered. The paradox of technology assumes the role of both inhibiting and
bonding the user in the instance here, “…In terms of PC, well if you were to buy a
second one for the house or something like that I would probably still go with Apple
just because of how things are linked these days in an iCloud computing and the
way we synchronise all our mobile devices to our PC’s, I mean the photo streams
and all those things are just more convenient to be honest…” (Peter).
In brand and service switching studies antecedent variables such as switching
costs, social influences, attitudes towards switching, past behaviours and variety
seeking (Bansal 2005), are shown as constraints which prevent an individual from
migrating and these factors contribute to mooring. In the example above, the
informant although finds himself inhibited due to the way all his devices of the
same brand are connected to each other, he appears to continue with the brand not
because of any negative fallouts which may occur by switching but because of the
convenience and ease which he enjoys with the brand. His confirmation that “he
would still go with the brand” reveals his loyalty intentions.
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Thus during the post-adoption phase, informants are found to develop various
forms of brand loyalty tendencies. These are: acceptance, attraction and attachment
and mooring.
Acceptance is the lowest form of brand loyalty and appears similar to
satisfaction wherein the strength of the loyalty is based on the utilitarian or
functional benefits. While consumers are satisfied with the brand and may have no
intentions of switching over to other brands, they do not commit themselves to the
brand and appear open to defection.
Attraction as a term is a concept which has rarely been explored in business
relationships (Mortensen 2012). The importance of attraction in business
relationships has been emphasised in recent studies and appears to be relevant in
loyalty studies too. Consumers form an attraction to a brand and nurture desires of
acquisition. This phenomenon has been recognised in past studies (Sheth & Park
1974) as emotive loyalty wherein consumers aspire to possess a brand even though
they may not have had any prior usage experience.
Attachment emerges as the strongest form of brand loyalty with varying shades
of low, moderate and strong levels of attachment. In this, consumers tend to commit
themselves to developing and strengthening the brand loyalty relationship.
Mooring appears to inhibit defection and also strengthens the bonds of informants
to a brand. The forms of brand loyalty tendencies are depicted in Table 18.
Table 18. Forms of brand loyalty tendencies formed among informants.
Brand

Sub-categories

Description

loyalty
tendencies
Acceptance

The lowest basis of brand loyalty. Arises from satisfactory
experience. Based on utilitarian or functional benefits.
Vulnerable to defection.

Attraction

Moderate form of brand loyalty. Similar to the concept of
emotive loyalty.

Attachment Low level of attachment

Favourable brand attitude but no brand supporting
behaviour.

Moderate level of attachment

Strong brand attitude. Repeat purchase behaviour and
willingness to pay a premium.

Strong level of attachment

Strong brand attitude. Refusal to enticements from
competition and a strong repeat purchase behaviour.

Mooring

Technological features inhibit consumers from defection
and bonds them to brands.
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It is interesting to find brand loyalty tendencies such as acceptance, attraction,
attachment and mooring prevailing amongst the informants which shows that the
informants are inclined towards loyalty to the brands. The prevalence of several
brand loyalty tendencies assumes importance in today’s era of mass consumption,
consumerism, and proliferation of goods and the availability of myriad brands with
varied product choices. In past studies, different schools of thought have debated
the existence and demise of brand loyalty. One school of thought supports the belief
of diminishing brand loyalty (Fargo 2015, PR Newswire 2015), while another
school of thought considers the overall decline in brand loyalty a “myth” and
considers that brand loyalty still exists (Clarke 2001, Dekimpe et al. 1997, Johnson
1984, Kapferer 2005). In addition to the brand loyalty tendencies this study also
finds divided brand loyalty and no brand loyalty prevailing among the informants.
These are discussed in the subsequent sections.
5.5.2 Brand loyalty factors
The factors which are found to induce brand loyalty tendencies in this study include
positive usage experience, brand image, mooring, emotive loyalty and satisfaction.
Positive usage experiences derived from different product categories are found to
influence informants in concluding that the brand is the best and reinforcing their
continuance decision with the brand. “Apple because from my experience in iPhone
I feel that Apple is the best system either in iPhone, iPad or whatever. I believe this
brand is still strong (Ahmed Ali). “I would have to stick with Apple just because of
the experience I have had with it and I know that it’s a good product. It’s the value
and the name is known.” (Franklin). The experience with the products evoked
happiness, enjoyment and love forming brand attachment. “And I am very very
happy because I have an ASUS laptop with SDM, 3d TV connected with it. It is so
easy, so fun you can watch and play video games on the big screen, really unlimited
entertainment.”(Aleem). Positive usage experience also resulted in strengthening
the image of the brand leading to affirmation of loyalty to the brand.
Word of mouth references, imitative behaviour, watching and hearing others
talk about a brand resulted in informants forming an attraction to the brand showing
emotive brand loyalty tendencies. “I have a younger brother in Pakistan who is
studying computer science. He has bought an HP notebook. He is quite happy with
the performance and speed and everything. So, honestly I have never used it but
yes. That’s is what I have heard. So I thought if I have my own chance, I will go for
HP.” (Ilyas).
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“But till now I didn’t buy Apple Technology because it is more cost. But if by
chance in future definitely I would go for it” (Rais). Technological advancements
provided by brands by way of enabling connectivity and synchronisation provided
the mooring effect resulting in informants not only being attached to the brand but
even strengthening the brand relationship. Satisfaction with the performance of the
brand reflects brand loyalty intentions however, no commitment is visible for a
continued relationship, “so far I have been pretty satisfied with HP Laptops which
I owned” (Cheryl). Satisfaction is assumed and it is accepted that brands have to
deliver satisfactory services. Thus while satisfaction appears important, it is
accepted and taken as granted reflecting a form of acceptance. This echoes what
Oliver (1999: 33) had observed long back that “satisfaction is a necessary step in
loyalty formation but becomes less significant when loyalty begins to set through
other mechanisms” and even by others (Clarke 2001).
Figure 14 shows below the various factors influencing the brand loyalty
formation in this study.

Fig. 14. Factors influencing brand loyalty formation.

5.5.3 Brand disloyalty tendencies
Disloyalty, in comparison to its opposite concept (loyalty) has been a recipient of
much lesser attention in the pages of the literature, but its importance has been
acknowledged and accepted. Knowing and understanding what drives a consumer
away may enable firms to take corrective steps and prevent the erosion of the
customer base which is so essential in this extremely competitive world. Defection
prevention and retention of worthy consumers’ is much more beneficial and
lucrative than seeking new consumers all the time. Assuaging a consumer’s hurt
feelings, recognizing and admitting the error and providing remedial solutions are
some measures which go a long way towards instilling confidence and trust in a
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consumer, paving the way for repeat sales and increased overall customer value to
the firm.
In this study, the term disloyalty embraces all the varied descriptions (as
evidenced in the literature) such as switching, churn, discontinuance, cessation, etc.
and the two terms “disloyalty” and “switching” have been used interchangeably.
The disloyalty tendencies which manifest in this study are exploration, rejection
and discontinuance.
Exploration
Most of the informants express their intention to switch over to other brands even
though they are “satisfied” and “like” the brands. Past studies have found that
satisfied customers also defect and satisfaction is no guarantee of loyalty (Reicheld
1996). Informants are found to engage in exploratory behaviour looking for other
options available in the market even though they are satisfied and that they “like”
the brands being used. In this study they are classified as active and passive
explorers.
Active explorer
Variety seeking tendencies of informants tend to induce them to actively explore
other options available in order to satiate their intrinsic desires. Sanjana is very
clear when she says that even if the brand she was using is good, she will not stick
to it because of her love for experimenting and trying new things, “…See it’s my
fantasy that I don’t use the same. I love trying and experiencing it. I may face good
experience but I don’t stick on something… ” (Sanjana).
Passive explorer
Informants who liked the brands also tended to explore other “new things”
available on the market when a purchase decision needs to be made. Abdul’s
exploration is passive as he is not consciously seeking out new offerings but is very
much aware of the new introductions in the market. He is not being driven by any
intrinsic variety seeking tendencies either “…To be honest I don’t think I will stick
with HP or Dell because I like them. I will just do some research again because, I
mean all these firms offer new things all the time in the market. I will just to the
website, read the reviews stuff like that…” (Abdul). This characteristic of Abdul is
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comparable to what marketing studies call as mercenaries, who are moderate on
satisfaction, low on loyalty, do not have a long-term commitment, and are
constantly seeking better deals from other firms (Johnson & Auh 1998, Payne &
Frow 1997). While Abdul is not constantly seeking better deals, he is also not
ignoring them either.
Rejection
The informants were found to actively reject the brands due to strong negative
experiences resulting either from poor service delivery or poor performance issues.
These active rejecters not only discontinued the use of the brand but through
negative word of mouth foster rejection and/or lower the speed of adoption in other
potential consumers. The informants in this study engaged in disruptive behaviour
when having experienced loss of revenue from high repair expenses. Their
experience has been so bad that they would not mind dissuading others from buying
the model or the brand;
“…If somebody asks whether I recommend DV series, I would say no because
I spent money on the technical problems and the operating system did not
match with the machine itself. So, therefore those two things made me not
recommend DV series.” (Lucky).
Serious forms of negative emotions emerge in some consumption experiences
leading to the rejection of the brand completely. A combination of factors including
recurring technical problems, poor service delivery, poor service recovery lead to
detestation and boycott of the brand from future purchase considerations, “…But
then because of this incidence I am fed up with them and I thought I will never ever
go for HP because that was a very bad experience, the service was very poor, the
response was very poor. I don’t know whether it is only in this part of the world or
everywhere. Anyway that gave me the image of HP.”(Prem).
Inadequate service from third party providers are also a cause of frustration.
When third party service providers fail to provide adequate service, it is the brand
which bears the brunt of this failure resulting in the rejection of the brand, “I hated
it, I ended up breaking it because every time it would be slowing down. I was
thinking it was something with the computer, but those days it was Etisalat. So it
used to be problems with dial up or stuff like that. I used to be frustrated, you know
something wrong with the computer. But you know that was a Windows PC so I was
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using that and I ended it. I just got frustrated and I actually ended it. After that I
said I don’t want Compaq I really go for a branded name like Sony,” (King).
One can find glimpses of sabotage being resorted to, not by the consumers or
by employees but by perceived sales expert, “The sales man also told me that you
can buy Toshiba or HP but not Acer although it was working. I don’t know why he
was saying that don’t buy Acer.”(Khan). Khan was visiting an exhibition to buy a
computer and he had no knowledge about the brands or the configurations. The
sales person who interacted with Khan was particularly impressive and his
recommendations for adopting a particular brand were readily accepted by Khan
and his friend. In the same vein, while the salesperson is recommending a brand,
he is also dissuading Khan and his friend from buying another brand citing
ineffective sales support. Even though, the sales person’s explanation does not cut
much ice, Khan does not purchase the brand because of the seeds of doubt sown in
his mind. This act of sabotage results in the rejection of the brand.
Discontinuance
In the innovation diffusion literature, discontinuance has been referred to as the
termination of the use of an innovation. In this study discontinuance is referred as
the termination of the use of a brand. Unlike rejection, where informants form very
strong negative emotions leading to the rejection of a brand, discontinuance
decisions do not carry the baggage of heavy emotional side effects, instead they are
a matter of fact decision without any positive or negative after effects, “We actually
had some problems with the computer. Subsequently I did not go back to using Acer
because of the problems,” (Cheryl). From the description provided by Cheryl, she
appears to fall into the category of “disenchanted” disloyals described by Rowley
& Dawes (2000).
Another example would be where there is no longer any need to make a
purchase decision for a brand, “… And secondly I have got a computer from my
office, so why should I buy a new one. Company has given me elite book and it is
good and it has got a status and I take it and therefore I did not buy another one.”
(Khan).
In both of these instances, the previously used brand is discontinued. The
tendency for disloyalty is feeble in discontinuance unlike with rejection where it
manifests very strongly. In this study, exploration emerges as the significant
tendency for disloyalty followed by rejection and discontinuance respectively.
Table 19 shows the various forms of disloyalty tendencies in this study.
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Table 19. Forms of disloyalty tendencies formed among informants.
Disloyalty tendencies

Description

Exploration

Informants engage in exploratory behaviour actively and passively.
This tendency appears dominant amongst the informants. Informants may be
satisfied and happy but switch to other brands.

Rejection

Rejection occurs due to negative consumption experiences, failure of third
party service providers resulting in strong emotional reactions and from acts
of sabotage from referents.

Discontinuance

Brands are discontinued as a matter of fact decision. Does not appear to
carry any emotional baggage.

5.5.4 Brand disloyalty factors
The factors for disloyalty or switching to other brands are described under three
categories; push away reasons, pull away reasons and reasons which are beyond
control. Pull away reasons are the most salient amongst the three categories
followed by push away and beyond controllable reasons respectively.
Pull-away reasons
The informants talk about various factors which “pull” them towards a brand which
include changing technology, price, brand image, software related aspects and
social influence.
Changing technology
The informants found themselves “pulled away” to other brands due to various
reasons. Primary among them being the changes introduced by changing
technologies or innovation. No other industry perhaps is witness to such disruptive
effects of technological advancements as the IT industry with most products and
services personified by their short life-cycles. Changing technology results in the
availability of new products, changes in product attributes, obsolescence and
satiation as evidenced in this study. Abdul uses the term “new things” to describe
the innovative products being introduced in the market. He does not think he will
stick with any of the two brands he had used in the past just because he likes them,
“…To be honest I don’t think I will stick with HP or Dell because I like them. I will
just do some research again because, I mean all these firms offer new things all the
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time in the market. I will just to the website, read the reviews, stuff like that…”
(Abdul). The lure of new offerings is stronger than the feeling of “liking” which
only goes on to show that feelings such as “liking” are weak in deterring consumers
from seeking new and varied products.
Obsolescence results in informants shifting over to other brands. Obsolescence
combined with different variables such as the infusion of new products, poor
service recovery (leading to erosion of trust), and high costs of repairs discourages
consumers to continue with the same brand,“…You know such machines after three
years the value would be nothing because of the updates, processors coming up
and also these are electronic machines. Then I was in mind as to whether I should
pay this and keep my laptop as I used to use it and it was expensive at that time.
Then I decided no, no need, because first of all, it became old and second thing I
am not quite sure that this company is not the original manufacturer. So I don’t
have any trust that they will repair it properly and for the third reason that I am not
using it that much…” (Ahmed Ali).
Changing technologies also brought in a change in the form factor of the short
life-cycle products or change in product attributes. Informants when faced with a
change in their needs, find a solution in the new product offerings, “…Thing is I
wanted something less weighted as a computer or laptop. That was kind of fitting
it nearly 2 Kgs. and that I found very easy…” (Sanjana).
Consumer attitude is also effected by changing technologies resulting in
switching behaviour, “Yes I believe yes, for example I don’t have a loyalty for one
brand, I have a liking for Toshiba because I have used it for four years. Now since
we have lot of options available in the market, my thinking was that’s the reason I
bought a Galaxy tab and an iPad, rather than sticking to one.” (Prem). Loyalty is
considered to have both behavioural and attitudinal dimensions. Clearly Prem does
not profess any attitudinal loyalty towards any brand as new technology makes him
vulnerable to new offerings in the market.
Changing technology also induces satiation which occurs due to the
performance limitations imposed by the product attributes and is typical in the IT
industry. Inundated with resource guzzling software, even the latest of the hardware
systems with the best of specifications and configurations start groaning under the
weight of new software as increased and ever growing data files take up large
resources of memory, storage space and adversely affect performance. Soon users
find the systems operating at their optimal best but delivering lower performance.
Paradoxically, users undergo opposing experiences. At one end satiation sets in
with the product attributes while at another end hunger for superior performance
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develops, resulting in the need for a switch over, “…They had a wide range of
products from your value to high end luxury models. But there is always something
that would meet your need. My experience with using Acer and HP was good, but
limited to the point where once you become more knowledgeable on a PC and you
realise what it can do and eventually the model you have kind out lived its
usefulness and you want something a bit more powerful but I thought they were
good value for money for me and they lasted me quite long, good few years…”
(Peter).
Price
Price appears to have the second greatest influence on the switching tendencies of
the informants. The economic man or the rational consumer has a salient role albeit
much lesser than the salience of changing technologies,“…But I’ll be honest, I have
been, I am tempted because Apple products seem to be little bit expensive and I am
not sure they can justify it anymore. I feel, as Samsung it seems in terms of quality
it seems have almost levelled the playing field but have maintained the bit of value.
Samsung and obviously the other laptop and PC makers like your HPs,” (Peter).
Brand image
Positive brand image, perceived by the informants from their usage experience of
the brand, creates a favourable opinion about the other products which the brand
carries in its portfolio, “…Apple because from my experience in iPhone I feel that
apple is the best system either in iPhone, iPad or whatever. I believe this brand is
still strong…” (Ahmed Ali).
Software related
The operating system was found to have an influence over the switching behaviour.
While problems with operating systems are known to drive away consumers, they
are also found to bring in consumers to the brand fold. Iman finds one operating
system providing “unlimited entertainment” while another one has “limited
entertainment.” As a user of both operating systems, Iman tilts towards the
operating system which provides him the access to free software downloads for
communication, games, etc. The other operating system which imposes restrictions
on such free downloads, is not the preferred one, “…Yeah, even if I talk to you as a
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normal customer, still I will go for Asus, either Asus or Mac. In Windows you have
so many advantages, which you don’t have in Mac, like I told you. And I am very
very happy because I have an Asus laptop with SDM, 3d TV connected with it. It is
so easy so fun you can watch and play video games on the big screen, really
unlimited entertainment…” (Iman).
Social influence
The influence of family, friends, and social circles was also found to pull the
consumers towards other brands. When consumers perceive benefits being enjoyed
or accrued within their close circle whether utilitarian or hedonic, due to the use of
a product from a specific brand, they are likely to shift to that brand, “I have been
hearing a lot. I have a younger brother in Pakistan who is studying computer
science. He has bought an HP notebook. He is quite happy with the performance
and speed and everything. So, honestly I have never used it but yes. That’s is what
I have heard. So I thought if I have my own chance, I will go for HP,” (Ilyas).
Table 20 shows the various factors which pull-away an informant from their
current brand.
Table 20. Various pull-away factors formed among informants.
Pull-away factors

Description

Changing technology

Innovation results in the availability of new products, obsolescence, changes
in product attributes, attitudes and satiation. Appears as the dominant
reason.

Price

Appears as the second most dominant reason for consumers to be pulled

Brand image

Positive brand image of competing brands enables the pull-away.

Software related

Operating systems providing easy downloading of fun and games software

away to other brands.

are another cause of pull-away.
Social influence

Influence of family, friends, and social circles are also found to be pull the
consumers towards other brands.

Push-away reasons
At one end informants get pulled towards a brand while at the other end they are
pushed away from the brand. Some of the reasons for being pushed away from the
brand include, hardware, software and service related issues, variety seeking
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tendencies, negative word-of-mouth and third-party service. These are discussed
below in the order of their salience.
Hardware issues
Hardware related issues ranging from technical problems, low quality performance
of components such as cameras and sound systems or voltage related issues become
causes for moving away from the brand. While most of the informants simply
disengaged themselves from the brand, one of the informants turns disruptive by
discouraging others from adopting the brand. A combination of triggers leads to a
bad experience resulting in a disruptive behaviour on the part of the informant,
“…If somebody asks whether I recommend the DV series, I would say no because I
spent money on the technical problems and the operating system was not matching
with the machine itself. So, therefore those two things made me not recommend the
DV series,” (Lucky).
Service issues
Service issues which push a consumer away include poor service, poor recovery of
complaints, poor service infrastructure, expensive maintenance costs and no
service recovery attempts. In the instances cited by the informants, a compounding
combination of some of the elements gives rise to a lethal effect. Consumers end
up losing their trust in the brand and they end up hating the brand. The
repercussions turn out to be severe as brands end up losing their customers, “…After
that I decided that I will not buy any brand till I am sure that there will be an agent
or maintenance, somebody here who can maintain it, also to update it. This was in
2007. I suffered because there is no maintenance and the warranty is gone for this
laptop...” (Ahmed Ali).
While Ahmed Ali does not even buy a computer anymore, Prem develops a
hatred towards the brand. So much so that whenever he is going to make a purchase,
he will not even look at the brand, “…But then because of this incident I am fed up
with them and I thought I will never ever go for HP because it was a very bad
experience, the service was very poor, the response was very poor. I don’t know
whether it is only in this part of the world or everywhere. Anyway that gave me the
image of HP… even when I go to buy laptops, I never look at HP…” (Prem).
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Software issues
Issues related to operating system cause consumers to be pushed away towards
other brands. Operating systems such as Windows are considered less robust,
highly vulnerable to virus attacks and slow in performance causing anxiety and
stress. On the contrary, operating system of competing brands such as iOS are
considered very robust, immune to virus attacks, secure and fast. The experience
of using systems with iOS is so strong that consumers swear die hard loyalty, “…I
was fed up of Sony, it was not Sony, it was actually PC because every year you have
to buy anti viruses, you have to install it, it slows down, it crashes, all these
problems using PC...Yeah. If you were to give me a brand new laptop, top of the
line, 20,000 Dhs. for free, I would not take it. That’s how I am against windows
now. I realised windows are really slow. I use windows here, sometimes I have to
restart my computer or I have to do something. It’s annoying…” (King).
Variety seeking
Variety seeking tendencies also tend to push the consumer away from the brand.
Variety seeking tendencies could act in both directions both pulling and pushing
the consumer. Informants may be attracted to an offering, that is they may be pulled
in, or may become satiated and seek variety to fulfil their intrinsic needs and get
pushed away. With one of the informants, it is the inherent desire to seek variety
which pushes her to experience new things and therefore not “stick” with one single
brand or product, “…See it’s my fantasy that I don’t use the same. I love trying and
experiencing it. I may face good experience but I don’t stick on something…”
(Sanjana).
Negative word-of-mouth
Negative word-of-mouth from perceived experts results in driving a consumer
away from a specific brand. When a salesman advises a customer not to buy a
particular brand it carries a lot of weight in the purchase consideration of the
customer. Having been thus advised one does not want to take the risk of buying
something not recommended by the perceived expert in the field, “…I think the
sales person told me that if this doesn’t work then keep it there or sell it. The sales
man also told me that you can buy Toshiba or HP but not Acer although it was
working. I don’t know why he was saying that don’t buy Acer. …” (Khan).
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Third party service failure
In this study third party service failure refers to the failure of services delivered by
third-party service providers such as internet service providers. Informants are
pushed away from a brand due to poor service offering from such service providers,
unfortunately it is the brand which becomes the victim and loses customers in the
process. Frequent disruption in an Internet service and very slow speed of internet
transmission results in very slow performance, whereby frustration creeps in and
the consumer starts to blame the brand little realizing that it is the service from the
Internet service providers which is the cause of such poor performance. Eventually,
one became so frustrated that the brand was discarded and the customer switched
over to a favoured brand, “…I hated it, I ended up breaking it because every time
it would be slowing down. I was thinking it was something with the computer, but
those days it was Etisalat. So it used to be problems with dial up or stuff like that.
I used to be frustrated, you know something wrong with the computer. But you know
that was a PC windows so I was using that and I ended up. I just got frustrated and
I actually ended it. After that I said I don’t want Compaq I will really go for a
branded name like Sony.” (King).
The factors which push a consumer away from their current brand to another
brand are described in the order of their salience in Table 21.
Table 21. Various push-away factors formed among informants.
Push-away factors
Hardware issues

Description
Technical problems, low quality performance of components becomes cause
for pushing consumers away from the brand.

Service issues

Poor service, poor recovery of complaints, poor service infrastructure,
expensive maintenance costs and no service recovery attempts tend to push
a consumer away.

Software issues

Related to the performance of operating systems. Operating systems which
have recurrent problems tend to drive away a consumer when one
experiences very good performance from competition.

Variety-seeking

Attractive offerings from brands tend to induce variety seeking tendencies
which pushes a consumer move over to the attractive offerings or fulfil their
desire for variety.

Negative word-of-mouth

Negative word-of-mouth by perceived experts in the field results in pushing

Third-party service failure

Low performance from third-party service providers results in brand being

away the customer from the brand.
discarded and defection to a new brand.
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Beyond controllable reasons
Reasons beyond the control of informants are also found to cause the switch over
or discontinuance. Some of the reasons which emerge include workplace mandates,
relocation and abandonment. These reasons appear to be less salient than the
preceding reasons above, however, they do cause switching or even discontinuance.
Workplace mandates mean organisational mandates where informants involuntarily
adopt a brand or product in compliance with organisational directives. It has no
bearing towards informant’s personal preferences, likes or dislikes unlike voluntary
adoption.
Relocation from one geographic location to another, more specifically from
one country to another results in the adoption of new brands. Even though
informants may have adopted a popular brand in their previous country, when
relocating to a new country, they are likely to adopt from amongst the popular
brands in the new country. The brand which was popular in the previous country
may not necessarily be popular in the new country as well, as brands are found to
occupy prominent positions in some countries while in some they lag behind, “See
brands are famous, different brands famous in different regions. It’s not all the same
everywhere. If you are in England, you may see HP as very famous, if you are
coming here, again HP. HP is famous worldwide. And then Dell is not that famous
here in Dubai. Better than Dell what I guess is Toshiba and ASUS is doing very
good,” (Iman). The reasons for such differences may be many but it is beyond the
scope of this study to identify the reasons why some brands are popular in one
country and not in others.
Abandonment occurs when defective products which can be repaired are
abandoned or discarded. Abandonment may lead to discontinuance of the brand
too. Abandonment is a form of strategy informants apply to cope up with the
anxieties and stress caused by technological products. The anxieties caused by the
intermittent working of the products, stress resulting from visits to the service
centre, or poor service, or the high cost of repairs and so on are some of the anxieties
and stress experienced by the informants. To avoid this, they take the shortest
possible route by abandoning the product and going in for a new one.
The tendencies for discarding or abandoning products which could be serviced
is subject to the cost of the repairs and the cost of a new product. If the cost of repair
is marginally higher, equal to or less than equal to the cost of a new product,
informants may prefer to go for a new one. However, if the cost of the product is
significantly more than the cost of a repair, then informants may prefer to take the
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repair route. However, the cost of repairing an item is also dependent on the cost of
the spare parts, the availability of spare parts, the brand’s policies and various other
variables. In countries such as UAE, where products are available at lesser cost, the
informants evaluated the repair cost and the cost of a new product along with other
variables, such as the age of the product, its longevity, etc. When they found that
the cost of a new product was affordable or on par with the repair charges, they
tended to switch to the new product, “…I bought it in 2007 and it worked till 2011.
But even now it can be repaired, but I don’t know how much it would cost me to
repair it and I don’t want to go for it. And after all it is an old machine, and a new
machine is a new machine and here you can afford a new one. And secondly I have
got a computer from my office, so why should I buy a new one. The company has
given me an elite book and it is good and it has got a status and I take it and
therefore I did not buy another one…” (Khan).
The beyond controllable reasons which cause a consumer to switch brands are
listed in Table 22.
Table 22. Factors relating to beyond controllable reasons.
Beyond controllable reasons
Workplace mandates

Description
Organisational mandates where informants involuntarily adopt a brand
or product in compliance with organisational directives.

Relocation

Relocation from one geographic location to another, more specifically
from one country to another results in the adoption of new brands.

Abandonment

Abandonment occurs when defective products which can be repaired
are abandoned or discarded. Abandonment may lead to
discontinuance of the brand too. Abandonment is a form of strategy
informants apply to cope with the anxieties and stress caused by
technological products.

A combined view of the disloyalty factors including push-away, pull-away and
beyond controllable factors are shown in Figure 15.
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Fig. 15. Brand disloyalty factors.

5.5.5 Divided brand loyalty tendencies
Informants expressed their intentions to embrace more than one brand for the same
and/or different product categories to satisfy their needs, exhibiting divided loyalty
tendencies. These tendencies manifest due to different needs or reasons. An
informant found two different brands equally good and decided to opt between
either of them. In another situation, an informant opted to adopt two different
brands for different purposes or additional products, “For my personal use I will go
for Windows based.... but if it is about a tablet or something I will definitely go for
an apple iPad,” (Aleem).
“It depends both are same, so it is the individual decision that people have to
take. For laptop I go with Lenovo, for desktop I go with Dell,” (Rais).
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In their decision making role, an informant purchases different brands for
others even though one is loyal to another brand, “I was to buy a laptop for my wife.
She is a dentist. I did not buy Dell. I buy her a Vaio because she will be carrying
that laptop in conferences and with other people …So she is very happy with the
Vaio, she works very much less if you compare her to me. So it was my decision to
buy a Vaio for her,” (Saud).
Others want an additional product of a different brand, “…Just in case only if
I have an option for a second one. Just thinking I will go for HP elitebook,”
(Reynold).
In the extant literature, divided loyalties have not been greatly focused on much
(Felix 2014). Past studies have combined both hard core loyalty and divided loyalty
into one concept of brand loyalty. In this study, we find divided loyalties having
significant salience on the behavioural tendencies of the informants and have been
considered as a separate concept. Figure 16 shows the factors manifesting divided
loyalty tendencies in this study.

Fig. 16. Divided brand loyalty factors.
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5.5.6 No brand loyalty tendencies
Informants professing no loyalty to any brand also surface in this study. This
appears attitudinal. Informants may confess a liking for a brand but they do not
form any attachment to the brand. Inherently, they are not interested in having any
bindings as then they are free to explore the myriad offerings available. The
informants weighed the value derived from the product more than the brand, “I am
not really into a particular brand especially for computers. I just look for the
purpose it serves,” (Soumya). No loyalty does not manifest significantly in this
study.
5.6

A posteriori model

A granular analysis of the narratives reveals a complex mix of various elements
during pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption phases while revealing insights in
the consumption of short life-cycle products. In this section each phase is
summarised culminating with a table displaying the elements emerging in that
phase and towards the end of the section, a unified a posteriori model is produced.
Pre-adoption
During this phase, more clarity is received about the various elements depicted in
the a priori model. Our understanding of the informants’ need, the various
tendencies harboured by the informants before the adoption, and the way they are
exposed to the short life-cycle products is enhanced. Informants are found engaging
in tendencies such as evaluative/behavioural/emotive behaviours but coping
strategies are absent. Evaluative elements appear more salient than behavioural or
emotive elements during the pre-adoption phase.
In the a priori model, it was given that informants embark upon a journey of
consumption with a recognition of their needs, what was unclear was the type of
needs which would manifest in the informants. Firat (1985: 3) points out that
studies in the past have simply taken the “needs” or “need perceptions” of
consumers as granted without making it a subject to research or study. This study
delves a little deeper into the needs of the consumers and the empirical findings
reveal that the informants are driven more by their utilitarian than experiential
needs in the context of short life-cycle products.
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Amongst the three evaluative, behavioural and emotive tendencies the
informants were found to be guided towards a brand decision more by their
evaluative tendencies which included elements such as “price,” “perceived brand
image,” “specification,” “perceived performance” and “alternates.” The informants
are also found to be guided in their behavioural tendencies primarily by “social
influence,” “past usage” and “variety seeking” tendencies. During the pre-adoption
phase, informants appeared to be the typical “rational” consumer in their decision
making who lean upon social influences primarily to help confirm their brand
decision. Emotive tendencies appear to have a very low salience in the decision
making of the informants, but a couple of affective elements such as hatred and
attachment are found to strongly influence the loyalty and disloyalty to the brands.
The informants’ search for brands and their exposure to them is primarily
through word-of-mouth references from socially relevant sources. Other means of
exposure include “secondary brand knowledge,” “past usage” and “trade
publications.” In summary during the pre-adoption phase the informants were
found to be mainly driven by their utilitarian needs, exposed to the brands through
word-of-mouth references and depend upon their evaluative tendencies to guide
them in their brand decision. The elements which emerge during the pre-adoption
phase leading to a brand decision are depicted in Figure 17.
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Needs

Utilitarian
Experiential

Evaluative
tendencies

Price
Perceived brand image
Specifications
Perceived performance
Alternates

Behavioural
tendencies

Social influence
Past usage
Variety seeking

Brand decision

Emotive
tendencies

Search
(exposure)

Attachment
Hatred

Word-of-mouth
Secondary brand knowledge
Past usage
Trade publications

Fig. 17. Elements in the pre-adoption phase leading to a brand decision.

Adoption
The analysis of the adoption phase – carried out on the lines of an experiential
consumption framework derived from a prior study – reveals an array of elements
such as thoughts, feelings, activities and evaluation experienced by the informants.
Salient amongst these experiential outputs are “abstract attributes” constituting
partly of the thought element, “positive emotions” as part of the feelings element,
and “positive and mixed evaluations” as part of the evaluation element. The
informants also undergo mental activities such as instigating coping behaviour and
soliloquizing, however, they appear to have lesser salience.
Abstract attributes from the “thought” element relating to the non-physical
qualities of the market offerings such as “good quality,” “reliability” and
“durability” appear the most important among the informants. This appears to be
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in line with the utilitarian needs and the evaluative tendencies of the informants
during the pre-adoption phase. Abstract attributes consist of positive, negative and
mixed attributes in which positive attributes are predominant. This means that the
informants experienced positive abstract attributes more than negative or mixed
abstract attributes during the consumption of short life-cycle products.
Likewise, the feelings result in more positive emotions. The informants
experienced various shades of positive emotions including love, amazement, joy,
happiness, enjoyment, desire during the consumption experience.
Informants expressing “love”, “enjoyment” and “happiness” conveyed
stronger brand loyalty while other emotions such as joy, amazement, awesomeness,
or desire appeared to influence several attitudinal and behavioural responses in
different individuals including loyalty, but not necessarily only loyalty. On the
contrary, negative emotions have a greater influence upon disloyalty. Informants
who expressed, “hate,” “disappointment,” “being fed up,” “agony,” “dislike” or
“unhappiness” invariably switched over to other brands and did not revert to the
brand again. This shows that negative emotions have a greater influence on
disloyalty intentions and behaviour than positive emotions have on loyalty
intentions and behaviour. This appears to be in line with Chea & Luo’s (2008)
findings who show that negative affect significantly influences complaint
behaviour, whereas positive affect does not influence recommendation behaviour.
While their study was conducted in a controlled lab environment with a positivistic
approach, this study involved lived in consumption experiences of informants
following a qualitative approach.
Table 23 shows the array of elements which emerge in the consumption
experiences of the informants during the adoption phase.
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Table 23. An array of elements emerging in the consumption experiences among
informants during the adoption phase.
Elements

Sub-element 1

Setting

Consumption

Sub-element 2

Description and salience in this study
Informants mainly describe their consumption

activities at the

activities at home and at the workplace.

workplace and at

Intangibles such as services from internet

home

service providers, prevailing market conditions
and industry maturity levels are found to
influence the usage behaviours.

Sensation

Sensations are created through sensory
stimulations which occur through sight, sound,
smell, touch, taste. The salience of sensation
appears low.

Thought

Attributes

Abstract

Refers to non-physical qualities of market

attributes

offerings, such as “good service,” and “good
quality.” Positive abstract attributes account for
the highest salience. Negative and mixed
abstract attributes are also experienced by the
informants.

Concrete

Refers to the physical elements of quality or

attributes

sensory description such as “hard,” or “thick.”
Appears less significant.

Benefits

Benefits refer to how the market offerings may
satisfy or fail to satisfy a consumer’s personal
needs and desires.
Functional

Refers to physiological or maintenance needs

benefits

which may or may not be not satisfied by
consumption activities. Functional benefits
appear to have more significance than
psychosocial benefits.

Psychosocial

Relates to psychological or social needs relating

benefits

to self-esteem, status or self-actualisation.
Informants appear to place less significance on
this area than functional benefits.

Association

Relates to the associational imagery which
consumers form linking the consumed market
offering to other market offerings, objects,
symbols, people, places, or events beyond the
consumption experience itself. Appears to have
no significance.
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Elements

Sub-element 1

Sub-element 2

Description and salience in this study

Feeling

Emotion

Positive

Positive emotions accounted for most of the
consumption experiences. Positive emotions
such as enjoyment, desire, joy, amazement,
love and happiness are described. Informants
appear to experience more positive emotions
than negative emotions.

Negative

Negative emotions which are described are wide
ranging, including, disappointment, hate, fed-up,
anxiety, unhappiness, dislike, sadness, upset,
agony and frustration.

Mood

Refers to the comfort and discomfort level
experienced during consumption. Has lower
significance than emotions.

Physiological

Organically derived feelings such as satiation

feelings

are described. Of lesser significance than
moods.

Activity

Coping activity

Abandonment as a form of coping activity
appears more relevant than mental activity.

Mental activity

Refers to the internal dialogues or soliloquies by
informants. No significance.

Evaluation

Positive

Informants evaluate their brand experience more
positively.

Mixed

Brands’ positive qualities and their shortcomings
are experienced together leading to mixed
evaluations from informants to a great extent.

Negative

Negative evaluation appears less significantly.

Post-adoption
On the basis of the empirical study and analysis, a revised a posteriori model
is presented in Figure 18, the basis of which is explained below.
In the a priori model, it was assumed that the informants tend to become either
loyal or disloyal or in other words develop a black and white quality towards a
brand. However, the empirical findings not only reveal contrasting shades of black
and white (loyalty and disloyalty) but also in-between shades of grey such as
“divided brand loyalty” and “no brand loyalty.” Informants do not just move
towards the extreme ends of the loyalty or disloyalty divide but also take to the
middle path in the form of being neutral (no loyalty) or having divided loyalties.
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In this study, the concept of brand loyalty assumes several forms: acceptance,
attraction, attachment and mooring. Acceptance in the behavioural and therapy
literature has been conceptualised as an alternative to experiential avoidance and
involves maintaining a status quo with an active awareness that in doing so,
avoidance of any psychological harm occurs (Hayes et al. 2006). In this study,
informants are found to maintain their status quo in continuing with their brand.
They are satisfied with it and do not want to change their brand as long as they find
that it meets its purpose, “Yes, I will… Yes, so far I have been pretty satisfied with
HP laptops which I owned for both entertainment functions and also it fits my needs
actually.” (Cheryl). In this type of relationship, the informants accept the brand as
a matter of fact. There appears to be no strong feeling generated towards the brand
although they may continue to patronize it by engaging in repeat purchases.
The concept of “attraction” appears new in this study. This concept has rarely
been studied in brand loyalty, loyalty and other areas. Informants are found
attracted to brands based upon innovative offerings and tend to form emotive
loyalty. The concept of attraction has emanated from social psychology and is
considered as a binding force.
The concept of “attachment” emerges strongly amongst the informants. The
informants are found to develop strong to low levels of attachment to the brands.
Informants who display a strong attachment to the brands are cast in the mould of
hard-core loyalists who would not switch brands even in the face of attractive lures
or enticements from competing brands and remain steadfast with their preferred
brand. Informants displaying a moderate attachment are also predictors of brand
loyalty wherein they engage in repeat purchase behaviour, and are willing to pay a
premium for their brand and may even engage in sacrificing personal resources
towards the acquisition of the brand. Informants with low attachments portray a
favourable brand attitude, though they may not engage in brand supporting
activities or brand advocacy, but attitudinally still lean towards their preferred
brand.
Mooring emerges as a subset of “attachment,” wherein informants find
themselves anchored to a brand not out of habit or inertia but out of the benefits
being derived by being in a relationship with the brand.
In this study, the concept of disloyalty emerges in three different forms:
exploration, where informants are found to switch to other brands when engaging
in exploratory behaviour; rejection, where informants are found to completely
reject the brand due to negative consumption experiences; and discontinuance
where informants simply discontinue the usage of a brand with no emotional
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baggage of negative or positive feelings. Switching over to other brands because of
exploratory tendencies appears as a major driver for disloyalty. Past studies (Orth
& Bourrain 2005) have suggested that informants engage in exploratory behaviour
influenced by a desire to accomplish an optimum level of stimulation. Rapid
obsolescence and the introduction of new technological products provides a fertile
backdrop for the informants wherein the stimulation level becomes low when short
life-cycle products soon become obsolete and to increase the stimulation,
informants engage in exploratory behaviour to look for the brand which may
provide them with the required stimulation.
Rejection of brands occurs because of negative experiences resulting from
service failure or poor performance delivery. Informants tend to switch over to
other brands when experiencing such failures on the part of the brands. Some
service failure episodes result in permanent rejection of the brand, where
consumers are found to develop strong emotions of hatred, while some are found
to engage in sabotage of the brand by providing bad references to others. The
concept of discontinuance emerges wherein informants terminate the usage of the
brand without any emotional baggage. The decision to discontinue a brand occurs
due to situational factors and not because of any adverse experience.
Thus, informants are found to become disloyal when they engage primarily in
exploratory behaviour for seeking new innovative products, when they reject a
brand due to various failures or simply discontinue a brand for no apparent reason.
Exploratory behaviour has the highest salience followed by rejection and finally by
discontinuance.
Divided loyalty tendencies appear to manifest in many of the informants. The
concept of divided loyalty implies that individuals may be loyal to more than one
brand in a product class (Jacoby 1971). In this study informants are found to share
their loyalty between two different brands to fulfil their needs for different product
characteristics, functionalities, products, or the needs of others while playing the
role of a decision maker in the purchase. The formation of divided loyalties is
hardly surprising considering the highly competitive market scenario comprising
of similar products with comparable pricing and quality.
One also comes across informants who profess no loyalty or neutrality towards
any brands. In some of the past studies (Rowley & Dawes 2000), no loyalty has
been considered as disloyalty, while other studies have challenged the notion of no
loyalty as being disloyal. In this study, it becomes clear that having no loyalty does
not mean disloyalty. Informants are simply fine with any brand which serves their
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purpose (“I am not really into any brands, I just look for the purpose and any brand
which serves the purpose is fine”).
In a nutshell, by examining the consumption experience comprehensively, we
see that during the pre-adoption phase, informants are driven by utilitarian needs,
become exposed to the brands mainly through word-of-mouth reference, arrive at
a brand decision guided primarily by their evaluative tendencies. In the adoption
phase, they not only undergo positive consumption experiences but also ambivalent
experiences. Negative experiences do not appear to be of much salience. In the
post-adoption phase, informants are found to form favourable brand loyalty
tendencies than disloyal tendencies. Informants are also found to form divided
loyalty tendencies significantly. However, primarily, informants are found to be
more brand loyal than disloyal in the context of the short life-cycle products. With
informants harbouring divided brand loyalty, no brand loyalty or disloyalty and
even brand loyalty, the cycle of consumption is likely to commence again including
revisiting the needs, search, decision making and other processes. Table 24 shows
the various elements forming the loyalty and disloyalty behaviour among
consumers of short life-cycle products.
Table 24. Various elements forming part of the loyalty and disloyalty behaviour among
the informants.
Tendencies

Elements

Brand loyalty

Acceptance

Sub-elements

Description
The lowest predictor of brand loyalty. Similar to the
satisfaction variable. Based on utilitarian or functional
benefits. Vulnerable to defection.

Attraction

Moderate predictor of brand loyalty. Similar to the
concept of emotive loyalty. Has strong emotive
tendencies to a brand.

Attachment

Low level of

Favourable brand attitude but no brand supporting

attachment

behaviour.

Moderate level Strong brand attitude. Repeat purchase behaviour and
of attachment

willingness to pay a premium.

Strong level of

Strong brand attitude. Refusal to enticements from

attachment

competition and strong repeat purchase behaviour.
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Tendencies

Elements

Mooring

Sub-elements

Description
Technological features inhibit consumers from defection
and bonds them to brands.

Disloyalty

Exploration

Informants engage in exploratory behaviour actively
and passively. This tendency appears dominant
amongst the informants. Informants may be satisfied
but switch to other brands.

Rejection

Rejection occurs due to negative consumption
experiences, failure of third party service providers
resulting in strong emotional reactions and acts of
sabotage from referents.

Discontinuance

Brands are discontinued as a matter of fact decision.
Does not carry any emotional baggage.

Divided loyalty

Tendency to embrace more than one brand to satisfy
needs. Informants adopt different brands for different
product categories or when selecting for other
consumers. Divided loyalty tendency appears to
manifest significantly in this study.

No loyalty

Very few informants display a no loyalty tendency.
Informants appear to weigh the value derived from the
product more than the brand when possessing a no
loyalty tendency.

Based on the analysis of the empirical data, an a posteriori model is presented in
Figure 18.
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Fig. 18. An a posteriori model of the formation of brand loyalty, disloyalty and other

outcomes.
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6

Discussion

This section discusses the findings both from a theoretical and an empirical
perspective. Discussions also include theoretical and managerial implications, and
future research perspectives.
The purpose of the study is to develop an empirically grounded model of the
formation of brand loyalty and disloyalty behaviour among consumers of short lifecycle products based upon their lived consumption experiences and to gain an
understanding of their loyalty and disloyalty behaviours. In order to do so, a
theoretical framework was developed by integrating diverse streams of literature
such as technology pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption, brand loyalty and
disloyalty, consumer behaviour and experiential consumption. This integrated
framework was developed with a view to unravelling an end to end consumption
experience of consumers and their outcomes. The resultant findings enhance our
understanding of the various cognitive, behavioural and affective elements which
emanate from consumption and how the elements play a role in the formation of
the loyalty, disloyalty and other behavioural outcomes among consumers.
The discussion in this chapter is in the form of a heroic quest narrative. A quest
where a protagonist i.e. a consumer embarks on a mission to claim a prize. The
prize in this consumption narrative is a brand which a protagonist is wont to
acquire. In this process of acquisition, the protagonist undergoes various trials and
tribulations before the prize is won. Once the prize has been won, the protagonist
now goes about either enjoying the fruits of his labour or undergoes other
experiences leading to various outcomes. Although, the discussions are in the
generalised form of a quest in this section, this study adheres to the notion that each
consumption situation is unique and brings forth different experience and outcomes
and therefore cannot be generalizable.
6.1

Beginning of the quest - The cognitive consumer in search of a
solution during the pre-adoption phase

The protagonist in this study is the consumer, a central figure around whom the
story of consumption revolves. The protagonist is in a state of equilibrium (an
initial condition)-where he/she may be with or without a brand/product-and
transforms into a state of disequilibrium when faced with a challenge for fulfilment
of his/her needs (need recognition). Informants provide various factors which give
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rise to their needs which include aspects such as the workplace9, newness or
change, education, and relocation. From the analysis of the data, utilitarian needs
emerged as being more important than experiential needs for most of the informants
with mandates by their workplace environment and requirements driving most of
their needs. “…so then you know I realised that it is a bit bulky and you know my
job demand that I carry a computer. It was 8 years ago that I started first using a
laptop....” (Lucky). Cognition appears to play a greater role than emotions do when
informants consider their needs. In simple words, the needs of informants are found
to be driven more by utilitarian considerations than hedonic considerations.
One may say that this is hardly a ground-breaking revelation considering that
extant literature recognises that consumer choices are driven by utilitarian and
hedonic (experiential) considerations and that utilitarian considerations involve
cognition than emotive tendencies. While recognizing this point, this empirical
study makes clear that the “need” of the consumers which was inexplicit and
obscure and considered as “given” in the past is made explicit in the context of
short life-cycle products.
With the transformation from an equilibrium state to a disequilibrium state, the
protagonist is exposed to the brand in the form of knowledge gained through
exposure by means of word-of-mouth, or at the workplace, or by via secondary
brand knowledge, past usage or trade publications. The data reveals that informants
mostly tend to rely on word-of-mouth references in gaining exposure and gathering
knowledge about the brands as people often rely on sharing and gathering opinions
and information from their social ties. Past studies have acknowledged that wordof-mouth plays an important role in having a great impact on customers (Berger
2014) more than media communications because it is regarded as providing more
trustworthy, reliable advice and personal contacts are likely to provide social
support and encouragement (Day 1971). This appears true in this study as the
informants tend to rely on word-of-mouth references mostly from their friends and
family members.
The workplace environment appears as another source of exposure to the
informants with their brand of preference. Mandated usage of products at the
workplace leads to exposure and usage resulting in either imitative behaviour or
developing a liking for the brand after using it. This appears similar to a previous
9

In past studies (Moore & Benbasat 1991), workplace mandates have been considered as inducing a
non-voluntary form of adoption and therefore excluded from consideration. In this study, no such
distinction is made. This study finds that workplace mandates which are involuntary in nature also aid
in the decision making for personal usage which is voluntary in nature.
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finding in the context of external CV databases wherein social influence from
workplace referents have been found to significantly influence IT adoption
decisions (Eckhardt et al. 2009), although in this study, workplace mandates
appears as a source of exposure. Other sources of exposure include secondary brand
knowledge and trade periodicals. Secondary brand knowledge is derived by
associating or connecting a brand with another entity or even a brand, affecting
their information about the brand when the consumers feel that they do not possess
the knowledge to choose the appropriate brand. The informants in this study derive
this knowledge based upon their memory recall or cues which are internal.
After having been exposed to the brands, the informants appear to be
influenced by their evaluative tendencies mostly in the decision process. Evaluative
tendencies refer to the positively biased evaluation of the brand on a set of criteria
which are relevant to defining the brand's utility to the consumer (Sheth & Park
1974). The set of criteria on which the informants base their evaluation includes
the price, perceived brand image, specifications, perceived performance and
alternates. Based upon the data, price appears as the most important criteria. Brand
image appears as the second most important criteria followed by specifications or
product attributes, perceived performance and the availability of alternates.
Having evaluated their brand choice mostly on the basis of price and brand
image, for instance, “I found Compaq being offered at a good price and the brand
is also good” the informants are aided in their brand decision by behavioural
tendencies. Behavioural tendencies refers to the positively biased responses toward
the brand with respect to its procurement, purchase and consumption (Sheth & Park
1974). Social influence appears to be the most important behavioural tendency in
this study followed by past usage and variety seeking tendencies. The behavioural
tendency of social influence is in line with the manner the informants become
exposed to the brand of choice. I.e. word-of-mouth references through their friends
and family members. Variety seeking tendencies do appear to manifest in the
informants but they appear to be less important than social influence. Varietyseeking literature informs us that consumers are generally motivated to seek variety
to increase stimulation, reduce satiety, and withstand future uncertainty (Wang et
al. 2013). Short life-cycle products by virtue of their volatility, constantly enhanced
specifications, performance, features and design offer enough opportunities to
induce variety seeking tendencies but informants do not appear to be driven
primarily by the variety offerings. This may be because, variety seeking is more
pronounced for products with hedonic attributes than products with non-hedonic or
utilitarian attributes (Wang et al. 2013). The role of emotive tendencies in the pre207

adoption stage appears less important although informants appear to possess strong
positive and negative opinions towards a brand.
It has been suggested in the technology marketing literature that people
purchase high technology products primarily for prestige rather than to satisfy
particular needs (Souiden et al. 2011), This opinion does not appear to find support
in this study, as it is revealed that people purchase high technology products
primarily for their utilitarian needs rather than prestige.
Thus during the pre-adoption phase, the protagonist commences the
consumption quest to fulfil utilitarian needs rather than the experiential needs. He
becomes exposed to the brand of his choice primarily through word-of-mouth
references from his friends, peers and family members. The search behaviour is
cognitive and evaluative tendencies such as price and brand image appear foremost
in his consideration. Towards a brand decision, behavioural tendencies such as
social influence and past usage appear to be the most important means. In social
psychology research, social influence is defined as a change of mind in behaviours,
thoughts or feelings from an individual’ perspective as revealed by interaction with
another individual or a group (Eckhardt et al. 2009) due to which people tend to
act in conformity with the group or compare their behaviour with behaviour of
important others.
Although variety seeking tendencies surface, they appear to be less important
than social influence or past usage experience. Emotive tendencies appear the least
important as is evident from scant although strong positive and negative opinions
in the data during the pre-adoption phase. This phase culminates in the acquisition
of a brand. The protagonist emerges as a winner with an acquisition of a brand after
finding his way through an overwhelming array of information, choices, criteria,
and evaluations and thus brings an end to the pre-adoption phase of consumption.
6.2

Midway through the quest – the diverse nature of consumption
experience during the adoption phase

Having emerged victorious by claiming a prize, the protagonist now starts to savour
the fruits of his conquest (adoption). The story now enters the realm of experience
where the protagonist comes to face the consequences of his conquest.
Looking through the lens of the experiential framework employed in this study,
various elements of consumption experience are revealed. Some appear to be
important while others are found to be insignificant. The important elements
include “Thought,” “Feeling” and “Evaluation” whereas “Setting,” “Activity”,
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“Sensation” and “Association” appear insignificant. These experiential elements
tell the story of the protagonist’s consumption experience, interactions, meanings
and the temporal evolution of brand attitudes and behaviours over time.
In recent times, the consumption experience has gained importance and
prominence amongst academics and practitioners. The concept of the consumption
experience which had its roots beginning with the work of Abbot in 1955 (Holbrook
2006) is being rediscovered by authors and espoused as a panacea for the ills of
consumer loss. It is believed that by managing consumer experiences, businesses
would be able to create big value, earn bigger loyalty and reap big profits (Holbrook
2006).
Technology products with short life-cycles, their technology-driven functions,
designs and convergence functionalities offer opportunities for varied consumption
experiences to consumers, wherein the evaluation of the attributes may be different
resulting in different attitudinal and behavioural responses. But many studies in the
past had either focused on performance functions or on outcomes such as brand
choice, purchase intention of product attributes and left out studying psychological
processes and even surprisingly a comprehensive examination of consumption
experiences with technology products. Lee et al. (2011) attempt to narrow this gap
in their study in which they identify a comprehensive range of product attributes
that play a role in the adoption decision and investigate the process whereby
product attributes influence consumer behaviour While their study, which focused
on the approach-avoidance behaviour (Hines & Mehrabian 1979), is noteworthy, it
still remains confined to the role of product attributes and does not appear to
encompass the whole consumption experience. This study with a specific
technology product does not constrain itself only to uncovering the results derived
from the product attributes but embraces the whole dynamic consumption
experience.
Continuing with the travel odyssey of our protagonist, a known brand is
acquired in anticipation of fulfilment of the utilitarian functions and thus
commences the act of consumption. During this act of consumption, the protagonist
undergoes various states of experiences. Each of these are discussed below:
To start with, the element of “Thought” appears foremost in our protagonist.
Thought is considered important because it is formed by the appraisal of the
attributes and benefits or dis-benefits experienced in consumption (Lofman 1991).
Attributes refer to appraisal aspects of the market offerings as perceived by the
consumer. Attributes consist of two forms; abstract attributes and concrete
attributes. Abstract attributes relate to the non-physical qualities of the offering,
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while concrete abstracts relate to the physical elements and sensory descriptions.
In this study, positive, negative and mixed abstract attributes are revealed. Positive
abstracts are represented by terms such as “good quality,” “good service,”
“reliability,” and “durability.” Informants say more about positive abstracts than
negative or mixed abstracts. Most of the positive abstract attributes are the result
of good performance delivery by the brands in terms of the utilitarian functions.
While talking about positive abstracts, informants consider the delivery of good
performance ‘as given’. ‘This is something brands are expected to provide and so
they provide.’ Hence there no other strong supportive thoughts about the abstract
attributes are articulated. However, one informant provides added meaning to the
abstract attributes not just related to the performance but also some meaningful
connections and symbolic meaning of the brand, “…personally I use Apple, well
not just because Apple is American, I look at the quality and the brand name, if you
know the history of Apple, they always have pretty good products, leading
innovations, good leadership, and so forth. The quality is there. I believe if you
decide to buy an Apple product, you know you are getting a good product that’s
reliable, innovative and comes with a good branding background as well, Apple is
known worldwide nowadays. So that’s the reason why I use Apple for my Phone if
I do carry my iPad around” (Franklin),
Here, the informant is not just alluding to the performance, which is assumed
as given, but as a means to convey a sense of himself to others. As against other
brands which he has used in his workplace, the informant “asserts his self” by using
a brand for his personal use which denotes quality, possesses a rich lineage and a
strong leadership.
This is reflective of a strong self-concept which (in a broader sense of meaning)
reflects the degree to which a brand is used to express a significant aspect of the
self. A strong self-concept encourages relationship durability and greater tolerance
even when the brand is challenged by negative circumstances (Swaminathan et al.
2007). This attitude is affirmed by the informant when he asserts that he would
continue to “stick” with the brand even though other options are available. “At this
point I would say that I would prefer if I had an option over another system
comparable, one of the androids or the Samsung, I would have to stick with Apple
just because of the experience I have had with it and I know that it’s a good product.
It’s the value and the name is known.”(Franklin).
In the brand loyalty literature, this type of customers have been termed as “real
loyals” (Baldinger & Rubinson 1996). Such customers are not only behaviourally
loyal but attitudinally rate the brand much more favourably than other brands which
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they either never buy or buy less often. This study also shows that there is not a
significant proportion of “true loyals” although many of them are behaviourally
inclined to the brands because of the positive abstract attributes they have
experienced. The other elements of negative abstracts and mixed abstracts appear
considerably less significant compared to the positive abstracts. As far as the
appraisal of the attributes are concerned, informants appraise the product offerings
much more positively than negatively or mixed. This is significant considering that
brands appear to deliver on their promise of performance and quality, however, it
is also interesting to note that consumers, “expect” the brand to deliver and when
they deliver, it is merely “expected.” This also shows that even though brand deliver
“good” performance, customers may not turn “true” loyals. For brands to acquire,
“true” loyals, they will have to cultivate and develop both attitudinal and
behavioural loyalty which is certainly not very easy.
Other components of the “thought” element which emerge from the
consumption experience include negative and mixed abstract attributes, concrete
attributes, functional and psychosocial benefits.
Among the “thought” elements, the protagonist also experiences negative,
mixed abstract attributes, concrete attributes, functional and psychosocial benefits,
the salience accorded by the protagonist to the positive abstract attributes is more
than any of the other elements as described above.
Besides forming appraisal of the brands, the protagonist also receives affective
responses in the form of “Feelings,” which comprise of emotions, moods and
physiological states. Foremost amongst the “feelings” which surface are the
positive emotions generated by the consumption. A range of positive emotions such
as “love,” “awesomeness,” “amazement,” “joy,” “desire,” “enjoyment,” and
“happiness” are described. Informants describe more positive emotions from their
experiences although negative emotions such as “ anxiety,” “disappointment,”
“being fed up,” “unhappiness,” “dislike,” “sadness,” uneasiness,” “being upset,”
“agony,” “hate,” and “frustration” also appear abundantly. Among these negative
emotions, “disappointment and hate” appear to be the most strongly evoked
negative emotions among the informants.
This study shows that informants cognitively appraise the brand performance
and functions (abstract attributes) more positively and experience positive
emotions such as “love,” “awesomeness,” “amazement,” “joy,” enjoyment” and
“happiness” as well as a wider range of negative emotions. In the consumer
behaviour literature, studies have examined the relationship between emotions and
satisfaction (Mano & Oliver 1993, Westbrook & Oliver 1991) and have found
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emotions to be an important component of consumer response (Richins 1997).
Likewise, studies also acknowledge that both positive and negative affect are
present in the experience of emotions (Laros & Steenkamp 2005). In the extant
literature, emotions are shown to have significant influence on various aspects of
consumer behaviour, such as word-of-mouth recommendation or complaining
behaviour, as well as having an influence on cognitive processes such as evaluation,
recall and judgement, satisfaction (Nyer 1997). In this study, informants who
expressed happiness with their brand had repurchased the brand in the past or
expressed their intention to repurchase the brand in the future. Informants who
expressed love not only pledged themselves to it but evinced strong positive views
about the brand, “…but when you gonna start using it, you gonna love it
definitely.”(Aleem). Enjoyment was another emotion which appeared to generate
strong leanings towards a brand, “… I enjoy the quality from Apple.”(Peter).
Informants who expressed other positive emotions such as amazement,
awesomeness, joy or desire did not express any re-purchase intentions although
they had experienced positive emotions. This shows that the informants who
pledged themselves to the brand and committed for repurchase had experienced
emotions such as happiness, love and enjoyment. This reflects that mere
satisfaction, or momentary emotions of joy, desire, or awe may not result in
repurchase behaviours showing brand loyalty. Thus for brands to develop brand
loyal customers, it is no longer sufficient that they have satisfied customers, it is
important that they have customers who love the experience and derive happiness,
enjoyment out of using the brand and its products. This finding appears contrary to
the results of some previous technology related studies. For instance, Chea & Luo
(2008) in their study on e-service find satisfaction to be a significant predictor of
all three post-adoption behaviours: continuance, complaint, and recommendation,
while Ye et.al (2008) find user satisfaction with an internet engine negatively
associated with switching behaviour and Lee (2010) finds satisfaction as the
strongest predictor of users continuance intention. This disparity may be due to the
contextual nature of the studies. All the three studies mentioned above were
contextually service related, one was on web browser, another on e-service and the
third on e-learning. This goes to show that predictors of loyalty or continuance
intentions may differ in the context of technology service and technology products.
In the overall evaluation of the offerings during the adoption phase, the
protagonist ends up forming positive evaluations foremost, followed closely by
mixed evaluations while negative evaluations are the least formed.
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6.3

Towards resolution of the quest – formation of loyalty,
disloyalty and other outcomes

The positive/negative/mixed experiences and evaluations which the protagonist
undergoes in the adoption phase enables the alteration of the protagonist’s
behaviours and attitudes which results in differential outcomes.
6.3.1 Shades of loyalty
The analysis of the post-adoption phase generated several insights. One of the
insights generated is that not all brand loyal relationships are alike in strength or
character. This is supported in an earlier study by Fournier & Yao (1997) in a totally
different context of coffee consumption. The varied nature of brand loyalty
including forms such as acceptance, attraction and attachment and outcomes of “no
brand loyalty,” “divided brand loyalty,” and “brand disloyalty” shows that the
consumption of short life-cycle products do not just possess two opposing black
and white shades. Loyalty is not an exclusive committed partnership nor is
disloyalty an exclusive infidelity in a world inundated with mass proliferation,
competitive offerings, short life span products, and a dynamic consumption setting.
Loyalty formation in terms of short life-cycle products is not “a one size fits
for all” scenario. The narratives and their granular analysis reveal the dynamism of
the phenomenon. The words of Fournier & Yao (1997) are recalled here, “Loyalty
evokes such a range of meanings and interpretations in the people who enact it that
collectively calling it ʽbrand loyalty’ is rendered misleading at its best.” Towards
the formation of loyalty tendencies, this study finds different nuances in the
character (e.g., emotional, rational, hedonic or pleasure seeking), varying forms of
bond (strong, medium, low attachments, acceptance, attraction) and consequences
(hard-core to satisfaction). These brand loyalty meanings are significant as they
will require specially tailored marketing approaches by the brands for their
cultivation and management over time. A brief description of the interpretations
and meanings which consumers form with regard to brand loyalty formation is
described below.
The emotional consumer
A frustrating experience with a brand results in the protagonist having to use
another brand out of necessity for an interim period but with preconceived notions
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of dislike. However, the experience with the replacement brand may transform into
an amazing experience when a fault free performance is delivered by the brand,
“And I realised, its big difference. It never crashed, if I want to restart, it hardly
takes five seconds, ten seconds at the max, its smooth, never crashes, no need to
install any anti-virus, never had any issue.”(Sultan).
What started off as an interim arrangement turns into a long lasting relationship
and deepens further when the protagonist starts buying and using different products
belonging to the brand and finally turns into a much deeper bond, “Yeah. If you
were to give me a brand new laptop, top of the line, 20,000 Dhs. for free, I would
not take it.”(Sultan). In this instance, one perceives a committed or hard-core
loyalist, the type of customers which brand managers yearn for. The emotion laden
attachment to the brand shows a singular commitment and relationship continuity
which is now entrenched deeply leading to a strong attachment with the brand
where the protagonist invests his resources with more products of the same brand.
(“…there is no reason for me to move…and that led me to get iPhone, iPad,
because I was happy with the product...”).
The rational consumer
The protagonist forms attachments to the brand as a rational being weighing
the brand strength and the value derived. The value perceived may result from a
combination of dimensions such as brand awareness (recall and recognition of the
brand), brand association (the strength, favourability and uniqueness of perceived
attributes and benefits), brand attitudes and value (external market factors such as
market superiority, channel support) (Keller & Lehmann 2006).
In this study, the perception of the value results primarily from the brand
association formed in terms of the strength of the brand, “I believe this brand is still
strong” (Ahmed Ali), and the economic value, “but if you spend a little bit more
money so to say, you get what you pay for” (Franklin). As long as the brand is able
to provide the perceived value to the consumers, it is likely that they would continue
to commit themselves to the relationship, while it may not be for eternity, it may
also not be for a short time (“… if you were talking technology devices such as
phone, computer, anything like that I would look only toward Apple brand.”) In
these instances the attachment to the brand lies in the rational reasoning. These
consumers listens to their minds more than their hearts.
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The hedonic consumer
Deriving hedonic benefit from the consumption experience generates another form
of attachment for the protagonist. Some brands which provide free downloading of
games software or communication software are viewed as providing “unlimited
entertainment.”
“I have an Asus laptop with SDM, 3D TV connected. It is so easy, so fun you
can watch and play video games on the big screen, really unlimited entertainment.”
(Iman). Others are attached to a brand because of how “cool” it is. Larry is a music
aficionado and listening to songs and music gives her enjoyment, “I am
particularly into songs though I like listening to music” (Larry). In both these
instances, the attachment to the bond is rooted in the fun and pleasure elements, but
the attachment appears low as informants do not appear to engage in any brand
supporting behaviours or display any inclination to spend more resources with the
brand.
The mooring effect
Technology today, such as cloud technology has enabled connectivity of devices in
such a manner that people find themselves connected at all times and find it
convenient and easy to access data, perform their workplace functions, indulge in
leisure activities and engage in other myriad activities which computational tools
are able to provide. However if one were to change a brand, the ease and
convenience afforded by the connectivity is lost. One would then have to ensure
that all devices belong to the same brand, which means replacing every functional
device with the new brand resulting in investment of financial resources, as well as
time resources to unlearn old functionalities and learn the new functionalities of the
new brand. There is also the risk of losing important data when transferring
between two different brand products, not to mention other problems. With the
effort and cost involved in such a transition being very high, consumers do not feel
any need to switch if the current brand is serving its purpose well enough. One is
thus attached to a brand as a result of convenience afforded by the
“synchronisation” of the technology products, “In terms of PC, well if you were to
buy a second one for the house or something like that I would probably still go with
Apple just because of how things are linked these days in an iCloud computing and
the way we synchronise all our mobile devices to our PC’s (Peter).
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In a way one is “moored” to the brand voluntarily because of convenience
being provided by the connected devices belonging to the same brand family. In
view of this consumers tend not only to commit themselves to the relationship but
also strengthen it further by purchases of other devices or products of the brand.
Two other forms of brand loyalty which emerge are acceptance and attraction.
Acceptance may be compared to the concept of satisfaction, where one is satisfied
with the brand or the product for what it delivers, “so far I have been pretty satisfied
with HP Laptops which I owned” (Cheryl). This state is also comparable to the state
of inertia where one would not like to disturb the status quo. The strength of the
bond is grounded in perceived utilitarian benefits gained from the consumption and
not out of any psychological or emotional connection. The study reveals that
informants who profess being satisfied with the brand do not display any long-term
commitment to the brand. Being satisfied is no guarantee that they will continue to
support the brand, they are open and vulnerable to defection but in the present
moment they appear to stick with the brand.
Attraction appears as a new concept relatively unexplored in the realm of brand
loyalty and disloyalty studies. Informants are attracted to a brand when they find
others using them, “Ahhh, the whole market is changed these days, so I would like,
I have seen a lot of Apple related products which caught my eye.”(Abhilash), or
learn about it from personal sources, “I have been hearing a lot.”(Ilyas) or have
pretested it, “I used it at some friends and colleagues house.”(Rais). While the
concept may appear similar to word-of-mouth referrals or peer influence, the
noteworthy point is that there is no direct influence being exerted by any of the
socially relevant or reverent parties. The protagonist is becoming attracted to the
brand by seeing others immerse themselves in the experience or hearing about the
experience and even using them in the manner of a pre-test. This concept is similar
to the element of emotive loyalty, wherein one may not have the experience of the
brand, but becomes desirous of possessing the brand.
6.3.2 Shades of disloyalty
While at one end of the spectrum, consumption stories brings to the fore the
nuances of loyalty, at the other end of the spectrum they also elicit different forms
of disloyalty. In this study, the formation of disloyalty or switching behaviour
appears as a consequence of internal and external forces. In some instances, the
variety seeking tendencies induced by internal forces (intrinsic desires) come to the
fore, “I love trying and experiencing it, I may face good experience but I don’t stick
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on something” (Sanjana), while in other instances they are induced by external
forces, “to be honest, I don’t think I will stick with HP or Dell because I like
them, …. All these firms offer new things all the time in the market” (Abdul).
It is interesting to note that informants who profess “liking” the brands are open
to defection. Informants profess liking the brands, but do not commit themselves
to a longer or stronger relationship. In the past, studies have explored the reasons
as to why “satisfied” customers defect but there appears to be no such study
examining why customers who “like” the brands also defect. It has been pointed
out that liking is a powerful human motivator for relationship development and
maintenance and a basis for trust creating a personal attachment reinforcing
economic bonds (Nicholson et al. 2001). If liking is a powerful motivator and
creates attachment, then informants should forge strong ties with the brand but this
does not appear to be so in this instance.
The other forms of disloyalty which develop are; discontinuance due to the
convergence of functionalities or needs. In one instance, an informant finds no need
to buy a computer because his smartphone is able to fulfil the needs and in another
instance the computer being used at the workplace is also used for personal work,
thereby obliterating any need to buy a computer. In such situations, discontinuance
occurs as a matter of fact and does not result in negative fallouts.
Rejection which occurs due to negative experiences from poor service
deliveries or performance result in the formation of strong negative attitude wherein
informants are found to engage in disruptive behaviours, dissuading others from
adopting the brand.
It is worth noting that during the pre-adoption phase, informants were not much
motivated or influenced in their purchase decision by good service deliveries being
offered by the brands. The presence or promise of good support and service did not
merit much weight when informants were deciding on their brand choice, however,
having adopted and consumed, the informants are found to be influenced strongly
by the absence of good service delivery. This appears to be different when it comes
to do with “performance.” Performance (functionality of the products) is
considered as one of the important evaluation points during all the three phases of
pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption. Performance weighs equally highly in
the consideration for brand choice and continuity.
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6.3.3 Divided brand loyalty
Fournier & Yao (1997) make a very strong argument towards the measures and
commentaries of loyalty which imply loyalty as fidelity and exclusivity whereby a
consumer pledges or promises to consistently purchase only one brand over time.
The authors question the notion of loyalty as an exclusive committed relationship
remaining relevant in a world proliferating with myriad products, competitive
pricing and offerings.
It has been argued that empirical studies on divided loyalty have been scarce
even though it is widely acknowledged that consumers may be loyal to more than
one brand (Felix 2014). Studies have suggested that multi-brand loyalty occurs for
brands based upon perceived low levels of differentiation among brands, with more
choice and lower risks in brand switching (Felix 2014) and due to consumers
buying brands for different occasions, variety or the only available brand in stock,
or due to better deals (Dowling & Uncles 1997). Recently it has been suggested
that multi-brand loyalty is also triggered by several psychological and sociological
processes including family tradition and desire to maintain behavioural freedom
(Felix 2014). It has further been suggested that the multi-brand loyalty set includes
brands which are characterised by high levels of commitment and identification.
By being loyal to two or three brands, individuals reduce the stress and strain of
undergoing complex decision making process and still enjoy the emotional benefit
of making a choice (Felix 2014).
In this study we see a multi-brand loyalty pattern wherein different brands are
adopted for several reasons including variety seeking tendencies, past usage
experience, and the selection of brands for different uses, users or needs. For some
informants the loyalty is towards the operating system and not towards any specific
brand, “I will go for windows based. For my personal use I will go for Windows
based.... but if it is about a tablet or something I will definitely go for an Apple
iPad” (Aleem).
Some other informants select different brands based upon their own “self” and
“others” needs, “I might buy 5/6 computers for staff so I might not go for Apple
because of price, cost. So I will investigate which one is next suitable option, so if
I purchase for myself or my son, I might go for Apple but for business purpose I
might go for economical one.”(Lucky)
For some in their capacity as a buyer, although they have a loyalty towards a
particular brand, they would not like to impose their decision on others. Saud has a
loyalty towards Dell but when it comes to purchasing a computer for his wife, he
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prefers Sony an expensive brand for its hedonic value, “I was to buy a laptop for
my wife. She is a dentist. I did not buy dell. I buy her a Vaio because she will be
carrying that laptop in conferences,” (Saud).
Some others would opt for another brand as the second choice even though one
is happy with the current brand which is continuing to serve well, “Just in case
only if I have an option for second one. Just thinking I will go for HP elite
book.”(Reynold). Another informant would like to have different brands for
different product categories, “For a laptop I go with Lenovo, for a desktop I go
with Dell.”(Rais).
In these instances above, we see individuals exhibit multi-brand loyalty for the
reasons of product functionality, product variety, product category and personal
preferences.
6.3.4 No brand loyalty
Another pattern which emerges is that of a brand relationship sans any affect or
commitment. Traditionally these are cast in the mould of “no loyalty” attitudes even
though one may have a long relationship with the brand and one may like the brand.
Informants are found to use a brand for long but they do not develop any
preferences or bond with it. Such a type of relationship is a comfortable
arrangement which is fragile in the face of pull-away market situations, “...I don’t
have a loyalty for one brand, I have a liking for Toshiba because I have used it for
four years. Now since we have lot of options available in the market…” (Prem).
With another informant, the brand is the epitome of what a computer should be
and is the yardstick against which other brands would be benchmarked. It may be
assumed that with this type of hero-worship, one would be in a long relationship
with the brand. However this is not the case. Surprisingly, there is no commitment
towards continuance of the same band, “But If I go for a personal purchase I will
certainly look for Dell to be my benchmark or guideline. If I am going for NonDell, I will be comparing everything with Dell.”(Saud).
For another informant, the brand is irrelevant, what matters is the “purpose”,
“I am not really into a particular brand especially for computers. I just look for the
purpose what it serves” (Soumya). The purposes being referred by Soumya are
specific to the needs, like a computer which has good graphics capability for
playing games, etc., another one for basic functionalities or another one for her
daughter, and so on.
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While traversing on the path of loyalty, we see the protagonist following a path
of singularity and fidelity when pledging oneself to purchase one brand with its
accompanying assortment of codes or products. We see a variation in the type of
attachments formed ranging from emotional, rational to hedonic (loyalty), and we
also see the protagonist extending his fidelity and exclusivity to bring into the fold
other brands without becoming promiscuous (divided loyalty), and we see him as
a benign, emotionless person who is not affected by any of the personalities
(brands) he comes across and simply focuses on the work at hand (no loyalty).
Traversing the path of disloyalty, we see the protagonist becoming enticed and
lured by the pleasing and attractive offerings littered on the way. He engages in
self-indulgence sometimes to fulfil his inner cravings and sometimes to fulfil his
external needs (variety seeking and explorative behaviour). Sometimes he casts
aside, with disdain and contempt, some of the offerings which do not serve him
well (rejection), and sometimes he simply drops as them as he no longer requires
them (discontinuance). Thus this study provides a grounded account of brand
loyalty, disloyalty and tendencies of divided loyalty and of having no loyalty. It has
attempted to capture the dynamic, evolutionary character of the phenomenon while
being sensitive to the multifaceted, consumer experiences and the various nuances
and forms of brand connections, disconnections forged from the consumption of
short life-cycle products.
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7

Conclusion

This chapter addresses the research question, theoretical and managerial
implications, and future research perspectives.
The study set out to examine how short life cycle products affect the formation
of brand loyalty and disloyalty behaviours among the consumers of such products.
In order to understand this, this study formed a main question which was divided
into parts of three subset questions to answer the main research question. The main
question and its three subset questions are repeated below:
1.

What factors affect brand loyalty and disloyalty formation among the
consumers of short life-cycle products and how do these factors achieve this?
Subset to the main question are:
a) What factors impact the formation of brand loyalty and disloyalty?
b) How do the factors affect the formation of brand loyalty and disloyalty?
c) How do short life-cycle products affect the formation of loyalty and
disloyalty behaviours among consumers?
Answer to the first subset question: What factors impact the formation of brand
loyalty and disloyalty?

This study finds factors such as positive usage experience, brand image, mooring,
emotive tendency and satisfaction contributing to the brand loyalty formation.
Factors which are found to affect brand disloyalty formation include pushaway, pull-away and beyond controllable factors. Push-away factors include
performance related issues (such as hardware, service, software and internet service
failure issues), variety seeking tendencies, and negative word-of-mouth. Pull-away
factors include technological changes, price, social influence, brand image and
software related issues. Beyond controllable reasons include workplace mandates,
geographic relocation, and the abandonment of products.
In addition, this study finds that consumers also form divided brand loyalty
based on factors such as variety seeking, past usage experience and consumption
for self and others. Variety seeking is triggered by needs for different product
categories such as notebooks vs desktops and notebooks vs tablets. Past usage
experience is where a consumer finds two brands of same or comparable quality
and decides to patronise both of them. Consumption for self and others leads to
biased behaviour. Consumers prefer a particular brand for their own or family’s use
while they select another brand for their employees use. No loyalty is found to be
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attitudinal. The inherent attitude of consumers in not having any loyalty to any
brand results in a no loyalty disposition. Table 25 provides a combined view of the
factors affecting brand loyalty, brand disloyalty, divided brand loyalty and no brand
loyalty.
Table 25. Factors affecting brand loyalty, brand disloyalty, divided brand loyalty and no
brand loyalty formation.
Brand loyalty

Brand disloyally
Pull -away

Push -away

Divided

No

Beyond

brand

brand

controllable

loyalty

loyalty
Attitude

Positive usage

New and changing technology

Hardware

Workplace

Variety

experience

(New products, obsolescence,

issues

mandates

seeking

Software

Relocation

product attributes )
Brand image (cool,

Price (deals, offers)

strong)

issues

Past
usage
experience

Mooring

Brand image

Service issues Abandonment Negative

(synchronization)

word -ofmouth

Emotive
Satisfaction

Experiential (Operating system

Negative word

For self

as a means of fun)

-of- mouth

and others

Third party
service failure

Answer to the second subset question: How do the factors affect the brand
loyalty and disloyalty formation?
Factors such as positive usage experience, strong brand image, strong feelings of
love, happiness and enjoyment derived out of consumption experience and mooring
factors (synchronisation) result in the formation of several forms of low, moderate
and strong attachment to brands. Emotive loyalty results in forming attraction to a
brand which may manifest without a purchase or even experiencing a brand.
Acceptance occurs with satisfaction being the least basis for forming a loyalty
towards a brand. Each form of brand loyalty i.e., attachment, attraction and
acceptance is described below briefly.
Positive usage experience is derived when brands provide positive functional
benefits consistently from the performance of the products. Likewise when brands
are able to evoke feelings of happiness, enjoyment and love through the delivery
of good consistent performance supported by a good brand image, individuals tend
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to form attachment with the brand. The intensity of their attachment may vary from
individual to individual and may range from low, to moderate to strong (Park et al.
2006). In a low attachment bond with the brand, an individual may possess a
favourable brand attitude but may not engage in any brand supporting activity such
as in recommending the brand to friends, or talking good about the brand, although
repeat purchase may happen but these are driven more by evaluative
considerations. In a moderate attachment, an individual displays a strong brand
attitude by engaging in repeat purchase behaviour and displays a willingness to pay
a premium with an inclination to maintain the relationship with the brands. In a
strong brand attachment, an individual may possess a strong brand attitude, engage
in intense brand supporting behaviours such as sticking with the brand even in the
face of greater enticements, show greater consistency in repeat purchase
behaviours. Technology driven features such as “synchronisation” are also found
to provide mooring effects strengthening the bonds with the brands.
In the second form of brand loyalty attraction, innovative offerings, seeing and
hearing others speak about a brand and engaging in imitative behaviour cause
attraction amongst the informants wherein tendencies akin to emotive loyalties are
developed. Informants attracted to a brand harbour desires of acquiring the brand
even though they may not have purchased the brand or used it.
Acceptance is formed when individuals are satisfied with the brand. However,
satisfaction appears as no guarantee for sustained brand relationship over a long
time. Figure 19 shows how the brand loyalty factors affect the formation of brand
loyalty.
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Fig. 19. Brand loyalty factors affecting the formation of brand loyalty tendencies.

Factors which influence brand disloyalty formation include push-away, pull-away
and beyond controllable factors. Push-away factors include performance related
issues (such as hardware, service, software and internet service failure issues),
variety seeking tendencies, negative word-of-mouth referrals. Pull-away factors
include technological changes, price, social influence, brand image and software
related issues. Beyond controllable reasons include workplace mandates,
geographic relocation, and abandonment of products. Table 26 shows the various
factors affecting brand disloyalty formation.
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Table 26. Factors affecting brand disloyalty.
Brand disloyalty reasons

Factors

Pull-away reasons

Changing technology

Innovation
Obsolescence
Product attributes
Attitude
Satiation

Price
Brand image
Software related
Social influence
Push away reasons

Hardware issues
Service issues
Software issues
Variety seeking
Negative word-of-mouth
Third party service

Beyond controllable reasons

Workplace
Relocation
Abandonment

Further Figure 20 below shows how the factors contribute to the formation of brand
disloyalty tendencies.
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Fig. 20. Brand disloyalty factors affecting the brand disloyalty tendencies.

In addition, factors such as variety seeking, past usage experience and consumption
for self and others are also found to affect divided brand loyalty tendencies. Figure
21 shows the various factors affecting divided brand loyalty formation.
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Fig. 21. Factors affecting the formation of divided brand loyalty tendencies.

Answer to the third subset question: How do short life-cycle products affect the
formation of loyalty and disloyalty behaviours among consumers?
Short life-cycle product markets are characterised by rapid entry and exit where the
product life-cycle is compressed with life cycles ranging from 3 months to 2 years
in specific product categories (Patil et al. 2010). In such a volatile market, where
new features, enhanced functionalities, design and appearance are introduced
rapidly, consumers are likely to produce different behavioural and attitudinal
responses.
In this study, the informants are found to be driven by variety seeking
tendencies from the initial stages of need recognition. This is supported by past
studies which have recognised the role of explorative purchase behaviour
(Baumgartner & Steenkamp 1996) wherein people actively engage in seeking
variety either to satisfy their stimulation needs or other reasons aided by an
availability of larger variety of products (Baumgartner & Steenkamp 1996, Sela et
al. 2009).
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Variety seeking is defined as “the desire for a new and novel stimulus” (Hoyer
& Ridgway 1984) and it manifests in behaviours such as brand switching,
innovating and in decision making (Baumgartner & Steenkamp 1996). It has also
been recognised that exploratory behaviours are triggered by product
characteristics, due to an availability of large number of alternates and short interpurchase frequencies (Michaelidou & Dibb 2009).
In this study, informants appear to be driven in their variety seeking drive both
by utilitarian and experiential needs. Although variety seeking for utilitarian needs
appears more significant than for experiential needs. The variety seeking tendencies
are triggered by the “latest” which has just come into the market, “…So after that
a model came in the market, it was Dell latitude series, like people used to say that
it is very professional...something for business use” (Aleem), and the availability of
new and more alternates, “I mean if there was another brand which giving me a
cheaper price with the good quality I am looking for, then why not? Because the
market is very volatile market, you know new technologies are coming every day”
(Bassem). In fulfilling their utilitarian needs, informants sought “new” or
“enhanced” product features based on functional attributes and economic
considerations. Although variety seeking is motivated more by utilitarian needs,
this study also finds informants motivated intrinsically in variety seeking behaviour
“See it’s my fantasy that I don’t use the same. I love trying and experiencing it. I
may face good experience but I don’t stick on something (Sanjana). However, the
salience of seeking variety to fulfil intrinsic needs does not appear to a major
consideration among the informants.
During the need recognition stage, variety seeking tendencies appear
significant for the fulfilment of utilitarian needs, but they do not appear to have
much significance during the decision-making process which appears to be
influenced mainly by considerations of price and social influence. However, those
experientially driven displayed a stronger resolve in continuing their variety
seeking behaviour. The probable reason could be that consumers intrinsically
motivated would continue to satiate their intrinsic needs with products that provide
affective or hedonic sensations (Michaelidou & Dibb 2009).
During the post-adoption phase, the influence of short life-cycle products (by
way of their variety offerings) manifests more pronounced in the disloyalty
behaviours of the informants who appear to engage in exploratory behaviours, “If
another brand launches something which is a completely new innovation, change
is the face of mobile device, I will switch to that.” (Paul) and towards divided228

loyalty tendencies “Just in case only if I have an option for a second one. Just
thinking I will go for HP elitebook. “(Reynold).
Thus showing that variety seeking tendencies influence both divided brand
loyalty and disloyalty tendencies due to the various characteristics of short lifecycle technology products such as their rapid obsolescence, innovative offerings,
rapidly changing product attributes and satiation brought about by product
performance. In sum, short life-cycle products appear to significantly trigger the
disloyalty and divided loyalty tendencies among the consumers, although they do
not appear to be most significant.
Answer to the main question
1) What factors affect brand loyalty and disloyalty formation among the
consumers of short life-cycle products and how do these factors
achieve this?
The answers to the main question has been provided by addressing the three subset
questions. In the beginning of the research I had entered this study with an
assumption that technology products due to their short life-cycle periods do not
foster long-term relationships with brands and that consumers faced with myriad
choices are inclined to be fickle in their loyalty behaviours and that short life-cycle
products cause mostly disloyal behaviours due to the plethora of product choices,
the ever changing face of technology products and their attributes. However, this
study shows that it is an incorrect assumption. This study finds consumers to be
considerably brand loyal, although brand disloyalty and divided brand loyalty also
manifest significantly if not most considerably.
7.1

Theoretical contribution, managerial implications and
limitations

This section addresses the theoretical contribution, managerial implications and
limitations of this study.
7.1.1 Theoretical contribution
This research contributes mainly to the loyalty and disloyalty literature. Further, by
studying the lived consumption experiences derived from the usage of short lifecycle products, it contributes to the scant literature on short life-cycle products and
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by analysing the consumption experiences from the pre-adoption, adoption and
post-adoption phase, it provides its contribution to the adoption literature as well
and finally it contributes to the scant loyalty and disloyalty studies in the UAE
Contribution to brand loyalty and disloyalty literature
Brand loyalty has been extensively studied with a rich heritage ranging over nine
decades while brand switching studies can be traced from the 1950s with studies
employing markovian switching models, mathematical models using survey data
appearing from the 1960s (Breyer 1947, Carman 1966, Ehrenberg 1965, Hartung
& Fisher 1965). In the marketing literature the term “disloyalty” appears to be used
for the first time by Rowley & Dawes (2000). It has been pointed that studies
examining both loyalty and disloyalty have been very scant (Nordman, 2004)
although they are closely related concepts. Taking heed of this gap, studies
exploring both loyalty and disloyalty started to emerge (Choi et al. 2006, Lam &
Burton 2006, Nordman 2004, Palihawadana 2004, Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012)
although they still appear to be scant. Most of these studies were in the quantitative
mould while very few employed qualitative approach such as (Lam & Burton 2006,
Nordman 2004). Following Nordman (2004), this study also adopts an explorative
and customer-oriented approach and sets out to explore how consumers form their
loyalty and disloyalty behaviours. Previous combined studies on loyalty and
disloyalty have focused on several research avenues such as retail banking industry,
online retail industry, online search engines, the corporate legal industry, and
durable goods while this study focusses on technology products with short lifecycles. This study by employing both the concepts together, is able to see a wider
perspective on the formation of loyalty and disloyalty behaviours. From this
perspective, this study finds that loyalty and disloyalty appear not only in black and
white contrasts but also with grey and neutral overtones such as with divided brand
loyalty and no brand loyalty. This perspective also reveals factors which are
common with both brand loyalty and disloyalty. For instance, variety seeking
appears common in brand disloyalty and divided loyalty behaviours. Brand image
appears as a pull-away factor in the disloyalty behaviour and a factor in loyalty
formation. It acts as a double edged sword. Images of a “cool” and “strong” brand
not only pulls an informant towards it but also anchors them to the brand. Usage
experience in the present and past appear to influence both brand loyalty and
divided brand loyalty. Current and positive usage experience reinforces the belief
in the brand leading to the continuance decision for the future. While past positive
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usage experience with several brands appears to divide the loyalty between them.
Negative word-of-mouth appears to influence both brand disloyalty and divided
brand loyalty. In a near comparable study (Nordman 2004), factors promoting
loyalty were found to be peer behaviour, negative experiences, physical
accessibility, positive image, customer disposition, customer life situations,
personal bond, functional satisfaction, responsiveness, relationship history,
relational benefits, technical satisfaction, availability of services and economic
satisfaction. In this research, the loyalty promoting factors stem from a present
usage experience which includes happiness, enjoyment and love experienced with
the usage of the product and the performance, positive brand images (being “cool”
and “strong”) brand offering technological features such as connectivity and
synchronisation and emotive feelings of desire. Two factors appear to be somewhat
common in both these studies i.e. positive image as in brand image and technical
satisfaction as in performance and technical features. The wide variance in loyalty
factors between both these studies can be explained in terms of the context. The
study by Nordman (2004) is service specific while this research is product specific.
However, amongst the very scant studies exploring both loyalty and disloyalty
together, the study by Nordman (2004) appears to be the most comprehensive
revealing deeper insights although limited to examining only two concepts: loyalty
and disloyalty, while this study reveals other dimensions of divided brand loyalty
and no loyalty.
By examining the consumption experiences based on a qualitative research
approach, this study provides a very comprehensive view unlike many studies in
the past, which have either focused on loyalty or disloyalty separately or rarely in
a combined manner. The resultant outcomes on brand loyalty, brand disloyalty,
divided brand loyalty and no loyalty, show the comprehensiveness of the study in
not just exploring one facet but several facets. More importantly, this study also
adds to the very sparse literature on divided loyalty based on a qualitative approach
(Felix 2014). In the context of common branded goods and services, it was found
that consumers develop several forms of divided loyalty, i.e. biased, specialised
and perfect substitutes. In the biased divided loyalty, a consumer has a stronger
preference for a brand over others in his consideration set although all are attractive
alternatives and recommended to others. In a specialised divided loyalty, two or
more alternatives are differentiated for fulfilling slightly different needs and in a
perfect substitute’s category, two or more alternatives within the product categorynot very differentiated-although highly attractive are used as perfect substitutes. In
this study, one could see biased divided loyalty as in Lucky buying an Apple
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computer for himself and his family and some other less expensive brand for his
staff. One could also see instances of perfect substitutes as in the case of Prashant
whose set of alternates revolves around two brands, Compaq and Toshiba which
have both served him well in the past. There are examples of specialised divided
brand loyalty in this study when informants tend to have two alternates within the
personal computer category for specific needs. For example, Rais for his laptop
requirement would go for Lenovo while for his desktop requirement he would go
for Dell.
In many of the extant studies, satisfaction has been shown as an important
contributor to loyalty (Bayraktar et al. 2012, Diaz & Cataluna 2011, Khan &
Mahmood 2012, Kuikka & Laukkanen 2012, Lee et al. 2015, Sutanto & Minantyo
2014, Thakur 2014, Veloutsou & McAlonan 2012, Veloutsou 2015), This study too
reveals that satisfaction is an important contributor but is not strong enough to deter
consumers from switching over to other brands. It is expected that brands will
deliver satisfactory goods and services and this is considered as given. This has
been supported by Mittal & Lassar (1998) who show that satisfaction is the
minimum “threshold level” for loyalty and one must attempt to understand what
drives loyalty beyond satisfaction. In this research it appears that informants are
satisfied but it is not enough to retain them. Their brand loyalty bonds are more
strengthened by deliverables which evoke, enjoyment, love and happiness driving
stronger brand loyalty with the brands.
Convenience accorded by the “synchronisation” of the devices is one of the
reasons why consumers tend to commit themselves to longer relationships with
brands. Consumers perceive the convenience derived out of the synchronised
devices as avoiding effort, saving time and energy across the consumption process
thereby strengthening the bonds with the brands. Mooring factors provided by the
synchronisation of devices results in the convenience of usage whereby consumers
are positively inclined to develop their relationship with bonds by investing further
in different product categories from the same brand. Synchronisation between
devices is a recent phenomenon brought in by advancing technologies. Unlike the
mooring effects which inhibit or constrain the consumers from switching over to
other brands (Bansal 2005), the mooring effect revealed in this study and provided
by synchronised devices contributes to strengthening of the bond with the brands.
A similar kind of effect is seen in a study on the switching behaviour of mobile
users where it is found that mobile users with considerable usage levels and
multiple services bundled into their service plans are less likely to switch over to
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other service providers (Ranganathan et al. 2006) although in that study usage acts
as an inhibiting factor rather than an enhancing factor.
In the scant disloyalty studies on technology products and services several
factors have been shown as contributing to disloyal behaviours. It has been shown
that consumers switch to other technologies based on several factors related to
substitutes such as, perceived ease of use, relative advantage, perceived security
and user satisfaction (Ye et al. 2008), and that male users are likely to defect more
than female users (Ranganathan et al. 2006). A lack of satisfaction (Ye & Potter
2011) is another factor in this respect. In another generic study in the context of
telecommunication customers in Denmark, it was found that customers became
disloyal because of cost issues such as high pricing, retention issues such as nonrecognition of long standing customers, lack of loyalty programs, and service issues
such as long waiting times, in addition to improper service (Mikkelsen & Vu 2014).
Most of these studies have focused on service related industries such as internet
services, telecommunication services, internet search engines. In this study which
focuses on a technology product, several pull-away, push-away and beyond control
factors were revealed (see chapter 5.5, section 5.5.4). The pull-away factors which
emerge in this study include; new & changing technology, price, brand image,
experiential benefits, social influence, push-away factors include technical issues,
service issues, variety seeking, negative word-of-mouth, third party service failure
and beyond controllable factors such as workplace mandates, relocation and
abandonment. Thus this study adds to the scant literature of brand disloyalty on
technological products by identifying new factors and supporting a few found in
previous studies such as price and service issues. Moving further, this study reveals
a wide range of negative emotions which have an influence on the disloyalty
behaviours. The wide range of negative emotions (see chapter 5, section 5.4) goes
to show that consumers are more sensitive and become negatively affected more
easily than becoming positively influenced. It takes a little to displease them, while
it takes a lot to make them feel satisfied and happy.
Contribution to the technology adoption literature
Adoption has been one of the most extensively studied subjects in the innovation
diffusion literature for many decades. Many studies have focused on identifying
the antecedents of technology adoption. Interest in the consumption experience of
technology products started from early 2000 with Shih & Venkatesh (2004)
underscoring the importance of “use” in the diffusion of technology. Following
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them other studies started to emerge incorporating the element of experience or
“use” in attempting to understand consumer behaviour in the field of technology
adoption. However, the emergence has been much relatively lesser in comparison
to the earlier literature on adoption. Shih & Venkatesh (2004) appear to be first
authors to have clearly demarcated the term adoption by incorporating the element
of use, whereas earlier studies have not made any such distinction. Based upon this
distinction, it became clear that adoption consists of two parts, one is the act of
possessing and the other is the act of consuming. Moving further, another stream
of researchers started to focus on the pre-adoption stage, which included the
antecedents and factors which make an individual or a firm to adopt an innovation.
They specifically labelled this stage as pre-adoption (Chang & Zhu 2011, Chou et
al. 2010, Hinnant & O'Looney 2003, Karahanna et al. 1999, Kuttainen 2005),
however, these studies too appear scant. While there is a large and voluminous
amount of literature on adoption, some on pre-adoption and post-adoption, there is
no study which has combined all the three phases together. This research by
examining the consumption experience from the beginning to the end, appears as
the first one to have incorporated all three phases of pre-adoption, adoption and
post-adoption in an attempt to examine the consumption experience
comprehensively. Having done so, it has created a clear distinction between the preacquisition phase, acquisition and usage phase, and the post usage or post-adoption
phase. By doing so, this study has been able to unearth very rich insights into the
pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption phases of consumption.
Contribution to the short life-cycle product literature
The concept of product life-cycle has been in vogue for many decades. In recent
times it has been from the early 2000s that researchers have started focusing on
short life-cycles more interestedly although it was known and acknowledged that
product life-cycles were becoming shorter much earlier (see chapter 2). The studies
on short life-cycle products have examined various interesting perspectives
including the most common fields of forecasting and inventory management,
manufacturing and supply decisions, supply chain coordination, sales forecasting
and pricing decision and marketing activities. Short life-cycle products have been
examined for their impact on product innovation management, marketing,
consumer behaviour, the environment and reverse manufacturing, however
considering the ubiquitousness and the all-pervasive, volatile nature of such
products, studies have not taken them into consideration in examining the
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behavioural and attitudinal responses in consumers. In this direction, this study
makes the first attempt to bridge the gap. The study finds that the nature of short
life-cycles significantly influences brand disloyalty and divided brand loyalty
tendencies among the consumers by triggering variety seeking tendencies in the
individuals (see section brand disloyalty tendencies 5.5.3 and divided brand loyalty
tendencies section 5.5.5).
Contribution to the UAE brand loyalty and disloyalty literature
Extant studies on brand loyalty and disloyalty in the UAE have been very scarce.
In a somewhat comparable study in the UAE on brand loyalty in the context of
cosmetic products, product quality appeared as the foremost factor in the brand
loyalty (Khraim 2011). The study showed that UAE consumers although price
conscious are more quality conscious and are willing to pay more for a quality
brand. This present research appears to confirm that UAE consumers look for
quality, performance and the value they derive as one of the most important factors.
Based upon their positive usage experiences which includes deriving a good
functional experience and driven by a strong brand image, consumers would not
mind paying more. “I kinda follow that example of mine that if you buy cheap
product at a cheap price then you are not getting yourself a good quality product.
But if you spend a little bit more money so to say, you get what you pay for”
(Franklin). In addition, this study finds the UAE consumers are generally brand
loyal to brands which are able to deliver superior performance, provide good value
in terms of functionalities, brand image and generate experiential feelings of
happiness, love and enjoyment. Price is a major consideration as part of their
evaluative tendencies before adoption but it does not seem to have a significant
impact on their loyalty behaviours. The UAE consumers are also seen to have
considerable divided brand loyalty tendencies where they explore different
products for different reasons, for different platforms and different uses. This may
be because of the wide range of the latest choices available to them in the market
at comparably competitive prices. Similarly, the study shows that the UAE
consumers mostly seek higher platitudes of appeasement than mere satisfaction.
Satisfaction is no longer a guarantee for long-term loyalty although in the shortterm it is important. For them to become attached to the brand, strong emotions of
love, happiness and enjoyment is important. Those who derive such pleasures,
appear to be strongly committed and attached to the brand for a longer duration.
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Finally, by traversing the path of narrative inquiry methodologically, this study
is able to provide deep clinical insights into the informant’s consumption world of
short life-cycle products from the pre-adoption, adoption and post-adoption phase
comprehensively. The theoretically developed and derived frameworks shed light
on the different phases of consumption and the bonds developed between the
consumer and the brands leading to various forms of loyalty and disloyalty
outcomes. Nuances, which may not have surfaced by the application of commonly
used positivistic measures are revealed by the employment of a narrative form of
inquiry. A comprehensive and holistic examination of real lived consumption
experiences in the relevant context of short life-cycle products is an important
contribution of this study.
7.1.2 Managerial implications
The findings show how consumers who experience strong emotions such as love,
happiness and enjoyment form strong bonds with brands. Although satisfaction is
found to influence loyalty behaviour, it is found to be fickle. Satisfaction may
provide short-term gains but is no guarantee for long-term loyalty. Brand managers
may consider going beyond the often trodden path of customer satisfaction into
higher platitudes of experiential feelings. In this study the informants who had
expressed enjoyable experiences, love and happiness appeared not only to stick
with their brands but also invested considerable resources in the brand and
expressed their intention to continue with the brand.
Recent studies had conceptualised brand love (Batra et al. 2012) as having
seven distinct elements (1) passion-driven behaviours reflecting strong desires to
use it, to invest resources into it, and a history of having done so; (2) self–brand
integration, including a brand’s ability to express consumers’ actual and desired
identities, its ability to connect to life’s deeper meanings and provide intrinsic
rewards, and frequent thoughts about it; (3) a positive emotional connection that is
broader than mere positive feelings, including a sense of positive attachment and
having an intuitive feeling of “rightness”; (4) anticipated separation distress if the
brand were to go away; (5) a long-term relationship, which includes predicting
extensive future use and a long-term commitment to it; (6) a positive attitude
valence; and (7) attitudes held with high certainty and confidence. One of the
informants, King provides an instance reflecting most of the elements forming
brand love.
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Passion-driven behaviours reflecting strong desires to use it, to invest resources
into it, and a history of having done so, “I am using it for now more than threefour years and after I liked MAC, I bought my own MAC when it was launched
here” shows a history of usage, a strong desire to use it and invest further
resources into it.
A positive emotional connection that is broader than mere positive feelings,
including a sense of positive attachment and having an intuitive feeling of
“rightness”, “I realised how frustrating windows is. I come to work, I have no
choice but to work on windows, I see a big difference. They are right. Apple is
better because they make the software and they design the hardware, so that’s
something I wanted and I am happy with that.” shows the positive feelings, a
sense of attachment developing and a sense of righteousness in having adopted
the brand.
Anticipated separation distress if the brand were to go away, “…If you were to
give me a brand new laptop, top of the line, 20,000 Dhs. for free, I would not
take it…. I use windows here, sometimes I have to restart my computer or I
have to do something. It’s annoying.” shows how he would not part with brand
even if he is given a top of the line product. By separating from the brand, he
does not want to undergo any further distress.
A long-term relationship, which includes predicting extensive future use and a
long-term commitment to it, “I am happy with that. I have an iPad, I did not
even think, it didn’t even cross my mind to think of buying a Samsung tab.
Period. I would still go ahead and buy an iPad. Planning to buy an iPad mini
because I am used to it I know what to do with it, its very user friendly,” shows
not only past usage, but also extensive future use and a long-term commitment
to it.
A positive attitude valence and attitudes held with high certainty and
confidence, “Now I know more people who own Apple than when I was a
student. I didn’t know anyone who owned an apple then. One family has two.
So I have three iPads, one for me, one for my wife and one for kid. So the
generation has changed. So Apple is becoming very affordable. Now they have
a proper Apple website in Dubai…I won’t be shocked when there will be a day
when Dubai will be officially launched with States. I won’t be shocked if they
have a proper Apple store here in Dubai. Dubai is growing and perhaps Apple
did not find enough users for Apple. But its increasing.” shows a high positive
attitude reflecting confidence and certainty in the brand.
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This study shows that informants who are in love with their brand, tend to invest
more into it and commit to a longer relationship although not many informants
showed or claimed love. But the few who felt love towards their brands, tend to
form strong attachments with their brands. To keep customers loyal to the brand,
firms need to examine ways and means to provide a happy, enjoyable experience
and wherein the consumers feel love for the brand. This may be achieved through
superior functional properties, superior design, superior after-sales services, and
efficient customer redressal mechanisms. However, given the nature of product
characteristics, pursuing brand love is not an easy task.
While on one end of the scale, brands need to endeavour to make the customers
love their brands, at the other end, they should take care to be sensitive to the
grievances and redressal of grievances. This study has shown how recurrent
product failures, and continuous failures in terms of service delivery antagonised a
loyal customer into becoming a ‘terrorist’ customer. Brands must be sensitive to
customer complaints and understand the nuances being conveyed. Following
stereotypical responses and adhering to a standard template of responses will not
remedy the situation. Each customer undergoes a unique experience and each
situation is unique to the customer. The service delivery people have to consider
each complaint as emanating from a human and not simply as “a case” to be closed.
For many firms, while they are prompt in acknowledging a customer’s complaint
through automated systems, they do not appear to understand the issue and provide
a suitable remedial solution to the satisfaction of the customers so that customers
are retained.
Firms should endeavour to provide a total customer experience as mooted by
Mascarenhas et al. (2006) towards developing lasting customer loyalty. Total
customer experience denotes delivery of positive, engaging, enduring, and socially
fulfilling physical and emotional experience across all major levels of the
consumption chain brought about by a distinct market offering that calls for active
interaction between consumers and providers. It is suggested that the higher the
joint interaction of the provider and participant, the better the total customer
experience will be and consequently resulting in higher lasting loyalty.
In the total customer experience concept, the delivery of experience
commences from anticipating and fulfilling the customers’ needs and wants better
than the competitors, providing real consumer experiences (although the meaning
of “real consumer experiences” is unclear); providing real emotional experiences
which means going beyond delivery of physical attributes into the realm of
emotions involving meaning, value, entertainment, friendliness and caring service,
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belongingness and engineering an engaging experience; providing distinct
economic offerings; providing interactive experiences and providing experiences
which create engaging memories.
Drawing a parallel between the elements proposed in the total customer
experience and the empirical findings, we find some elements of the actual
consumption co-relating. Informants who profess being strongly attached to a
brand (hard-core loyalty) do so because of the emotional experience (e.g.
happiness) and value (e.g. performance, quality, brand name, and price) derived.
Value is the consumer’s perception of the benefits minus the costs of maintaining
an ongoing relationship with a provider (Mascarenhas et al. 2006). Informants are
found to derive not only inordinate values such as happiness and love but also
instrumental values such as product quality, satisfaction, and best value for money.
In this study, short life-cycle products are found to influence the variety seeking
tendencies of the informants which has a bearing on the divided brand loyalty and
disloyalty tendencies. Brand managers could take into consideration the mooring
effects provided by synchronised devices. The more product categories a brand is
able to offer and provide seamless, effortless connectivity between them, the more
is the likelihood that consumers will not only remain with the brand but also invest
in it further. However, it is not just a question of providing more product categories
and connectivity between them, it is also providing a holistic total customer
experience including elements such as friendliness, a caring service, belongingness,
as well as engaging and interactive experiences which may weigh positively in
favour of the loyalty considerations of the consumers.
7.1.3 Limitations
“No study is ever without limitations.” This has been a common observation in
many studies and so it is in this study too.
One of the limitations is the scope of research limited to the single product
category of short life-cycle products i.e. personal computers. Initially the study
started with a scope of examining the phenomenon with two different product
categories, namely personal computers and smartphones representing short lifecycle products. However, the empirical data collected from the narratives of the
informants appeared unequal: there was more data on personal computers than on
smartphones which, nonetheless appeared adequate to analyse the phenomenon. It
was, therefore decided to limit the scope to a single product category. Although
limiting the scope to one product category could be considered as limiting the
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generalisations of the findings, the emphasis placed on the depth and richness of
description superseded any generalisation concerns. Moreover, generalisation was
never a goal in this study. However, including two different product categories
would have enriched the study by providing interesting insights from two different
perspectives juxtaposed against each other and how consumer behaviours are
formed when using two different product categories under a rubric of short lifecycle products.
A limitation in the duration of the interviews is also noted. The duration of the
interviews conducted ranged between 4 to 43 minutes. In other words, the
interviews appeared to be short. However, even though the interviews were short,
the narratives provided rich analytical data which provided deeper insights into the
consumption behaviours of the informants. Thus the elicitation of full and rich
description from a relatively adequate number of informants (25 informants)
justifies the seemingly short interviews. While noting this limitation, one may also
consider that it is not necessary that all long interviews may provide full and rich
descriptions, as occurred in the case of one informant in this study, whose interview
text ran into several pages but yielded very little analytical output.
Another limitation is related to the narrative method of enquiry. When
individual stories are taken and placed into a larger picture, the possibilities of the
researchers imposing their interpretation and meanings on the stories of others
cannot be overlooked. Although this study followed the ethical practices of sharing
the transcribed text with the informants and the interpretation and analysis was
based on a theoretically developed framework based on past studies, some element
of imposed interpretations on the participants lived experience cannot be negated.
Another limitation exists in the data collection phase of the research process.
Often studies prescribe adopting a data saturation method to be employed although
extant literature does not provide precise and clear explanations on how to employ
this method. Studies vaguely explain that one can stop the interview process when
they find no repetitions occurring or the researchers do not find any new
information coming forth by continuing the interviews. This does not provide much
help to the researcher, as one can never ascertain whether the next person would
come up with something new or not. This study also faced a similar situation and
to overcome this, the study decided to follow the chain and referral method and
continue with as many interviews as could be arranged through this referral process.
The interviews stopped when no more new informant could be identified, but the
study managed to gather narratives from 25 informants which provided sufficiently
rich data to take the research forward.
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Finally, the results of this study cannot be generalizable to every case of
consumption. Although, the results are presented in the generalised form of a quest
in this study, this study recognises that each consumption situation is unique which
brings forth different experiences and outcomes.
7.2

Trustworthiness of the research

“Trustworthiness is the key term in Lincoln and Guba’s analysis of validation in
naturalistic inquiries” (Mishler 1990: 419). Trustworthiness refers to the issue of
how a researcher could persuade the audience (including oneself) that the findings
or the meanings generated in his or her study are worth paying attention to, and
worth taking account of. Simply stated, it refers to the confidence or trust one can
have in a study and its findings (Petty et al. 2012b). Compared to quantitative
research which employs the criterion of internal, external validity, objectivity and
reliability to assess the trustworthiness of research, qualitative research tends to
adopt Guba & Lincoln’s (1985) assessment criteria of credibility, transferability,
dependability and conformability.
In the later years, Guba & Lincoln propose a fifth criterion of “authenticity”
recognizing the constructivist view of “multiple constructed realities” rather than a
“single tangible reality” (Lincoln & Denzin 2003: 173). In their view, authenticity
can be demonstrated if researchers can show that they have represented a range of
different realities, in other words “fairness.” However, as per Guba & Lincoln
(1994) the issue of criteria in constructivism is not yet well resolved and needs
more deliberations. Narrative studies also suffer from this type of deficit where the
“language and the criteria” for the conduct of the narrative inquiry are under
development and it is hoped that a variety of criteria will eventually become the
agreed-upon norm (Connelly & Clandinin 1990). Although Connelly & Clandinin
(1990) identify three possible criteria “apparency,” “verisimilitude” and
“transferability” they suggest that researchers should search for and defend the
criteria which apply best to their work, thus this study conforms to the widely used
Guba & Lincoln’s (1985) four criteria of trustworthiness i.e. dependability and
confirmability, credibility and transferability as shown in Figure 22 and is
explained below in the succeeding sections.
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Fig. 22. Criteria of trustworthiness in qualitative research.

7.2.1 Dependability
The alternative criterion for dependability in quantitative studies is reliability. In
simple terms, dependability refers to the extent the findings could be repeated if the
study were to be replicated (Arnould & Epp 2006). Dependability may be enhanced
in various ways including interviewing multiple members of a single family,
organisation, and subculture (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008). In this study, using the
chain and referral method, multiple members from a single organisation were
enlisted as informants and interviewed for their consumption experiences.
It is recognised that “qualitative research does not cover enough of an expanse
of subjects and experiences to provide a reasonable degree of reliability”
(Bloomberg & Volpe 2008: 33) and as per Guba & Lincoln (1985) the important
question is whether the findings are consistent and dependable with the data
collected. While this study recognises a deficiency of peer reviews in coding and
analysis, a method of transparency has been attempted and maintained by the
researcher by chronicling the evolution of the coding process, maintaining an audit
trail of coding processes, documenting the rationale for the choices of coding,
analysis and the decisions made during the research process. Other methods
included maintaining a detailed account of how the data was analysed (which is
described in Chapter 5 Data Analysis), and of what choices were made during the
selection for the analysis and what the challenges were and questions faced by the
researcher. These records included not only the various types of analysis nodes
(attempted and then abdicated) in the NV10 software but also an exhaustive trail of
email correspondence exchanged between the researcher and the supervisors,
recording the travails and challenges being faced and their suggestions to resolve
the situations.
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7.2.2 Confirmability
Confirmability refers to the notion that the findings are the result of research rather
than an outcome of the biases and subjectivity of the researcher. This is similar to
the concept of objectivity in quantitative research (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008). It is
suggested that confirmability is achieved through the means of audit trail used to
demonstrate dependability, a record of field notes and transcripts, journals and
memos (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008). As stated above in the dependability criteria,
this study employs a method of transparency in terms of chronicling the coding
process, how it emerged, how the analysis was carried out, the transcripts and the
memos of the transcripts which aided reflexity.
At the conclusion of the interview phase, the verbatim transcriptions of the
interviews were shared with each participant seeking their confirmation on the
correctness of the same. Many informants did not respond while a few of them
indicated minor spelling errors which were duly corrected. The non-response of the
informants was assumed as their tacit approval as in the email sent to them, it was
indicated that should the researcher not receive a response to the contrary, it would
be assumed as their approval of the transcript. No draft of the analysis was sent to
the informants, as it included not individual accounts of analysis but a combined
analysis of the individual narratives which may not project solely the informant’s
viewpoints. Instead, the drafts were reviewed by a doctoral colleague and my
supervisors, who provided helpful inputs. Moreover, the meanings derived from
the analysis are supported and presented in the words of the informants. This
represents the experience of the researched and the researcher that allows evidence
of the quality of the interaction and relationship to emerge in the research report
(Pinnegar & Daynes 2007).
7.2.3 Credibility
Credibility in qualitative (or veracity in quantitative studies) refers to the adequacy
of materials (such as documents, videotapes, photographs) and the believability of
the interpretations (Arnould & Epp 2006) in other words, the degree to which the
findings could be trusted or believed (Petty et al. 2012b). To ensure credibility, this
study adapts a strategy of peer debriefing i.e. to test out insights, ideas with a
colleague as well as with the supervisors. Transcripts of each interview were
translated verbatim and shared with the informants, however, a commonly applied
method of member checks by way of sharing either the narrative or a portion of the
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analysis with the informants could not be followed as the analysis included a
combined viewpoint which could not be shared individually.
7.2.4 Transferability
In qualitative studies, the findings are context specific and therefore
generalizability is never a goal (Petty et al. 2012a). This study has used purposive
sampling which ensures that the data provides a range of perspectives to enable a
deeper understanding of the phenomenon. The purposive sampling enabled
enlisting of informants belonging to different nationalities with varied consumption
experiences and a wider perspective. This study also provides a proper description
of the context in Chapter 2. The process of analysis has also been described in a
systematic manner and the analysis is presented with full descriptions and direct
quotes from the informants supporting the discussion. Researchers may apply the
methods of analysis and the findings from this study to their own study. However,
the responsibility for determining transferability rests with those who may apply
the findings to their own settings (Petty et al. 2012b).
7.3

Future research

When I began this study, I started off by including two different product categories;
personal computers and smartphones under the broad umbrella of short life-cycle
products. However, as the study advanced, this study considered the option of
focusing only the personal computers due to the richness of data about personal
computer consumption experiences and relatively less data about smartphone
consumption experiences. Initially it was considered that by examining the
consumption experiences of two different product categories, the study could
benefit from a richer perspective but this could not happen. Therefore, future
studies may explore the option of exploring the consumption experiences among
smartphone users, which is a recent phenomenon.
Another interesting perspective would be a longitudinal study to examine
whether and how the committed consumers continue their loyalty with the brand
or change to other brands between two intervals of time.
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Appendix 1. Invitation letter to informants
Dear xxx,
I trust you are doing well.
You may kindly recall my request for a personal interview on the subject of my
thesis- Brand loyalty and disloyalty behaviours of consumers using short life-cycle
products- during one of your sessions with Dr. John some two months back.
I am writing to ask for your help with my research project, which explores the
behaviours of loyalty and disloyalty among of consumers of short life-cycle
products such as personal computers and smartphones. My research has been
motivated by a growing awareness that a better understanding of this area can be a
factor for success for brands pursuing the loyalty of consumers. One of the best
ways to learn about loyalty and disloyalty behaviours is by asking users who can
share their experiences about actual product usage. I believe you too are a user of
consumer electronics goods such as personal computers and smartphones and
hence my request to you.
My research is narrative-based and I am collecting data through an unstructured
personal interview, for which I need to meet you at a suitable place and time
convenient to you either today, tomorrow or the day after (October 19, 20, 21). The
interview may take 20-25 minutes and I shall be happy to come and meet you. I
will also call you to fix up an appointment with you. Kindly let me know a suitable
time for placing the call to you.
All informants will receive a transcription of the interview to corroborate what has
been said. Needless to say all individual data collected will be treated as
confidential and only used for the purposes of my thesis.
Looking forward to your positive response.
Sunder Ramachandran
Doctoral student
Oulu Business School, Oulu
University of Oulu
Finland
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Appendix 2. List of informants
Name
Sameh
Prashant
Sanjana
Lucky
Reynold
Iman
Janardhan
Aleem
Prem
Rais
Khan
Saud
Frank
Ahmed Ali
Larry
Abhilash
Suman
Ilyas
Cheryl
Nelson
Peter
Abdul
Bassem
Merwin
King
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Date of
interview
2/11/2012
13/10/2012
13/11/2012
14/10/2012
17/10/2012
17/10/2012
17/12/2012
18/10/2012
18/10/2012
18/11/2012
20/10/2012
22/10/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012
27/12/2012

Location of Interview
Held over Skype from India
MegaMall Coffee Shop, Sharjah,U.A.E
Shopping MALL,Bangalore, India
Festival city, Dubai, U.A.E
Computer Plaza, Bur Dubai, Dubai,U.A.E
Computer Plaza, Bur Dubai, Dubai,U.A.E
SNL Raj builders office, Bangalore, India
Computer Plaza, Bur Dubai, Dubai,U.A.E
Carrefour, Abudhabi, U.A.E
Lucky Star Showroom, Bangalore, India
Creek Park, Bur Dubai,U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E
Du office, Dubai, U.A.E

Gender
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M

Duration
43 minutes 17 secs
33 minutes 40 secs
33 minutes 20 secs
22 minutes 12 sec
5 minutes 48 secs
14 minutes 38 secs
6 minutes 29 secs
22 minutes 35 secs
32 minutes 37 secs
16 minutes 10 secs
31 minutes 8 secs
22 minutes 12 secs
11 minutes 9 secs
11 minutes 31 secs
4 minutes 30 secs
7 minutes 10 secs
10 minutes 48 secs
9 minutes 30 secs
8 minutes 27 secs
5 minutes 5 secs
8 minutes 31 secs
5 minutes 34 secs
10 minutes 9 secs
6 minutes 20 secs
24 minutes 14 secs

Nationality
Jordan
Sri Lanka
India
Sri Lanka
Phillipines
Pakistan
India
Pakistan
Sri Lanka
India
Pakistan
Sri Lanka
U.S.A
Egypt
Phillipines
India
India
Pakistan
Singapore
South Africa
South Africa
Syria
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E

Country of
Residence
U.A.E
U.A.E
India
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
India
U.A.E
U.A.E
India
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E
U.A.E

Age
group
35
40‐50
24
45
30
30
30
25
47
29
35
30
30‐40
30‐35
25‐30
30‐35
30
30‐40
30‐35
40‐50
30‐40
29
25‐30
25‐30
36

Mode
Over Skype
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
Face to Face
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